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Preface

This new edition of OuB Environment: How We Adapt
OtJRSELA^s TO It features the latest developments in the field

of science. The new format, larger pictures, simpUfied dia-

grams, clear tj’pographj’^, and readable text high-hght the up-

to-date quaUty of this revision.

Along with its manj’- new features, teachers vdll recognize

the time-proven pattern of basic content which has made this

book and its companion volumes so popular in their field.

There is the same soundness of unit structure built around

everyday factors of the environment, the same cumulative de-

velopment from topic to topic, and the same simple emphasis

of scientific attitude and method which makes science practical

and real to the pupil.

Readability is a special feature of this book. Special atten-

tion has been given to the reading level to insure easy readabil-

ity for the grade concerned. New science terms which have

become commonplace within the past few j’-ears have been in-

troduced and fully explained to insure accuracy of meaning

concepts. Sentence structure and paragraph structure are very

simple and every advantage has been taken of \isual materials,

pictures, and diagrams to aid in understanding.

Today’s pupils are increasingly concerned with the everj’-day

applications of practical science. This interest is turned to good

account in this book’s new unit, "Magnets and Electricity.”

This unit contains simplified but scientific explanations of the

electric motor, the generator, radar, teletjqie, radio, and tele-

vision. Its new experiments provide for the development of

related principles, and its discussion of atomic energy is at a

level which girls and boys of junior high school age can under-

stand. Thought is directed toward the peacetime use of this

source of energy.
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Unit IV, "Community and Personal Health,” another new

unit, foruses the interest of the pupil on the uses of water as an

aid to health. This unit includes also such recent developments

as sulfa drugs, antibiotics, ACTH, and cortisone. Throughout

the unit emphasis is placed on the pupil’s responsibility for his

own health and the health of Ws coiumunity

Wherever context indicates, the latest related findings of

science are introduced. These new items of interest cover a

w ide range of development and discovery featuring topics like

the Hale and Schmidt telescopes, most recently discovered star

distances, a new theory of the orig:in of the earth, and up-to-date

information on air masses, ram-making, hurricane-chasing,

detergents, incinerators and sink disposal units for food wastes,

dehumidifiers, ueed killers, garden dusts and spray formulas,

consen'alion, burmng of unmined coal underground, and

taconite as a new source of iron

The method of teaching science determines to a large extent

the succc‘58 in attaining desired outcomes. Oun Envirok-

ment: How We Adapt Oursel\'ES to It has been built upon

certain foundations vnth respect to the teaching of science to

pupils of junior high ’Mjhool age. These foundations are;

1 Science education at this level must be for the purpose of

general education.and not for thetraining of specialistsmscience.

2. The mon significant outcome of the teaching of science is

the development of scientific attitudes and increased com-
petence m the method of science.

3 Scientific knowledges and skills are most valuable when
the pupil IS led to organize the knowledges and skills into sci-

entific pnnciples or generalizations which may be applied to
new problem situations.

4. Facts of science are indispensable to the formulation of
science principles. Knowledge and organization of relevant and
pertinent facts are essential to an understanding of the environ-
ment in this Age of Science.

The text as heretofore is divided into Units, each unit pre-
senting a unified picture of some phase of the student’s en\dron-
ment. Each unit is compo^ of a series of Topics, developed
in loeical order, an uMletstandmg oi which comprises a com-
pletc grasp of the larger uint division,
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Problem-solving abilities are cultivated by the General

Problems which comprise a ps3'chological development of each

topic. Each general problem maj' include a number of Experi-

ments (laborator}' work) or Field Research problems for inde-

pendent choice and individual or group sohdng.

The problem method involves both a realization of the prob-

lem on the part, of the student and a foundation on which to

base his solution. To these ends the student’s everj'daj" ex-

periences must be reinforced bj- carefullj’- directed observation

in the classroom and bj'' out-of-school experiences designed to

crj'-stalUze the habits of careful, accurate observation and judg-

ment. For this reason, an Observers’ Club Calendar is included

in the Appendix as a stimulus to initiative and independence

in the use of the scientific method.

Characterizing the presentation of each unit are the follow-

ing features

:

1. The material of each unit is developed as a number of

related topics. The general problems of each topic lead toward

minor generalizations that pro\dde a framework for the build-

ing up and fitting in of the principles that are discovered, ob-

served, and learned for the unit as a whole.

2. Each Topic is introduced bj' an informational picture.

This feature, together with the Do You Know questions, re-

lates present experiences and knowledge to new problems.

3. Within each topic vdll be found Field Research problems

and Science Discover}^ Book Projects. These offer an oppor-

timit}" for taking care of indi\’idual differences and are closel}"

allied to the extra-class activities of the Observers’ Club Calendar.

4. Key Words are found at the end of each topic. Thej" are

valuable both for pre^^ew and review work. As an oral exercise,

their exact meaning maj’^ be brought out in short sentences or

paragraphs, thus suppljdng drill in the formation of general

concepts.

5. A group of Key Statements follows the ke3’’ words in

each topic. These sentences are summarizing statements, and

be used for topical, oral, and vvitten exercises to provide

training in the use of careful, exact expression.

6. A series of Thought Questions at the end of each topic

tests the abilit3' of the pupil to apply his science to new situations.
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7. The Bibltogrop?iy has been selected ^ith special regard

for the interests of the pupjis using this book.

S The Glotsary provides simple understandable definitions

of the key words and other science terms

9 Experiments are numerous. The fundamental experi-

ments are labeled Key Expenments, because they are especially

important in the organization of the subject matter. They

pin-point facts for discusaon and encourage the scientific at-

titude of mmd They should be used as individual student

experiments or at least should be demoiKtrated to the class by

pupih Since some classes may find it impossible to perform all

of the experiments, the text has been made completely coherent

vathout dependence upon the experiments m any way.

to. Illustrations have been selected m the belief that every

picture and diagram should increase interest m science, amplify

and interpret the text, present a problem for study, and be easy

to understand. Every picture carries an explanation and often

questions requinng close study of the picture and direct as-

sociation of It \Mth Its context

This preface would not be complete without expressing ap-
preciation to the thousands of teachers and hundreds of thou-
sands of bo>s and girh who have used previous editions of this
text Theit letters, comments, suggestions, and experiences
hate played a significant part m the development of this new
edition This eagerness to exchange ideas is a hallmark qf the
true scientist and hence doubly gratifj-ing to author and pub-
lisher, because it shows the growth in scientific attitude and
thought which is the basic aim of this book.
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Introduction

Have 3’ou ever thought how important science is in yoiu-

life? Have you ever thought how fast science moves ahead?

There was a time when the electric light bulb was considered

a "wonder of the age.” But you know that gi\dng light is just

one of the hundreds of modern uses of electricit3^ Other uses

are electric motors, telephone, radio, tele\'ision, radar.

WTiile manj" scientists work with electricity', others are stud3'-

ing the sun and the planets. Some are using the 200-inch Hale

telescope to stud3' the vast space out be3'ond our solar S3'stem.

Weather scientists are recording the weather factors, such as

air temperatiu-e, winds, and moisture. Their weather forecasts

are becoming more and more accurate. Some scientists are

even e.xperimenting at making weather. It has been dis-

covered that some clouds can be made to give up their moisture

in the form of rain. It has also been discovered that clouds can

be made—clouds that hold on to their moisture and prevent

rain from falling.

Still other scientists are working to keep our communities

sanitar3' and our ovm lives health3". The3" have discovered

wa3'S to give us safe water and milk. The3' have discovered

ways to help us fight diseases. The3^ have given us soap for

cleaning, which is so important to health. The3' have given us

sulfa drugs, penicillin, ACTH, cortisone, vaccines, and serum.

But with all these scientific defenses against disease, scientists

still tell us that health is something each of us must work for.

So scientists have told us the best kind of health habits to form.

Man3' more scientists are working with the soH, crops, insects,

and plant diseases. The scientists tell us what kind of crops the

soil can best support. The3' tell us how to plant the crops and
take care of them. They study plant diseases and make chem-

icals which vill prevent the diseases. The3' learn about the
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liabU-s <ii which eat the crops make poisons which

will control the ia^ects.

Eriually important are the scientists who study our natural

Ttsourre^ Tiiey explore to find new deposits of %ital materials.

They experiment to find better ways of gathering our natural

rt“jource<i and using them. They study new nays to prevent
waste. And they tell us tliat comsen'ation is everyone's job.

There is little in our lives which is not affected by science.

Hut do you know how scientists work to make their discoveries?

If you can work and think like a scientist, you will be able to
<lo your own job belter, no matter what it is.

WonxiNo Scientifically.—The scientific attack starts with
a problem the scientht wants to solve. He learns what he can
about the problem from the reports of others. Next he puts
down what he has di-icovered and then tries to learn some new
facts.

Now lads arc usually learned by trying experiments. Some-
times experiments are tried over and over again to see if the
same results are always obtained. A place where experiments
are tried is often called a hlmaU^, n has apparatus and ma.
tcrials for experiments and often some reference books.

_

Experimenting requires good judgment and atraight think-
ing. I'iist.onemusttrytoavoiddangerousexperiments.

Next
he experimenter must watch very carefully to see justX
iiappons. And be must tb.dr hard to fi^re exaet'y Uy a

0/ course a good scientist keeps a notebook record of whatlie docs, how he does it, and what he discovers liro.. - n
are helped by drawings. Ilis next sten i. tn i' i

* records

now knows about the problem, organise his
j"

to get an answer. Thfs he svrta^":™ t a taZ,;
elusion or theory. A scientist tries to learn the tmth S.
It agrees with what he would Uke to know or not

hy":hr:^Sta“:straa“&^^^^
Even then the experimenter is ready to chance hi<! ^ ^
faets arc discovercd that challenJlltaTmtt '’'S “Tway scientists work. It is tlie way you will
only in science, but in all the thi4 you^
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ieol Twister—We don’t know tf man will ever control the weother

any extent. However, oor scienlixt* leorn more obout weother
every doy, ond their forecasts warn vs of coming danger, like this

tornada



UNIT I

Weather



A Silenf WeatherniQB.—^The direction of the wind has always been

important as on old in forecasHng the weather. Some weather

vanes ore very p1o!n, others, os this one, ore ortisfic. Can you

tell wViith port of this wentber vone is stotionoryl Can you leW

which port is tnoved by the wind!



TOPIC I

Weather Signs

and Superstitions

DO YOU KNOW—
1. How weather sayings started?

2. A weather sign that seems to be true?

3. tMiether the moon controls the weather?

4. tMiether animals can tell whether the winter will

be unusually cold?

0 . Some of the common clouds?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

Are Weather Superstitions Based

on Evidence?

How Weather Superstitions Started.—^From earliest

da3’’S, man has been interested in the weather. The food supply,

in all parts of the world, has always depended on the weather.

AVould the rains come in time to save the crops? Would the

rains stop in time to allow the crops to be planted? These are

questions farmers have always thought about and worried

about.

Sometimes we think that modern people are not so dependent

upon the weather. But is this so? Long periods without rain

still mean less wheat from the fields. Too much rain will harm
the corn crop. Unusually heavy snows on the cattle ranges yidll

cause many cattle to die from lack of food. In the winter of

1949-1950, manj^ of the western states were blanketed vdth a

heavy snovdall. Only "Operation Haylift”^ saved the cattle.

WEATHER SIGNS AND SUPERSTITIONS 5



A Good Weofhemian^—Some people Ihmk fhot the robin bo* o roln

wng which tells of a coming storm. Would you trust Wi judgment?

In Operation huge Air Force transport planes fiew in

tons of hay for the staniing cattle.

Because people have always been interested m the weather,

they have tried to tell what the weather would be They have

watched for signs nhlch would tell them something about the

weather Sometimes they have tried to foretell the weather by

ob«er\’ing animal**. Sometimes thej" have thought the shape or

position of the moon would tell them about the weather.

Sometimes they have used clouds, or wind, or rainbows as

weather signs. Are these useful weather signs? Or are they

just superstitions’

Foretellino Weather bt Animals.—Do ammals with

heavy fur in the fall indicate a cold ^^^nter to come’ Do heavy
feathers on birds tell anything about the coming winter? Do
geese fljing south foretell oncoming winter? Do crickets tell

the temperature? Does the groundhog’s shadow on February
2 have anything to do with the weather? These and many other
questions are not new to you. But unless you understand the
science of weather, you cannot answer them correctly.
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Careful observation and experiment have shown that the

coat of fur on animals depends upon the food supply during

the spring and summer. When there is plent}^ of food, the coat

is usuall}'’ heavy. When food is scarce, the coat may be thin.

Actual!}" the coat does not depend at all upon the animals’

sense of coming changes in the weather.

It is true that animals of all kinds make preparations for

changes of seasons. We know that they la}" up food, or prepare

a den. But animals do not know any more than 3"ou do whether

the season is to be normal or otherwise. Certainly fur-bearing

animals have heavier coats of fur during the vdnter than in the

summer. TMs is part of nature’s way of adapting them to the

colder weather. Also, these animals shed a good deal of their

fur in the summer. But these are normal preparations. They
do not involve an}' "knowledge” of an unusual season.

FIELD RESEARCH

Make observations of your own on the preparations birds and ani-

mals make for the winter. Compare your report vith others.

Winter’s Coming.—This bear does not know that the weather will

turn cold, but Nature does. How will she protect him?



Ring oragnd the Meon.—A ring oround the moon ohen foretell

rainorjnow. V/haf eo«»e$ the ring to lermt Why jhould the ring

indicate a coming ttorm!

We kwjtv tKit geese and other mipating birds nest and raise

their young in the north. They stay neat their nests until their

young are strong and able to fly long distances. By this time

ponds and lakes usually begin Ireeting over. There Is less and

less food to be found, and the birds begin ino\-ing southward.

Some birds, like geese, cruise leisurely southward. They

fly now iQ one direction and now another, searching for food on

their journey. Some fly bj' night and feed by day. Others fly

great distances without stopping until they reach their desti-

nation. No one really knows exactly w hy birds migrate, except

that they follow the food supply. But certainly the migrations

of birds do tell us of the changing seasons.

LIBRARV RESEARCH-
Investigate Uie migration of birds to discover reasons for their move-

ments other than that, as people say, "They know cold weather is com-
ing”



The robin’s ram song, the drj^ fog, and low-curling smoke arp
but a few of many weather signs. They come to us out of the
nature-lore which generations of farmers, hunters, and other
outdoor folk have buUt up. Our job is to learn to distinguish
among those signs which are based on scientific sense and tho
that are not. Careful, long-range observations of nature
weather changes will disprove many weather superstitionsWhat we learnm our science experiments will also help us dJ'T
which signs are true, and which are superstitions.

the scientific knack of searching out the facts 'w
find fun in some of the foolish but still quite' conu^^f
cepted superstitions and misbeliefs.

^ ^

The Moon and the Weather.—There are many we tlv
signs and superstitions relating to the moon. The weath
not depend upon the moon. Therefore, the moon cann^ t
dicate the weather. Such sayings as, "When the crescent
can hold water it mil be dry,” and, "Fish bite best as th
grows full,” are just not true.

Statements relating to the moon and weather probabl
from observations of the moon during certain kinds of \v

However, if the observations are continued long enough
study shows that the moon has no influence upon the
The motions and changes in shape of the moon occur and
with clocklike precision. Do weather changes occur with^tfi'^^
same regularity?

nioon

moon

wwwvwwvw FIELD RESEARCH

Talk with your friends to learn as many sayings as possible abo
the moon and weather. Give your reasons for thinking the sayin^^
have or have not any facts behind them. ^

AV«WHV»WH««WWV»«««WWVtV«W%>WV\W>\«««V«MWV%Vm>Wl«Wl«Vrt«vHVWWwVWvw«y,^

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

Are There Scientific Weather Signs?

Fact and Fancy.—Although many weather sajdngs are

superstitions, some are accurate scientific statements. Some
conditions that we observe can be used to help foretell the

weather. In general, winds, humidity, clouds, and rainbows

weather signs -AND SUPERSTITIONS 9



Ooud Fermt—Th«te b«avtifu1 piclgret iViow the tVy with more

than one cloud form appearing Inbothplcturei we eon tee ttrotut

clouds neor the bottom, cirrostrolut In the middle, ond oltocumulus

above. The picture below wot token obout fifteen minutes after

the other orse



often give some information about the coming weather. These

are conditions of the air. Hence we might expect them to-be

more scientific than, for example, the amount of fur on an
animal.

Rings and Rain.— ring around the moon ma}' indicate

the approach of a storm. The ring is caused by the action of

light on ice cr3*stals or water particles in the air. As the ice or

moisture-laden air moves toward us, the ring, often grows

larger. Hence there is some truth in the old sajdng: "The
bigger the ring, the nearer the storm.”

We should remember that the moon is about 240,000 miles

from the earth. The ic^’ or waterj' clouds are onh" a few miles

about the earth. Light from the moon shines on the ice par-

ticles causing the ring appearance.

Sometimes a large ring of color is observed about the sun.

It is caused bj' the light* shining through a cloud of ice par-

ticles, high above the earth. Such rings probabty have little, if

anj-j influence on the weather.

A Weather Sign.—This is how a rainbow looks in the Grand Canyon

National Park, Arizona. Rainbows are not only beautiful to see, but

may serve as weather signs. Do you know how?
Frtd RaotdaXf



Strofuj Clout**.—"Strotui" mean* "spfeod out," for these cloud*

ore large, fog-lihe, and formed near the eorth. Ihey ore osudrty

*een early In the morning or lote In the evening when the air U still-

k tCi\.0Tftd clvisft about tte tnoon. or sua is called a ccrrona,

while the larger ring-j are called halos. The first is usually

caused by water particles and the latter by ice particles.

Rainbows and Rain —"Rainbow at morning, sailors take

warning: rainbow at night, sailors delight.” There is some

scientific reason in this "sailor’s warning." There ate some

facta we mu«t know in order to understand why it is so.

A rainbow is caused by the sun shining on particles of mois-

ture in the air. In order to see a rainbow, the observer must be

between the sun and the rainbow Another fact ive must know’

IS that the usual course of a storm is (com west to east.

Now, how does a rainbow tell about the weather? If a rain-

bow IS seen in the morning, it must be seen in the west. This is

because the sun is in the east in the morning If a rainbow is

seen, it means that there is moisture in the air. Therefore, a
rainbow in the morning tells us that there are tainclouds or

moisture-laden air in the west And we know that tfus moisture
wdU probably be carried eastward to us.

The rainbow at "night” will be in the east, not the west.
Tiie sun’s rays are passing through clear air in the west Thus
we can be quite sure that the storm clouds are now in the east.
Only clear skies mil lie brought to us from the west. Thug the
old saying has some basis of fact.

12 wteather



"Rain before seven, stop before eleven” is often true, but
not because "seven” rhj'mes with "eleven.” It is usually true

because the heat from the sun during the middle of the da}-

warms the clouds. This causes their moisture to evaporate.

Also, most storms do not last more than four hours. If it is

raining before seven o’clock, the chances are that the storm will

be over b}' eleven o’clock.

Clouds.—^You know that there are fair-weather clouds and

storm clouds. YTile study of clouds alone will not give reliable

weather forecasts, still a close obser\'er of clouds is able to tell

some tilings about approaching changes in Aveather. This is

because different kinds of clouds are due to changing air cur-

rents, temperature, and amount of moisture in the air.

Some clouds are Avell known as fair-A\-eather clouds. You
have seen them, the A\-hite billowy clouds. The}- look like great

piles of fluffy cotton Aiith flat bases moving slow!}’- along in the

skAL These aimulus (hillshaped) clouds float at a height of

about a mile aboA'^e the earth, Avhere the air is cool. They are

fair-Aveather clouds W’hen the air is dry. But Avhen AA-arm air,

filled AA'ith moisture, rushes upAA’ard, it cools rapidhv This

causes condensation of the moisture. The front edge of the

cloud assumes a dark, threatening appearance. The peaceful

cumulus cloud thus becomes a threatening thunderhead.

Cirrus Clouds.—These ore the "mare's foils” which often cause

"lofty ships to carry low soils." Composed of ice particles, cirrus

clouds ore the highest of the common clouds. Often they are ad-

vance warning of a storm.

CoBrtoy Xational YoK/ft ddministration



Foir^Weother Fnendi.—TKese cwnulg$ dcudi floofing above a
cope Cod sand dgne swggesf good swimming weother.

Pink P«fTi.-Afnong the many children of the eumvlus family ore
oitocumviws clouds.



Contrasted with the cumulus clouds are the fleecy, feathery

clouds that are often observed high in the sW. These are the

drrus (curl) clouds. Highest of all clouds, cirrus clouds often

float five or six miles above the earth. Seldom are the}' nearer

than three or four miles. They are near the top of the tropo-

sphere, the cloud-bearing part of our atmosphere. Above this is

the stratosphere, a region without clouds. The upper tropo-

sphere is a region of very cold air and the clouds there consist of

ice crystals. These cirrus clouds are usuall}'- the advance

guard of a storm. They travel with rapidl}" moving air currents,

sometimes nearly 100 miles an hour.

As the storm nears, the cirrus clouds may change to low-

lying stratus (layer) clouds. Stratus clouds can change into

stratocumulus clouds. The}' are called nimbostratus if rain falls

from them. Stratocumulus clouds hang low in the sky and are

mde in extent. These are the clouds often seen at sunset, just

above the horizon.

Each of the common kinds of clouds mentioned often com-

bines with others or changes into one of the other three forms.

Frequently more than one kind of cloud can be observed in the

sky at a time.

All told, there are over twenty-seven kinds of clouds which

are combinations of the simple cloud forms. Nine of these

Nature’s Anger.—Peaceful cumulus clouds can easily change into

black thunderheads. Then we may see an exhibition like this.

II. ir. .!»/?/ftt

—

DoiioJaf. Arizona



NimbostroJus Ooudi—^lhe*e nimbortrotui doiidi orft oyW

Missiiiippi River qI Na»«hez, Mi»$ Theie ore rom doudi which

•«i«e praboblf <WTO«d from drotoi ood oumvlut doods. Sofice

the ram falling irt the left half of the picture.

cloud forms, based on the cumulus cloud, arc low (1*) clouds.

Another mne, also ha\ang cumulus characteristics, occur at

higher altitudes m the air and are referred to as middle

clouds

A third kind occurring at high altitudes is grouped as high

(H) clouds. They are the vanous kinds of cirrus clouds.

TVeather observers often use symbols in reporting the different

forms of clouds. The symbols for some of the common clouds

are shown on page 98.

FIELD RESEARCH
Take pictures of clouds and label them \nth the proper symbol.
oiAy will you get eomc beautiful cloud pictures, but you unll have

pictures to mount m jmur Science Discovery Book to illustrate your
discussions

Are You Scientific?—"We have learned that there are
many scientific weather signs. We know also that there are
many weather superstitions. Superstitions of any kind always
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indicate ignorance on the part of people who believe them.
People who accept superstitions either are not careful, accurate

thinkers, or they have never had the opportunity to learn the

facts.

You have the opportunitj- to study science. You will be able

to discover the facts about your emdronment. But 3'ou must
also be a careful, accurate tliinker so that you can use the facts.

The scientific study of nature has revealed facts wliich disprove

many superstitions. Yet there are some people who have re-

fused to accept the scientific e\idence. You as a scientist should

know the difference between e^ndence and guesswork, between
fact and superstition.

Most of all, as a scientist, you should always have an open
mind. You should be readx’ to accept knon-ledge that is based

on facts. The true scientist is a seeker after truth.

Thixkixg Thixgs Oa'er.—The scientific foreca.sting of the

weather requires a knowledge of the weather factors, their

causes and effects. Weather signs are often based upon ob-

sen’ations that are not fulh- explained by the principles of

science. Usually the observer does not take the trouble to

check his prediction of the weather with what actually follows.

Often he does not consider the weather that precedes his

observ'ation. The weather of tomorrow grows out of the

weather of many yesterdays and of today.

As we continue our study of the weather, we shall learn how
weather scientists use a vast amount of accurate information.

The3' record wind, air moisture, temperature, air pressure, and

the movements of great air masses across the country'. These

are the weather factors.

Key Words

Words are useful to convey our ideas to others. Proper choice of words

will lead to the clearness and understanding which are so necessarj- to suc-

cessful work in science. It was the custom of certain ancient philosophers to

use words to e.vpress ideas without the foundation of proof by e.xperiment.

Hence they "confounded their ideas nith words.” In science, words are used

to express ideas based upon facts and their relationships.

Your science study provides you with an opportimitj' to discover facts

and their relationships. You will need the right words to indicate these facts.

WEATHER SIGNS AND SUPERSTITIONS 17



The Kq, TTords at the en<l of each topic deserve your s^ial study in this

respect, Be certain that each Kn, Word ha- a real meaning for you
^

that

you can use it without "conf-junding ymii id<,sw ’ Always complete the Ary

IFord exercise m your Science DL-^covery Book to the Iw-st of your ahibty.

cirrus evaporate rainbow

cloud f-itt' fcas”"

corona foretell nng

crescent halo stratus^
^

cumulus migrate superstition

Key iStatements

Key Staiementt appear at the ends of topics throughout this book. They

express key thoughts based on facts leame*! in each topic The Key Slaimenie

will help you to eTpres.s j^jur understanding of the«e facts and the relation-

ships between them

Here memory of these statements, however, will be of little use. To be

of value they rovtst have real meaning for you Test your understanding by

discussing each Key StaUrntTa in some detail. Your Science Discovery Book,

too, will give you good suggestions for testing your understanding of these

important Key SUtUmenU.

1. The Bun, the earth, and the earth’s motions are closelj' related to

weather,

2 Superstitions are not founded on fact.

3 Only people who are ignorant of the facts are superstitious.

Their superstitions tend to keep them ignorant

4 One cannot foretell the weather by observung animals
5 The moon does not influence the weather
6 Certain natural phenomena, such as rings and rainbows, do have

some significance with regard to the weather
7 Cloud formations indicate coming weather to some extent.
8 Scientific weather forecasting depends upon exact knowledge of

many weather factors

Thought Questions

1. How can you diotmgmsh between a superstition and a fact?
. Vhy is it that a nng around the moon may indicate certain

weather conditions*

3 Explain why "sailOTs take warning" when they see % "rainbowm the morning

t.i
^ predicting weather less satisfac-

tory than getting mformation from a weather bureau’
18 WEATHER



0.
How can one overcome a superstition?

6 . Do you think there is an^’’ truth in the folloiving rhjune?

WTien the wind is in the north, 3'ou should not ven-

ture forth.

WTien the vind is in the east, it is bad for man and

beast.

tMien the wind is in the south, bait is blown into

the fish’s mouth.

WTien the wind is in the west, then the fishing’s best.

Projects for Your Science Discot^RY Book

These projects are for j’our own scientific investigation and report. Thej’

should be completed as directed bj' j'our teacher. Tliis is j'our opportunity

to do some original and independent work, and to prove 3'our abilit3' as a

scientist. Be sure to enter your findings on each project which you complete

in 3-our Science Discover3' Book. The projects ma3’ be worked out on note-

book paper and inserted at the proper place. Use drawings wherever 3-ou

can for illustration.

1. Keep a record of the changes of the moon and changes of the

weather for a few months. Use 3'our records to discover whether or

not there is an3’ relation between them. How man3' sai’ings do 3mu
know about moon and weather?

2. Tiy' to discover how some superstition about the weather

started.

3 . Experiment with a glass prism and sunlight to discover how
rainbows are formed.

4. At what time of da3’ would a rainbow show the largest curve?

The smallest curve? TtTi3' does one never see a complete circular

natural rainbow in the United States?

5 . Report on what 3'ou can discover about the reasons for the mi-

gration of birds.

6. ilake a rainbow b3' spra3dng water into the air when the sun

shines. Remember the spray must be viewed from a particular angle.

7 . Collect as man3’' weather statements as possible relating to rings,

rainbows, and other atmospheric conditions. Examine each state-

ment to determine whether or not it has any foundation in facts.
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Racing the Wind.—A bright son, sporicling water, warm air, and a
spanVmg breeze—perfect saXng weather. Weather is not always
0$ perfect os this. As the weoiher factors change, they bring aboot

different weather conditions.



TOPIC II

Weather Factors

DO YOU KNOW—
1. t\Tiat weather is?

2. How a thermometer works?

3. t\’hat air pressure is?

4. MHiat a barometer is?

5. WTiat causes winds?

6. How to tell the amount of moisture in the air?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

What Is Temperature?

Nature’s Weather-Makers.—^Nature’s principal weather-

makers are air temperature, air pressure, air motion, and air

moisture. Temperature is important because a change in

temperature affects the pressure, the motion, and the moisture

of the air. Var3'ing pressures are the cause of the ndnds, which

are simplj^ air in motion. Finalh^ the moisture in the air is seen

in clouds, fog, rain, mist, and snow. Tlie shapes of clouds depend

on air pressure and temperature. The speed and direction of

clouds follow the motion of the air. Thus each of these weather-

makers affects the others. Together the}- are the weather.

What Is Temperature?—It is easj"^ to sa3’, "It is hot” or

"It is cold.” But what do these expressions "hot” and "cold”

realh' mean? Changes in heat and cold in our bodies, in the

liquids we use, in the air about us, and in the fires which we
build make us ver3’- familiar with this weather factor, tempera-

ture. Ever3’^ one of us knows what it is to feel hot or cold.

But to be real scientists we need also to know exactty what

temperature is.
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Temperature is the nUenvhf of h«at cner^’j in a body. Or tve

may say more fcimph tlat tcmpetitnn- of heat of

a body Note carefully tii.it tentpcrature in not the amount of

heat m a bod\ Heat ami leinpcrattm; are not the same thing.

Heat (energy ) vi a cause of tenipcmture. Energy*, which causes

a feeling of warmth in a hoiW, tends to move from a body of

higher temperature to one of loner terr^^mture. One body is

hotter than another, if it can pi'e heat to the other.

Perhaps >ou wall vuider'tand this better if you think of a

glass of water and a Vioilw td water If both are hc.ated to the

same temperature, the boiler of water "'ill have more he.at

energj’ because there is more water. Tlie boiler will not give off

heat to the glass though, because tliev are both the same tem-

perature. The difference lictwoen heat lencrgj') and tempera-

ture is shown in the diagram



Some of them, however,

have been photographed

bj' means of high-powered

microscopes and special

cameras. Thus earlier be-

liefs about -molecules have

been proved true.

If two substances are

alike in all respects except

temperature, the molecules

in the one with the higher

temperature are mo\dng

faster than the molecules

in the one with the lower

temperature.

You know that when
water is heated hot enough,

the liquid changes to steam.

We believe tliis happens be-

cause the molecules move so

fast the}’’ fl}" out of the liq-

uid. Thus they form a gas.

Of course the molecules con-

tinue to move faster than

thej' did in the liquid state.

TWien heat is taken away
from the steam, the mole-

cules move more slowlj' and
form the liquid state again.

If still more heat is taken

away, the liquid freezes, or becomes solid. In the sohd form of

a substance the molecules move more slowly still.

These examples are given to help you understand that

temperature is reall3'’ the state of motion of molecules. The
faster the motion, the liigher is the temperature.

How Hot Is It?—Now that we have considered the meanhig

of temperature, we are ready to think about its measurement.

Not only can the temperature of objects on the earth be meas-

ured, but scientists even have wa3'S of measuring the tempera-
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CoMTlcty ItQilo CorpoTGticn of AmtrtcQ

Electron Microscope.—Microscopes like

this one have revealed the smallest

things ever seen. These microscopes

use a beam of electrons (negative

charges of electricity) instead of light

rays. Single molecules have been
photographed by means of the elec-

tron microscope.



ture of stais. The teniperahirc of btars many trillion trillions

of milei from the earth has been measured

You have noticed at times that when you enter a room, tlie

air feels colder or warmer than it doe^. at other times. This is

often true e\en though there has been no actual change in the

temperature Can you explain the apparent diiTercnco? It

ma\ have to do with the amount of tnoistiire in tlie air, or the

motion of the air, or ))oth Or perhaps >ou are not a good
temperature measurer—« FIELD RESEARCH

Plare one hand m hot water and the oUier m cold water for t«o or
three minutes, and then place both haiid^ m lukewarm Water. Expbtn
your sensations

Such experiences with air temperatures and hot and cold
water prove that our sense of fccImR is not a Boocl measure of
temperature. Therefore, scientists have invented certain in-
struments, e.all«t thermometers, wliicli will measure tempera-
ture accurately.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

How Are Temperatures Measured?
TnimstosreTERs.-Many common houseliold thei'

?
““ '5"“ in

a scale

^ mdicated by a pointer which moves across

tom mcml
‘*‘“"“’7*"

*'"!> ““'in n' ‘"'O dif-

toTpom C
The bi-metal strip i, attached

than the other Th^
^ metals are heated, one expands faster

Thus the

than the Xr'" This'
“‘“i contracts taster

then Xe The pointer

metal strip w asXS “

loXnTXXfXX",'*'*-* “ ‘iTnid thermometer

2t XXr ’ “^“““'““niometer is easier



to read. It is not so delicate as a liquid thermometer. Thus
metallic thermometers are being used more and more at home.
The mercurj’-containing liquid thermometer gives a higher

degree of accuracy. It is usualh' emplo3'ed in scientific work.

EXPERIMENT I

How can metals be rised to shoio changes in temperature?

Before you start this experiment and other experiments, be sure

you know exactly what you vrant to find out, and have everything

ready to use.

Have a reason for what you do, and watch everything that hap-

pens, so that you can explain it. For instance, why must the brass

and iron strips be riveted together? Why does the wood handle

not get hot?

What to Use.—^Two strips of metal, one brass and one iron, riveted

together; a Bunsen burner or some other means of heating the metals.

Wh-it to Do.—^Heat the strip hot, and then cool it.

What BLappexs.—1. Does the strip curve when you heat it?

2. If it bends, which metal is on the outside of the cun-e?

3. Does it straighten out when it gets cold again?

CoxcLCSiox.—Can you think of an e.vplanation of the bending?

When metals are heated, they e.vpand. Suppose one of the metals e.v-

panded faster than the other. Does that help e.xplain your obseiwation?

Appuc-Vnox.—Secure a discarded oven thermometer. Take it apart

and find the two metal strips.
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FIELD RESEARCH--”—
Vk'it a -'atch repair coaii and find out how the balance wheel helps

to regulate a watch

There are nianj' devices which you can find out about, all using

double ‘Strips of metal a% a metallii thennometer One of them is the

thenii'^-tat used to control the temperature ol houses and boilers.

Tlierinostats arc also used to regulate the flow of water in an automo-
bile radiator

TiiEittioxiETERs CoNT-tiNiKG LrQiriDS.—Liquid thermom-
eters consist of a g!a'«'s bulb and «fm Tliey are nearly filled

tvith a liquid, called mercury, or with red-colored alcohol or a
similar liquid Tlie stem of the thermometer has a veiy fine

bore (lengthwise hole) The stem is sealed at the top and
broadens into the bulb at the bottom

In order to understand how a liquid works m a thermometer,
you must remember what liappens when a liquid is heated.
Any liquid, such as mercurj-, alcohol, or water expands when it

is lioated That is, heat causes it to Increase in volume. Mer-
cury and alcohol expand uniformly. Tliey expand equal
amounts mth equal changes in temperatures, nt least for
ordinary changes.

The freezing and boiling points of mercury and alcohol occur
at wnyenient temperatures Thus these liquids make splendid

For example, if a liquid

#1,
for temperatures below

miKif iinv

hand, a liquid to be used in a thermometer

tho^ temSure," S, "'“bTt1700 V I .1 "'^zeaac — 179 F. and boils at

above Us temperatures

licatwl and'cMta^tben
«l.al svo tl.4 awlir >>' 'erected if

mo!eculesCtet,to^ »' "‘*euies is true. As the

"'en liquid., arq ,J
2G weatuer



EXPERIMENT 2

Do liquids expand when heated?

You could do this experiment

without putting the flask of

water in a beaker of water, by

applying heat directly to the

flask itself. Why do you think

it is better to do it as shown in

the diagram?

If the hole (bore) in the glass

tube were smaller, would the

water level in it move up and

down more than in this size tube?

Why?
What is the need for the wire

gauze?

What to Use.—

A

small (50 cc.) flask: a one-hole rubber stopper

to fit the flask; a glass tube 12 inches long to fit the hole in the stopper;

a large glass beaker or basin of water; a Bunsen burner; a clamp sup-

port for the flask; and a ring support, wire gauze and ring stand to

support the beaker.

For home e.xperimenting a pickle bottle partly filled with water can

be heated in a double boiler on the stove.

What to Do.—1. Fill the flask brimful with water and insert the

stopper with the glass tube just sticking through it. The water will

probably fill the flask and a little of the glass tube. The top of the water

in the tube should be marked by tjung a string around it at that point

or by some other means.

Support the flask with the bulb immersed in cold water in the beaker.

The beaker should be placed on a wire gauze on the ring.

2. Heat the water in the beaker for a few minutes, and mark the new

level of the water in the tube as before.

Whvt H-APPExs.—1. "^Mien the stopper was inserted in the flask,

did some water go up into the glass tube? Whj’?

2. WTien you heated the water in the beaker, did the water in the

flask get hot? How?
3. Did the level of the water in the glass tube go up or down as 3’ou

heated the water in the beaker? How much did it change?
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CONCLCSIOS—^'^ly the level of the w-itor in the tulx? rh-ingc?

Diil tlic water in the flask take up more room «hfn it liccame liot than

when it was cold?

Appuc<tion-How does the liqmd m a thermometer indicate

higher temperatures’ .... -tr

If the radiator of a car i- fillcil to the brim with colti water, will

some water owrflow when the radiator rcU hot’ Wij?

-T.
i,Lu.n-i

-
iTi-ti vi-tiiiiti-^- i Lin --Li-im

Wien the bulb of a tiiDnnojnftcr containinp mcrcurj' ot

alcohol or anj other htjuitl is hcalotl, the licjukl in the bulb

expands (takes up more room). Tins causes the liquid in the

stem to rise higher If the hqtud in the bulb of the thermometeT

IS cooled, it contracts and the liquid in the stem goes down.

Perliapa you arc wondering why thermometers have bulbs.

The bulb is to hold the liquid. The "bore m the stem is small ao

that when the large amount of liquid in fJie bulb expands even s

little, the top of the liquid m the stem moves a goo<l deal.

The bore is sometimes so small that the thread of liquid in it is

difficult to see unless it is m,agnified in some way.

Let us try Experiment 3 to prove that liquids contract

when cooled.

—"flap RESEARCH
If juu ha>e an icecube freexer m >x>ur refrigerator at home or nt

school, try the (oUowing Fill a Irsj as Dearly }ei cl with nater as rou
can Thenputitmtherefngcratorandlelthewaterfreere. ^\'^en it

IS frozen solid, note if the ice takes up more room than the water. Docs
water e\pand when jt freezes?

The PAnREXHEiT ScALE.^ne of the first thermometer
scales was made by a sdentist named Ffthreniici/ who was bornm Danzig in loS6

’‘'"““"cter has a Fahrenheit seale.

r
“ "'"“““tter is Plami in melting

3- on the Pahrenhert scale. If the bnlb of a mercury fher-
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EXPERIMENT

Do liquids contract when cooled?

When you look over the

apparatus for this experi-

ment, do you see a good rea-

son for putting the flask in a

beaker ' of water? What is

used in this experiment to

cause the water in the flask

to change in temperature?

What was used in Experi-

ment 2 to cause a change in

temperature? Is the wire

gauze needed here for the

same reason it was used in

Experiment 2?

What to Use.—Use the same equipment as in Experiment 2 e.\-

cept tlie Bunsen burner.

What to Do.—Fill the flask so full that, when j’ou put the stopper

in, some water rises in the tube. Place the bulb of the flask in cold water
in the be.akcr, and add cracked ice. At home the pickle bottle can be
placed in the refrigerator.

Wh.at H-appexs.—Describe just what changes you obsen-e.

CoN'CLUSiox.—Do liquids contract when they are cooled?

Applic.ation'.—^^Miy does the level of the water in an automobile

radiator drop as it cools?

How does the liquid in a thermometer indicate lower temperatures?

mometer is placed in boiling water or steam at standard air

pressure, the liquid null rise to a certain level. This place on the

stem is marked 212°.

The stem between the 32° mark and the 212° mark is di|[^ed

into ISO equal dixdsions. Each one of these diwsions is '

^

degree. The 32° mark is the temperature at wliich ice
,

qj.
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LIBRARY RESEARCH

Consult your librarian for information about Fahrenheit. Find out

how his first thermometer was marked and how the changes to the pres-

ent markings happened to be made.

The Centigrade Scale.—^The Centigrade thermometer

scale differs from the Fahrenheit scale in dmsions and the num-
bers for the "fixed points.” On the Centigrade thermometer,

the point at Avhich the liquid in the stem should stand when
the bulb is in melting ice is marked 0° C. The level for boiling

water is marked 100° C. The space between 0° C. and 100° C.

is dmded into 100 divisions, hence the name centi (hundred)

grade (marks). A thermometer with a Centigrade scale ma}^

be tested in the same manner as the Fahrenheit.

The Centigi'ade scale is the most commonl3
’^ used scale in

science. Measurements on the Centigrade scale can be divided

into tenths, hundredths, and thousandths bj" changing the

position of the decimal point. The meter is also di\’ided into

tenths, hundredths, and thousandths. The meter belongs to

the metric S3'stem, which is used b3’ scientists the world over.

Compare this with our 3'ard, which is divided into 3 feet and

36 inches.

LIBRARY RESEARCH

With the help of j-our librarian and 3’our science teacher look up

the metric system and learn its advantages over the English system

for use in science.

Comparing the Fahrenheit and Centigrade Scales.

—

You can compare these two common scales b3
’’ stud3'ing the

diagram. Notice tliat the bulbs and the stems are exactb' the

same. Note also that both use the same kind of liquid. For a

given degree of heat, the liquid in each stands at the same height.

But the markings on the stems are different. Thus 100° C. is

just as hot as 212° F. Compare the readings shown on both

scales. Then try^ to answer the question under the diagram.
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(KEY) EXPERIMEi^ 4

How trial/ a thermometer be tested by its fixed points, 33

and SIS", to determine its accurocyt

Why ij It a good thing in thiseapetifnent to heal the flask of water

duettly with the ftaire «Mtea4 of m a Uaker of water ais in Expefl-

ment?? What use has the wire gauze?

Why do you suppose the thermometer bulb is placed Just at>ove

the twihng water and not m it? Suppose you try it troth ways

In the part of the expcnmonlwith lee, why would you have to leave

the thermometer bulb in the ice longer if the bulb were larger?

This IS a “Key,” or especially important. Experiment

T\’h.4t to Use —A glw mercury thermometer that has a 32® and

212* mark, cracked H*e, a beaker, a fl^ck with 3-hole rubber stopper;

arwR 'tand wAb nng support, wire gauze, Bunspn burner, glass tube.

1\ H.\T TO Do Test the positwu of the 32'’ mark by placing the

bulb m a siaall beaker filled with cracked ice and a bttle Vatcr. The
tetnperiture of a rajztnre of melting jee and a little water is 32° F.

Leave the bulb m the ice until j ou arc certam the mercury
in the «!teni aiU drop an lower All the coercury la the bulb U. then at

the same temperature as the tueltmg lee.

2 carefuliy observe tiie 32* mark oa the stem to determine
whether it is etaoUj' on a level witb the mercurj- in the stem. If it b,
the themoraeter is accurate as to tbb E.xed point. If it is not, make a
note of the amount of difference, above or below.
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3. To test the 212° mark on the thermometer, place the bulb in the

steam of boiling water. Insert the thermometer through one hole of the

2-hote rubber stopper and place the stopper in the flask about J full of

water. The bulb of the thermometer should be just above the surface of

the water. In the extra hole in the rubber stopper place a tube to allow

steam to escape from the flask; otherwise it will burst. Support the

flask and heat the water to boiling.

The temperature of the boiling water increases with increased air

pressure and lowers with reduced air pressure. Therefore, results ma}'

not be as accurate as for the other test but will be accurate enough for

3'our purpose. The steam from boiling water for a given pressure staj-s

at the same temperature as tong as the water boils.

Check the position of the 212° mark with the top of the mercurj'-.

What does it show?

AYhat Happens.—1. In the first part of the e.xperiment, did some

of the ice melt?

2. Was the 32° mark exacth' opposite the top of the mercurj-? If

not, how much was it in error? + or —

?

3. In the second part, was the 212° mark e.\-actlj- opposite the top

of the mercun- in the stem of the thermometer? If not, how much was

it in error? -1- or —

?

Conclusion.—State how accurate j-ou found the thermometer as

indicated bj- the 32° and 212° marks.

Appucation.—Commercial thermometers are calibrated (marked for

reading) bj- placing them in constant temperature baths and marking

the mercurj' (or liquid) level for certain temperatures. Then with a

di^-iding machine the stem is marked off into equal spaces with these

marks as starting places. Or the spacing of the marks is transferred to

the metal back.

Use a tested thermometer to check one that maj- be inaccurate.

Notes.—1. A thermometer with a wooden back should not be placed

in boiling water, for the hot water maj- injure the finish on the wood.

2. A thermometer that does not register as high as the 212° mark

should not be used, since placing it in boiling water might cause it to

break.

Therjiometers for Special Needs.—The doctor uses a

small thermometer of special make to "take” (measure) the

temperature of a sick person. The normal temperature of a

health}’^ body is 98.6° F. A slight difference above or below

normal indicates trouble. It is necessarj- therefore for the

doctor’s thermometer to be verj- accurate.
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House Thermometer

This thennomefer does not
reod beyond 130*. Is that

sofiifactory for Its purpose^
Con you test this thermom-

eter by the boiling-point

test?

Con you check its occuroey
by the freezing-point testt

The doctor’s thennoractcr is

called a dtnical thermometer. It

has a short stem with a much
smaller bore than ordinarj' ther-

mometers Thus a slight change in

temperature will cause a consider-

able change in tlie level of the

mercury m the stem.

The front part of the glass stem

IS ‘haped m such a way as to act

like a lens It magnifies the small

thread of mercury in the bore so

that It nuy be seen more readily.

The face of the stem is marked off

in units of one fifth of a degree.

Between the long slender bulb and
the stem, the boro is made even
smaller than the bore above or be-
low (see the picture on page 35).

Because of this, once tl>c mercur>’
gets above the squoezod-in part, it

is not drawn back into the bulb
when the thermometer cools. Such
a device allows the doctor time to
read the temperature accuratclj*.
Perhapsyou have seen him "shake”
the mercury back into the bulb
after he lias read the temperature.
Some other special thermometers

ponV-incT ml- T .
making candy, deep-fat™

.
s.r«p and sugar, cooking mkts, and

called metallic “‘"P"

ni!,;:™ “"""y « -ot the only liquid used in

boiling temperatures 1. 1

liquids have different

I
'“P=«toes Alcohol, for enampic, boils at about

alcohol thermometer may not be used

172° F. Therefore £
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Which one has the greatest range? Which one reads the highest?

Why? Which do you think is most accurate? Why wouldn’t an oven

thermometer make a good cooking thermometer?

safely for temperatures as liigh as that. On the other hand,

alcohol must be cooled to a much lower temperature than
' mercury to freeze. This means that alcohol thermometers can

be used to measure much lower temperatures than can mercury

thermometers.

FIELD RESEARCH

Have you ever noticed that many t}T)es of thermometers in use

around you? Select a committee to surrey and report on the ther-

mometers in use in your school. Ask the committee to list all the

different ones. If possible, have the committee bring the thermometers

into class for your inspection. If this cannot be done, the committee

maj’ prepare large drawings of the thermometers.
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GENERAL PROBLEM 3

What Causes Differences

in Air Temperatures?

Differences in Am Tesiperatcres —Latitude, mnd
direction, altitude, and large l)odie« of «atcr are the principal

regulators of air temperatures over the earth. We shall learn

later that the sun has ver\ little direct heating effect on the air.

Effect of LmruDE —Latitude influences air temperatures

because the farther a place is from the equator, the more the

earth slopes away from the sun’s ra\s Or to put the fact

another way, the more slanting the rajs of the sun, the less

beat the rays supply Thus the Fngnl Zones arc much colder

than the Temperate or Tropic Zones
But we must be careful not to tlunk tliat a place will have a

uniform temperature because of the zone or latitude in which it

lies The other regulators of temperature cause it to change a
good deal For example, mr temperatures in the Temperate
Zones range from 60* below zero to 110* above.
We should remember, then, that tlie temperature rones

shown in the diagram on page 39 represent only general con*
ditions of temperature. Tlieir real purpose U to show the
changes m the direction of the sun's rays caused by seasonal
changes. We shall consider the heating effects of these changes
in more detail when we study the season.9 .

Slr„m blow ocra.. theB.™„do l.lo„d,. How do„,h„, loa h.lp „p|o,„ Bonoodo-. cBmo,.!



Winter Wonderland.—Although snow may couse great damage and
much inconvenience, it also paints beautiful pictures. Why is a scene

like this common in northern United States but rare in the South?

Effect of Winds.—The temperature of the air of a place

is affected by the direction of toinds. Wind coming from the

north is usuallj' a current of cold air, and consequently the

temperature of a place in its path •«dll drop. Also, air mo^•ing

over a body of cold water is cooled and mil cool the localities

over wliich it passes.

Effect of Altitude.—Altitude above sea level has a marked

effect on air temperature. Even though the top of a mountain

is nearer the sun, the air is cooler there than at its base.

Manj' people wonder why the air becomes colder with in-

crease in altitude. All 3'our experiences show that the nearer

you are to a hot stove the warmer 3'ou feel. How can it be,

then, that it is colder above the earth, which is nearer to the

hot sun, than at the lower levels of the earth’s surface?

Air near the earth gets more heat from the earth than air

above it. Also the upper air does not absorb (take in) as much
heat from the sun as the lower air. This helps to make the air

near the earth warmer than the air above. Actuall3^, the sun

has little effect in warming the air. It warms the earth. The
earth in turn warms the air near it.

We know that warm air rises. As the warm air rises, the

pressure on it becomes less and less. The molecules spread
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CtiTnote ond Altitude.—Thi* picture wo* loVen in southern Colifermo.

tn the foreground i» a crtro* grove In the botkground 5* Mount Son

Bernodino. V/hot two different dimote* do 70U see? How eon you

eKpIotn the two clunote*f

farther and farther apart. Tlie air gets lighter, going liigher

and higher, farther and farther awa> from the warm eartii.

As it rises, it gets "thinner” and coJder.

If you apply heat to air, you make it expand If, on the con-

trarj’, air is allowed to expand by lessening the pressure on it,

it cools off.

Thus the uarm air nses, expands, and becomes colder.

It nses gradually to about 6 or 7 nules, getting colder all the

time by expansion At that height it is so cold it does not rise

any higher. It begins to settle back tou. ard the earth’s surface.

For this reason air gets colder up to about 6 or 7 miles.

Above the height of 6 or 7 miles, air temperature remains
about the same, 60“ to 70“ F. below zero, for several miles.
This region of constant temperature is call^ the stratosphere.
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Above the stratosphere the temperature of the air is thought by
some scientists to increase as the natural result of being closer

to the sun.

Since rising currents of air contain moisture which con-

denses and forms clouds, the highest clouds are not higher

tlian 6 or 7 miles. As we read on page 15, the laj’er of air con-

taining moisture and clouds is called the troposphere. It reaches

about 6 or 7 miles above the earth. Above the troposphere is

the cloudless stratosphere.

First Day of Summer.—On the first day of summer in the northern

hemisphere the sun is directly overhead at the Tropic of Cancer.

What is the northern limit of the sun’s rays at this time? the southern

limit? What changes would have to be made in this diagram to make

it represent the first day of winter? What are the limits of the sun's

most direct rays from season to season?

Effect of ISTear-by Water.—The temperature of the air

of certain places near the ocean is also affected b3' the great

ocean currents. These currents are like huge rivers flowing in

the ocean itself. If the current comes from the Tropical Zone,

as the Gulf Stream does, its waters are warm and will heat the

air of places near it. On the other hand, if the current comes

from the north, its w^aters are cold and will make the air of

near-bj^ places colder.
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Ocean current^! ov.e iKcw mtioo partly to the fact that cold water

IS beaMer thin waro water an'l pirtlj to winds The direction of

ocean currenta is influenccii t'v tie rotation of the earth as «cU as by

wind direction Follow up these hints bj* furthf reading to determine

why a particular ocean current takes the eourse it does.

GENERAl PROBLL^t 4

How Can Air Pressure Be Measured?

The Air Around Us.—^Thc earth covoretl with an ocean
q{ oir called its atmosphere. There is really no "top" or npper
surface of the atmosphere, as there is to the water ocean.

The atmosphere merely thins off into space.

In 5 our earlier science study perhaps you experimented and
found that air U composed of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and
moisture. Can you recall how you tested for these three sub-
stances’ From your reading you learned aUo tliat oir contains
nitrogen and several rare gase?

The air has about the <iame composition up to an altitude
of sixty to dglity r^cs, oicopt tor ozone, Iloivcvcr, mtlioul
spcml ai* to brcattog most men cannot live long above tlireo
and one-iaU nu es Iron, the earth. .IWvo this height the air

mn .“"“J P»*'Me that
above 100 miles the atmosphere eonbin, rtonlv deemasingamounts of o^gen I, rs non- believed that there is no hvdrtv

Wght
“ ""

What Is Air Pressure?—

W

e knni, .

that all matter has weight. The tceighi „f rh“^
matter and

pressure. A column of air one square inch in area
1'

•"h
as the air extends upward, weights 14 "7 ^
under normal conditions. There is a ^
everj' square inch of ground and evm-
Thus we may say that the almo^heiic pressu«a

mch of water.

14.7 pounds to the square inch at the level of
earth is

To help you understand about air pj^ss,,^. ,

pUe of loo^ straw. It would be pressed
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bottom than at the top, -wouldn’t

it? All the straw at the bottom
would bear the weight of all the

straw above it. The same is true

of air. The lower part of the

atmosphere is the most com-
pact or dense. The molecules

are more closeh' packed to-

gether. As one goes up from

the earth, the air becomes
thinner (less dense). Therefore,

the air pressure decreases very rapidly as one leaves the earth.

At a height of about three and a half miles, approximatel3^ half

of the weight of the air is below

one. That is, at that altitude

the pressm-e is approximateh'

7.3 pounds per square inch.

jNIeastjrixg Am Pressure.
—^Air pressure is measiued bj'

instruments called baromelers.

There are two tj-pes of barom-

eters in general use, mercurial

(or liquid) and aneroid (without

liquid) barometers. The mercu-

rial barometer was invented bj'

two scientists, Galileo and Tor-

ricelli (tor're-chel'le), about 2-50

3'ears ago.

GaUleo knew that water

would not rise in a pump higher

than about 33 feet. He reasoned

that the fact had something to

do with the pressure of the at-

mosphere. He asked one of his

pupils to solve the problem.

The pupil, Torricelli, b^' his now
famous experiment proved that

Galileo’s idea about atmos-

pheric pressure was correct.

Mercurial Barometer.—The tube

is 34 inches long. Would a 36-

inch tube be satisfactory? Would
a 30-inch tube? The height of the

mercury in the tube is measured

from the surface of the mercury-

in the dish. Why doesn't the

mercury run out of the tube?
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(KEY) EXPERIMENT 5

Hoio does otmosphenc pressure alfecl « barometert

What new materials are

irecd m this experiment?

Wiy must the class lube be

more than 30 Inches long?

Why must it bo closed at one

Mofcury is very heavy and

easily spilled. Bo careful

because it is expensive If

mercury gets on a gold ring,

the gold will turn white but

will be all right again if it Is

kept wsrm a white Try not

to get mercury into a cu\ on

your finger. It might make It

sore

This IS another "Key"

Experiment

What to U^s—

A

thick-eallcd j;b«s tube 34 inches long, "ith a

bore of i inch and sealed at one end, mercury; a ring stand and two

cUmps, a yardstick, a small, flaUbottomcd di«h; and a small funnel

with small glass tube attached to traa'fer mercury to the tube.

WaiT TO Do—1 Setup the barometer as Torricelli did and fasten

it ui an upright pusition on the ring stand

2 At a certain time each day for one week measure the distance

from the surface of the mercury m the dtsh to the top of the mercury

ra the tube Record your readings in a table

What IIappeks—1 Did the mercury stay in the tube at a level

about 30 inches high’ Whatkept it from flowing entirely out of the tube’

2 Did the height of the column vary fromday today? How much?

Conclusions—What is the effect of atmospheric pressure on the

mercury column of a barometer?

Application—Keep a record of the air pressure and air tempera-
tures for a few days Note differences or similarities m their readings

4'2
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Torricelli used a tube about a 3’^ard long, and closed at one

end. He filled it ^rith nle^cur3^ Placing a finger over the open
end, he inverted it, putting the open end in a dish of mercury.

On removing his finger, he noticed that not aU the mercury

came out of the tube. It settled down and came to rest with the

top of the mercur}' in the tube about 30 inches above the sur-

face of the mercurN’' in the dish. (See the diagram of a merctu-ial

barometer on page 41 .)

Torricelli reasoned that there was no air in the tube above

the mercur3\ (The tube had been filled vith mercur3' and no
air was allowed to enter.) Therefore the column of mercury

must be held up or balanced b3’’ the pressure of the air on the

surface of the mercur3" in the dish.

You can tr3’- Torricelli’s experiment b3" following the direc-

tions on page 42 . Be sure 3'ou can explain wh3^ the mercury

drops so far in the tube and sta3-s there.

The Aneroid BarojMetek.—The aneroid barometer is

decided^ more convenient for general use than the mercurial

barometer. It is a small and light instrument. Moreover,

containing no liquid to spill, the aneroid may be carried from

place to place easil3^ Also its readings ma3’^ be recorded auto-

matically.

The part affected b}' changes in air pressure is a flat metal

box ivith flexible top and bottom. It contains practicall3’’ no air.

Zncreasing pressures squeeze the top and bottom together.

Aneroid Barometer. — The

parts are: (a) Metal box,

(b) Shaft on which pointer is

attached, (c) -Thread, (d) Mov-

able bar. The cover and

pointer of this barometer have

been removed. What is the

purpose of the metal box?

What causes the shaft to

turn?



Decreasin'’ prca-mrcs let them sprms apnrt win- The'®

movements ate passed alons to a pointer on the taco o! the

aneroid bj httle lc\ers and chains

Units of Am PntsstiiE -For >cai>, nir pressures nave i)Oon

exprei=‘-ed in inches The inthe-> refer to lieiplit of t!ic column

of mercury m a barometer
_ ^ ,

In recent j-ears another unit has tn'cti used. This unit is

called the millibar A column of incriiirj, 30 inche.s high is

equivalent to 101.5 0 millibar^ One tenth of an inch of mcrcurj-

equals 3 4 milhbars Bd-aii'.c most haroinctors are marked off

in inches, a table showing lioth inches of mercury and millibars

has been placed in tlie Appendut of tins book. Weather maps

now use the millibar, .so this unit of prc'i.Mtre ivill l>c discussed

again under neathcr maps.

GENERAl, PROBLEM S

What Is WindT

FBOii Breeze to Tornado —On a hot «mnmcr day you

may be enjoying a gentle breeze. In other sections of the coun-

try a Mind may be blowing with such terrific force tliat it tears

down buildings, pulls up trees, and <lostro\s c\xr>'thing in its

path. Such a destructive wind 13 called a fornndo. The velocity

of a tornado may reach 200 or 300 miles per hour. Wind of

ordinary velocity moves from 3 to 15 miles per hour. ^Vind w
air in mohon.

In order to understand the cause of this moving air, called
tt't'nd, let us consider some common obsciwations. Almost
everybody knows that hot air ri«=es. Do you know why? Per-
haps you will be able to prove your answer by experimenting
at home.

Warm air rises because the heaiicr cool air settles and
pushes the warm air up If air o\-er the e.arth is heated more
m some places than m others, the air will move. The cold air
IS heavier than warm air and therefore settles, pushing the
warm air out of its way. For this reason air will move from a
colder region to a warmer region.
Two IvrsDs OP WraM.-Some winds are caused by unequal

healing of the air locally. The light summer breero and the
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If 3-ou hare a hot-air furnace in operation, place a tuft of cotton or

a feather over the hot-air register. Does the cotton move up or down?
Wiich waj- does it show that the air is mo\’ing? If j'ou have no furnace

but have a stove, make a little smoke near the stove pipe. Does the

smoke go up along the hot stove pipe? Which wa}' is the air moving,

up or down?
Open a window a bit at top and at bottom, when it is rather cold

outdoors and there is no wind blowing Test the air movement. Does
the air come in through the open window at top or bottom? Does it

go up or dowm after it gets in?

heavj- -wind that blows before a thunderstorm usuallj" are of

this 13136.

On the other liand, mnds ma\’ be a part of a great mass of

motung air. Such large masses of air move because of unequal

temperatures over large portions of the earth’s surface. Great

masses or blocks of air ma3
' measure man3' miles in width at the

front and hundreds of miles in thickness. The3’- are called afr

masses.

Am jMasses.—Some air masses move from the cold polar

regions southward. If the}' come from over the continent, the}'

are called continental polar air masses. Thet' are referred to b}'

the abbre\iation cP.

Tornado Damage.—^The tornado that did this damage traveled only

o short distance and spent its force in thirty minutes. This destruc-

tion, however, was done in only a few seconds.

U. B. TTffl/Xfr Bureau



Otl.f'r pnj: ria-=es of cold air which begin, over polar seas

are fnUe'l manluac (seal pvlar air ^^a?'•e^ This name is ab-

brcMUi i\ mP. If the air mass comeN from the continent where

T>i< i‘‘iiipcrature is warm or t-iipwah w called a coniinenlal

irnp'cdl icT I air mass If it \oiiie-' (tuiu a warm sea, like the

Lnilf oi Mexico or South Atlantn or Patitic, it is called a rnari-

Umi tnTi air nus-

T!ieH3 large masses or blocks of air move over the land with-

out tieing mixed very much utdess a tolil mass meets a warm
nus". Then the Jronl of the warm ma-^s imiy ride up over the

front of the cold mass, owing to the fact that warm air is lighter

tliau cold air. WTiere two fronts mt?et m tlu-? way, storms are

Ycrj likely to occur a« a re-.ult. Tin- »*« shomi in the diagram

Air.—TO, rfiogrom TOjw, wfiot happens

She -n» cct Eeplai, ,h,

'tnrm« occur Tl r
beinj. mixed up so that

^
rni. occur. The digrams on page -17 explain how thi. hap-

m-ning southw'^^yamrm" a cold ma^
of air K prodnrpd Tl

* ‘^“'•'der-clockwi'se whirl

i< in mod c ; Such a low
t c.a-c. a .torm center and is many miles across.*0 ^EATjlEn



FIELD RESEARCH

One result of this whirling movement of air currents can be illus-

trated by whirling water in a glass. The water will whirl with the glass

but mil pile up at the sides of the glass and will be shallow in the

center. Trj' it.

The whirling mass of air (low) acts the same waj-^ as the wliirl-

hig water. The center portion of tlie wliirling mass is shallow

and has a low air pressure. That is wh3’^ it is called a low.

Birth of a Low.—Study these diagrams in the order 1, 2, 3, 4. The

white 'Strips show that masses of warm and cold air do not mix.

Black arrows represent cold air; gray arrows represent warm air.

Scientists now believe that low pressure areas are formed in this

way at the boundary of warm air masses and cold air masses.
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Otlicr pix-ai i-ias=e3 of told an wtuch begin over polar seas

arc cabl'd wartime (,sea) polar air maste.' This name is ab-

brc\ utcil mP. If the air mass come'' from the continent where

the ii-iuperature h warm or tropical, it i" called a continental

iroptcul icTi air nu'^. If it come-* from a warm sea, like the

i iuh ot Mexico or South Atlantii or Pa« ihe. it is called a man'
tn'ii tT"pui!l (iiT) airma'^'

These large masses or blocks of air luove over the land nith-

out being mixed very much, unless a loIJ mass meets a warm
nu'.i. Then tlte/ront of the warm mas* nuy ride up over the

front of the cohl mass, owing to the fact that warm air is lighter

lliau cold air. M here two fronts meet m this way, storms are
lery likely to occur as a result Thh is shown in the diagram
below

.

ftorms occur. The dLiirram*
>nas»eH being mixed up so tliat

IK ns. -t? explain how this hap-

mining MutLwiTnmUo “ 'P'"*

i>fairi.pro.i„cn,i Thi.trVi '“i®' “ whirl

« in mn"t rwTa\i„™ » '«»• Such a low



FIELD RESEARCH

One result of this whirling movement of air currents can be illus-

trated by whirling water in a glass. The water will whirl with the glass

but will pile up at the sides of the glass and will be shallow in the

center. Trj' it.

The whirling mass of air (low) acts the same waj’- as the whirl-

ing water. The center portion of the whirling mass is shallow

and has a low air pressure. That is wh}' it is called a low.

Birth of a Low.—Study these diagrams in the order 1, 2, 3, 4. The

white -strips show that masses of warm and cold air do not mix.

Black arrows represent cold air; gray arrows represent warm air.

Scientists now believe that low pressure areas are formed in this

way at the boundary of warm air masses and cold air masses.
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experiment

Hov, can the Erection and cdoc.l„ »/ Ihc mnd be determined!

This expenrtiern calls for you to ua« y«of eyes out-oMoors. 1

you can observe a weather vans, why do you net need the compass

Could you tell the directions without either a weather vanj or com-

pass? How?

WhaT to Use.—a weather vane {or a magntlic compass); a flag

on a pole, and smoke from a chimney

WasT TO Do —Determine the points of the compass—North, East,

South, and the middle points between—eight in all. Observe an

record the direction of the wind a.s indicated by the weather vane,

or smoke

In your notes you can use the words "North," "North-East,

"Xorth'TTest,” etr .lorecordtbedirections from which the wind comes,

or you can u«e symbols like tho*e found on the weather maps—* circle

with a short line pointing in the direction from which the wind is blowing.

Refer to the table of velocities on page 49 to estimate the velocity

of the wind at each ob<«rvatioii.

’Weat Happens—Record your observations

Conclusion—Tell how you determined the direction and velocity

of the wind

Application—Keep a record of the wind direction and velocity for

a few days Discover whether there is any relation between a high w ind

and a particular directioD
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WIND irELOCITIES

(Prom Civil Aeronautics Bulletin No. 25, September, 1940, Umted States
Department of Commerce, Civil Aeronautics Administration, Washington,
D. C., “Meteorology for Pilots,” by B. C. Haynes.)

BnAUTOBT Map
!

Descrip-
VEixxnrr
(Miles per
Hour)

Sfecificatioxs roB EsriMATi^’a
NtJilBEB SriiBOL TTVE Word* Velocities

0 @ Calm Lessthanll Smoke rises vertically.

1 lto3 Direction of wind shown bysmoke
drift but not by wind vanes.

2 \ Light 4 to 7 Wind felt on face; leaves rustle;

ordinary vane moved by wind.

3 V_o Gentle '8 to 12 Leaves and small twigs in con-

stant motion; wind extends

\_o
light flag.

4 Moderate 13 to 18 Raises dust and loose paper;

1

small branches are moved.

6 o Fresh 19 to 24 Small trees in leaf begin to sway;
crested wavelets form on in-

6

%_o

25 to 31
land water.

Large branches in motion, whis-
tlLig heard in telegraph wires

;

umbrellas used with difflculty.

7 Strong 32 to 38 Whole trees in motion; incon-

venience felt in walking against

8 39 to 46
the wind.

Breaks twigs off trees; generally

impedes progress.

9 Gale 47 to 54 Slight structural damage occurs

(chimney pots and slate re-

10 55 to 63
moved).

Trees uprooted ; considerable

structural damage occurs.

11 Whole gale 64 to 75 Rarely e.xperienced ; accom-
panied by widespread damage.

12 Hurricane Above 75

* Except " calm,” these terms are not to be used in reports of velocity.
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Movement of Lows.—Lons move in paths across the

United States Some lows begm m the houthwest and move in a

curved northeasterly path over ti»e United States toward the

St Lanrence River At the tame tunc, other lows arc being

formed far out in the Panfic Ocean These pass over the

United States m a curied path from the state of ^Yashington

and out the St Lanrence Ri\-er region, Mlicn we study

weather forecasting, we shall learn more about the movements
of the Ions and the corresponding hujh$

Tlie low is often called a cyclone A cyclone has a slower speed
of air (nand) and should not be confused with a tornado.
Wind Velocities —The speed with which air moves is an

important factor in forecasting the weather. You can learn to

estimate wind velocity by using the table on page 49. In
making mnd observations, it is important also to notice the
direction

Winds are lumed from the point of the compass from which
thej come. Hence a weather vane, a flag on a pole, or smoke
from a chimney will indicate wind direction.
An interesting way to represent wind directions and vcloc*

ities 13 found on modem weather maps Tlie location of a
weather station is indicated by a circle A short line is drawn
to the circle from the direction in winch the wind is coming.

' is indicated by

mpp 40 4
in the table on

enSls 2
‘ “ ‘“"B "feather”

Sher "Lnla f? T'* nnd one short

rrind
^ There arc tnelve standardmad relociUes on the Beaufort mnd scale.

ogairau stro^™" 7'™ “ difficult to walk

a chSeterist?® 7 "•"'‘‘inB is caused by

pressure chaneef Pressure. TOnd

For example, « a wiudSsIS"''” “l'
per hour, the

Tcr hour increases to 10 miles

was formerly. Herp7 a
hecomes-four times as great as it

worked out. The souare''of”h'!
“ 'i'^nse in wind pressure is

10 is 100 (10 X IQI On L
^ The square of

twenty.five.
^ hundred is four times as great as
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F/ELD RESEARCH

A wind blowing 10 miles per hour exerts pressure of about 0.27

pound per square foot. TMiat would be the total pressure on a window
of your school or house? (Height and width X 0.27 pound.)

GENERAL PROBLEM 6

What Is the Humidity of the Air?

Moisture in the Air.—^You know that the moisture in the

air is really water. Usually it is in the form of an invisible gas.

It is referred to as the humidity of the air. The invisible mois-

ture is the gaseous state of water. You have, however, seen

fogs, clouds, and rains. Thus jmu have had first-hand evidence

of the presence of those forms of moisture in air. The amount
of gaseous moisture in the air varies from time to time. The
air verj"- rarely, if ever, is saturated vdth moisture; that is, it

rarety contains all the moisture it can hold. The actual amount
of moisture required to saturate the air depends upon the tem-

perature of the air.

Warm air can absorb more moisture than cold air. The
amount of moisture in the air at any one time is always relative

to the amount which the air would hold if completely saturated

at the same temperature. For example, if the air contains

three fourths as much moisture as it could possibly hold at a

given temperature, the relative humidity is 75 per cent.

Hygrometer.—Hygroineter is the name of the instrument

used to measure the relative amount of moisture in the air.

It usually consists of two thermometers. The bulb of one

thermometer is dry. The bulb of the other thermometer is

covered mth a vick which dips into water. The vdck soaks up

water and wets the bulb. The liquid Avater on the bulb changes

into gaseous water (evaporates) and escapes.

As the water on the bulb changes from the liquid state to the

gas state, it absorbs heat from the mercury in the bulb. This

causes the liquid in the bulb to contract. The other thermom-

eter bulb, which is kept dry, indicates the real air tem-

perature.
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The evaporation of water from the wet bulb ab'^orbs heat

from the mercury in that bulb Thus jt reads lower than the

actual air temperature as shown by the dry bulb thermometer.

The dner the air, the greater will be the difference in readings

between the wet bulb and the dij'bulb. This is because, in the

drier air, the water on the wt bulb will evaporate faster and

therefore absorb heat faster from the mercury. If the air could

be saturated with moisture, no water could evaporate from the

wet bulb Then the wet bulb and dry bulb would read alike,

and the relative humidity would be 100 per cent.

Now we can see hmv the humidity of the air affects our com-

fort ^Tien the relative humidity is low, perspiration on our

skin evaporates rapidlv, cooling the skin, \\lien the relative

humidity is high, the air contains much moisture. Perspira-

tion cannot evaporate rapidly, and the skin is not cooled.

Experiments 7 and 8 deal with relative humidity.

* FIELD PROBLEM

"t hum„ h,ir. The mount of

commercial hygrometer.^
^ "aKlings on diSerent days from a
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experiment 7

Does an evaporating liquid absorb heat?

The caution says not to have any flame about while you do this

experiment. This is because two of the liquids catch fire easily.

Which two?

Be careful when pouring the liquids into the watch glasses not to

spill any. Someone with a steady hand should do the pouring, with

the watch glass close to the neck of the bottle.

Do you think you could use water instead of any of these liquids

and show the same thing? Try it

What to Use.—^.AJcohoI; carbon tetrachloride; ether; a large

flat cork; a small watch glass and a little water.

CAUTION: Do not have any flame orflre near by.

What to Do.

—

1. P*ut a few drops of alcohol on the back of your

hand and let it evaporate.

2. Repeat, using a few drops of carbon tetrachloride or ether.

3. Place a few drops of water on the cork. Set the watch glass in

the water and fill it wth ether. Fan the ether briskly.

What Happexs.—1. Did the alcohol on your hand dry up (evapo-

rate)? Did this make your skin feel cold?

2. How did the other liquids act when used in the same waj'?

3. Did the ether in the watch glass CA-aporate? Did fanning make
it eA'aporate faster? UTiat happened to the water under the glass?

CoNcnusiox.—^Do liquids absorb heat when evaporating? Explain.

Applicatiox.— does fanning make you feel cooler? Whj- is it

colder in a wind than out of the AAind?

A Law.—UTien any liquid evaporates (turns to the gaseous state),

it takes in or absorbs heat.
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(KEY) EXPERIMENT 8

T7?ia< ts (he relntue humidity of the airf

In this «xp«riment vou will use the principle you discovered In

Experiment 7 Can you repeat that principle?

if you do rot have two thermometers, you can get along with just

one, although not as conveniently If you have only one thermom*

eter, use it fust to get the air temperature before wetting the bulb.

Then put on the wick and use it as a “wet bulb" thermometer.

If you should use ether instead of water to wet the wick, would

the mercury in the thermometer be higher or lower than when water

IS used?

Wkat to Use—Two thermometers, a rmg stand, a lamp wick;

and ft beaker of water

^HAT TO Do—Place the wick on one of the thermometers, sup-

ported so that the wick will hangm thebeakerofw ater as in the draw ing.

Hang the second thermometer alongside the first, as in the drawing.
If you observeclosely, you will see that the bulb of the thermometer

with the wick on it is wet all the time. This is caUed the "wet bulb
”

The other bulb that is dry all the time is called the "dry bulb.”
Allow the apparatus to stand a few mmutes. and then fan both bulbs.

Record the temperature of the air shown by the diy-bulb thermometer.
Record the temperature shown by the wet-bulb thermometer.

wet-bulb thermometer renter lower
than the dry bulb’ RTiat causes the difference’

Use the table of relatne humdity in tije Appendix to calculate the
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relative humiditj*. The directions will tell you how to use the drj- bulb

and wet bulb readings. These j’ou should repeat in your ora words in

your raitten report.

CoxcLusiox.
—

'OTiat did you find the relative humidity to be? What
principle or law is involved in }’Our finding?

AppLiC-iTtox.—What is the relation between health and relative

humidity? Between relative humidity and wet tilings dr3-ing?

GENERAL PROBLEM 7

What Causes Precipitation?

Dew aisd Frost.—As the sun drops below the horizon, the

land begins to cool rapidly. Wlien the air touches the cold

earth, it too becomes cooler. The water vapor which the air

contains is then condensed. It forms little particles of water

on cold objects, such as sticks, leaves of plants, and blades of

grass. Tliis condensed moisture on the cold objects is called dew.

You ma}"- have shown b}' experiment in earlier science work how
moisture will condense.

Certainlj’’ you have seen dew that has formed on pitchers of

ice water or on blades of grass.

Warm air holds more imisible water than cold air. But if

the air becomes cold enough, some moisture must separate

from the warm air and become \-isible. YTien water separates

from air and falls as rain, snow, sleet, had, or forms dew or

frost, the process is called predpitation.

The formation of dew is illustrated by Experiment 9. If

you have a thermometer at home that vill not be harmed b}’'

putting it into water, }mu can do this experiment at home.

If, during the night, the temperature of the earth and the

air touching it drops down to 32° F. or below, frost is formed.

Frost is not frozen dew. Frost is formed when the moisture

freezes as fast as it separates from the air. This results in ice

cr3'stals we call frost.

Clouds and Fog.—Clouds are known to all of us. You vdll

understand clouds, fog, rain, and snow better if 3mu know what

clouds are and how thej’^ are formed.
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experiment 9

How docs dcirformt

’[hematntW

In Experiments 7 and 8 yov made w«* of O’# principle that when

Hauida evaporate, they ahsorb heat This miftht bo staled by *ayt^

that when h*al is added to IiqukJs. they evaporate In this ex^n-

menl, the pnneipte of condensation is used- What is this principle?

What other experiment have you done that uses iw tor the same

purpose as in this experiment?

TVhat to Use —A tin cup, mcked ice, a stimeg rod, sod a tbef-

moiaeter

VTh-st to Do—I. Partly fill the cup with water at air or room

temperature. Put the thermometer bulb in the water Add icc, a little

at a tuae, stimng coastanlly with the stimag rod Do not stir with the

thermometer ^Miy^

2 ^ atch the outride of the tin to note the fust appearsnre of a film

of moyture on the tin surface At that instant read the temperature of

the water.

P»epeat the CTpenmeot three times.

HAT Happexs—J. Did the lee melt* Did the temperature of the
water become lower? ^Thsl caused it to get colder? ^Tiy did the tem-
perature not show 32* as m Expmoient 4*

2 Did moisture form on the outMde of the cup* At what tempera-
ture each time? tVas the water at the same temperature each time
when the mottare formed?

was the sTerage temperature for the three trials?
>Vhere did the moisture cxmie born?
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what was the temperature of the layer of air touching the tin dish

when its moisture condensed?

CoxcLtrsiON*.—^The air temperature at which its moisture condenses

is called its deic point. AMiat was the dew point of the air during j'our

experiment?

What was the advantage of making three trials?

Appucatiox.—What makes the cold wafer pipe or water pitcher

"sweat’’ some days in summer more than on other daj's?

AMij' do windows in the house "steam” some daj's and not other days?

You have learned that clouds are reallj' particles of water

that left the earth because of evaporation.

It is strange, but true, that water vapor in the air will not

readilj' change from a gas to a liquid unless it has something

to condense "on.” In the formation of dew, the moisture

condenses on a cold dish, a window, a leaf, or even the

ground.

In the air tiny dust particles act as so many cold objects on

which the water of the air can collect as little drops. Some

Fog.—This picture shows clearly that fog is low-lying cloud. What
causes a fog such as this? What will cause the fog to disappear?

How would this fog appear to a person walking along one of the

streets?
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r 1

NaWj Art.-Th« o'* lh« UH oro mode wp of “

tiny lee eryitoli. PcMernj wch o» theie moy be formed when o

film of moutvfe freeicj on e window pone. The dew drop* e

rose tell us that the rose was colder than the turreundlnp oir. now

complete the story of how the drops were formed.

scientists think that charge'^ of electricity in the air, ca

eledrons, also may act ae tiny object*; for concien''ation. CloU
^

con-sist of millions of tiny Jropv of water. Tlicy niay be on j

about one thousandth of an inch in diameter. Tliey are -

bght that they are held up by the air. When these massoj^ o

tmy water particles float high abo\e the eartli, call tlicm

clouds When they re<4 near the earth’s surface, we call them

Jogs The only difference between a cloud and a fog is whether

it IS high in the sky, or near the earth.

Two things are ne<es»ary, then, to form a cloud or a fpS-

Warm moi«t air must be cooled. And there must be something

for the moisture to condense on.

Birth of a Raindrop.—

O

nce the water particles

formed, they may grow larger, ilore and more water may
condense on their surfaces. Finally they nmy become large

enough to fall as ram.
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A raindrop may be half a million times larger than a cloud

particle. Some raindrops maj' be as small as one fiftieth of an

inch. Others maj* be as large as one fifth of an inch. Raindrops

fall more than 10 feet in a second. One inch of rainfall amounts
to over 100 tons of Avater per acre.

Drizzle consists of particles of water that are less than one

fiftieth of an inch in diameter. The.y are so small they seem to

float along in the air and fall ver^' slowl}-.

FIELD RESEARCH

1. Make a fog in a milk bottle. Fill the bottle with hot water. Let

it stand for a few minutes. Pour out all the water e.xcept for about two

inches. Set an ice cube on the top of the bottle. Obsen-e the formation

of fog in the bottle. Explain how the fog formed.

2. With the aid of a large glass bottle with a one-hole rubber stopper,

a glass e.xit tube, an e.xhaust air pump, a heaxw-walled rubber tube and

some chalk dust, trj' forming a fog. The air in the bottle may be cooled

by quickly taking out air by means of the exliaust pump, which causes

rapid e.vpansion of the air left in the bottle. If the air in the bottle con-

tains dust when the air is suddenly cooled as above, a fog ndll form. If

there i.s no dust, put in some chalk dust and e.xhaust again.

R.A.rN'-JLA.ia>rG.—During the past five years scientists have

been experimenting with rain-making and rain prevention.

Snow Flowers.—If would be hard to guess exactly what these un-

usual blossoms are. The picture is a close-up of snowflakes which

have I'ust fallen on ice.
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Some scientists had the idea that often rain would not form

because there '\ere not enough particles in the clouds. If they

could add more partjiles, tliere would be something for the

moi‘«ture to condense on. Then drops would form, and it

^\ould rain.

Thus scientists got the idea of "seeding" clouds. There are

t«o \va3's of seeding clouds

1, By using an auplane to sprinkle tiny bits of drj- ice

throughout the cloud

2 By -ending up a special kind of smoke from smoke genera-

tor-- on the ground. Thi-s «!moko is u-malh" tin^' bits of the

clienucai sdi-cr iodide.

.\re the«e really u'^eful way* of making rain? Scientists do

not agree on the answer a' yet Some scientists say that if

there is enough moisture in the clouds, and if other conditions

are riglit, seeding wnll produce rain Other scientists saj* that it

would have ramod anj-way

Even though it has not been completely proved j'ct, there

are several "rain-making" companies Most of them ate in tlie

n eat here there are frequent droughts. Hou ever, in 19o0, Kew
York City bred some rain-makers Rain did fall on the Xew
York City waternhed. But no one knows whether the rain

would have come even if the rj«in-makers had not gone to work!

pRE^'ENTiN'G R.\rx.—The idea of «eeding clouds can also be
used to keep clouds m the sky and to prevent rain. Often a
bea%y bank of clouds will prevent a frost from forming.

Clouds over hot wheat ficld-^ will al<o help keep the soil from
losing too much moisture.

For cloud-making and rain-preventing, the air is over-

seeded. So many particles are put in the cloud that no one
particle can get enough moisture to become large enougli to

fall. Thus many tiny droplets are formed, but no rain.

It will be interesting to follow tlie reports of the rain-makers
and rain-preventers. Perhaps this will be one of the greatest
discoveries of the century. One scienUst has already said that
it is more important than atomic energj-. On the other hand,
further experiments may show that rain-maldng is not practical.

Certainly, if rain-making and rain-preventing should be-
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Frost Feathers.—^The wind atop Mount Washington, New Hamp-
shire, has blown these frost crystals info a fantastic yet beautiful

formation. The instrument at the top of the picture is used to record

the amount of heat from the sun.

come common, tve shall need new laws. Otherwise, some
people might get too much rain, and others not enough!

Why Is the Air Cold at Higher Altitude?—In order to

complete our knowledge of how it rains, we must review what
makes the air above the earth get cooler as it rises.

T\^ien a gas is compressed into a smaller space, it gets hot.

You remember that temperature reall}’' has to do with how
fast molecules move about. YHien a gas is squeezed into a

smaller space, the molecules are squeezed together and move
faster. This makes the gas get warmer. On the other hand,

when a gas expands, it gets cooler. (Refer to the Field Re-

search on page 59.) When the molecules are allowed more
room, they use up some heat and so the gas gets cooler.
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Winter's Design*.—Snowftokei (left) ore woter cry*tQt$ Con you

explain thot statement? The cryilol* ore olwoy* six-sided, and no

two hove ever been found (hot ore alike. How do snowflakes differ

from sleet erystol* (nght)?

Remember, then, that ga.'«es become healed when they are

compressed, and cooler when they e.xp.and TJiis helps to

ejrplaiii the cooling of air at increasing altitudes above the

earth

Another thing to remember is that the air gets most of its

heat from the earth. Air is not heated directly from the sun.

Therefore it is reasonable to expect lliat air farther from the

earth mil be colder than air nearer the earth As you know,

heat from the sun ’narms the earth, but it does not heat the

air through wluch it passes very much
Effect of Rising Am.—Warm air expands as it rises above

the earth, therefore it cools. If the rising current of warm
air contain.*? considerable moisture, the moisture will be cooled

and condense to form a cloud That is just what causes cumulus
clouds

If the expansion is great enough, the cooling may result in

the formation of drops of water large enough to fall. The large

drops lall in spite of the riang current which keeps the smaller

cloud drops dancing in the fiir WTien a gentle drizzle takes
place, it shows that the rismg current of air is so slow that even
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tiny drops can break away from their clouds and fall down
through the air.

Snow and Sleet.—

K

blanket of snow is made up of snow-

flakes, just as rain is made up of raindrops. But is the snow
that falls always the same? If you ever made a snow man or a

snow fort, or if you are a skier, you know how differently snow
packs. Sometimes it is so dry it will not pack at all. Then
sometimes it is so wet it makes the best of snowballs.

FIELD RESEARCH

On a cold, crisp day examine sno^\’flakes with a magnifier. You will

marvel at their beauty. Wilson A. Bentle3% in Jericho, Vermont,

photographed thousands of snowflakes and maintained that there are

no two alike.

'V\flienever the air is cooled to a temperature of 32° F., or

somewhat lower, its moisture tvill freeze into tiny crystals.

Sleet Storm.—This is what happens when rain freezes as it reaches

the ground. How can you explain that rain falls os liquid water and

freezes as it lands? How does a storm such as this differ from a hail

storm?
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More crj-etals form on Ihe first cjj-stal, nnd so a snonflate is

''”snow LS measured by finding its average depth, but as

"precipitation’’ it is reported in inches of nater obtained when

If 1' melted Some snow is heaner than other snow because it

contain? less air, in other word*, it is more packed. It usually

takes about twelve inches of snow to make one inch of water.

Some people tlunk that snow is frozen raindrops. TJiat is

not the ca;e Frozen raindrops form what is known as sleel.

Sleet is also formed when snowflakes melt m the air and become

frozen again Even though sleet consist? of little ice particles,

these ICO parti^'les iiL?er from had in their structure and manner

of formation

How Hail Is Forued —Snow and sleet occur in the winter.

Hail almost always occurs in warm weather. Hail often comes

with thuuder'toriu.' It is formed b>- raindrops being tos^
high into the air by the upward currents of air. At the Wgb

altitude the air temperature is below freezing. There the drops

freeze into bttle balls of ice. If the hail drops, it may melt

before it reaches the earth Or it may become covered with an

additional layer of water condensed on its surface. If it k
hurled up again, a new layer of ice will form on it In this way a

hailstone L? made up of layers of ice When it gets too hea^T
for the rising current? to keep it up, it fall.? to earth.

Thinking TniNGS O^tn.—There are many weather factors

you inu->t know before you can get a reallj' good idea of what
weather is. Tlie?c factor? are all closelj' related to each other.

Therefore, a change in one weather factor affects most of the

others.

hen you realize the importance of each weather factor and
the need to ob«er?-e or measure it, you can understand why
animal? cannot be good weather forecasters. Predicting the

weather is a Job for srientists.

Our next few problems will deal with storms and weather
foree^ting "iou will need to apply what you know about
T^eathcr factor?. If you are doubtful about your understanding
of the weather factor? tliat bai-e been discu?sed, make a qmck
review nght now.
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Key Words

air mass evaporate relative humidity
air pressure Fahrenheit saturated

altitude "fi-xed points” sleet

aneroid fog snow
atmosphere frost temperature
Centigrade hail thermometer
clinical humidity tornado

clouds hj'grometer Torricelli

cold front mercurj' velocity

contract millibar Warm front

c3'cIone precipitation wind
dew rain

electron rain-making

Key Statements

1. Our senses are poor indicators of temperature.

2. Metals e.\pand at different rates.

3. Mercury and alcohol are used in thermometers because they

expand uniformly and because their freezing points and boiling points

occur at convenient temperatures.

4. Most solids (including metals), liquids, and gases expand when
heated and contract vhen cooled.

5. The Fahrenheit thermometer scale has 32° for the temperature

of freezing water (or melting ice) and 212° for the boiling point of

water at sea-level air pressure.

G. The Centigrade thermometer scale has 0° for the temperature

or freezing water (or melting ice) and 100° for the boiling point of

water at sea-level air pressure.

7. Air pressure (atmospheric pressure) is due to weight of the air.

8. The air pressure decreases as the altitude increases.

9. Air pressure can be measured with a barometer.

10. Wind is caused by the unequal heating of the air.

11. Great masses of air move across the countrj' from cold regions

to warm regions or from warm regions to cold regions.

12. The front edge of the cold mass of air is called a cold front. The
front edge of a warm mass of air is the warm front.

13. Sometimes when a warm front meets a cold front, a counter-

clockwise -whirl of air is produced. These great air ^vhirls are called

cyclones.

14. The pressure of the -(rind increases as the square of its velocity.
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15. Relative humidity is the ratio <rf the amount of moisture in

the air to the amount that would be needed to saturate the air at a

given temperature

16 Evaporating liquids absorb heat

17 Dew forms by Londensation of the moisture of the air by con-

tact wath cold objef t« Frost occurs if the cold object is below freezing

IS Ram results from the condensation of the water particles on

dust or electrit. (.hargea

19 Rising air currents expand and become cooler

20 Snuiv composed of ice crystals formed by the freezing of the

moi«ture of the air

21 Sleet forms from the freezing of raindrops.

22 Hail is made up of little balls of ice in laycre.

Thought Questions

1 What happens when milk in a bottle freezes'* WTiy does freez-

ing water break up rocks’

2 Why does not an alcohol thermometer have teraperaturea

marked as high as 212® F ’

3 are the freezing point and the boiling point of water

taken as "fi.xed" points on thermometers’

4 Why does the mercury stay up to the tube of a barometer?

6

How can a barometer be used to determine altitudes’

6 WTiy must the top ol a barometer tube be sealed?

7 ^"hy u it necessary to remove some of the air from the box of

an aneroid barometer’

8 ’i\’hy does the wind blow?

9 UTiy will sprinkling a street with water cool the air?

10. Why IS dew or frost less bkcly to form on a cloudy night than

on a clear night’ Or under a tree than In the open?

11 ^Tiy do we use more ga.«oline to dnve a given distance at CO
miles an hour than at 40?

12. AMien would the wet bulb and dry bulb thermometers of a
hygrometer read the same’

13 is the relation between relati\-e humidity and comfort?
14 E-xpIain why snowflakes are made of crystals and hail is not.

Projects for Your Science Discovery Book
1. List all the uses of thermometers j^iu can discover
2 Record the extreme temperatures for your town Do you be-
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lieve that summers are cooler and ^\-inters warmer than the3' used to

be? Investigate by means of weather bureau reports to find the facts.

3. Keep a daily weather record for two weeks. Make obseiwa-

tions at the same time each day. Include reports of wind direction and
velocity, temperature, precipitation, and cloudiness.

•1. Keep a special record of wind direction for one month to deter-

mine the prevailing wind direction of your localitj'.

5. IMake a report on the direction and effects of ocean currents.

G. Make an air thermometer and compare it with a house ther-

mometer.

7. Using Magdeburg hemispheres and an exhaust air pump, prove

that the atmosphere exerts a pressure.

8. Alake an anemometer (wind meter).

9. ilake a wind vane.

10. ]\Iake a hygrometer and use it to determine the relative

humiditj' of the air.

1 1 . Find out whj’ water is not a suitable hquid to use in a barometer.

12. To show air pressure, place a pint of u-ater in a gallon tin can

and heat the water so that the steam will drive out most of the air.

Discontinue the heat and close the opening of the can so that it is air

tight. Pour cold water over the can to condense the steam. What

happens? E.xplain.

13. Dissolve 10 grams of cobalt chloride in 100 cc. of water. Soak

small strips of cloth in the solution. Remove them and let them drj’

thoroughly. Mount the strips so that they hang in the air. Notice

the color change with changing humidity of the air.

14. List- some of the problems of high altitude fijmg. For ex-

ample, problems of intense cold, problems of low air pressure.
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TOPIC III

Storm. Areas

DO YOL' KNOW—
1. WTiat lightning is?

2. TMiat makes thunder?

3. ^Miether lightning ever strikes the same place

twice?

4. 'tt'hat a thimderhead is?

5. How to tell when a cold front passes?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

Wiiat Are Local Storms?

Local Weather.—^WTien tlie weather man predicts rain

and the day continues fair, do j-ou laugh at the mistake and say,

"That is another weather joke”? Or do you realize that the

prediction referred to a much larger area perhaps than j'our

home town? Sometimes the mistake is due to the "train being

late.” Eailroad trains run on schedule, and 3-et thej* are late

once in a while. So it is ^^dth the weather. Born ma3'be in the

far north, the Pacific Ocean, or Gulf of INIexico, storms move
across the United States in fairh' well-defined paths. But the

speed of storms does not depend upon a well-controlled engine.

Rather, storms follow the laws of nature. And nature doesn’t

alwa3's work on an exact time schedule.

So it is that storms ma3' be late or earh'. The "weather,”

as it moves along, is affected b5' man}' local conditions. j\Ioun-

tains, hills, valle3's, deserts, lakes, forests, amount of sunshine

all affect the air temperatures and moisture. In other words,
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Thunderheod—As mor« and nofe moisture condenses, the foir-

weother, cumulus clouds chonge into Ihunderheodi. Very soon

now one moy expect to heor thunder rumbling In the distonce.

they affect the sscather So, even though the forecast may be

"fair and warmer,” sometimes your locality will have thunder-

storms or other local «torDis.

THtTOiERsTORMS.—The thunderstorm is one of tlie most

mteresting of loi'al stomt* ^\^^at cau«e« a thunderstorm?

If moist air is lifted fast enough and far enough, a thunderstorm

results.

Weather scientists believe tliat the air is usually lifted in

one of two ways

1. Frontal thunderitorms. A cold air mass pushes in under a
warm air mass The warm air mass is forced up. We read

about this when we studied winds. See the diagram on page 46.

2. Air mass thunderstorms. A mass of air is heated so hot
that it rises due to the air crowding m on all sides. See the
diagram on page 71.

In either type of thunderetorm, you know that the rain

which falls H cold. In fact, sometimes hail occurs. This tells

us that a thundershower is caused by a verj’ sudden and severe
cooling of the air above the earth.
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You can tell whether a thunderstorm was the frontal or air

mass type. If the air is cooler after the storm, it probably was a
frontal storm. Tliis is because the cold air mass has replaced

the warm air.

air mass thunderstorm usuall}' occurs like this. Earh' in

the morning the sky would be clear. Humidity would be high.

Toward the middle of the morning, scattered cumulus clouds

would appear. By afternoon the temperatures would be ver}'-

high. The clouds would bj' this time have developed into great

giants of cumulonimbus, and late in the afternoon the storm
would break.

Air Mass Thunderstorm.—Can you describe the conditions that

probably existed before and after this thunderstorm?

As soon as the sun sets, the storm wall begin to disappear.

This is because it is the sun Avhich is warming the mass of air

and causing the air mass thunderstorm. After the storm has

passed, the air will be just as hot and just as humid as it was

before.

Most thunderstorms are of the frontal t3T'e. These are the

storms AA’^hich freshen and cool the air.

The thundershower is so named because of the noise caused

by lightning. It is also called an electric storm because of the

electric discharges it produces. Benjamin Franklin, as 3-ou
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—electricity

Most of you can try this eipenment at hon'a by rubbirtg silk,

flannel, or fur on hard rubber cornbs or fountain pens, and by rutv

ting your feet on the rug This experiment works better ori a cold

day when the air is dry, so if it doesn’t work well one day, try it on

another day.

WaaT TO Use —pieces of fur and nlk, a glass rod, a hard rubber

rod; bibs of paper.

WiuT TO Do —1 Rub the fur bn'sliy on each of the rods for s

moment As soon as j'ou 'top rubbing hold the nibbed end of the rod

near j-our finger Repeat the test, u'lug the silk with each rod.

2 Ag^ rub each rod with the fur and giJk in turn, and each time

pick up small bits of paper. Notice which combiaalion works best

What Happevs.—I Did j-ou hear a slight eracklmg as jou rubbed
the rods* Did a spark or cur when you held each of the charged rods
near your finger’ Was there a noise when the spirk occurred’

2 Did the rods attract the bitsofpapcraftcr being rubbed? ttluch
combination feemed to work best’

Covetcsiov.—Did you make electricity by rubbing two sutetances
together? Did the elcctridty form on the reds*

Aeei-rcATWS Brw-kly rwhw taVa or dog’s (mi with botii hands. II
you feci an electric shock explain why.
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remember, discovered the relationsMp of lightning and elec-

tricity by means of his famous kite experiment, conducted dur-
ing a thunderstorm.

LIBRARY RESEARCH

Read an account of Franklin's experiment with the kite to refresh

your raemor}'.

What IMakes Lightntn’G?—In order to understand about

lightrung, you must have some knowledge of electricit}'. In

general, there are two kinds of electricity: sfafi'c eledriciiy, and

ciirreni electricity. Later on in our study we shall discuss cur-

rent electricity. Right now we are interested in static elec-

tricitj*. This is the kind which causes lightning. Experiments

10 and 11 will help you to know more about the subject of

static electricitj'.

Have you e^'er sculled your feet across a carpet and then

touched another person? If it was a cold drj' daj’, 3'ou maj- have

felt a "shock.” Or perhaps 3'ou saw a spark, or heard a slight

snap. If you have bad this experience, 3'ou alread3' know that

friction can cause static electricitA'.

In Experiment 10, fur is used to rub on a hard rubber rod.

Silk is used on a glass rod. These materials are good producers

of electricity when rubbed together. Of course, many other

substances could be used. If 3'ou have plastic seat covers on

3nur automobile, perhaps 3'ou have alread3' learned that just

sliding across the seat will produce electricit3''! A silk lining of

an overcoat rubbing against woolen trousers will produce

electricit3".

The rubbing (friction) doesn’t really mal'e the electricit3'.

Scientists believe that tilings are actuall3' made up of electric-

%, that is, electric charges. In fact the molecules about which

3’’ou have learned are made up of atoms. And atoms are made

up of positive and negatii'e particles or charges of electricit3A

Ordinarily the + and — charges are equal in a bod3', but

friction causes them to separate. That is why 3'ou have a
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—€l«trieity

Most of vou can try this cxpcfiment at home bv robbing sitk,

flannel, or fur on hard rubber wmbs or fountain pens, and by rub-

bing your feet on the rug This eapenment works better on a cold

day when the air is dry, so if it doesn’t work well one day, try it on

another day

TThat to Use —Pieces of fur and silk, a glass rod; a hard rubber

tod, bits ol paper

Wbat to Do —1. Rub tbe fur hnsltly on each of the rods for a
moment As soon as you atop rubbing bold tbe nibbed end of the rod

near j'our finger Repeat the test, using tbe silk with each red

2 Again rub each rod with the fur and silk m turn, and each tinae

pick up small bits of paper Kotice nhich combination works best.

WSAT Happexs.— 1 Did you hear a slight crackling as you rubbed
the tods’ Did a spark occur when you held each of the charged rods

near j-our finger’ Was there a noiae when the spark occurred?

2 Did the rods attract the bits of paper after being rubbed’ Xtliich

combination seemed to work best?

CnxcLCsioK—Did you make electrici^ by rubbing two substances
leather? Did the eleetridty form oo the rods’

ApmcATJO-v.—Bn«kly mb a cat’s or dog’s fur with both hands. If

you feel an electric shock esplam why.
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remember, discovered the relationship of lightning and elec-

tricity by means of his famous kite experiment, conducted dur-

ing a thunderstorm.

LIBRARY RESEARCH

Head an account of Franklin s experiment nitfi the kite to refresh

your memoiy.

What Makes Lightning?—In order to understand about

lightning, x'ou must have some knowledge of electricitj'. In

general, there are two kinds of electricity: static electricity, and
current electricity. Later on in our study we shall discuss cur-

rent electricity. Right now we are interested in static elec-

tricity. This is the kind which causes hghtning. Experiments

10 and 11 trill help you to know more about the subject of

static electricity.

Have you ever scuffed your feet across a carpet and then

touched another person? If it was a cold dry day, you may have

felt a "shock.” Or perhaps you saw a spark, or heard a slight

snap. If you have had this experience, you alreadt- know that

friction can cause static electricity.

In Experiment 10, fur is used to rub on a hard rubber rod.

Silk is used on a glass rod. These materials are good producers

of electricity when rubbed together. Of course, many other

substances could be used. If you have plastic seat covers on

your automobile, perhaps you have already' learned that just

sliding across the seat Arill produce electricity^! A silk lining of

an overcoat rubbing against woolen trousers will produce

electricitj'.

The rubbing (friction) doesn’t realh' make the electricity.

Scientists believe that things are actually made up of electric-

it}', that is, electric charges. In fact the molecules about which

3'ou have learned are made up of atoms. And atoms are made
up of positive and negative particles or charges of electricity.

Ordinarily’ the + and - charges are equal in a body, but

friction causes them to separate. That is why* you have a
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(KEY) experiment 1

1

Does sialic electncity tune more than one kind oj charget

VVhal kind of energy is used w this eiperiment? What are you

trying to discover that you did not discover in Experiment 10?

The fores of gravity w mentioned Whife it acts in some ways

like electrical charges and like magnetism, it is really different from

either one Can you tel) how it is different?

Wbat to Use —

A

pieceoffur, apiece of silk, aglassrod, ahard

rubber rod, two pith f*slU—one on each end of a short thread, and a

support for the thread

Whit to Do — 1 Hang the pith baU< mfh the thread ot'er the

support so that the bolls touch each other ;

3 Hub the fur on the gla^s rod and at once hold the rubbed end of

the rod near the balls but mtbout touching them

3 Repeat, only t<»ch each ball with the gin's tod (this is called

charpeg the balls), and then keep the rod near the balls. Now bring

the fur near the balls but do not touch them.

4 Again cliarge the balls *ith the glass rod rubbed mth fur, and
then bnng the hard rubber rod, «hich has now been rubbed with the

silk, near the balls Now bruig the «lk near the, balls

tViuT Hvppexs —1. Did the balls touch each other when hanging
naturally and not influenced 1^' anything except the pull of granty?

2 "Were the twHs attracted to the gla-is rod at first’

3. After the balU "ere touched (chafed) with the glass rod, were
thoj 'till attracted to the rodt Did the fur attract them? Did they
hang aw ay from each other?

4 \\ hen the balls w ere charged from the glass rod rubbed with fur,

were thej attracted or repelled Iqr the hard rubber rod rubbed w ith silk?

By the silk?
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CoxcLusiox.—How nian}- charges of electricity have you made?
How do they act toward each other? That is, do like charges repel

or attract each other?

When an electric charge formed on a rod, did a different charge form
on the fur and on the silk?

Wien glass and silk are rubbed together, one charge of electricitj-

forms on the glass and another charge on the silk.

Wien glass is rubbed \rith fur, the glass has the same charge as the

siUc had when rubbed on glass. This happens too when rubber is rubbed
first witli silk .and then with fur.

There are two charges of electricity. They are called positive and
negative. Glass is charged with positive (+) when rubbed with silk and
negative (—) when rubbed with fur. Hard rubber appears to act just

the opposite, negative (—) with silk and positive (+) with fur.

Apruc.A-Tiox.—Rub a comb or a fountain pen with silk or fur. Hold

it near tiny bits of paper to attract them, then if they jump away after

a second or two, e.vplain wiiat happens.

spark. When the -f- and — charges are separated the.v try to

get together again, and this thej' do Wien the spark occurs.

So it is that we have two charges or forms of electricity.

The negative charges of electricitj' are often called electrons.

We shall use the word electron to mean negative electricity.

The positive charges of electricity are for convenience called

protons. We shall use this word, too, in our talks about elec-

tricity.

A thundercloud is a dense mass of water particles containing

electric charges. There are man}’ theories as to how lightning

is formed. According to one theory, raindrops get so big that

rising currents of air split them into two unequal size drops.

When this happens, it is thought that the larger drops lose

electrons and so they are left with too great a number of pro-

tons. Thej’- are said to be positive^ charged. The smaller

drops gain the electrons lost by the big drops and so thej’’ are

negatively charged. If a large number of raindrops become

split and then separated into two clouds by the air currents, the

electric charge ma}' jump across from one cloud to the other.

This discharge is lightning.

Another explanation of lightning is as follows. Sometimes

the charged particles separate so that the upper part of the
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Mon^made Lightning—^This »pofk i» mode by o eherge ef electricity

polling through the oir Exporimenf* of Ihu type help »eienli»t»

ieorn more about the nature and control of lightning. Compore the

nze of the mstfuments with the figurei of the two men.

cloud IS made up of the smaller negativelj’ charged particles.

The lower part of the cloud has the larger positively charged

particles Then the discharge, lightning, takes place between

the two parts of the same cloud.

Sometimes the lightning discliarges between the earth and a

cloud An explanation for this appears in the diagram, page 77.

We should remember that there is still mueh to be disco\-ered

about lightning. Many scientists are photographing and study-

ing Lightning tiasiies. As they discover new fact-^, we shaW have
to change our theones.

Chain lightning occurs when the flash or discharge is from
cloud to cloud The flash may be several miles long.

The lendenqi of xirdike (positive and negative) electric charges

to come together is measured m roffs. It requires a charge of a
thousand volts to jump one tiventy-fifth of an inch through the
air. Can you imagine, then, the enormous number of volts

represented by lightning when the distance between clouds
may be a mile or more?
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^\hat Is Thuxder?—TMjen the electric discharge passes
through the air, it iieats tiiat aii- very hot. That is why you see
the flash. The rapid heating of the air causes it to \'ibrate,

resulting in sound. Just as a vibrating string sets the air

'\'ibrating in waves wliich reach your ear, so too lightning results

in air sound waves that reach your ear. The rumbling roar of

thunder has an e.xplanation which \-ou can think out. Start with
the idea of an echo. Give jmur answer to the class.

Lighfning Explained

Top.—Cloud A breaks into two clouds, 1 and 2, so that cloud 1 is

positively charged and cloud 2 is negatively charged. After a

spark of lightning jumps between the two, each cloud has an equal

number of positive and negative charges (cloud B).

Middle.—In cloud C the positive and negative charges have sep-

arated so far that lightning jumps from one part of the cloud to

another part. This distributes all the charges evenly again (cloud D).

Bottom.—When the positive charges in cloud F collect at the bot-

tom of the cloud, an excess amount of negative charges are formed

on the steeple. Lightning jumps, which again equalizes the charges

in the cloud and on the steeple (cloud G).
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Is Lightning DanoehousI'—Lightning causes ilamagc, liut

fen people are injurecl or killed by it. The greatest damage is

due to fires, especially m forests. Tliis is one of the verj- few

causes of forest fires that man cannot prevent.

Some places seem more likely to be struck by lightning than

others. For example, a barn filled «ith straw or hay seems more

likely to be ><truck than a house A tree or a person in an open

field are more likely to be struck than a tree or person in a n ood.

Hills, being nearer clowi mas«cs, arc more likely to be struck

than valley^ If you are caugiit in an open field during an elec-

tric storm, he dow n Avoid lone trees

It IS probably safer m the center of a room than along the

walls Inside an autoinobile nith a steel body is a safe place.

Certain it is that if you >5ee the electric flarij, you need have
no fear, for that particular flash has done its « ork and is gone.

If you count the numlw of second-* between the time of the

flash and the «-ound of the thunder, you can estimate the dis-

tance of the storm. Here is a scheme for doing this;

The light of the flash readies the eye almost instantly because
light travels 180,000 miles » second The rciultmg sound traveb

Lightning Fmgerj.—Skyieroperj in New York City ore struck by
VigWning repeatedly. The bvifdingt ore mode of steel Thus each
building acts os o giant lightning rod The lightning stroke Is corried

harmlessly to the ground.



J. TT. EnffCT

Lightning on the Plains.—^Three strokes of lightning reached the

ground at the same time during a storm at Oakes, North Dakota.

The electricity of one stroke ran along a wire fence, making the

streaks of light as it jumped gaps in the wire.

onij' about one fifth of a mile a second. Bj’- slowly sajdng the words
one thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three, etc., you
can mark off approximateh' as many seconds as 5mu continue to

count. B3’- counting in this way, you can determine the number of

seconds between the flashes and the thunder. This will tell y'ou how
manj' fifths of a mile awaj' the storm is.

Lightning Pkotection.—Many devices and schemes have

been invented for protection against lightning. Of them all,

lightning rods are best. Lightning rods properly installed with

good ground connections are a real protection to buildings.

Lightning rods collect the charges from the earth and allow

them to pass off into the air. This prevents too manj^ charges

from building up and attracting lightning. If, however, a

discharge does take place near a building equipped with

lightning rods, the charge will usually pass through the rods to

the earth. Thus the building is saved from damage. It is a

law of electricit}^ that an electric current vdll follow the easiest

path—in other words, the best conductor. Lightning rods and
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Is Lightning Dangerous’—Lictitning causes damage, but

fe\\ people are injiitefl or killed bj it. The greatest damage is

due to fires, especiallj m forests. Tins is one of the ver>’ few

causes of forest fire? that man cannot prevent.

Some places ?ccm more likely to be .•'truck by lightning than

others. For px.unple, a Imni filled with •'trau or hay seems more

likely to be 'truck tlian a house A tree or a person in an open

field are more likely to lie •struck than a tree or person in a wood.

Hills, being nearer cloud ma’*.''es, are more likely to be struck

than valle\ ' If you are caught in nti open field during an elec-

tric storm, he down Avwd lone trees.

It IS probahh safer in the center of a room than along the

Walls Ineide an automobile with a stool body is a safe place.

Certain it is that if you •ec the clcctnc fia'*!!, you need have

no fear, for that particular flash ha-^ done its work and is gone.

If you count the numlier of NJcond-i between the time of the

flash and the sound of the thunder, vou c.an estimate the dis-

tance of the storm. Here a Kheme for tioing this:

The light of the flash reaches the eye almost instantly because
light tra\eL3 180,000 miles a second The resulting sound travels

Lightning Finger* —Skyjcfoperj m New York City ore itruek by
lightning repeotedly. The building* ore mode of tteel. Tho* eoeh
building act* o* a giont lightning rod The lightning itroke I* carried

harmlestly fo the grounds
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Lightning on the Plains.—^Three strokes of lightning reached the

ground at the same time during a storm at Oakes, North Dakota.

The electricity of one stroke ran along a wire fence, making the

streaks of light as it jumped gaps in the wire.

onh- about one fifth of a mile a second. By sloM’l}’ saj-ing the srords

one thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three, etc., you
can mark off approximately as manj' seconds as 3'ou continue to

count. counting in this way, ^mu can determine the number of

seconds between the flashes and the thunder. This i\'ill tell \'ou how
man}' fifths of a mile awaj* the storm is.

Lightning Protection.—^iV'Iany deduces and schemes have

been invented for protection against lightning. Of them all,

lightning rods are best. Lightning rods properl}'- installed with

good ground connections are a real protection to buildings.

Lightning rods collect the charges from the earth and allow

them to pass off into the air. This prevents too man}" charges

from building up and attracting lightning. If, however, a

discharge does take place near a building equipped vdth

Hghtning rods, the charge will usually pass through the rods to

the earth. Thus the building is saved from damage. It is a

law of electricity that an electric current -will follow the easiest

path—^in other words, the best conductor. Lightning rods and
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UmbreJlo-Type lighJnmg Rad-'Con yow see »he jimilor'rty between

1he« two "vjmbTelloV* The bgWmng'tod ofrongement protect* tKe

Kou*e becau*« lightning may strike either rod or the ere** wire and

thus be »ofely grounded.

wires connecting them to the ground are good conductors of

electricity

Scientists are all the time learning more about lightning.

They construct machines that will produce great discharges of

electricity that imitate bghtmng. As they learn more about it,

we shall be better able to protect ourselves and our property.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

What Are General Storm Areas?

Cyclones on Lows.—^We should remember that there are

both local and wide ares storms. Local storms cover only a

small area—a city or town, or perhaps even just a part of a city.

Wide area or general storms, on the other hand, may cover

thousands of square miles

The factors which cause local storms are often closely re-

lated to the more widespread or general storms. Therefore
should become fanuliar with the cliaracteristics, causes, and
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results of general storins. We may think also of general or

widespread fair weather areas.

General stoi’m and fair weather areas are often known as

cj'clones and anticyclones. Like most weather conditions they

are the result of unequally heated areas of land. In the center

of the C3'clone area the air pressure is loxv because of the rapidi}"

rising warm air. Hence the}' are called lows. Cool air rushes in

from all sides to push up this expanding warm air. The warm
air carries much moisture up with it. As it rises and expands

and cools, condensation takes place. Often the result is pre-

cipitation.

You have learned that the air in the cj’-clone area is moving

counter-clockwise. You should recall that the word cj'clone as

used here does not mean a tornado. Cj'clone is the name given

to a great mass of whirling air. It maj' be man}- miles across,

perhaps several hundred miles in diameter. That is wh}' it is

called a general storm area.

Anticyclones or Highs.—“What goes up must come down”

is quite true even of air. Air that is pushed up because it is

lighter than other air gets cooler as it rises. It spreads out and

Dark Skies.—A billowy cumulus cloud has turned info a cumulo-

nimbus cloud. Nimbus is a rain cloud. Rain can be seen falling

from the cloud. What would cause a cumulus cloud to become a

rain cloud?
V. S. ircofAcT Bureau



Flood WaJers—A sJorm moving ov«f on oreo moy drop so much

roin m Ihe region »ho» o ftood retullt. Then homei and betongingj

ore left to the mercy of the ()ood wafers.

falls hack to the earth again. As this air settles toward the

earth, it pushes harder on the earth tlian the rising air. As a

result the air pressure js higher So this downward pushing air

IS called a ht^h,

As jou might expect, cold regions are the birthplaces of

many masses of cold, high pressure air Highs are continually

forming m the arctic regioas The air in a high is moving in a

circular clockwise direction. TIus is just the opposite of the

air in. a low.

As you know, when gases are compressed they tend to get

waxmei, ju'sl the opposite of expanding air. Ait that is warnung

up a little does not give up its moisture So it is quite natural

that this mass of air shall be a fair weather air. And so it is.

The area called a high is generally a fair weather area.

Cnoss-CoimTRY Paths or Hicns akd Lows.—If you ex-

amine a number of weather maps, you mil discover that a fota

is often followed by a high The air that settles in the high

spreads out and pushes toirard the center of the low. There
it rises, cools, and settles again It is a real circulation of the

air caused bj’ unequal heating of the air in different parts of

the ivorld.

The lou's and highs move in fairly well-defined patiis across
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the countty. You can see tins b}”- studjnng the map on page 97.

The3" niaj" not alwa3^s follow the same paths but on the average

the3" do. There is some advantage in this fact for the weather
forecaster, as 3'ou will learn in the next topic.

Warji Fronts and Cold Fronts.—We have learned that

great masses of cold air move from the north and northwest

domr over the United States. Great masses of warm air move
from the southwest, south, and southeast toward the north and
northeast. (See the diagram on page 46 .) The front edge of

the cold mass is called a polar or cold front. The front edge of

the warm mass is called a tropical or warm front. The higlis

and loios are realty parts of these cold and warm masses of air.

It often happens that a mass of cold air overtakes a mass of

warm ah'. When tliis happens, the cold mass wedges in under

the warmer air. (Again see the diagram on page 46 .) Perhaps

3^ou can remember some da3' when the temperature dropped

several degrees in just a couple of hours. That was caused by

the cold front pushing in under a mass of warmer air.

YHien the warm masses of ah' come from over the ocean or

Gulf of Mexico, the3’’ usualty contain much moisture. There-

fore, when this warm mass meets a cold mass, storms often

occur resulting in winds, rain, or snow.

hlost weather troubles are found along the line where cold

fronts and warm fronts meet. Back of the front lines the air

conditions are fah’13'’ stable.

Hot and Cold W.^^^es.—Can 3'ou recall a long, hot, dr3’-

spell? Or perhaps a few da3's of continued cold? Such weather

ma3' happen behind the lines when a cold front and warm front

meet and neither gives way. The two fronts just stand still.

YTatever air conditions are behind the fronts last as long as the

fronts hold their positions.

If the standstill happens when a cold mass has covered

quite a bit of the countr3’', it ma3'’ be that the land will be

colder than normal. If the warm front has moved quite a wa3^

to the north, the temperatures of some places ma3^ be a good

deal warmer than normal.

Such a hot wave may linger for three or four da3's, or even

longer. Locally the humidit3’’ sometimes becomes ver3' high

until, finally, coohng thunderstorms result.
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up Ormirtt*

Tropical Clunate—^This ptduf* suggesit a kind of life in fhe froplcflJ

regtoni- In what woys ore the hornet ond clolhet related to the

dmote^

('UiLVTT —It 15 natural for us to tlunk of climate whenever

nr- -peak of weather \s in the case of weather, we all know

what eUniiite i-*. but we should ajntte upon a definition of it.

< linmie ts the aterage of icealher condition for a particular area

'"if n loruj period of time The climate of a certain re&on may
iv ri^^ hot wet. cold, windy, mild, changeable, and so on.

r^pecial chnutic conchtions are required to produce the

tariou' tand« of life ui the world. Tropical climates produce

abundant plant and ammal life. The Arctic regions produce a

scarcity of both. Man «eem.s to be the only li\Tng thing able

to adapt to any of the various climates on the earth.

Our pleasures, crop«, industries, and our health are all

clo-jely relateii to weather conditions. Understanding the

weather, its causes and effects, pi'es roan the information to

help lura plan and adju.«t to nature’s laws. Our next topic,

therefore, is about weather forecasting.

THiNmN'c Things OixR.'^In this topic we have been think-

ing about local storms and general storms. We know now that

local storms umally affect only small areas. Theymay be caused

by the particular conditions in. that locality. Thunderstorms,
for example, are seldoni widespread. They result from very
rapid rising .and cooling of air in a rather small area.
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Eic{na GaUoxcay

Life in Nature’s Ice-Box.—^AII the cold air on the earth comes from

the polar regions. Although there is little plant life in these regions,

there are enough fish and other animals to support the Eskimos.

On-the other hand, we know that great masses of air move
across our country. These are the air masses. Some are cold.

Some are warm. Some are moist. Some are dry. As warm and

cold air masses meet, lows may be formed which bring certain

weather to large areas. In, back of the front of the air mass,

great regions are covered noth warm air or cold air, depending

upon the particular mass. And this air determines the weather

for all the land it passes over.

Thus we can understand that all our weather is made by the

air. More than that, it is the movement or circulation of the

air which brings us our weather. And what causes the circula-

tion of the air? The direct and indirect cause of all our weather

is the sun, which gives unequal heat to different parts of the

world.

anticj'clone

~ charge (electrical)

—climate

cold wave
-conductor

cyclone

—-electron

Key Words

— genera! storm area

high

hot wave
• lightning

local storm area

low

-- negative

polar front

positive

proton

static electricitj'

storm paths

—thunder

tropical front
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Key Statements

1 Local storms indufleclettnc (thunder) storms, rain, dwt, snow,

hail, and windstorms

2 A general stonn aica meludes the air conditions o%cr a lai^c

ertent of terntorj' General storm areas move along rather definite

paths across the countrv

3 Weather tondilions m a general storm area or cyclone are

rather constant as the storm moves* along

4 A® air n^cs it expands and becomes colder.

5 Thundershowers (eleilnc storms) arc caus<xl by sudden and

rapidlv n^^mg currents ot warm, moist air Hxpansion, clue to rising,

causes sudden cooling of the air, condensation, and precipitation of

the ail moisture

(j Lightning is an elcctmal discharge between near-hj- clouds or

between a cloud and the earth

7 The rapid heating of the air from an electric discharge causes

it to \ihrate. which results in the noise called thunder.

8 Properly installed lightning rods on buildings arc a protection

against lightning

9 Great masses or blocks of air move across the country The
front of a cold mass is called a polar front Tlie front of the warm
moas IS called a tropical front

10 Storms often oc(ur where a tropical front meets a polar front.

11 Id a cyclone area the air moves counter-clockwise in the north-

ern hemisphere and clockwise m the southern.

12 Hot and cold waves m the northern section of the country

occur when a polar front and tropical front come to a temporary*

standstill

13 Climate is the average of weather conditions for a particular

region over a long period of time

Thought Questions

I. ^\Tiy do hailstones often form during a thunderstorm?
What kind of cloud form bccomea a thundercloud?

*S. How big IS a raindrop"^

*4 AVhy IS a person more hkdy to be struck by lightning when
standing m an open field than when standing in the woods?

•-6 What does the phrase "best conductor of electndty" mean?
6. Tall objects m the open are more likely to be struck by bght-

mng than are short objects. Why’
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'"7. 'V^^le^e do most of the masses of cold, dry air come from?
'~
8 . “UTiere are the -warm, moist air masses bom?
9. are cold air masses usually regions of high air pressure?

•'lO. T^Hiere in the world are general regions of rising air? Where
are the regions of settling air?

11. Why do storms frequently occur where warm fronts meet cold

fronts? 'Are these local storms or general storms? Give reasons for

your answer.

•"'12. WHaat is the general direction of movement of storms across

our countrjf? AWiat is the reason for this?

Projects for Your Science Discovery Book

1. Studj' U. S. Weather INIaps for a two-week period and report

on cyclone movements. Sample maps may be obtained for a small

charge from the U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D.C. Ivlany

local newspapers print an ofEcial weather map dail}'.

2. Keep a record of the movements of cold fronts and warm fronts

on daily weather maps for a two-week period. Mote particularly the

direction of movement.

3. j\'Iake a labeled drawing of the formation of a thundercloud,

studied from observation.

4. If possible, take air temperatures and relative humidity before

and after a thundershower.

0 . Investigate the artificial lightning experiments carried on by

the General Electric Company at Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

6. Explain why sometimes in the winter you get a discharge of

electricity on touching another pereon who has just walked across a

rug or carpet.

7. Prepare a class' report on the various climates of the world, in-

cluding a discussion of their effects on civilization.
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U. 5. Navy Weofhennon.—-Cbptains of ships ond planes must have

oecorate ond comptete forecosts. The Nervy mairstains weolher

stations on shore as well as on larger shios of the fleet.



TOPIC IV

Forecasting the Weather
DO YOU KNOW—

1. How accurate the "weather man” is?

2. How far in advance forecasts may be made?

3. Why weather forecasts are important?

4. The information needed to forecast the weather?

a. 'WTiy it is cool near a large lake in the summer?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

What Will the Weather Bel

Do You Belieue in* Signs?

—

The following lines were
written over 100 years ago. They were learned by school

children to help them "foretell” the weather.

Signs of Rain*

The hollow i^inds begin to blow,

The clouds look black.

The glass is low.

Hark how the chairs and table crack!

Old Betty’s joints are on the rack.

How restless are the snorting swine!

The busj- flies disturb the kine.

Puss, on the hearth, with velvet paws.

Sits '«-iping o’er her whiskered jaws.

dog, so altered in his taste,

Quits mutton bones on grass to feast.

And see yon rooks—^how odd their flight!

Thej' imitate the gh'ding kite

And, headlong, downward seem to fall

As if thej' felt the piercing ball.

'Twill sureh' rain. I see with sorrow

Our jaunt must be put off tomorrow.

^From a collection of weather doggerel usuallj* attributed to Dr. Edward
Jenner and mitten from memon- bj- a pupil of 1850.
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Sej«nftfie TeoTiwort—8ehmd every cirpione flight there U irienhfic

teamwork. Weather report* ore radioed and tetetyped to forecast

centers where maps ore mode These mops ore then studied by the

pilots before Iheic plones take off.

Do j-oti think tlierc are any points in tiie po^m t!wt arc true?

.\re there an> wluch %ou think are just stipcrstitjons?

Of ixturse vou now know that weather results from natural

l.tw< Any weather stens then mu.'t be Ixased on n.atural laws

jf thc\ have anv truth In any locality an observing person

soon leam< that .» certain tnnd direction indicates good or

bad weather. J^me clouds are d,ark with moisture and indicate

ram or, if the temperature is low, snow. Other clouds indicate

f.iir weather. A clianctnp air pressure siiowm by the Iwiromctcr

te!!-* us tliat tlie we.ather i« changing.

Tiie flight of binisand lubitsof in«!cctsand small animals are

Ijclieved b> some to indicate changes in the weather. IIowtntc,

weather signs are not, for the most part, \-cry accurate means of

foretelling the WTatlier. Most people nowadays depend more
on newspaper and radio reports than on weather signs or

saying*.

Xkwsp.^pek UtroRTs.—Many newspapers print the wTathcr
reports of the I’nitod States Weather Bure.au. The wreatlicr

prwlictions arc Ivi'scti upon: (1) a knowledge of the weather
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conditions all over the countn-; (2) exact knowledge of how
general storm areas travel across the countrj-: (3) knowledge
of the air masses and their movements; and (4) the positions

of the warm and cold fronts. The forecast is made for a

rather large region and, therefore, is sometimes incorrect for a

particular locality.

FIELD RESEARCH

Keep a record of the newspajser weather reports for one weet. Op-
posite the forecast for each day record the actual weather. Kote which

weather factors are included in each report.

R-\dio axd Televisiox Reports.—l^’eather conditions and

weather forecasts are made knoum to many people b}' radio or

televiaon. Most stations give a weather report several times

a day. In cases of emergenct', when unusual weather is about

to happen, radio and television are especially important.

Forewarning of the probability of \iolent windstorms is im-

portant to mariners. The possibility of killing frosts is impor-

tant to shippers and gardeners. Airplane pilots are kept con-

Weafher Forecast by Television.—Daily weather reports are broad-

cast by most television stations. This is how one television station

helps us "see" what the weather will be.
CovUty .Y.B.C.



etonrlv informed about weutner condition? ahead. They use

the reports to dec ide « hetlier to proceed to tiicir destination or

maLe for the neare'=t landing field.

The Work of v Weatmeb PRorHBT.—rompcratwrc, air

pressure, air mot^liue, irind direction, and vnnd vclociti/ arc

fattoTs to he considered in forecasting the weather. To foretell

soccc'pfuliy the local weather cliai^es, these factors must lie

determined ier\ accuratelj. Furtliermore. the observer must

knoM ho^\ loc.il conditions are related to the more general

weather foii'bUons

GENERAl. PROBLEM 2

How Are Officijil WeatKer Forecasts

Made?

We.'I.ther Odservatiox St.\tioks.—^There are more than

400 ncather observation stations wliich record weather in-

formation. These stations are locatetl in cities and towns of

the United State?, Alaska, in other possessions, in Canada,

Mexico, and Cuba. At mo^t of these stations, weather observers

determine all the weather factors each hour.

Observwg the Weatiieb pAcrrons.—-At each weather

station the observer determines the weather conditions by in-

struments or direct observation. Special instruments record

hours of sunshine, wind velocity and direction, amount of

precipitation, if any, air temperature, and relative humidity.
The kinds and heights of clouds and their movements are

noted, al«o.

Every day at 10 00 a si. and 10.00 p.m. at about 100 stations,
balloons are sent up to high altitudes. Each balloon carries
instruments that send back by radio a continuous record of
temperatures, pressures, and humidity. At some of these
stations the travel of the haUoons is followed by directional
radio. Thus wind direcfiou and \-elocity can be determined at
high altitudes. This h important for lc.aming about air masses.
t many more stations kite balloons are sent up They are

watched by pye to determine the wind direction and velocity
at different level?.
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All these records tell the weather conditions not onh' at the

earth’s surface, but also up to several thousand feet. This

additional information makes much more accurate forecasts

possible than surface observations alone. Added to the ob-

servations by United States Weather Bureau obsen*ers are the

weather reports made bj* air pilots duiing their flights.

Recenth' a new instrument has been used for recording

weather information. Radar is being used to track storms and
hurricanes. Radar is an electrical instrument which sends out

certain tj-pes of radio waves. When these waves strike a rain

squall or verj' dense clouds, thej’- bound back. The radar set

records the time it takes for the waves to travel out and back.

Knowhig how fast the waves travel, it is possible to tell how far

awa}^ the storm is. Airplanes equipped with radar maj* be sent

out to track storms and find out which wa}' the3' are going.

Snowbound.—This weather station is iocafed on fhe summit of Mount

Washington, in New Hampshire. What reasons can you think of for

locating a weather station on top of a mountain?

A. Dncncjr, Ir.e*



idformod nt.oijt wcatncr conditions ahead. They use

till' n'port^ to (lei nit* w htthor to procccil to their destination or

nuke f(ir tlie iiean'^i kutdinc field.

Thk WonK oJ- \ Weatheu PiioPUEt.

—

Temperature, air

prri»i(rf, air wind direction, and tcind relocily are

factor* to 1 k' ' oii'itli ns| m fiireea'.tiiip the weather. To foretell

sucre's'fiith i.' tui tl uc.ither chaiipes, these factors must lie

dctcrinmcii \ir\ .oiuratob Furthermore, tlie ol)scr\’er must
know liio I'M d 'otidjtions arc rotated to the more peneral

wcatlu r . .,rMlilii>n'

C.lNtR\L I'ROISLEM 2

How Are Official Weather Forecasts

Made?

\\i..wuEn thiscna.vTioN Stations.—

T

here arc more than
loo wrailicr ot)'('r\aii(in 't.atioii' which rcconi weather in-
fonn'iimti IIich' ^latlOIu• are located in cities and towiu< of
till' 1 iiiteij M.»te<, Vl.a'ka. in other povscs'^ion.'', in Canada,
\Ioxi«i, and ('ul)a At mo't of thcfc stations, weather obscra'crs
ileterjume all the wc.uher faetorv each Jiour.

(hssnuisn nir \\r.\Tiirn F^crons.—At each weather
•I .11011 tlie o|wr\cr determine? the weatlicr con(lition.s hy in-
MinimenN or direct oh'crxation. Sjiecial instruments record
hoiifs of Hindime, wind xclority and direction, amount of
pn-ciintation, if any, air tcmp<T:.tnro, and relative humidity.
11 m kindi and heifilit-s of clomN and their movemeiitu arc
lintevf, alv).

j.M-ry lUv nl lOfld .,.,i „„,1 |Oflo p M. at alaiut 100 stntiolw,
l.tl ,..IH an- .-.•nt „p ti. hiRl, almirfp., &el, l,alloon Parries
m-lnimeiit. tint wiul leirk l.y rj.lio a coiiliaaous reconl ot
(cm,.rail, IPS, anil liumHity. At tome of the-e
Him,;. l,e l,n,el „f tW balloons is folloned l,v ilirectional

Im !

'' m C(in Im llclermineil at
s »' il'"!cs. T IS important for IparmiiK nlmilt air masses.

“M! '""t "P- They am

at ilinm-M Imels’



All these records tell the weather conditions not only at the

earth’s surface, but also up to several thousand feet. This

additional information makes much more accurate forecasts

possible than surface observations alone. Added to the ob-

servations b3' United States Weather Bureau obser^-ers are the

weather reports made hy air pilots during their flights.

Recenth' a new mstrument has been used for recording

weather information. Radar is being used to track storms and
hurricanes. Radar is an electrical instrument which sends out

certain tj'pes of radio waves. Wlien these waves strike a rain

squall or verj' dense clouds, the^' bound back. The radar set

records the time it takes for the waves to travel out and back.

Knowing how fast the waves travel, it is possible to tell how far

awaj' the storm is. Airplanes equipped with radar ma\' be sent

out to track storms and find out which waj' the\' are going.

Snowbound.—This weafher sfoh'on is located on the summit of Mount

Washington, in New Hampshire. What reasons can you think of for

locating a weather station on top of a mountain?

A. DiTcr.ey,



A Radiosonde Bolloon.—These p»clwres shdw the balloon, parachute,

and instruments An observer follows the Right with todio direction-

finding device to determine upper oir w<nd direetions ond speed.

The box on the nght contains the instruments.

IlEPOTvnNa TO GENEnAL FonECAST Centers.—Once each

hour the weather stations .«eiid tlioir \vc.nthcr information to a

General Forecast Center At present there are 17 General

Forecast Centers. Some of those centers arc located at Al-

buquerque, Chicago, Denver, Jacksonville, Kansas City, New
Orleans, San Francisco, Seattle, ond \Va=Mngton, D. C. In

addition to the General Forecast Centers, there are 21 Airway

Forecast Centers. The AiroTiy Forecast Centers are concerned

o,T.th making forecasts for the airlmes.

Using Code Messages —In addition to the hourly reports,

weather stations send a coded report four times each day. The
coded reports are sent at 1.30 am., 7 30 a.m., 1;30 p.m. and
7 30 p M. These coded reports are VEry complete. If each
weather condition were described in ordinary language, it

would take a long me&aige to report the weather. The use of a
,

code makes it possible to send all the information bj' using mim-
groups A coded weather message may look like this:

40530 S3220 1271G 24731 07220 6722S 74542
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This code .means:

405 is the station sending the report—Washington, D.C.
30 is the temperature of the dewpoint—30° F.

8 is the amount of cloud—completeh' covered.

32 is the wind direction—^northwest.

20 is the wind speed in knots—^20 knots.

12 is the ^isibiIit3
' in miles—^ or miles.

71 is the present weather—continuous slight snow.

6 is the past weather—rain.

The message continues in the same waj'. Each munber or

group of munbers has a definite meaning depending upon its

position in the code.

The Weather i\LAP.—iNIost of the larger weather obseiwa-

tion stations make their own weather maps. The\' usuaUj*

make a new map four times each daj'. This is done at the same

time that thej* send their coded reports. The station maj- make
a new map everj* hoxu if the weather conditions are changing

United States Weather Bureau.—Here (left) weather reports ore

being decoded and the information placed on mops. The man in

the foreground is typing a forecast. Every six hours a new weather

map is made. These maps (right) are posted in airway weather

stations and in the forecast renters of the Weather Bureou.



rapidh- These maps are use<l for making local weather fore-

cast'

Four times each twenty-four hours the General Forecast

Centers al^ make m-athcr map^ These maps are used for

predicting the weather for larger areas

The w eathor map is a map of the United States with weather

conditions written on it These weather conditions arc all the

weather items jou have been reading about and many others.

It would t ike a very large map if this information wore to be

written cut, 5o a "weather shorthand" has been devised.

Some cf the we.ither symbols used are shown on page 9S.

There are .sj-mbols for all weather conditions.

Wir»d fore«

Te’npeiahne

Amowt cf sVy

Mv«rtd by <lowdj.

V;».b:i>ly

Ligtit

'3lK<>£24Z,

— r»enute el *»a le«*1

{inir>ot 9 er 10 emlriedt

. IkmevM ct prewire

chonge in led three

kevrt Cn DiTlIibool

^Sretrure rivng unslee^/

rreiwre higher then

three hours ege

Time (in hours)

precipitation began

.Sain

A Stolion Mode).—Only the lines, dots, and figures In the center
ore put on the weather mop. The explanations are given here to
explain each symbof A completed weather map will hove dozens
of station models like this—one for each station reporting the

weofher.

Often even these sj-mbol^ take up too much space, so the
Weather Bureau uses many of the code numbers as sent bv the
stations Tlie diagram above shows how the weather at one
station is repre^oted on the map. Each number and its position
around the center dot tells sometlimg about tlie weather at
that fetation
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T^lien all the weather information has been recorded, black

lines are drawn through places ha-^-ing the same air pressure.

These lines are called 'isobars, meaning equal pressure. The
locations of cold fronts and warm fronts, too, are marked on the

map, as well as their direction of movement. It is a marvelous

map because it gives so much information. It is changed at

least everj' six hours. During periods of unusual weather it is

changed more often. You will be interested to stud}' the copy of

part of the weather map printed on page 96.

The weather foi'ecaster studies the facts shown on the map,

and from these data he forecasts or predicts the weather for the

next 12 to 36 hours.

Long-R-\is'GE Forec,a.sts.—In addition to the regular fore-

casts, long-range forecasts are now being made. Every Tuesday

and Friday, the Forecast Center at Washington makes a five-

da}' forecast. These five-day forecasts are most helpful for fuel

A Weather Map.—^This is the type of weather map which is often

published by newspapers. This map does not contain all the weather

information recorded by each weather station. Name the weather

factors shown on this map. Find the cold front over the north-central

United States.
U. S. TTfcthn Buj-eca



so j)i-op\c may proteci themselves. Fruit growers anti farmers,

U) general, proSt hy taking advantage of advance information

of unexpected frO'ts.

Distributing V»’e,\thek iNTCBMvnoN.—^The Wcatlicx Bu-

reau publHbes a (UiIa xseathcr map «luch shows the ueatlier

conditions all over the country- Tlie weather maps may be had

for a small charge hj any citizen who ivrites for them to the

nearest Weather Bureau station Thousands of postcards

stating the prol lable eatlier conditions and pos«ib\e occurrence

of fro't' anti storms are sent out everj' day all over tliis great

country The information on one of these cards may save

thousands of dollars. In addition to these methods of distrib-

uting weather information, we must remember the use of

nen spapers and radio and television Many newspapers publish

a \%eather map, weather report, and weather forecast prepared

by the local weather station. Most newscasts on radio and

telexasion give the latest weather report and forecast.

Weather Forecastlsg as a Science.—Accurate weather

predicting is not an easy job. There arc a few rules which can

be used to nuke focal ncatber predictions. Tiiese are stated

in the Appendix of this book. If you are interested in trj'ing

jour hand as a "weather man,” studj the rules, and then nuke
some predictions.

One of the most important rules in weather forecasting is

the fact that storms usually move across the country as shown
on the map on page 101. The prediction of movement of storms
is usually made according to the«c paths. Sometimes storms do
Dot follow these paths. Tlieu the prediction may be very wrong.
One of the biggest stwnte in history fooied neatber forecasters

by not following the normal path Tliis happened toward the
end of November, 1950. A mass of cold air met a mass of moist
warm air in the repon of Nortli and South Carolina. The
masses snarled into a low pressure area, a storm center. The
storm was expected to loUow the normal path (see map), and
moi-e northeast and out into the ocean But there was a high
pr^sure area to the east. This forced the storm center north
and northwest. Thus the storm moved from the east coast,
west to Uke Erie, and then east again. The storm brought
raging winds and snow and tain to all tenons within 600 miles
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of its center. Ne^v York Cit.v had gusts of wind over 100 miles

per liour and heavy rains. Farther west the storm brought

blizzards and 23 and 24 inches of snow. By the time the storm

moved out to the sea it had destroyed most electric and tele-

phone sendee. It had probablj' caused over 100 million dollars’

worth of property damage.

How Accitkate Ake the Weather Forecasts?—^Although

weather forecasts are sometimes wrong, nowadays most of

them are accurate. It is harder to forecast the weather in some
regions than in others. Thus in southern California, where the

climate is even, forecasts are about 95% accurate. In northern

hlichigan, however, forecasts are about 85% accurate. This is

the lowest record. Forecasting the weather is difficult in this

region because it is here that many of the cold air masses from

Canada meet the warm moist masses from the south.

Even the thirty-da}’ outlook forecasts are accurate 75%
of the time. Thus we can understand that knowledge of the

Movement of Storms.—^This mop shows the overage beginnings and

paths of storms across the United States for the entire year. The

width of the line shows the comparative frequency of storms travel-

ling the paths indicated. Where do most storms start? In what

direction do they move?



weather factors has made it ptw^blc for sciontists to (oretcU

the weather wth a iagh degree of aecurtvcy.

GENERAL PROBLEM 3

How A.re Water and Climate Related!

WcATHLR ANB WvTER -WatcF aod hcat are elo'^ely related

in weatheT-nuftkM\s. Both toufct takcst into account when

considering tlic problems of weatfier forecasting \\’hci) hcat ia

added to water, the temperature of the water rises. The more

water there is. the greater the amount of licat needed to cause

the ^ame rise m temperature If enough heat is added, the

water boils Then there is no further nsc in temperature as

long as any liquid water remains At boiling temperature the

liquid water changes to water vapor or gas,

In nature, the enoTgv- from the sun is the «ouTce of heat for

water and for the land A «oil has a certain capacity for ab*

sorbing water, a fact tliat every successful g.ardener well under-

stands. i’ou Can see e.xamples of this yourself, any spring or

Heot Copacity—Hoof copocity is th« obit.ty of o subslonce to absorb
heof. h {fiis diagram both the wot«r and irot^ start ot 70*. Thsry ore
heeled tort fheir lemperotures reoch 21Z\ Which one was heated
longer. Which we erbsorbed more heot» V/hich one has the greoter

apoc ty Why wosn t a higher upper temperature selected
wsfead of 212®f
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summer day after a shower. In about the same way land,

water, and all other substances have certain capacities for ab-

sorbing heat. In tliis respect, water has a greater eapacity than
an}' other common substance. This means that it takes more
heat to raise a pound of water to a certain temperature than is

required by the same Aveight of any other common substance.

The rate at which a given weight of a substance heats indicates

its heatrabsorbing capacity. The more slowly it heats, the

greater its heat capacit5^

A pound of iron, a pound of brass, a pound of soil, a pound
of air, or any other substance vill heat faster than a pound of

water if the heat is added at the same rate.

Experiment 12 is a ver}' important one because it tells 3'ou

how to discover for yomrself the different effects of heating

water and sand.

Temperature of Wafer and

Soil.— When the same

amount of heat fads upon

water and soil, the soil

heats faster. Compare the

increases in temperature

shown in this diagram.

Does this help explain why
water temperature at the

lake or seashore during the

day is lower than the air

temperature?

The Heating and Cooling of Land and Water.—^Ex-

periment 12 explains how heat affects land and large bodies of

water on the earth. "VSTien the heat (energj') of the sun strikes

the land, the land heats up more rapidlj' than near-by water.

The temperature of the land becomes liigher than that of the
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neather factors has made it pO'^sfblc for scienllsls to loicteU

the \\eatljer with a high degree accuracy.

GENERAL PROBLEM i

How A-re Water and CUmate KelatedT

\\'‘eather and Water.—Water and heat arc closely related

in weather-making Both must be taken into account ulien

considering tlie problems of weather forecasting. When heat is

added to water, the temperature of the water rises. The more

•water tliere is, the greater the amount of heat needed to cause

the same nse in temperature. If enough heat U added, the

water boils Then there is no further rise m temperature as

long as any liquid water remaln-s At boiling temperature the

liquid water changes to water vapor or gas.

In nature, the energj- from the sun is the source of heat fol

water and for the land \ sod has a certain capacity for ab-

sothing water, a fact that ererj- successful gardener well under-

stands. You can see e.xamples of this yourself, any spring or

Heat Copocity—Heot eopodly u rh« obility of a substorKe to absorb
Not. In thrs diogrom both fh« wgf«r and iron start ct 70*. They ore
Wated onN the.r temperofurei 212*. Which one was heoledWer. Wh^^ ooeobsorfaed more heot? Which one has the greoter
heat copocty? Why wosn’t o higher ypper temperature selected

^stead of 212*?
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summer da}-- after a shower. In about the same wa3^ land,

water, and all other substances have certain capacities for ab-
sorbing heat. In tliis respect, wafer has a greater capacit3' than
an3'- other common substance. This means that it takes more
heat to raise a pound of water to a certain temperatme than is

required b3' the same Aveight of an3' other common substance.

The rate at which a given weight of a substance heats indicates

its heat^absorbing capacit3^. The more slowty it heats, the

greater its beat capacit3^

A pound of iron, a pound of brass, a pound of soil, a pound
of air, or an3'’ other substance aaIII heat faster than a poimd of

water if the heat is added at the same rate.

Experiment 12 is a A'er3'- important one because it tells 3’^ou

how to discover for 3^om‘self the different effects of heating

water and sand.

Temperature of Wafer and

Sort.— When the same

amount of heat falls upon

wafer and soil, the soil

heats faster. Compare the

increases in temperature

shown in this diagram.

Does this help explain why
water temperature at the

lake or seashore during the

day is lower than the air

temperature?

The Heating and Cooling of Land and Water.—^Ex-

periment 12 explains how heat affects land and large bodies of

water on the earth. Wlien the heat (energ30 of the sun strikes

the land, the land heats up more rapidl}'- than near-b3’- water.

The temperature of the land becomes liigher than that of the
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In this wp«riment we use heat energy sjain. What is the scurw

of the energy m the espenrpent? Irt nature?

In some other erpenmenls antf in this one you measured lenv

peraturea. What did you use? What other rneasuremenls do yeo

maVe in this eapenment?

West to TTse.—

A

pound of wafer; a pound of dry soil, two iron

or tin dishes, two thermoinetm, one gooseneck bmp with reflector

shade and GO watt bmp; a ting stand and cbmp; a babnee; and a

measuring gbas.

What to Do.

—

1. Pbee the pound of water in one dish and the

'potmd of scA in the other. each dish on the table. Support the

thennometers so that the bulb of one is in the water and the bulb of the

other is m the soil.

Adjust the lamp so that the bulb is the same dbtance from the top

tpj the soil and the water, about three or four inches. Turn on the elec-

tricity and heat the sod and water for fifteen minutes. Record the

chaniss in temperature evwi- two or three trunutee.

2. Turn oS the lamp and record the cooling temperatures ci en.' two
or three minutes as before for fifteen, nunutes.

What Happens,— I Did each material receive the same amount
of heat? Was It radiant heat, like that from the sun?
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TVliich material heated up the faster?

\Vliich was hotter at the end of the fifteen minutes?

2. \Vliich cooled off the faster when the lamp was turned off? 'niiat

was the temperature at the end of fifteen minutes? Did the materials

cool off as fast as they were heated up?

Conclusion’.—Which material has the greater heat capacitj’? Ik-
plain.

Applic.^tion.—Why is water used in automobile radiators?

water. Study the drawing on page 103. \Mien the sun goes

dou’n, tlie land cools off (loses heat) faster than the water.

These facts about the unequal heating and cooling of land

and water are true not only from daj' to night, but from season

to season. As spring advances, the land awav from a large body'

of water becomes warmer a little faster each day than the body’

of Avater. If the body of water is large enough, the summer may’

be far advanced before the AA'ater becomes as warm as the land

some distance away.

You know that the air is not heated directly by’ the energy’

from the sun. It must get its heat from land and water which

it touches. For this reason air temperatures over the land and

the Avater change AAith temperature of land and AA-ater. As the

summer adA’ances, the water of lake and sea gradually’ absorbs

more and more heat. As fall comes on, the land away’ from the

water quickly’ loses its heat. The air OA’er the land becomes

cooler. On the other hand the heat stored in water is gh’en off

A’ery slowly’, keeping the air AAarmer.

Land akd Se.a. Breezes.—^The imequal heating and cooling

of land and water causes air moA'ements betAA’een neighboring

land and AA’ater. You have learned that air currents moA'e from

places of high pressure to places of low pressure. Warm air is

lighter and therefore exerts less pres.sure than the same A'olmne

of cold air. Another fact to consider is that air has a A’ery' low

heat capacity. It therefore heats up rapidly and cools off

rapidly’. Still another fact to remember is that air gets its heat

from the land or water. Yuth the help of the draAA-ings on pages

106 and 107 y’ou are ready’ to explain the occurrence of land

and sea breezes.
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plom Ihit diagram.

FIELD RESEARCH'—
Sometime 5vhen you are al the lake, with pcrmi«.«ion and caution

build a Email fire on the shore at night arxl again during the day. Do
not try tins experiment if there » any nind to speak of

Each time notice the direction taken b\ the smoke from the fire.

As the land heats up rapidly, the nir touching it heats up

even more rapidly It becomes lighter because it expands.

At the same time the air over the cooler water continues cool.

Hence it is heatier than the warm, lighter air over the land.

The cool, heavier air moves from the water to the land and
pushes the warm, lighter air up out of the uay. The coo! air,

in turn, becomes warm and is pushed up by more cool air from
the sea The air current thus set up is called a sea breeze.

At night the land becomes cool mote rapidly than the xrater.

The air over the land becomes cooler than the air over the water.
In other words, the air pressure is now greater over the land
than over the water. Tlie result is an air current mo\ing from
land to the water This kind of air current is called a lanfl

breeze.
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Night.—Unequal cooling of land and water causes land breezes at

night during the summer. Explain how gravity is related to the land

breeze shown in this diagram.

GENERAL PROBLEM 4

What Adaptations Are Made
to Weather and Climate?

The Gro'rtng Season.—^The lengtli of a plant gromng sea-

son is often determined by the number of da3’S between the

last killing frost of spring and the first one of fall. Crops that

require longer time to mature than the time between these

two dates are better grown where the growing season is longer.

It is important for a farmer or gardener to know the length of

the growing season where he lives and the crops adapted to it. It

is a 'V'aluable studj" for us as students of science to determine

what causes affect the length of a growing season in a localit^^

In 3'our im'estigation and discussion of the length of the

growing season, 3’ou vill need to consider man3
' things. The

dates of killing frosts, latitude, altitude, nearness to large

bodies of water, and the length of daylight are all important.

In Alaska, for example, a short growing season is made up for

b3^ long hours of da3'light.

The maps on page 108 show the length of the growing season
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U. S. Depcrtmmt of Agrinltve

Flood Damage.—The warm weather of spring often brings dangerous

floods. These Kansas farmers lost forty acres of com.

in different parts of the United States. Study the maps care-

ful!}’. Try to explain some of the differences.

Crops and Related Industries.—Successful growing of

certain crops requires not only special soils, but also a sufficiently

long growing season. In the case of perishable crops, it is

natural to expect that canning and preserving industries will be

developed near by. Likewise, raising of cattle, pigs, and other

livestock will develop to take advantage of products that would
otherwise be w'asted or shipped away. It will be a good test

of your understanding if you can describe other examples of

the relation of crops and industries.

Weather and Industries.—^No doubt man}’ of you can

recall an occasion when the weather conditions over a large area

w'ere such that crops were completely destroyed. Such a case

happened in western New York, during the spring of 1945.

Early in the spring, a spell of warm weather made the apple

trees blossom. Then came an unexpected cold spell, and the

blossoms were killed. Without blossoms there could be no fruit.

Every year agricultural industries are very largely dependent
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Rugged Wheat.““Thu wheot wo* especielly developed by scIentuU

to Withstand cold climote* The patient work of men of jefenee results

in more and better crops for our fertners.

\jpon weather conditions. Everj’ indnidual h concerned,

becau^ this mdustrj’ furnishes our food.

Many industries depend upon weather conditions. The

canning industry, for example, will fail unless conditions are

such as to produce an abundance of fruits and legetables.

The milling industry mil fail unless there is a sufficient amount
of vheat, com, and other <;rotns.

Even such industries as tlie leather and clothing industries

are affected by the weather Can you explain how?
SciESrmc Farming.—Science has done much to help

farmers and gardeners meet the problems of the weather. In the

ca'=e of wheat, for example, some \-anetics hai’e been developed
which will withstand verj" cold clunates Other varieties have
been developed wliich have a shorter growing season Varie-
ties of com, peas, beans and other vegetables which need shorter
growing seasons are also available. These are examples that
show how man with increaring knowledge is able to make
adaptations to natural conditions which he cannot change.
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Of course, there is a limit to the adaptations which can be
made. Such crops as oranges, lemons, grapefruit, and cotton

cannot stand the freezing temperatures of the north. Thus
these crops, and others, must be grown in the south or south-

west where the climate is mild. So it happens that crops

throughout the United States are grown where they are best

adapted to the climate.

Practically all industries make some adaptation to weather

and climate. Houses and factories are built differently in the

north than in the south. Stores pro\dde clothing adapted to the

climate and season. Ways are discovered to make building

easier during the winter months when work is scarce. For

example, the chemist has found what to add to mortar and
cement to let it set and harden without freezing. Roads are

built to withstand the extremes of temperatures wliich occur in

various parts of our country.

Modem Oasis.—This irrigation ditch is part of the Columbia Basin

Project in Washington State. The project will create 17,000 small

farms in land that nature left dry and unproductive.
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CLiiL^TE AND Heai.th.—^People with some diseases are able

to h^e more comfortably and oftentimes longer in one climate

than m another On the other hand, people who are blessed

^^-lth good health are able to adapt tlicmselves to almost any

bnd of climate Men accustomed to the south can, by wearing

,'Uitable clothing and eating the right kinds of food, live and

work in the far north The healthy Eskimo can adapt liimself

to the southern chmate However, keeping well in localities

where the veather is changeable is somewhat more difficult

than ad.ipting oneself to extremes of chmate.

Climvte, He-vlth, and Clothino.—^To some extent, our

he iltli depends upon our ability to adapt ourselves to changes

in I iimate or weather. Our success in adapting ourselves may
depend upon our knowledge of how to control the loss of heat

>y the body

Some heat is lost from the body by radiation just as any hot

object loses heat. Any nwttcr also loses heat by conduction

when colder objects touch it and take heat away. Wlicn cold

air touches the body, it absorbs heat. If its motion is riot hin-

dered, the warmed air is pu«hed away because colder air pushes

in for its share of the heat. This way of taking heat away from
anything by a mo\ing or circulating gas or liquid is coni-ection.

Magnified Woalen (left} end Cotton Fobrtcs.—Thes* pictures sSiw*»

why clothing made of wool « wotmer »hcn thof mode of cotton. Note
that the cotton fibers ore twisted together tightly and that the wool
fibers ore flifffy. What relation does ftls difference bear to the

transfer of heal?
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T E. Httmton

Wheat Inspection.—Experimental wheat farms like this one help our

farmers learn to overcome weather troubles.

Hotcaps.—These waxed cups protect tomatoes and cucumbers from

on early spring frost in California.

ATrftferrtf ^itrert
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So the body all the time loses heat by these three methods:

radiation, conduction, and conwction.

You have already learntd that when liquids evaporate, they

absorb heat from objects which they touch. Tlierefore, when

the sweat of the bod\ e\'aporates, it absorbs heat from the

bodv. The water vapor thus formed mites with the air and is

earned away by the moving air currents. This explains why

you feel colder in a wind than m a sheltered place on a cold day.

Controlling body heat by proper use of clothing depends

upon our knowledge of how the body loses heat. inter cloth-

ing should prevent, to some extent, the loss of heat from the

body Woolen and silk fabrics are poor conductors of heat. A
woolen garment contains many air spaces among its fibers.

Therefore it retards the loss of heat, because the fibers prevent

the circulation of air and so convection losses are prevented.

Wool also absorbs moisture and keeps it near the skin. This

prevents rapid evaporation of sweat

Summer clothing should help to remove heat from the body.

Cotton and linen fabrics contain fewer air spaces than coarser

woolen fabrics Thus they allow freer air circulation, which re-

moves heat from the body Cotton is al*o a better conductor

of heat than wool So it allows heat to escape by that method,
too Cotton, linen, and silk absorb moisture and allow it to

evaporate quickly. Hence these fabrics promote the loss of

heat from the body by evaporation of sweat. Light colors of

smooth cotton, linen, and silk also reflect the sun’s rai’S. Such
reflected rays do not heat the body.

\ou can understand now that there are scientific reasons for
wearing different kinds of clothing during the winter and sum-
mer. These reasons depend upon (1) how the body loses heat,

(2) how heat is transferred, and (3) the properties of different
kinds of fabrics.

FIELD RESEARCH"--™
Using a hand magnifier, examine sampler of woolen, silk, linen, and

cotton fabrics to disccH-er diJTereaees m weave and air spaces.

Alcohol axd thk Weather.-Correct clothing, food, rest,
and exercise are all neceasarj’ to help you adapt yourself to
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changing weather conditions. The use of alcoholic beverages
is a handicap to successful adaptation. It may be true that

small amounts of alcohol suppl3'’ a slight amount of heat for the

bodj". But it is also true that alcohol causes the blood capil-

laries of the skin to become larger, allovdng an extra amount
of blood to enter. Thus, heat loss from the body is increased.

This more than offsets any beat obtained from the alcohol.

The fact that alcohol injures many bodj’- cells results in a

lowering of general bodj' efficienc3'. The body is therefore likeb'"

to be affected b3’- diseases related to weather changes, such as

colds and pneumonia. Alcohol is a habit-forming, narcotic

drug. Like other narcotic drugs it should be used onb^ when
prescribed b3’ a competent doctor.

Thinking Things Over.—Weather forecasting is becoming

almost an exact science. As such we ma3'- expect forecasts to

be more and more reliable. Even now, short-range forecasts

are about 90% accurate. Long-range forecasts are accurate

about 75% of the time.

Accurate forecasting of weather demands great knowledge

of all the weather factors. Weather conditions are obsen^ed

near the surface of the earth, and high above. Reports of

weather conditions are used to make the weather map. The
weather map is the forecaster’s most important tool.

When 3mu tr3' 3'our hand at forecasting, be sure to make a

record of the prediction and what actual^' occurs. Then try

to explain an3" differences.

Changing weather and different climates make it necessar3"

for man to make adaptations. Man3' industries are dependent

upon climate. Homes and clothing must be adapted to the t3'pe

of climate of a region. Man cannot change the climate, but

science teaches him- how to adapt his life to it.

adaptations

vclimate

'conduction

convection

^forecast

forecast center

^frosts

Key Words
growing season

—dieat capacity

—isobar

~land breeze

-radar

—radiation

-sea breeze

—-storm paths

thirty-day outlook

- -n-eather

Weather Bureau

^.-u-eather code

-weather map
weather station
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California Oronge Grove —Note the smvdge potL Their dente worm
smoke forms o blanket which protects the frvi> ogoinst o killing fresh

Irrigoiicn ai Work —Modem seieohfie formtrt often rcvceed where
nature failed Irrigation con moke even a borren desert flourish.



I^EY Statements

1. Scientific prediction of weather depends upon the collection

of accurate weather information, and a knowledge of its cause-and-
effect relations.

2. Weather predictions based upon weather signs are not likelj"

to be accurate.

3. Weather forecasting involves a knowledge of the weather fac-

tors all over the country.

4. Weather forecasts sent out by the United States Weather
Bureau are of great mone}’’ value to industries of all kinds.

5. Substances differ in their capacity to absorb heat. Water has

the greatest heat-absorbing capacit3' of anj’’ common substance.

6. Land has a smaller heat capacit}'- than water. Land therefore

warms faster and cools faster than water.

7. A land breeze (blowing from the land) occurs when the air

pressure over the water is less than over the land.

8. A sea breeze occurs when the air pressure is less over the land

than over water.

9. The difference in air pressure over land and water is due to the

unequal heating of the air over each.

10.

Because of the heat-storing capacit}' of water, regions near

large bodies of water have a longer growing season than regions

farther away.

Thought Questions

1. If w'ater has eight times the heat-absorbing capacitj-- of iron,

how many pormds of iron would be required to contain as much heat,

at a given temperature, as one pound of water?

'r2. Which w'ould keep a person’s feet warm longer, a hot brick or

a hot water bottle with an equal w'eight of w'ater at the same tem-

perature?

-—3. Explain how the unequal heating of land and water results

from their different heat capacities.

4. Whj'' are official w'eather observations made at a given hour?
~~
5 . Why can one not make an accurate weather prediction using

only a barometer?

6. How can a frost prediction be made? WTiat factors must be

knowm?

7. WTiy do w’eather stations use a code to send their reports to

forecast centers?

8. WTiere is the weather forecast for your region made?
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9

Is white cotton a settable material for summer wear? Give

reasons for your anaver

10 WTiy are woolen gloves tvanner than cotton gloves?

11 Name one industry near your home that is dependent upon

weather or climate. Explain how.

12 Explain iihy it may be warm and uncomfortable at the sea-

shore m the evening after a warm day. Is the land breeze of the sea

breeze likely to be cooler and more refreshing after a warm day?

Phojects for Yoim Science Discovery Book

1 List all the way's you can determine in which weather reports

by radio are useful

2 Practice making weather predictions until you become pro-

ficient Keep careful records of the weather factors, your prediction,

and the final outcome

3 Select a locality near one of the Great Lakes From Weather

Bureau reports determine the latest average date of killing frost in

the spring and earliest average date of killing frost m the fall, within

two miles of the lake shore and 25 miles to 30 miles from the shore

What is the average length of the growing season m each location‘s

How IS this related to land and sea breezes? Record all your findings

4 Make a list q£ the important crops of your Nicmity and the

industries related to them Explain the relationships

6

Discuss the ways in which unusual weather conditions, such

as late frosts in spring and too much or too little rain, may deter-

mine the abundance or scarcity of food

6 List the principal occupationsm your community and tell how
each is related to the weather conditions and what adaptations are

made to meet these conditions

7 List the weather hazards to health m your community. Tell

how you can adapt yourself to these conditions so as to keep well
8 At night sink a shallow glass dish in the earth so that the top

is level with the surface of the soil Fill it with water. It should be
located where the sun will shine on it next mommg.

Early in the morning place one thermometer in the dish of water
and stick one in the soil near it

Note the temperatures of each, and after the sun has shone on
them for two hours, again note the temperatures Explain your
observations

9. Put two shallow dishes of water out
they wnll receive sunlightm the morning
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a thermometer in each and cover one vith a ivhite cloth and one

with a black cloth. Note the temperatures at the beginning and the

end of one hour of the sun’s heating. E.xplain your discoveries.

10. Determine the relation between wind direction and air tem-

perature.

11. hlake a stud}' of four different industries to determine their

dependence on the weather.

12. Study the effect of weather and climate on six leading crops.

13. Find out how it happens that man}' fruits, flowers, and vege-

tables can be grovTi successfully north of the Arctic circle, in spite

of the very short gromng season of that region. Hint: Consider the

influence of sunlight on plant growth; also, the var}’ing lengths of

day and night in the Arctic region.
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TOPIC V

The Roof

of Our Environment

DO YOU KKOVr—

1. Why stars shine?

2. AThat a constellation is?

3. AVhat the .Milk-j- Way is?

4. AATiat a light j’car is?

5. AMiether the stars control 3’our fortune?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

What Are Stars and Constellations?

Star-Lore.—^Do think that the stars in the heavens are

on the inside of a great liollou' globe which turns about the

earth? Or do 3'ou know that the earth turns, making the stars

appear to move?
Long, long ago, before men became scientific, a man named

Ptolemj' told the people that the earth was the center of the

universe. He said that all bodies in the universe revolved about

the earth. To him the earth was the most important part of the

solar sj'stem. It is to us, too.

But Ptolemj' was vTong about what turned. It is the earth

that turns. Even so, the ancient people learned much about the

stars. Thej' knew how to use them for finding directions and

for telling time and the seasons. After a while thej' discovered

that stars, planets, the sun, and the moon rise and set because

the earth turns. Thej' observed that the stars in the north
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appeared to move in circles around one particular star we call

the North Star.

Some of the stars are so arranged as to form interesting

shapes or figures, such as the Big Dipper. Not only do the stars

that circle about the North Star form figures, but stars in other
parts of the heavens form groups, too Ancient people gave

^ Satwn

^ Jup.t.r

^ Man

^ Vtnui

Mercury

Sun

o Canh

Moen

SIX’ " "»“»«

ft. prop,, 0, ,H.^

?p“V„°ple'so.ST,r"'‘ “P

about them. ^°“P’ •'>'! “W atori®

star maprint'S bool"' “sM'
Notebook. The stars
prove to be objects of . »

** groups you learn to know ivill

not merely fair-weatherfriSS
stormy, you mil know just where^r"
If you could nde ta aj,

“P
would see them shimug

^™ clouds, you
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field research

On a clear, moonless evening, you and a friend or two should star-

gaze awhile. Go out into an open field, or on a hilltop, or out on a lake

away from city lights. Just look, look, look. Here and there you will

come to recognize a star, or a group of stars, by certain characteristics

of brightness, position, or color which set it off from other stars in the

heavens. It vill help if you begin your star-gazing with the last fading

twilight so as to see the first star that is bright enough to show. One
by one other bright stars will appear. It is easier to learn to recogm'ze

the stars this way than when the sky is filled with "diamonds.” Per-

haps someone ndth jmu may know the name of a star group. Make
notes of your first impressions of stars and drawings of star groups in

your Pield Eesearch Notebook.

What Are the Stars?—The stars are great suns like our

sun, only some of them are much larger. For example, Betel-

geuze (bet'el'guz') is over a million times larger than our sun.

But it looks smaller because it is about 18,000,000 times farther

away. These great hot bodies send out heat and light as does

our sun. Because thej’- are so far awaj-, most of the heat is lost

before it reaches us. But the light comes to us undimmed
except by our own atmosphere. This light does not seem so

bright and widespread as that from our own sun. It seems

dimmer for the reason that the farther awa}"- you are from a

glowing lamp, the smaller it appears and the fainter is its light.

The light from the faintest stars and the light from the

brightest may be compared to the light from a fireflj’’ and the

light from a powerful searchlight.

The twenty brightest stars or suns are called stars of the first

magnitude. They are not the largest, but the brightest stars.

It is these stars that are first seen as dusk deepens in the evening.

They differ in size, color (blue, red, white), composition, and

position. There are about 6000 stars that are bright enough to

be visible to the naked eye although not from one position.

Actually, only about 2000 stars are visible to the naked eye

from one place of observation. It vdll be a good test of your

eyesight to compare the number of stars you can see with what a

companion can see. In ancient times ability to see certain

stars was a test one had to pass to become a soldier. With
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appeared to move in circles around one particular star ^\e call

the North Star.

Some of the stars are so arranged as to form interesting

shapes or figures, such as the Big Dipper. Not onlj* do the stars

that cucle about the North Star form figures, but stars in other
parts of the heavens form groups, too. Ancient people gave

^ Safijm

^ JiipiUr

? Men

^ V«nu«

Mcrtury

Sue

O farih

^ Mean

fhcMhI
ond «. how Ptolemy thought

Cca‘„°sle "" 1”“ “bout them,

about them
groups and leam the old stories

star m^pTL”Sbook or™ °

Notebook. The stars
and your Field Research

Pot™„,XSCtte'ftT t They are

stormy, you will know in f p
through the sky should be

It you “P ‘ha ato

would see them shining.
^ 'h' a'ouds, you
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FIELD RESEARCH

On a clear, moonless evening, you and a friend or two should star-

gaze awhile. Go out into an open field, or on a hilltop, or out on a lake

away from city lights. Just look, look, look. Here and there you will

come to recognize a star, or a group of stars, by certain characteristics

of brightness, position, or color which set it off from other stars in the

heavens. It will help if you begin j’our star-gazing vdth the last fading

twilight so as to see the first star that is bright enough to show. One
by one other bright stars will appear. It is easier to learn to recognize

the stars this way than when the ski”^ is filled with "diamonds.” Per-

haps someone with you may know the name of a star group. Make
notes of your first impressions of stars and drawings of star groups in

your Field Research Notebook.

What Are the Stabs?—^The stars are great sum like our

sun, only some of them are much larger. For example, Betel-

geuze (bet'el-giJz') is over a million times larger than our sun.

But it looks smaller because it is about 18,000,000 times farther

away. These great hot bodies send out heat and light as does
our sun. Because the}’’ are so far away, most of the heat is lost

before it reaches us. But the light comes to us undimmed
except by our own atmosphere. This light does not seem so

'

bright and vddespread as that from our own sun. It seems
dimmer for the reason that the farther away you are from a
glowing lamp, the smaller it appears and the fainter is its light.

The light from the faintest stars and the light from the
brightest may be compared to the light from a firefly and the
light from a powerful searchlight.

The twenty brightest stars or suns are called slars of the first

magnitude. They are not the largest, but the brightest stars
It is these stars that are first seen as dusk deepens in the evening
They differ in size, color (blue, red, white), composition, and
position. There are about 6000 stars that are bright enough to
be visible to the naked eye although not from one position
Actually, only about 2000 stars are visible to the naked eye
from one place of observation. It will be a good test of your
eyesight to compare the number of stars you can see with what a
companion can see. In ancient times ability to see certain
stars was a test one had to pass to become a soldier With
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powerful telescopes and by aid of phofogruphy countless mil-

lions of stars are revealed.

The Milkt Way —Across the heavens, nearl}* dividing it

into two parts, is a broad white path. It is one of the mo«t

striking things in the sky. It k cailetl the Wilfcy iroy. Ancient

Egj-ptians called it Pharaoh's River. The}' believed it was the

river over which the spirits of dead Pharaohs sailed their boats.

Before astronomers use<l high-power telescopes, the Milky

Way was thought of as a mass of gas. It is now known to be

made up of countles.s distant stars. The "milky” appearance is

due to the fact that the stars of this group are so numerous and

distant Their "feeble” lights form only a lacy pattern. .A

good time to obser\'e the Milky Way is during the fall and

winter evenings when it is high in the sky. We sliall learn later

why It is now believed that the stars of the Milky Way are part

of a great rotating system

The Big Dipper —Can you sec resemblances to kings and

Our Golaxy.—The Milky Way reachei entirely oround our heaven*.
Our earth and the wlar lyttem ore port of it. The dentesi port of the

Milky Way i* mode up of the largest collection of heovenly bodiet
tn our uf».ver«. Sach white jpeck i$ o »vn like our*. The lorge white

jpotj are believed to be nia*$e* of lun*.



Ycr'kts Oltrrxctcry

The Big Dipper.—This constellation can always be seen from our coun-
try. Note the double star second from the end in the hondle. These

two stars can be observed in the sky without a telescope.

queens and to animals as did the ancients when they studied

the star groups in the sky? One ancient race gave us the name
"constellations” for these star groups. One you know is the

Big Dipper. Because it is so close to the North Star it never

passes below the horizon as do star groups farther aAvay from
the North Star. It is called "the Dipper” because its seven

stars are arranged in the shape of a dipper. Four stars mark
the corners of the bowl, and three form the handle. If 3'our

e\'es ate good and the night is clear, j'ou maj’’ be able to see a

faint star near the second star of the "h&ndle” of the Dipper.

This star is shown in the picture above. With an opera glass

3'ou can see some other stars in the Dipper too faint to see with

3’our naked e3'e.

The Big Dipper is a good place to start to learn other con-

stellations. Cassiopeia (kas'I-6-pe'3'a) can be seen across the

North Star from the Big Dipper. The Northern Cross and

Peg'asus are higher in the sk3% The3’- can be seen in the summer
and -fall months. Orion (o-rl'on) can be seen during the winter

months.
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Oriofl th* Hunter—Of(00 u quite oeor onother eoMtellot>o»v TeurW

the Bull The oncienh imog(ned that Orion wot pursuing Tourus eerots

fSe »ify. Around the middfe jlor of Orion's sword hondle i* a greot

nebvio.

How ISIAGINATION NaMED THE CONSTELLATION'S.—All of US

have let our imaginations form fanciful pictures in the flames

of the fireplace, orm the delicate tracerj’ of frost on the unndoir-

pane, or in the chan^ng cloud forms of a glorious sunset. In

the same way, the people of long ago drew mind pictures on the

sky heaven with star groups as outlines Tlie names of many
of their mjihological heroes were placed on pictures of the

star groups. As time went on, stories, or legends, were made up
about the stars and star groups Of course, the legends are not

true But they are interesting, and they do tell us much about
these early people.

'iou will want to read about some of the star legends. Dif-

ferent people had different stones about the same stars. A
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good project for j'our Science Discovery Book would be to

write down some of the different stories about the constel-

lations. Some of the books listed in the Bibliography will

tell about these ancient m3’-ths.

LIBRARY RESEARCH

Wienever 3'ou leam of a new constellation, go to a good book on
m}'tliologj’ or to some similar reference book to see if jmu can discover

the reason for its name. This will not onh’ reveal mam* an interesting

storj’, but will also help j'ou to become better acquainted vith the star

groups.

The seven stars of the Big Dipper always appear in exactl3
’-

the same relative position or pattern. The positions of the

stars of this constellation are fixed with respect to each other.

But the constellation as a whole seems to swing around a

point in the northern sk3^ like the hand of a great clock, only

in the opposite direction.

FIELD RESEARCH

Obseiv^e the position of the Big Dipper soon after dark in the evening,

and again two or three hours later. Repeat the observations several

nights later. In j'our Field Research Notebook record the tune of night

and dates when 3'ou make each observation and make a star map of

that part of the heavens, showing especiallj’ the Big Dipper. Did you

notice that the point in the skj' about which it appears to turn is

marked by a bright but lonesome star? Did j-ou know that the Big

Dipper is alwaj’s above the horizon in the north temperate zone?

The North Stab.—You have probably guessed by now that

the lone star about wliich the Big Dipper appears to turn is the

North Star or Polaris. It is easy to find the North Star. Sight

along the line of the two stars which form the outer edge of the

howl of the Big Dipper. (See the diagram on page 130.) These

two stars are called -pointers. At a distance from the top of the

bowl of about five times the apparent distance between the

two stars themselves, 3mu will alwa3’-s find the North Star. It is

a fairly bright, lone star of the second magnitude.
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North StorNorth Star \

&9 Dipper C
* Cotuopeio

After you hove studied thit diogrom, go out on a dear night end

locate the Big Dipper Follow the line iSown and find (he North Stor

and Coisiopeio The dijtance$of the North Stor from the Big Dipper

and Cosdopeia have been shortened in this diogram.

FIELD RESEARCH

If you can obtain an old umbrrlb, open it up and on the mjide

paste paper ftan to represent the Big Dipper. Paste a star about the

rod or handle where it goes through the umbrella This will represent

the Xorth Star Tuni the umbreUa countercloelwise and j’ou can Dlu^
trate the apparent motions of the stars Each complete turn will repre-

sent 24 hours. Can you also represent the Little Dipper and Caiwtopeia?

FiKDiKa OrnEn Co.ssTEULtTioNS.—On the opposite side

of the Jsorth Star from the Big Dipper are fit'e conspicuous
stars fonmng a rather flattened \\\ These five stars are part of
the constellation Casjiopeia.

On a clear summer evening look overhead to see sit stars in
the form of a cross, lying nearly along tiie Milky Way. The
Utm mme of this constellation is Cygnus (sig'nus), meaning
swan. Its popular name is iVortAcm Cross. It lies in the
hwA^ns nearly at right angles to a Une from the Big Dipper to

j 136, J3-.) The bright
- at t^ bead of the Cross" is Deneb. The "Cross" is not

onlv'lri”' Dipper. It fa visible

months
^ evening hours of the summer and autiimi)

Andrtim'eda, and Pegasus. These
are al>o sho;vn on the star maps.
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Yerict Objfrrcfory

The Seven Sisters.—(Left) Six stars in this constellation can be seen

with the naked eye. Some people can make out a seventh star (upper

left). (Right) Here are the nebulae surrounding the Pleiades, which is

actually made up of many, many stars. Most of the stars of the

Pleiades can be seen only with a telescope.

The Little Dipper can be seen ever}- month of the jTar.

The North Star (Polaris) is the end star of the handle of the

Little Dipper.

The Pleiades (ple'a-des), sometimes called the Seven Sisters,

is a part of the constellation Taurus—the Bull. Look for the

Pleiades during the mnter months. The seven stars form a verj’-

"little dipper.”

One of the most beautiful winter constellations is Orion, the

Hunter. Look for the three bright stars of the "belt” high in the

southeastern sk}- or where shown on your star map. The
bright reddish star to the left and above the belt is the

great sun Betelgeuse. Do you remember how far away
Betelgeuse is?

The constellations have no scientific importance except that

they serve as a means of locating and naming various stars.

For convenience, the astronomer calls the brightest star of each
constellation Alpha. The Alpha star of the Big Dipper happens
to be the one nearest the North Star. The second brightest star
is called Beta. Often, the Greek letters a, /3, and so on are used
instead of the words. It must be remembered that the bright-
ness of a star depends mostly upon its distance awa}^ from us
The Alpha star of one constellation may therefore be brighter
than the Alpha star of some other constellation.
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—« field research

In the fall iiionih'! ‘n to identify tlie foHowinc pUr«, nhieli are the

first to appear a.- d vrknc'-^ coiner on: Vejja of LjTa almost overhead,

DencI) of the fro*-'. Ar. tiiru« of Bootes Altair of the EaRlo, Antares of

the Scorpion, anil of i < iir«o the ‘•tars of the Big Pipi>er and other groups

you have sfuduvi in thr northern ‘ley

If your ol>.en,Htii-n. are made dunng the winter month.*, look for

Betclgeu-nie anrl Ricvl m Onon, Aldebaran in Taiirm.

Perhaps s o
i fia\ e notirct! tliat a partieukr star with which j ou are

acquainted, ^ for example, is overhead about 9 o'clock in Auga<t

In September at the same time jou find Voga has moxwl from overhead

toward the west Tlie reason for thn m thit the stirs rise about four

minutes earlier each mght Therefore, m a month a star will gain alwut

two hours by jour natch In tnohe month.* a star will gam aliout 24

hours or one day So you see a star each AuRU«t m the same po«ition.

Howex-er, m eix month.® the star nouhl be overhead about noon, and so

JOU could not see it Knowmg about the early rising of tlic stare will

help j“ou to understand wbj* star maps have the names of the months
around the circle.

Star Superstitions —The movements of stars arc governed
by the laws of nature- There arc some people, however, who
do not know this fact.

Star tight, star bnght.

First star I've seen tonight,

I Wish t may, I nish 1 might,
Have the wish 1 wish tonight.

Of course you have said these magic words and wished
your study of lienee will convince yon

«ve stars have nothing to do xxith the outcome of your

Tv M,™' ‘'“"ekt Itat his fate yeas somc-
‘Utrologers of old thouBM ftey

Even tndft
® This was merely superstition.

n tte Articles by astrologers

fet K^3lT.l ">6 statemLts'scienlif-wa 1> to find ,f they am true or toaghnuy. Science bas dis-
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placed sucli superstition b}-- a true knowledge of the stars and of
their actual relation to our sun and our world.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

How Far Away Are the Stars?

A'Ieastjring Distance.—How manj' inches is it from Hew
York to Chicago or San Francisco? You could calculate the
distance in inches, but the number would be too large for con-

venience. The mile is a better unit of measure for distances

between towns and cities. You would use inches in telling the

size of tliis book, or feet to measure the length or width of j'our

room. In other words, to speak of distances it is necessarj' to

have a convenient unit of length. A few of the common units of

length are the inch, the foot, the yard, and the mile.

The distances between the earth and the stars are ver}" great.

The3’- are so great that we must have a special unit of length to

measure them. It must be a ver%^ long "j^ardstick” so that

we can represent the distance of a star in numbers easy to

use.

Tr}' to imagine a table 186,272 miles long. At the far end

stands a boj^ with a powerful electric light. Suppose at a given

signal the boj’^ turns on the light. Just one second later the

light will reach j'our e3'e. The light has traveled the full length

of the table, 186,272 miles, in a single second.

Light actual^' travels at this tremendous speed of 186,272

miles in one second. To get an idea of this speed, recall that the

earth is about 24,000 miles in circumference at the equator.

Therefore, 186,272 miles is nearly eight times the distance

around the earth. Light, then, travels in a straight line in one

second a distance equal to nearlj^ eight times the circumference

of the earth. (For ordinar3r calculations the even number

186,000 is accurate enough.)

The Light A'eah.—^YTien the astronomer measures the

distance between the earth and a star, his unit of measure is the

light year—about six trillion miles. One light 3^ear is the dis-

tance light travels in one 3’-ear. Alpha Centauri is a star of the
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first magnitude, Msible in southern latitudes. It is the nearest

bright star that knon. Yet it is so far atvay that it takes

four years and four months for its light to reach us. Another

and fainter star in Centaun, called Prozimm Centauri ("prox-

imus” means ‘'neare'^t''), is a little nearer. Light from it takes

four years and tuo months to reach us. It is the nearest star.

To write the distance of either star in miles would mean a long

string of numbers. So astronomers use the astronomical unit,

the light year, to measure these distances from us.

How can we understand the great distances of the stars?

A tram trawling at the rate of a mile a minute would take

47,000,000 j-ears to make the joumej* to Alpha Centauri. To

make this journey on a mile-a-imnute tram, you would need to

bve 670,000 times the ordmarj' length of life. And remember,

Alpha Centauri is the second nearest star of all!

AN ARITHMETIC PROBLEM —
Write down on your paper the number ISG.OOO and multiply this

by W). Your answer will be the distance that light travels in one minute.

Multiply this number by 60 (CO nunutes in an hour), then inultiplj' by
54 (24 hours in a day), and thenbySOoCtheoainberofdays inonej'ear),

and j-our answer will be the number of miles that light will trawl in one
year This wihbe 5,86J,606,MIO,000 You may have trouble in reading
this number unless you recall theorder—hundreds, thousands, millions,

biilioni, trillions, quadnllions, etc. Tbs number can be read but is too
vast for us actually to sense It is the distance m miles that h^t trawls
in one year in a rtrai^t line. This is caUed the Light Year It is the
‘'yardstick” of the heavens In round numbers we may us« six trillion



(ir't m.i|4uitu(li'. vinblf in U b the Jican^t

l.ntbt -“t-ir tlut W.- kium Y»-t it b >o far away Owl it lalw

four }c.irs ami four uionths for lU HrIiI to rcadi U-’«. Awotlicr

ami fauifiT star in < Vntaun, calk**l l*rojtmu4 Ccnhiuri (
prox*

mills'' iiicaii- "iH'arc“t”j, la a little nearer. Ufilit from iV takes

four \e.ir-i ami two months to leaeli ua. It w llic nearest star.

To write the di-tame of eitlier atar hi imlca woulil mean a

striiiK of nunilHT< So a'-tMiioineM nsr tlie aalnmomiral unit,

the iiglit loar, to ine.i'Urt‘ lhe*<* tll'taiuxy from iw.

How can we umicr-taml tlic gri*.it tli'laiircj* of the

A train tra\elinj? at tiie rate of a mile a mimile wouM take

47 ,(XX),000 joars to make llie journey to Alplia Ceiitauri. To

make thb journey on a milo-a-inimiic train, you woultl lu-cil to

Ine G70,(XX) time^ (lie onlitiary leiiglli of life. Ami rvineial'cr,

Alplu Cculatiri h the actoml iwariM >tar of alll

AN ARITHMETIC PROBLEM
\Vnt< ilown cm jour p»j<r U»e uuwUr iNi.twJ sml niultijdy Uu*

by (jQ Your anjucr mil I« Uw (li«t bilit Uai eti in vtx minuU,

Multiply UiLi numbi r by fO (W luiDuUi »a an )..>ur), tJ« « multiply hy
24 (21 liours m a «U) ). aft.| tb«n b> 3u> (ll.c nuw!«r uf ihj > io oj>e }twr),

iiKlytiuruuMcr Mill (« tItenumliro/milM tlat b(;l>t wiU tniclm one

ytar 'Dus »ill to 3,Su5.6M.(iu0.000. Youmay laic Inmblcin
UianuinUr unless jou nrsU U.eofJir—j.unijrtxl^, Uiou5*nJ.4. Iiii3l»"n»,

billions, iriUioas, qiadnlbons. <(< TI.u uumlxr t»n l« rca.J Imt is too

ia.»t for us actually tonn^. It ulUdt-Unrt* in nuloi Uat bj;f.t ira'Tl*

w one year in a itfaisFit line Tliw w ralli-i U.c tijU IW. ll U t)*e

y^L-ticW” ot ibe besiens. In rouinl numlnrs wc may u->« tnllKm

Star Distances.—Tlic UbBrwm on page I3j shows how far
away some of the fanular stats are. U will help to remetuher
tliat a rmle-a-minute train wouU take more tlum 10.000,000
years to travel one light year.
Though such distances arc lianl (o understand, imithematicf,

P otography, and the telescope make it possible to measure the
disbaces of stars wnth great accuracy. Tliev arc measured by

tnnt^r®
^ position against a background of more dis-

tant stars. Six months lalw, the star’s po-sitioii is again ol>*
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served against the background stars. Dining the six months,
the earth has moved half way around its orbit. Thus the star
is observ^ed from two points 186,000,000 miles apart. The
difference in observing from these two points causes the star

Star Distances.—^Try to adjust your mind to the tremendous distance

that is indicated by just one "light year." Do you understand how
astronomers can study a subject so far from their reach?

to appear to change its position. The distance of the star is

calculated from this apparent change of position. The more

distant the star, the more difficult it is to measure its distance

accurately. New measurements are constantly being made
by astronomers. If you find that the distance given for a par-

ticular star differs in books of different dates, it ma^^ be

because new measurements have been determined. Scientists

are always tr3dng to make measurements more accurate,

and so you must expect new figures from time to time.

Red Hot Stabs.—Stars are great suns. The3^ are huge

quantities of matter, extremely hot and probabl}'" gaseous. The

temperatures of the stars Yary from 41,000° R. fonblue stars and
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He™ Iso f”'’ stars

ar^lpl-ed
“«> Wng rnado aa .astruments

sta?,S^rattoriIl'r"'“>.''“
them. The color of the st

"’ho knows how to study

their temperatures. scientist determine

Stars Really ilovE TTtai. c *

patterns in the skv v *’ - ‘^PPear to maintain fixed

-iat.vepos.f:S>at];siTrt;^°';;‘r'‘“"'^^^^^^^^
move much faster a«.*,

«“les per second. Some
position at the rate of ab!Srem'l‘°“^''‘™ies per second. In SOO years
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Summer Sky Map.—^The constellations near the North Star are visible

in summer as well as in winter. Note the new constellations that ap-

pear in this map and not in the previous one.

AWVVWWWWW FIELD RESEARCH

To understand how a star seems to change its position against a

background of stars, try the following:

Hold a finger at arm’s length. Close one eye and sight at the back-

ground. Then close that eye and open the other, and again sight at

the background. Do not move your finger. iSTote that your finger

seems to "jump”!

Your linger is the "star” whose distance is to be measured. The

distance between your eyes is the "diameter of the earth’s orbit.” The

"jumping” of your finger corresponds to the star changing its position

against a background of other stars.

This "jumping” or change is called parallax.
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Mt WilwnObs«ryorory,Caiifomia.—Moi.>nleiAior9 considered good

pieces to build observatories. This is becouse Ihe oir Is more Irens'

parent there than it is at see level ond there ore (ewer cloudy nights.

this will change its location only about the width of the moon.

So m our lives it is practically true tliat tlie stars do not cliange

their locations.

FIELD RESEARCH •

Repeat the preceding field Research, page 137. This time compare
the amount of "jump’’ svhen j-o«r fioger 13 held at arm’B length, about
12 inches from j our ej e, and about 3 inches from > our ej e.
How does this help eaplaso »hy it is more difficult to mcasuro the

distance 0/ more distant stan?

Meteors, Visitors pbom Sp.<cb,—

H

ave you sometimes
ooked up at the .sky on a summer’s evening and seen a "star”
shoot across the heavens’ Millions of these shooting stars,

most of them no larger than a grain of sand, are monng about
he sun and earth all the time. But we never seo them untH
they enter the earth’s atmosphere. By that time they can do no
harm for they are heated so hot by the friction with our pru-
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tecting atmosphere that most of them are burned up before

the\'' reach the earth.

Such “shooting stars” or meteors are not stars at all. They
are bits of rock or dust. There seem to be clouds of such

mateiial scattered throughout our solar sj'stem.

Once in a while a shootmg star (meteor) bigger than the others

does reach earth. When a meteor actually reaches the earth, it

is called a meteorite. Some of our museums have great pieces of

meteoric rock which have been found in various places in our

country. In Arizona there is a huge hole in the ground where a

meteor fell thousands of j'^ears ago. The rocks on the sides of

the hole are burnt. Tliis tells us how hot the meteor must have

been when it struck.

Records of ancient times and those of today tell of great

displays of meteors. In November, 1833, it is recorded that the

sky was full of “shooting stars.” It must have looked like a

Fourth of July celebration. Is it anj' wonder that primitive

man feared such displa3's, when he could not understand them?

One star in tliis universe of ours is of more importance to us

than all of the others put together. This star is the sun. Its

relation to our world and to us null be our chief interest in

our ne.xt topic
—“Our Sun and Moon.”

Thinking Things Over.—Probably you have been in-

terested in the stars for several years. You have often looked

at the North Star, the Big Dipper, and other stars. By now
you should be able to find ^mur way among the stars as each

Solar Visitors.—^This solar rock (left), a stone meteorite which weighs

745 pounds, was found in Arkansas. Such a large meteorite is very

unusual, A tremendous meteor crater (right) in Arizona is 600 feet

deep and nearly three quarters of a mile across. The meteor that

caused it is believed to have struck at least 30,000 years ago.

Obsercatorjf
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Sky Photography.—Thu ejpecioUy designed meteor eomero (left)

will photograph forty timet at mony meleort ot once ot older sky

eameroi The new S000*|>ound eomero eon even photograph

meteori at tmoll at buckshot The "thootmg ttor” (right) it shooting

oeroit the lower port of the cortttellot«n Orion. (This picture wot

not taken with the new meteor camera

)

season comes along. Can you show your friends the "forget-

me-nots of the angels" and call them by name?
But, more than all this, has your study of the stars helped

you to realize that our earth is just one tiny part of the great

universe? Has the study helped you to appreciate great dis-

tances’ Has your study of the vast roof of our environment
helped you to realize that stars really differ ui temperature,
size, and distance’

Does the saying, "Hitch your wagon to a star,” mean more
to you now than before? A poet once described the sky as

powder’d with stars.” Do you think that is a good descrip-
tion’ It your answer is j-es to some of these questions, you
will be able to appreciate better than ever before the majesty
of our solar system.
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Arcturus

Key Words

light jTar Polaris

Betelgeuse magnitude shooting star
Big Dipper meteor Sirius

Cassiopeia meteorite star

constellation IMilkj' Way suns

Deneb North Star Vega
pointers

Key STATEME^^TS

1. Stars are gi’eat suns.

2. Stars always appear in the same relative positions or patterns.

3. Certain groups of stai-s are called "constellations.”

4. The stars are ver}' far awaj-- from us, the distances varsdng for

different stars.

5. The special unit of length used bj’ astronomers is the "light

year,” the distance light travels in one year.

6. The stars have nothing to do rvith one’s fate.

7. Superstition about the stars and how they control the life of

man is being overcome by scientific truths about the stars.

8. The twenty brightest stars are called "stars of the first mag-
nitude.”

Thought Questions

1. How are stars like our sun?

2. By what means do astronomers measure the distances and count

the number of the stars?

3. What facts prove that the stars do not have any effect upon

your fate?

4. Why can you ordinarily see the stars only after it has become

quite dark?

5. How can you locate the North Star?

6. Why do astronomers use the light year instead of miles when

telling the distance of stars?

7. Would you give the distance from New York to San Francisco

in inches or miles? Why?
8. How have astronomere by their constant study of the heavens

added to our knowledge?

9. Of what value are the \’i\’id and colorful old mj^hs about the

constellations?
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Projects vou Vocu Scibxce Discoveky Book

1 Locate anJ naiue at l.’u&t three ttara and three con&lellatioti3

ne'v to you. • i c t

2 Draff a map of the bnghter stars near the North btar. la-

(hcate the constcllatioub that are viaiUe to you in Uiia rcpo^ AUoff

space to enlarge the area covered bj’ the map. You trill he cal

upon to add to the map from tttao to time. This will be jour own

star t?wp.

3, On the next dear evening, locate and obscia'p the MiIlO'

Wntcabnel dejcnptioa of it AVliyhasitbecn called the Milky

Where is it found in the sky? Include in your report the value o

telescopes in helping you understand wliat the Milky ay is.

4 If possible, nsit a museum to study racteontes. ilake a ^
port on the composition of meteorites. U >ou have «»ited t e

Meteor Crater m Anzona. mite a report dcocnbing the sire aod slupe

of the Crater. If there are no roclconlcs a\oilahlc for your stud>,

read about some of the larger ones which have been found on me

earth. Use your encyclopedia or other books in your library for

reference

5. Ask jT5ur libranan for help m locating Xaiicnal Gcojraphie

magazines and other periodicals that tell about meteor craters which

have been discoicred recently. Comfwre these craters with the

Meteor Crater in Anzona
6. Look up the hiographj* of one of the great astronomers. Soma

famous astronomers are Johann Kepler, Pierre Simon LaPlao«»

Copernicus, Galileo, Percnal lowell Find out when the astronomer

lixed, where he lived, and his most famous disco\ery.

I On the next clear evening, locate the constellation Cassiofieia.

Obsen'e the portion of Cassiopeia in relation to the Big Dipper and

the North Star Itecord Cassiopda on y<Hir star map
8. Go to the library and look up some stories about Cassiopcia-

Piepare an account of one story for your class. Include a brief report

of the story in your Science Discoi-erj- Book.
9. Studj- the star maps on pages 136 and 13“ to locate the position

of Cygnus. (Cj-gnus, you remember, means "The Swan.") By ffhat

other name is tWs constellation known? On a clear night, search for

Cygnus. Then make a map of Cygnus and its near-by stars.
10. Vega is one of the bn^test stara m the summer slcy. If P°^

sible, locate Vega by sky observation and indicate its location on your

^ map. Yep ts the brightest star in the consteUation Lyra (The
iiarp) shown in the maps on p^es 130 and 137.
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11. Locate the bright star Arcturus. It is the brightest star ia the
constellatioa Bootes (The Herdsman) shown in the star map on page
137. After you have observed Arcturus in the sky, show its position

on your star map.

12. Locate Pegasus and Andromeda bj' sky observation. Find as

much information as you can about these constellations. Then write

your own story in your Science Discover}’- Book. Use the star maps
in this topic to help find these constellations in the slty.

13. Trj'- to identify the Pleiades with the naked eye. The Pleiades

is a loose cluster of faint stars in the constellation Taurus (The Bull).

See the star map on page 136 to help you locate Taurus. If there is

someone with you when jmu observe the Pleiades, find out which of

you can see the greater number of stars in the Pleiades. The ntimber

of stars you can see is a test of your eyesight.

1-L On any clear m’ght, study the stars of the Big Dipper with field

glasses. Record how many "new" stars 3’ou can see with the glasses.

Locate these stars on a drawing of the Big Dipper.

15. Prepare a report of the Hale telescope. Tell where it is, how it

received its name, and what it is used for. Or perhaps you will want

to report on the history and manufacture of the Hale telescope. How
large is the lens? What problems were there in the manufacture of the

lens? How was it transported? How long did it take to build the

telescope?

16. Record in your Science Discovery Book a comparison of the

Hale and Schmidt telescopes. How do they compare in size? lITiat

is each used for?
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TOPIC VI

Our Sun and Moon
DO YOU KNOW—

1. How big the sun is?

2. What gra^htj' is?

3. That all life depends upon the sun?

4. WTiat causes an eclipse of the sun? Of the moon?
5. How far awa}' the sun is?

general problem 1

What Is the Sun?

The Center of Our Sky System.—Have you ever wondered
tow big the sun is, how far away it is, and what its purpose
IS? Is it only to give us light and heat and to sen’e as a time-
piece? Or does it serve us in still other waj s?

Our solar sj’^stem consists of nine known major planets (and
their moons) and over one thousand smaller celestial bodies.
All these revolve in fixed courses around the sun. These planets
are at varjfing distances from the sun. Thej’’ differ from each
other in size, color, and the number of their moons. We shall
study several of them in some detail a little later. Right now
R'e are concerned Mth their "guiding star,” the sun.

Sun Facts.—^The sim is a great mass of matter, heated
^'hite-hot. The temperature at the center is possibh' as high
as 40,000,000° F. It is vvapped in dense clouds of hot gases.
These surface gases have a temperature of about 10,000° F.
The sun is about 870,000 miles in diameter, or nearl3

'’ 110 times
the diameter of our earth. In volume, the smi is 1,300,000
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The Sun as a Powerhouse.—We think of energj’’ to run
our machines, heat our homes, and cook our food as coming
from burning coal, oil, or gas. We are interested in the great
power projects in Temiessee, Hoover Dam, and others. But
do jmu thinlc of the sun as the greatest powerhouse of all?

Stud}’- the diagram below.

Coal Plants

Heat Energy

from Burning Wood
Heat Energy from Burning Coal

Electric Generator

. L
Flatirons

Heat Power

Our Chief Source of Energy.—Use this diagram to tell the story of

how we get our artificial light, heat, and power from the sun.

Can you think of any other kinds of power we receive in-

directly from the sim? The sun sends forth energ}’ which plants

use to grow and manufacture food for animals. Green leaves

store the sun’s energy as food energy for the use of the animals.

Every square yard of the earth’s surface receives energj’ from

the sun at the rate of 1^ horsepower continuously.

Nevertheless the whole earth receives less than one billionth

part of all the energy given out by the sun. Some of the energy

of the sun, stored up through the ages in coal-forming plants,
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Courtevj ilt. TriZ^on Olaercatoru

The Sun and the Earth.—This photograph was taken from Mt. Wilson

Observatory. The curve across the bottom of the picture is the sur-

face of the sun. Compare its size with that of the earth, represented

by the white disc. The flames are really hot gases, 140,000 miles

high!

more energy all the time. Most scientists now believe that the

sun’s energy comes from a splitting and rearrangement of

atoms. It is a kind of atomic energj'' on a gigantic scale. Al-

though carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen are involved, scientists

are not yet sure just how the process takes place.

Stjn Substances.—Man has not always knovm what ele-

ments make up the sun. Little more than a lifetime ago the

composition of the sun was not known. Now, by means of the

spectroscope and other measuring instruments, much is known,

especially of the outer gaseous portion of the sun.

I\Tien certain substances are heated ver3^ hot and looked

at through a spectroscope, combinations of colored and dark

lines are seen. The same combinations of colored and dark lines

are given off only by the same substances. By applying this

principle, it has been found that the sun has the same elements
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OfbMir «.4ir»rw»w*

U.S. Navy Airship—PotivnJ soentific work hot mod* dirigibl* tervie#

aaf«r for the erewi Once hydrogen got, highly expIouVe end Inftom*

mabte, wot used to fl) dingiblet. Now, however, the non«inAom-

mabi* helium Is ovailabl* for this pvrpote, end mony ditotfen

ore ovotded.

as the earth and the other planets. This is a fact which mak.c3

it *<6111 reasonable that the sun and its planets were once a

single mass of matter

FIELD RESEARCH
W ith the help of a pb^-tjcs or clienuitr^’ teacher, arrange to olrscrve

the hnght, colored lines m a spectroscope

Elements maj’ be metals, such as iron, zinc, and tin. Ele-
ments may also be non-metals, such as ojfjgen, carbon, mtro-
gen, hj-drogen, and (he like. The metals magnesium, iron,

aiicon, and sodium are very common in the sun's outer portion.
Of course they are in the form of gases, heated very hot. Tlicse
same elements, in the form of solids, are found in the rocks that
make up the earth.

Scientists are not loo certain about the proportion of the
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different elements in the sun’s atmosphere. It is estimated that

hydrogen makes up 90% to 95% of the total volume. Oxygen
and helium may form only 2% to 4%. The rest is probably
made up mostly by magnesium, iron, silicon, and sodimn.

Hehum has an interesting story. It was first discovered

in the sun’s atmosphere. Some time later an English chemist

discovered that it existed also in the earth's atmosphere in

very small quantities.

About 35 years ago helium was discovered in some kinds of

natural gas. Scientists found out how to separate it from the

gas. But it was ver}' e.xpensive. Scientists kept at the problem

until great quantities could be obtained cheaph'. The gas

helium is so very fight it is used to fill dirigibles. It will not

burn. Therefore it is much safer to use for this purpose than

hydrogen.

Sun Spots.—The outer portion of the sun is the sun’s

atmosphere. It consists of very hot gases. These gases are

made up of molecules whicli move about constantly. IMien

gases are heated very hot, the molecules move very fast.

Toward the interior of the sun, where it is still hotter, the ^’io-

lence of the motion probably increases.

In some unknown wa}', the violent motion of the molecules

produces great whirls of gases on the sun’s surface. These

whirls seem to be terrific storms. In comparison, our tornadoes

Sun Spots.—These pictures were taken during the same period of svn

spot activity. The picture on the right is a close-up. Each sun spot is

about half again as large as our earth.

Courtesy Mt. OUerrati’T'j



are a mere trifle Thc-^ whirling gases form dark spots in the
sun atmosphere The\ look like dark lioles in the »un's \\liite
surface These dark -pots are caUed sun spots. They are a few
thousand degrees ro-ju-r than the sun’s surface. Sun spots van-
from oOO rmle.^ to 50 000 miles m diameter.

Just as thuri.ler-Torms in our atmosphere occur more fre-
quently at Certain -easons and in certam zones, so it seems that

occur more abundantly in certain zones of the sun.
. so, e =Tin “cpots increase and decrease in number quite
regularh, approxmald, ever,- eleven years. A minimum of

QaaTo " 1*
1J44, sun spots »crc again at a minimum. There >vas ama^um of sun spots in I937-I93S, and again in I94S-I949.

LvL?. h “ ^Bularit} as

Will be
by astronomers that there
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During sun spot actmt}^ it is believed that electrons are
hurled like bullets toward the earth's atmosphere. This may-
help to explain the northern lights (Aurora BoreaUs) which are

more frequent and brilhant at times of great sun spot activity.

Radio transmission and reception appear to be related to the

height of the layer of air called the Kennelly-Hea\-iside la3^er.

The position of tliis laj'er is knomi to be related to sun spot

acti\’ity. Tliis helps us to understand whj' local radio reception

is better at times of sun spot activity and why long-distance

radio is helped bj' fewer sun spots. Even one large sun spot,

however, seems to have the power to interrupt, or "black out,”

most of our mternational radio communication throughout the

world.

There is still much to be learned about sun spot activity.

Some scientists now believe that the positions of the planets

ma\" influence sun spots. It is also believed bj' some that the

size of the sun spot is not as important as once thought. The
age, actiidty, t^'pe, and position of the spot seems to be much
more important.

I\Ian3" observers have tried to discover relationships between

sun spot acti-vitj' and the weather. There is some eiidence that

weather is related to sun spots. However, much more research

is needed before we shall know how the spots affect the weather.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

What Causes Eclipses?

First Stop: The IMoon.—"First stop, the moon.” This

would be the announcement by the stewardess of an imaginary

skj^ ship if we were starting on a idsit to members of the solar

system. Of all the objects in the heavens, the most famihar

one is the moon. It is the body most looked for, and the one

about which the greatest number of stories have been written.

When "visible, the moon is the most conspicuous object in the

evening sky. It alwaj^s attracts our attention.

The moon is strict^ our property. It belongs to our earth

and revolves around it once in about twenty-nine daj'^s. It is a

solid ball about 2160 miles in diameter and is nearly 240,000
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EXPERIMENT 13

Ilo\e do€s the moon give lightf

In lh;s expenment me meet anolher form of energy. We luve

used heat an<f electriat energy Now we um light energy Ught
energy really results from heat energy.

The important idea in this experiment is to illustrate what many
of you already know—that we can see things only because they are

lighted uo (that is, illummaledt But do you know it that is how we
see the moon? Does the moon make its own light or does some
other object light it up?

"VO Use —A golf ball to rcpn&ont the moon; support for the
ball, a fla.*hlig!it to represent Che sua; a piece of black doth; anJ a
room that can be darkened

"ft HAT TO Do.—Make the room so dark that J'ou canaot see the
baU when it is held across the room with the doth behind it Of course
you can do the expenmenl at mght by turning out the li^ts. Then let

a pupil behind the class turn the beam of light from the flashlight on the

What ILaitess.—Does the hsD become light enough to be seen
wh^ the beam of light stakes it? What docs the baU do to the light?

Does the cloth appear as Tisible as the ball? Explain.

j
E^pkua how yoa were able to see the ball. A'Ticre

did the hght come from?
^hy did the baU show light while the doth did not do so?

j’ how light from automobile headlights makes

the eiLA\ESS



miles from the earth. Although the moon seems to be the
largest object in the night sky, it is, nevertheless, ver}' small
when compared vnth the sun or the planets.

The Light of the jNIoox.—On a clear night the moon glows
with much brilliance. Yet the moon really gives out no light

of its o\ra. The moonlight that you see is sunhght reflected

from the surface of the moon. Most objects we see are made
%dsible because hght from some source falls upon them and is

reflected to our eyes. A black object is black because it does

not reflect light that reaches it. If it is really black you onlj" see

lighter objects or backgrounds around it. Black cloth does not

reflect much hght. A white ball would be in\'isible against it

unless the ball were lighted up by light falling on it and
being reflected from it. If the ball were really black, you
would not be able to see it even if hght wei’e thronm on

it.

If you tr}' Experiment 13 you will be able to prove these

statements. Even though j'ou pretty well know in advance how
some experiments turn out, it is worth while doing them.

Almost always the e.xperiment will help to clear up doubts or

partly understood principles.

High Jumpestg ox the Moox.—How high can 3'ou jump?

YTien j'ou jump up from the earth’s surface, you jump against

the force of gra-vdty. Most people can jump upward in this way
onlj" a few feet. On the moon, however, j'ou could jump over a

train. Tliis is because the force of gra^•it3' exerted b\’ the moon
is only about one sixth that of the earth. Therefore, a person

could jump six times higher on the moon than on the earth.

The 150 povmd earth-man who would weigh 4200 pounds on the

sun would weigh onl}’^ 25 pounds on the moon.

Solids, water, and the gases of the air of the earth are held to

our earth by the force of gra\dty of the earth. The moon, on the

other hand, is so small that its force of gra^nty is not great

enough to hold water vapor or other gases on its surface. That

is whj’’ today it is a barren waste of rock—airless and waterless.

The history of the moon is mitten in its craters, its long, bar-

ren valleys and high rugged mountain peaks. Thej" have re-

mained because there has been no leveling action of rain and

snow, rivers, glaciers, and nind.
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Moon Crateri—Th« rovsh area$ in Jh« picJure ore moonfoln ronge»*

the jmooth oreoi ore ploms. Why ore the edges of the croteri »o

sharp and clean ^tf

Day and Night on the Moon —Another curious thing

about the moon is that it turns on Us axis only once in about

twenty-nine days. Hence a whole day on the moon is nearly as

long as our month. At any one place on the moon there would

be continuous daylight for a little more than fourteen days.

Then utter darkness for another two Tieeks of our time. Now
it so happens that the moon’s time of rotation on its axis is

nearly equal to its time of revolution around the earth. Thus we

see only one side or portion of the moon. This explains why " e

always see the same "man in the moon ” No one on earth has

ever seen the other side of the moon. Actually, 59 per cent of

the moon’s surface has been observed at one time or another.

Forty-one per cent has never been seen.
Temtehatuhes.—Dayli^t on the moon lasts a little more

than fourteen of out days. The night is the same length.
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During this long da}- of two weeks of our time, the rays from the
sun, imdiminished by an^’' atmosphere, beat upon the surface of

the moon. As a result of tins long-continued heating, it is

probable that the temperature of the rocks is raised as liigh as
244° F. But when the moon turns on its axis so that this same
surface is awaj- from the sun, its temperature drops rapidly to

about — 250° F. During an, eclipse of the moon its temperature
fell 335° F.

In like manner, if our earth had no atmosphere, we should

be baked by daj* and frozen by night. Fortunately for us, we
have an atmosphere. The atmosphere and clouds about the

earth act as a blanket wluch prevents rapid heating b^’- day and
rapid loss of heat by night.

We have learned that a warm bodj" or object always tends

to lose heat bj' radiation to colder objects or gases. For example,

when you stand near a fire, the part of you toward the fire

receives energy radiated (sent out in aU directions) from the

fire. The rest of your body does not receive any of this radiated

energJ^ When the radiant energy strikes your bod}*, it is

changed to heat energy. It is radiant energy that is given off

by the sun. It is changed to heat when it strikes our earth and

moon and helps to keep them warm.

Seeing on the Moon.—Our atmosphere, with its moisture

and dust, diffuses (scatters) light from the sun. This is what

happens when sunhght passes through air vdth smoke or other

dust in it. It is what j'ou see when the light from the head

lamps of a car shines through fog. The tiny particles of water

diffuse or scatter the light. Since the moon has no atmosphere,

the sun illuminates only those objects in its direct or reflected

light. Where the light does not strike, there is darkness.

For example, suppose you had a house on the moon, a house

vith non-reflecting inside walls. In the rooms facing the sun,

only those portions in direct line ndth the ivindows would rer

ceive light. The other portions would be darker than any nights

we know. The rooms on the opposite side of the house would

leceive only that light which might be reflected from surfaces

in the paths of the sun’s ra3’S.

The moon’s surface is not so good a reflector of light as that

of our earth. It is about equal to that of ordinar3' sandstone.
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Sliaflows on tlie moon are verj- sharp. This is due to the ab-

sence of diffused hgh( When tlicrc is an atmosphere such as our

earth posscsso-v, hght is diffused. Thus an object held in a

bright light on the earth does not cast nearly so sliarp a shadow
as that cast by anv of the mountain peaks on the moon.

The moisture and du«:t particles in our air also give us our

blue sky and colored sunrLses and sunsets. On the moon the

sky 15 black and there are no beautiful sunsets or sunrises.

FIELD RESEARCH
Hold an object betueen a bnght light and the wall. Do you observe

two depths of shadowa—one darker than the otlier? How could there
be any bght behind the object, if it did not come in from the ^dea as
diffused rajs?

Silence and the man ln the Moo.n.—When a person on
the earth speaks, his voice is carried in all directions by Ma\e-
Uke motions of the air. The waves are somewhat similar to the
waves spread from a stone thrown into water. On the moon
there must be absolute silence, for there is no air to carry sound.

FIELD RESEARCH •

chi™-!
“ .pW lc«her m jour «hooI, .dc hua to help jutut

“ P"“P “li •he .hrm rmge, the

iir ho, been reeved”"'
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mto 0^0^™* our tacee, blows dust

Z eZ T: T “'•‘“B '"»> It™ “'‘“'I

SraXjl tf? "“r “> “=1. we must bear iu .mud

would bo either very brM.t'”
^

would be verj ho^^rii^t:”'^
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An Eclipse of the Moon.—The moon is visible, by the

reflected hght of the sun. You can understand, therefore, that

if an object passes between the sun and the moon, some of the

hght of the sun will be cut off. The moon vdll then be only

partty visible.

This is just what happens during an eclipse of the moon.

The earth itself gets in between the sun and the moon. When
the sun, earth, and moon get into a straight line the shadow of

the earth falls upon the moon. This is a total eclipse of the moon.

Study the diagram on this page so that you may understand

the positions of the earth and moon during a total echpse of

the moon.

V—Earth’s Orbit

1 Sun

\

ill% J -----CTEarlhl/lMHI

I Mo'on

f~~*~ Moon’s Orbit

Eclipse of the Moon.—Compare this diagram with the one explaining

the eclipse of the sun (page 162). Can there be an eclipse of the

moon at any phase of the moon? Explain.

The shadow of the earth frequently covers only a portion of

the moon’s face. Then we have what is knovm as a partial

eclipse. The edge of the earth’s shadow on the moon’s face is

always circular. This must prove that the earth is shaped like a

baU, for only a ball can make a circular shadow if it is turmng

on an axis all of the time.

Experiment 14 tells you how to set up a model eclipse of the

moon. Of course you must keep in mind that the objects you

use are only models. They do not accurately represent the

sizes or distances of the sun, moon, and earth, nor vail the

motions be exact.
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‘ EXPERIMENT 14 *

What causes an edipse of the moonf

Actually the diametef of the earth is about four times that of the
woon, the sun’s diameter i$ about one hundred fen times that

« earth 8 diameter Before trying this experiment, you might
raw '"es on the Wackboard to represent these diametere. Letone*

anl
<wo inches the earth's diameter,

un redlwentyinches(howmanyfeet?) the tun’s diameter.

I .-la •» a«

“ (“on); an mdoor buebaU (eatlh)i

b. •>! tta ™, for the son shodd

reprcicnta thp f ti,
earth. Also if an indoor baseball

objects .en, IwIhe^ren^^ “

bind the class let a “ possible From be-

the class and rather hS. T.““ Solf baU held m front of

between the "sun’' and tbe*^*****^
slonly carry the "earth”

up the gulf ball, basehi.^
*^1***® “*‘5’ be necessary to set

2 ^“"1 a location for thp
tbe drawing on a table,

ers the moon Th.e » n
®® ^‘nt the shadow of the earth just

^ ta. 0. a„
~“^th. «nh »„ to cause its sliadow

face of the moon from i«1,t * .
‘be shadow cross the

«Je. He h,lal "ZL“ ?«• «« U.e )n on the other



4. Try to find a path for the earth so that only a portion of the moon
will be covered as the earth is moved. Watch the shadow cross the

moon without at any time covering the whole moon. This represents

a partial eclipse.

5. Again place the earth so that its shadow covers a part of the moon.
Turn the earth on an axis and note the shape of the shadow as the earth

turns. Is it always circular?

What Happens.—1. Could j'ou see the shadow of the earth on the

moon?

2. Could you cause the whole moon to be covered by the shadow of

the earth?

3. When the shadow moved across the moon was there a short time

when the whole moon was covered?

4. What did you do to cause the partial eclipse?

5. Was the shadow circular? Did it continue circular in shape as the

earth turned on its a.xis?

Conclusion.—What causes an eclipse of the moon? IITiy is the

eclipse total sometimes and partial at others? How does an eclipse of

the moon help to prove that the earth is round?

Application.—Explain how the moon might eclipse a star or planet.

Lunar Eclipse.—^These pictures were taken every seven and a half

minutes during an eclipse of the moon. The eclipse begins at lower

right as the earth swings between the moon and sun. At upper left

the earth has shut off most of the sunlight from the moon.
Wide TVorZd Photoe



An Eclipse of tiie Sun.—Sometimes the moon gets be-

tween the earth and the sun and cuts from our view a portion

of the .'un’s face Tins causes an eclipse of the sun.
The most recent total cclip&c of the sun \'isiblo In the United

States (Idaho and Montana) occurred on July 9, 1945. Xot
again until Julj 20, 1963,* will another total eclipse of the sun
be visible in any part of the United States. The cebpse of 1903
wall be \usiblc in ^t^ totality in Vermont, New Ilaropsliire, and
Marne. In 1970, on March 7, a total eclipse will be %'iaible in

Florida Otlicr> mil occur in 1979, 2017, 2022, 2045, visible as
total echp.«^2s m various parts of the United States.

-folh

'Region of Potliol Ecl.pl

Solor Eclipse.—WIim »,-
sunlight coming to the eorth T* P®*''*®" *® blocks

•be dork bond across Conn*J
*^*j*.? '•* ‘bis diogrom,

region where there is o • * i**
United States represents thehere a total ed.pse. How would the sun look to an

observer m that region*

vaiice. Not o^y ar^thftbi
>'^^'''3 in ad-

ininute, and exnnt j Predicted, but the hour,

a total
---— It3 path and timing were
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known in advance. Government scientists set up a laboratory-

on Attu, an island off Alaska. This eclipse was thoroughly

studied with radio equipment. The equipment, called radar,

measured the amoimt of radiation cut off as the shadow of the

moon moved across the sun. One great advantage of radar

equipment is that it can record information even though the

sky is cloudy. Telescopes can be used onlj" in clear weather.

Although the 1950 eclipse lasted only 73 seconds, scientists

spent months in setting up and testing their equipment. Each
observation was practiced, so that the timuig would be just

right. jSIuch new knowledge was to be gained in that brief

time, so not one second could be wasted. The careful plamiing

produced excellent results.

The 1950 eclipse was not even seen as a partial echpse in the

United States. Its path was far out in the Pacific. The 1945

echpse, however, was seen by man}-- people. Those who did not

see it as total were able to see it as a partial echpse. This is

shown in the diagram below.

Cause of a Partial Eclipse.—

A

person in the band marked ' Path of

Total Eclipse” would see a total eclipse of the sun. The figure in this

diagram sees a partial eclipse. Study the diagram, imagine this hap-

pening, and then explain how a partial eclipse is caused.
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— EXPERIMENT 15

irAa/ causes an edtpse of the sunf

Compare this drawing with that for Esperimenl 14 _
Iri this case

it IS the smaller bod/—the moon—that shuts off the light of the sun

That IS why the shadow is cotte^haped, making a small shadow on

the earth Notice the darker shadow and the lighter shadow on the

drawing As m Experiment 14, the sues and distances of the objects

are out of pioportiort. Try to illustrate the distance on the black'

board Let one'haif inch eoual 240,000 miles (earth to moon), and

one hundred ninety-four inches equal 93,000,000 miles (earth to

aun)

What to Use.—

U

se Ibe same apparatus as in the prccediogexperi*

meat.

Wh ST TO Do—•Think out for yoursrff how to arrange the golf 1>aU,

ba.‘«baU, and flashlight to cause a shadow of the "moon” to be cast on

the "earth ”

^^HAT HAPPEas.—^fake a dramog to illustrate what happens.

CoNCLCaiox—\t'hat causes an eclipse of the sun?

Apmca-nos —Using a pencil, an dectric light bulb, and a piece of

^per, demonstrate the cause of the ahaclaw’g ha\mg a darker and
lighter portion

As the moon, intisible in the bright light, comes between the

obK;^^•or and the sun, it appeals through a smoked glass as a
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dark circular object. It makes a cur\'ed nick in the edge of the

sun. As the moon covers more and more of the sun, the world
grows dark with a weird disappearing Hght. The shadow of the

moon moves across the earth at a speed of 2000 miles per hour.

Animals prepare for the night, stars and planets shine. When
the sun's disk is all covered, flames of hj'drogen and other gases

flash from behind and form a lighted corona.

LIBRARY RESEARCH

Look up some records of early eclipses. Trj- to find out about the

one which brought an end to a five-j’ear war on !Ma3' 5^5 B.C. How
can we be so certain about this date?

Report j’our findings to tlie class.

You wiU be interested to tr^’- Experiment 15 to demonstrate

just how the .sun is eclipsed or liidden by the moon. Recall also

what was said about Experiment 14.

Solar Eclipse.—An eclipse of the sun always goes from its west side to

its east side. (Left) At top, the moon begins sliding in front of the sun.

(Right) At totality, only the hot gases surrounding the sun can be seen.
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I » T
Cr^$^HLKtltmOUtrr*t^

New Moon First Quarter (two sUset)

Where is the son m relation

FIELD RESEARCH -

If>ouare fortuoiU' and mincas aa eclipse of lie sun, you may ttT

the followmg Obsen e the eclipse of the sun through a smoked glass.

Neser look directly at the sun with the naked ej e, hccaiL-e of the danger

of injury to the ejee Smoke a piece of ^ass by setting hre to a very

small piece of camphor gum placed on a piece of i>heet iron or asbestos.

Camphor gum bums Mth a lo«r temperature and produces a \ ery dense

smoke The flame can be extingubbed by blowing on it. You may
also use a burning candle to smoke the

louk at the sun through the smoked glass during the eclipse- "iou

mil see the shape of the moon silhouetted against the face of the sun-

The shape will be dreular. WTiat does this prose?
Another observation to make before and dunng an eclipse of the sun

14 to note, as the sunlight shines through tiny openings of the leai'os of

trees, the shape of the lighted areas where the sunlight falls. Usu^y
th6*e areas ate circular m shape. Dunng a solar eclipse, the shape is

crcRccnt This is because part of the light is cut off by themoon and the

spaces through the lea\ cs are small enough to act like a hole of a pinhole
camera to reproduce an image of a bn^t object.

The Phases of the Moos.— is the moon full? ^^^ly ^
there a half moon’ Have you 'wondered about these things on
clear moonlit nights and tried to think out the answers? They
are not dlfhcult to answer, if you wiU do some straight thinking.
The bright side of the moon is always toward the sun.
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Ci^^iay 3/t. TTilecfl Oltaxctory

Full Moon Third Quarter (two stages)

to each phase of the moon?

Now, since the moon travels around our earth, some of the
time the whole lighted face is toward us and sometimes only
part is -vdsible. As you read about the phases of the moon in the
next paragraph, be sure to refer to the diagram on page 170.

These apparent shapes of the moon are called phases. The
phases of the moon in order of appearance are called: new moon,

first quarter, full moon, and third quarter. These names reall)’ teU
ns how much of the moon’s joiurney around the earth is com-
pleted each month. Starting with the thin crescent of the new
moon, the completion of the first quarter of the journey is

indicated by a Iialf moon. The full moon tells us the journey is

half over. The third quarter marks the finish of the third quar-

ter of the journe)'. With the next new moon the complete

journej^ has been made and a new one started. The whole

journey, as jmu know, takes nearly 29 daj's.

New Moox.—As the earth and moon move, the sun, moon,
and earth regularh’- fall into a nearlj’- straight line, with the

sun beyond the moon as we look at it. At such times the bright

face of the moon is away from us. This phase is the new moon.

Usually the moon cannot be seen now. (Diagram, page 170.)

With certain atmospheric conditions, however, the new moon is

faintly visible. It may be lighted b)' srmlight reflected from the

earth. This is sometimes called the "dark of the moon.”
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In this eAperiment you wiU need to watch carelully to see just hOM

it illustrates the phases of the moon As the experlinent is tried,

keep the sun end moonm your mind as you have seen them. Ooyod
usually see the sun at the same lime you see the moon? Why?

In all of these experiments with the "sun "
"earth,’' and ''moon,"

keep in mind what kind of energy is being used

What to Use —A darkened room, table, golf ball with support;

and a fla^ght

Wh-vt to Do.—1. Id the darkened room place the golf ball cm its

support on a table In front of the class V\"ith the flashlight behind the

80 that the light shines on the baU and



2. Keeping the light shining on the golf ball, move the flashlight to
the left (counter-cloclavise) until it is at the left of the ball and shines
on it parallel to the front of the class.

\Vhile moving the h'ght, notice how much of the lighted part of the
golf ball you can observe—first a narrow crescent and then a hab' of the
ball.

3. Continue mo\'ing the flashlight counter-clockwise until it is in

front of the class and shines directlj- on the ball. Again notice how much
of the lighted surface is ^isible.

4. Continue mo\-ing the flashb'ght around the ball, keeping its light

falling on the ball until it is at the right of the ball and finally at the

place of beginning.

Make a labeled drawing to illustrate each step in the e.vi>erunent.

What Happexs.—1. ^Vhat part of the golf ball was lighted? Could

you see that part from where you sat? What phase of the moon did this

position illustrate?

2. How much of the ball’s surface was bghted? Could you see that

much or onlj' a smaller portion of it was lighted? WTiat shapes did the

lighted portion take? 'i\Tiat phase of the moon did this position illus-

trate?

3. How much of the surface of the ball was now lighted? Could you

see all of the lighted surface? ^Miat phase of the moon did this position

illustrate?

4. Describe what you saw. i\Tiat phase of the moon did this position

illustrate?

CoxCLUsiox.—How much of the ball’s surface was lighted all of the

time? Could you see that much of the lighted surface all of the time or

only portions? Why?
li^Tiat is the cause of the apparent change in shape of the moon?

As the earth and moon journey on, the sun's rays strike the

moon at an angle from our right, and we see a small strip of

crescent-shaped light on the moon. This thin crescent is often

called the new moon. Actually the moon is alreadj’’ past the

new moon phase when a crescent is seen. ^^Tien the thin cres-

cent appears on a clear night, we can often see a faint outline of

the entire moon. Some people call this the old moon in the

arms of the new moon.” The crescent is that part of the moon

lighted by ravs coming directly from the sun. The faint outline

of the rest of the moon is the part lighted by the sun s rays

reflected from the earth.
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2. Keeping the light sliining on the golf ball, move the flashlight to
the left (counter-clockwise) until it is at the left of the ball and shines

on it parallel to the front of the class.

I^Tiile moving the light, notice how much of the lighted part of the

golf ball you can observe—fixst a narrow crescent and then a half of the

ball.

3. Continue mo\'ing the flashlight counter-clockwise until it is in

front of the class and shines directly on the ball. Again notice how much
of the lighted surface is \-isible.

4. Continue mo\'ing the flashlight around the ball, keeping its light

falling on the ball until it is at the right of the ball and finally at the

place of beginning.

ilake a labeled drawing to illustrate each step in the experiment.

WH.t.T Happexs.

—

1. MTiat part of the golf ball was lighted? Could

you see that part from where you sat? IMiat phase of the moon did this

position illustrate?

2. How much of the ball’s surface was lighted? Could you see that

much or only a smaller portion of it was lighted? ^Yhat shapes did the

lighted portion take? What phase of the moon did this position illus-

trate?

3. How much of the surface of the ball was now lighted? Could you

see all of the lighted surface? llTiat phase of the moon did this position

illustrate?

4. Describe what you saw. \Miat phase of the moon did this position

illustrate?

CoxcLUSiox.—How much of the ball’s surface was lighted all of the

time? Could you see that much of the h'ghted surface all of the time or

only portions? Why?
What is the cause of the apparent change in shape of the moon?

As the earth and moon journey on, the sun’s rays strike the

moon at an angle from our right, and we see a small strip of

crescent-shaped light on the moon. This thin crescent is often

called the new moon. Actually the moon is already'' past the

new moon phase when a crescent is seen. ^^Tien the thin cres-

cent appears on a clear night, we can often see a faint outline of

the entire moon. Some people call this the old moon in the

arms of the new moon.” The crescent is that part of the moon

lighted by rays coming directly'’ from the sun. The faint outline

of the rest of the moon is the part lighted by' the sun s rays

reflected from the earth.
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First Quarter.—As. daj-s pass, a night comes when tlie sun-
iigiit frtnkes the moon squarely from our right as wo look toward
It. \Ve see the half orale of Ught (half moon). The first
quarter of the moon's journey about the earth is completed.

wn, ond fwo
“nlT"

woold look l.ko ,{ you w.ro
Note that half of the moor. It ..i

® space.

Ttie outside ring of moor* sho!!l!*
toeing the sun.

face you see when on the earth, it.
•*'* moon's lighted

dork porlK>n of the moon In.
*** pfwses of the moon,

fay >faadmg in cannot see) is represented

see tSi.
*^® dJogrom, you cannot*«« the new moon. Why not?

Full ^Ioox —\V1 tt.

of our earth, leariug ™in
** on the opposite side

of the month, see the ft.II r f*'® O'Sf'f foo®

UgM rays from the Ln 1S “““• I'' “Ehted by the
and Strike the moon. \svo

**''• beyond our earth
shine is coming from hpK.rt.j'*

* facing a full moon, the sun-
the earth Passing a Uttle above or below
Third Quarter.— n. '

.

as you face the moon knlf r *
comes from your left

“arks the third quart’er nf tl is nsible. This

170 me annL.r '“““'I--



and moon are again at right angles to each other with reference

to the earth. Whether the moon looks "full,” "half,” "quarter,”
or crescent-shaped, actually half of it is lighted by the sun.

You see only part of the lighted surface. This is why the moon
appears to change shape, although you know now that it really

does not.

If you see all of the lighted surface of the moon, it is circular

in shape and called the full moon. If j'ou see only half of the

lighted surface from one side, it looks like a half circle (half

moon). You cannot see the part not lighted. With the change
from "new” to first quarter, the moon appears crescent-shaped.

You can tell where the sun is in relation to the earth and moon
because the horns of the crescent point awaj" from the sun.

Study the diagram on page 170 carefully. Then trj" Ex-

periment 16 to demonstrate the phases of the moon.

The Orbit of the Moon.—In making your outdoor ob-

servations of the phases of the moon, the earth on which you

stand appears to stand still. The moon and the sun seem to

move. Is tliis what really happens? In Experiment 16 the

"moon” was kept in the same place. You stood in the same

place while the "sun” was moved. Of com-se actually the moon
and the earth both move. The earth moves around the sun,

while at the same time the moon moves around the earth.

The path of the moon about the earth is called the moon's

orbit. Likeudse the path of the earth about the sun is called

the earth’s orbit. The moon’s orbit is nearly circular. The

earth’s orbit, however, is elliptical; that is, one diameter is

longer than the other. The
path itself forms an ellipse,

that is, a somewhat oval

figure. (It would be well to

practice draudng an ellipse,

using a string, two pins, 3mur

pencil, and paper as shoivn

in the diagram.)

The orbit of the moon and

of the earth are not perfectly

straight udth respect to each

other. Ifwe could look at both

How to Draw an Ellipse.—Be careful

to keep your pencil sfraighf up and

down. Why?
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or{)iU from far off m <^pace, we should see tJiat they cross each
other. Id other words, part of the earth’s orbit is a little above
part of the moon’s orbit Aud the other part is a little below a
part of the moon’s orbit.

Echp^s are due to the fact that the orbil^ of the earth and the
moon are tipped tnlh respect to each other. This is also why the
moon nses and sets at different positions along the horizon
during the \ear.

Thinking Things Oveiu—

I

n this topic wc have been study-mg a out t le largest and one of the smallest bcxlics in our solar
^^stem Can you picture in your mind’s eye how large the sun

^

an jou picture it as a tremendous mass of hot swirling

fnH ^
“"''““‘“I !'»'' ranch eiiergi- the sun sends out?

the dT
'**

'f Vet tliis IHllo bit means

c«a"? earth. Can you

the
l^wly- Its diameter is less than

d istSianVr'' though small,

know that conrbt^*^^^
^“nuhar of all the heavenly bodies. We

the earth With
moon are mucli different tliau on
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Key Statements

1. The sun is the largest bodj' in our solar system.

2. The planets revolve around the sun in the same direction, all

in fixed courses, but at different distances from it.

3. The force of gravity is greater on a large, heavy body than on
a small, light one.

4. Directh- or indirectly, practically all of the energ}-^ used on earth

comes from the sun.

5. The sun, the nine known planets, and the many small bodies

revolving about the sun make up the solar system.

6. Sun spots are caused by terrific storms in the atmosphere of

the sun.

7. Radio, Northern Lights, and world weather conditions are re-

lated to sun spot activit3'.

8. iloonlight is sunlight reflected by the moon.

9. The moon belongs to and revolves about the earth.

10. The moon is a small, cold bodj’ without an atmosphere.

11. An eclipse of the moon occurs when the earth is directly

between the sun and the moon. The shadow of the earth passes over

the face of the moon.

12. The shadow of the earth on the moon is circular. This helps

to prove that the earth is round.

13. An eclipse of the sun occurs when the moon is directly between

the sun and the earth.

14. Eclipses can be predicted many j^ears in advance because

scientists know the paths taken by the sun, moon, and earth and how

fast they move.

In. The different phases of the moon are due to the different

amounts of the moon’s lighted portion we see.

16. The four phases of the moon are called new, first quarter, full,

and third quarter.

17. The new moon occurs when the moon and sun are in line ^ith

the observer,—the sun behind the moon.

The full moon occurs when the sun and moon are opposite each

other, that is, when the moon is in front and the sun is behind the

observer.

The first and third quarters occur when the sun and moon in their

revolutions take up positions at right angles to each other with refer-

ence to the earth.

18. An orbit is the path traveled by a planet or other celestial

(heavenly) body around a central object.
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orbits from far off m spate, we should see that they cross each
other. In other words, part of the cartli’s orbit is a little abo^e
part of the moon’s orbit And the other part is a little below a
part of the moon’s orbit.

EcUpses are due to the fact tliat the orbiU of the earth and the
moon are tipped vnth respect to each other. Tliis is also why the
moon rises and sets at different positions along the horizon
during the vear

Thinking Things Over —In this topic we have been study-
ing about the largest and one of the smallest bodies in our solar
system. Can you picture in your mind’s eye how large the sun
IS

^

an jou picture it as a tremendous mass of hot swirling

f j
how much energy the sun sends out?

And how little of it reaches the earth? Yet this little bit means

Can you

th
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Key Statements

1. The sun is the largest body in our solar system.
2. The planets revolve around the sun in the same direction, all

in fixed courses, but at different distances from it.

3. The force of gravity is greater on a large, heav}’- bodj' than on
a small, light one.

4. Direct!}' or indirectly, practically all of the energj' used on earth

comes from the sun.

o. The sun, the nine known planets, and the many smalt bodies

revolving about the sun make up the solar system.

6. Sun spots are caused b\' terrific storms in the atmosphere of

the sun.

7. Radio, Xorthern Lights, and world weather conditions are re-

lated to sun spot activity.

8. IMooniight is sunlight reflected by the moon.

9. The moon belongs to and revolves about the earth.

10. The moon is a small, cold body without an atmosphere.

11. An eclipse of the moon occurs when the earth is directly

between the sun and the moon. The shadow of the earth passes over

the face of the moon.

12. The shadow of the earth on the moon is circular. This helps

to prove that the earth is round.

13. An eclipse of the sun occurs when the moon is directly between

the sun and the earth.

14. Eclipses can be predicted many years in advance because

scientists know the paths taken by the sun, moon, and earth and how-

fast they move.
In. The different phases of the moon are due to the different

amounts of the moon’s lighted portion we see.

16. The four phases of the moon are called new’, first quarter, full,

and third quarter.

17. The new moon occurs when the moon and sun are in line with

the observer,—the sun behind the moon.

The full moon occurs when the sun and moon are opposite each

other, that is, w’hen the moon is in front and the sun is behind the

observer.

The first and third quarters occxu' w'hen the sun and moon in their

revolutions take up positions at right angles to each other wdth refer-

ence to the earth.

18. An orbit is the path traveled by a planet or other celestial

(heavenly)^ body around a central object.
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Thought Questions

1 You have learntfl tiiat the uciglit and size of the sun are

tremendous in companion with those of the earth. WJiat are some of

the results of the great size .and wci^t of the sun?

2 About hott heavy do you think this book would l>c if the earth

were as large a.s the sun’ How heavy do you think the book would be

if the earth were as 'mall as the moon?

3 Our sun is the great powerhouse upon v>hich all life on the

earth depenrLs rxplain how- the electric energy which is produced

at Niagara Falla and at other great waterfalls really comes from

the sun

4 You know that the moon is a cold and lifeless bod^* with

absolutely no light of its own Yet the hriglit moon is 000 of the jno&l

beautiful sights m the sky. How* is it that we can see the moon at

night’

5 Do you behevo that our earth reflects the light which comes to

it from the sun? Collect the facts carefully, for like any good scientist

you should be able to giio good evidence for your statements.

0 ^Vhy ts the force of gravity so much less on the moon than U is

on the earth’ What are some of the conditions on the moon which

result from the small force of gravity there?

7 The thick, protective atmosphereon our earth is very important

to us in a great many ways What do you think would happen d there

were no atmosphere on the earth’

8. There are no absolutely black or dark shadow s to be found on

the earth Can you explain why this is so? Again be able to support

your answer with good scientific reasoning
9. Most of U8 love to take imaginary joumej-s tluough the great

spaces of our solar system How long do j-ou think it would take a

rocket travelling at 3600 miles per hour to reach the moon?
10. You should now be able to explain very clearly what causes an

echpse of the moon Of coui^e, you can also explain just how it is

that an echpse of the sun occurs,

11. You have a good understanding now of the movements of the
moon, and earth through the heavens On the basis of this

ow ge, expliun why there is not an echpse of the moon and sun
every month.

12 It’s fasematmg to watch the nightly changes m the shape of the
moon as it w^m and wanes However, does the shape of the moon
really change? Explain your answer camfuUy.
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Projects for Your Science Discovery Book

1. jMake a list of the activities that would be impossible if the earth

were as large as the sun, and tell why.

2. List six ways in which you are dependent directly or indirectly

upon the energy from the sun.

3. Through a small telescope or powerful field glass observe the

moon when it is crescent-shaped and when it is full. Make drawings

of what you see.

4. Observe the phases of the moon over a month’s time and record

drawings and observations.

0 . Learn how to make a pinltole camera to demonstrate the shape

of images of bright objects.
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Thouoht Questions

1 You have learned tljat the wdglit and wzc of the sun are

tremendous m compariauu w ith tbocC of the earth. \\’hat are some of

the results of the great yze and weight of the sun?

2 About how heavy do you think this book w ould be if the earth

were as large .as the sun’ How heavy do you think the book would be

if the earth were as small as the moon?

3 Our sun is the great powerhouse upon which uU life on the

earth depends lA'plam how the clectnc cnergj' which is produced

at Niagara FalL and .at other grout waterfalls really comes from

the sun

4 You know that the moon la a cold and lifeless body with

absolutclv no hght of its owm Yet the bnght moon is one of the most

beautiful .sights m the sky How is it that we can see the moon at

night’

5 Do you bolic\e that our earth reflects the light which comes to

it from the sun? Collect ilie facts carefully, for like any good scientist

you should be able to give good evidence for your statements.

0. Why is the force of gravity so much Icas on the moon than it is

00 the earth’ ^\'hat arc some of the conditions on the moon which

result from the small force of gravnty there?
7 The thick, protective atmosphere on our earth is very important

to us m a great many w aj's. What do you tliink would happen if there

were no atmosphere on the earth’
8. There are no absolutely block or dark shadows to be found on

the earth Can you explain why this is w>? Again be able to support

your answer with good scicntiSc rcosoniog
9 hlost of us love to take imagmarj' journeys through the great

spaces of our solar sj'stem How long do you think it would take a
rocket travelling at 3GOO miles per hour to reach the moon?

10 You should now be able to explain very clearly what causes an
rehpse of the moon. Of course, you can also explain just how it is

that an eclipse of the sun occurs
11. You have a good underslandmg now of the movements of the
m^n, and earth through the heavens On the basis of this

on ge, explmn why there is not an eclipse of the moon and sun
eveiy month

12. It’s fascinating to watch the nightly changes in the shape of the
moon as it waxes and wanes However, does the shape of the moon
really change? Explain your answer carefully.
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Projects for Your Sciexce Discovery Book

1. Make a list of the activities that would be impossible if the earth

were as large as the sun, and tell why.

2. List she ways in which you are dependent directh' or indirectly

upon the energy from the sun.

3. Through a small telescope or powerful field glass observe the

moon when it is crescent-shaped and when it is full. Make drawings

of what you see.

4. Observe the phases of the moon over a month’s time and record

drawings and observations.

5. Learn how to make a pinhole camera to demonstrate the shape

of images of bright objects.
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TOPIC VII

The Planets

and Out Beyond

DO YOU Kmw—
1. How far the 200-iiich telescope can "see”?

2. How to tell a planet from a star?

3. That the Evening Star is not a star?

4. What causes the tides?

5. ’ttTiat a galaxy is?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

What Are the Family Traits

of the Planets?

The Sun’s Pamily.—Anyone who watches the constella-

tions, from night to night, has occasionally discovered a visitor

in this or that group. These visitors sliine with a clear, steady

light in contrast to the twinkle of the surrounding stars. They
seem to move across the constellations, sometimes from east to

west, sometimes from west to east. Their name, planet, comes
from an old Greek wmrd meaning 'Svanderer.”

The real stars of the heavens do not visibly change their

positions in relation to each other. That is why thev' are some-

times called fised stars. The planets, on the other hand, do
change their positions in relation to each other and in relation

to the stars. The paths (orbits) of the planets are as well

known to astronomers as are the orbits of the sun and moon.
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Thc'c scientists cnn tell you just when and where you can ob-
sene them. Some planets are tisibic m the summer niontlis,
others m other seasons

.some of the planets look much brighter than the atam.
That IS becau-re they are so much nearer and beeausc their sur-
faces are good relleelora of light. .VII of the planets are cold
mdies They can be seen only because they are illuminated by
light from the sun In this rc.spcct the planets are like the moon.

Ill the order of their dnslance from the sun, the nine known
planets m the sun's family .arc ilercunj, I'cnus, Earth, Man,
Jupiter, Solum, Vranua, Xeplunc, and Pluto. There arc also
about one thousand aery small bodies called plaoctoiJa (little
phnetsi rea-olanng around the sun. They arc of little impor-
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Ycrkci Obscrtatory ilt. WfJion Observatory

Solar Neighbors.—The planef Uranus (left) has five moons. The ring

is not like the rings of Saturn, but was caused in taking the picture.

Mars (right) shows dark areas which may be vegetation. The color

of these areas seems to change regularly with the changing seasons

on Mars.

Mars is farther from the sun than is the earth, it receives less

heat than the earth. Its surface temperature ranges from 90° F.

below zero to about 60° F. above zero. Plant life therefore, if

any exists there, must be unlike that of the earth. Since it has

less atmosphere than our earth and probablj" little oxygen or

water vapor in it, animal life, if there is any, would also differ

from that on earth.

Mars rotates on its axis once in a little more than 24J hours;

so the length of day is not very different from our day. Mars
has two moons while our earth has only one.

The King of Planets.—Jupiter is a planet a thousand

times larger than the earth. Although Jupiter is 88,392 miles

in diameter, it is so far awaj’’ that it looks like a small star.

The moon, on the other hand, looks large, even though it is

only 2160 miles in diameter. This is because it is so near

—

only 240,000 miles awa5L

Twelve moons have been discovered revolving around Jupi-

ter. The moon nearest to Jupiter takes only about eleven hours
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1“ arfU reflrctoa of hglrt. All of the

bodies. They tan be seen only because they arc

h^at from the sun In tta respect the planets

In the order of their distance from the sun, "'f “““ '

planets m the sun’s fanul} are Mercm:j, ’

Jupiltr, datum, t'ranns, Xepluae, and PMa- '

about one thousand very small bodies called P'o” “

planets! revoKuiig around tlic sun They arc of li t e po

Long .vnd Shout JouuNut s.- -In ancient times men thought

that the sun and all the other Imdics in the heavens

about the earth. But «e know this is not so.

earth and the other planets move around tlio sun. it takes iuoj

days for the earth to make its jotirncy around the sun. Mei'

curs', the smallest of the planets and the one nearest to the s^
completes Us revolution lo SS days. Neptune, neariy *

mUlion nules from the sun, requires 105 of our years tor o

revolution. In other words, Neptune’s year is 1C5 times longc

than a year on the earth. Pluto, the most recently discove

planet, requires almost 248 limes as long: to make one comple e

revolution about the sun as does the earth. These planets are

all revoUang around the sun in al)out tiie same plane as t le

earth.

"The Hed Planet.”—Mars is the planet about uliich'vo

bear most. It is about one and one-lialf times as far from th®

sun as the earth. It takes 0S7 daj's for Mars to revolv'e once

around the sun This racams that a year on Mars (reckoned m
our time) is nearly twice as long as a year on the earth.

In tome respects the earth and ^tlars are alike. It is probab e

that ilars has a thin layer of gases or atmosphere. It is knovm

as "The Red Planet” because of the color of hght which it seims

out. There seems to be plant life on Mars, but just what kind

is not definitely known by scientists. Both the earth and
are cold bodies, receiving heat and light from the sun. Since
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Ycrkei OhtenatGru Mt. WiUon Obierrator:;

Solar Neighbors.—The planet Uranus (left) has five moons. The ring

is not like the rings of Saturn, but was caused in taking the picture.

Mars (right) shows dark areas which may be vegetation. The color

of these areas seems to change regularly with the changing seasons

on Mars.

Mars is farther from the sun than is the earth, it receives less

heat than the earth. Its surface temperature ranges from 90° F.

below zero to about 60° F. above zero. Plant life therefore, if

any exists there, must be unlike that of the earth. Since it has

less atmosphere than our earth and probably httle oxygen or

water vapor in it, animal Ufe, if there is any, would also diSer

from that on earth.

Mars rotates on its axis once in a httle more than horns;

so the length of day is not very’- different from our day. Mars

has two moons while our earth has onlj^ one.

The King of Planets.—Jupiter is a planet a thousand

times larger than the earth. Although Jupiter is 88,392 miles

in diameter, it is so far away that it looks like a small star.

The moon, on the other hand, looks large, even though it is

only 2160 miles in diameter. This is because it is so near

only 240,000 miles awa}'.

Twelve moons have been discovered revolving around Jupi-

ter. The moon nearest to Jupiter takes only about eleven hours
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to make one revolution Four of these moons can be seen with a

small telescope. Galileo «h<icovered them first with his new

telescope in 1610. The twelfth moon was discovered in 1931.

field research—
secure a small telescope or gooj field gUss. Arrange to steady it on

a 'upport Then when Jupiter is lo a good position for obeen-ation,

tr}- to disfo\ er the four muons that Galileo saw.



clouds. It is nearer the sun than the earth, being onh’ about

67,000,000 miies from the sun We rarely see Venus overliead

in the mght sky, for it ne\'er gets ver5' far from the sun If

appears at tT\'iIight m the western sky, or just before darni in

the eastern sky You understand tbe.se statements better

if you turn back to the diagram on page ISO. Notice how

Venus will alwaj-s be close to the sun. When Venus is on the

same side of the .‘'un as the earth, and nearer to the earth, it

shines with great hrilhancy It is so bright that at times

it can be seen for awhile e\'en after sunrise, or before sun-

down.

Alike as Venus and the earth are, their atmospheres are ver}'

unlike. Water and oxygen, so nere-ssary to earthborn creatures,

are verj- rare on ^'enus. That fact seems to prove that there is

no life there. Life, os we know it, must have oxygen.
Morning and Evening "Stuis."—

P

arading ahead to her-

ald the ri«uig sun, Venus is a sight well worth our getting out

before sunup to see. At certain .«easons this beautiful planet

^ms to be leading the sun acros^ the sky. We cannot see it

in the evening sky, because it sinks below the horizon before the

does But it rises in the east iu«t before the sun in the morn-
ing. At these times, Venus is called (he Morning Star.

Then, as the planets change their positions, Venus may fol-

low the sun across the sky Then it can be seen in the n-est

after sunset. At this time it is called the E%'emng Star,

u Gnus appears to lo«e a little in the race eveiy day. Thus
It sets later and later after the suii until it becom^ a Aloming
Mar again.

It mil lielp to understand this if you again refer to the dia-

on page ISO. Venus is revolving about the sun inside the

S t we see it part of the time to the

wm t

^
From the e.arth itS path- Thus it rises

l
AlomingStar. However, a little later

Then It
1° » that is, east of the sun.

eun H •« H hence sets later than the
svm. It m iLen the Evening Star.

seen
another Evening Star wliicli may be

"" won after sunset. It is Mereurj', the
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planet closest to the sun. Mercury is so near to the sun that it

is only seen near the horizon soon after the sun sets or just

before the sun is up in the morning. In February' of 1940
hlercury led Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and hlars in a sk3^ parade
not seen before for mam- hundreds of j-ears. Because of its

nearness to the sun, the Greeks believed that iNIercurj^ was a

close friend of Apollo, the sun-god.

jNIercurj' is much smaller than the earth. It is onl3
'' about the

size of the moon. Because of its nearness to the sun and lack

of atmosphere, it would be an uncomfortabh* hot place in which
to live. It turns on its axis at about the same rate of speed that

it moves around the sun. This means that the same side is

alwa3's exposed to the smi’s heat. The side toward the sun ma3
^

be 660° F. This is hot enough to melt lead. The side awa3
' from

the sun ma3
' be almost 460° F. below zero.

Satton, the Rln'ged Plaxet.—One of the most beautiful

sights of the heavens through a telescope is Saturn with its

famous rings. Saturn is about ten times larger than our earth.

But it is about as hea\y as an equal volume of cork.

There are three rings aroimd Saturn that make it look so

different from the other planets. The middle ring is about

16,000 miles wide. The outside rings are about 10,000 miles

wide. These rings that look flat and thin are realh* made up

of vast numbers of small moons revohdng around the planet.

Besides the countless little moons of the rings, Saturn has nine

regular moons.

It takes Saturn about twent3’'-nine times as long as the earth

to make one revolution. Sometimes the planet is tipped so we
can see the rings on edge. Alost of the time, however, we can

see the surface of the rings.

VTiile a 3'ear on Saturn is about twent3'-nine times as long

as a 3’ear on earth, da3' and night are much shorter. This is

because Saturn turns on its axis once in about ten hours mstead

of our twenty-four hours.

Is there life on Saturn? Saturn is more than 880,000,000

miles from the sun. The earth, 3-ou know, is only about

93,000,000 miles from the sun. How cold do 3"ou think it would

be on a planet that is nearl3
’' ten times farther from the sun

than the earth?
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The Newest Plonel—The orrow points to Pluto. The picture on the

right wai taken six doys after the other The foct thot Pluto hod

changed its position m the meantime proved thot it was a planet, not

o stor, as osifoftomers previeutly believed.

Pluto.—The planet Pluto is the most recent addition to the

solar family It was discovered in March, 1930 Its existence

and position, however, had been predicted fifteen years earlier

by Professor Percival Lowell of the Flagstaff Obser\’ator5’,

Arizona

Pluto IS nearly forty times as far from the sun as is the earth.

It IS so far away from the earth that it takes from four to five

hours for its light to reach us It requires almost 24S of our

years for Pluto to make one revolution about the sun. In size

Pluto is thought to be about 3,550 nules in diameter.

About a hundred years ago the planet Uranus was thought
to be the most distant planet of the sun’s famil}'. However,
scientists knew the paths planets should take as determined
from their size, weight, distance from the sun, and other prop-
erties. They found that Uranus, for some reason or other, did
not move in the particular path they thought it should. Two
young scientists decided there must be another planet outside
of Uranus ^hich exerted gravitational forces upon Uranus.
This, they believed, was causing Uranus to move in a different
path than it would otherwise. Therefore, they assumed the
presence of such a planet and calculated where it would be.
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Later the planet Neptune was discovered almost exactly where
these j’-oung scientists had predicted.

However, even the existence of Neptune was not enough to

explain entirely why Uranus did not travel the path that it

should. This led Professor Lowell to assume another planet still

farther from the sun than Neptune. He calculated its position

and how it would move. His calculations resulted in the dis-

covery of Pluto.

The discovery of these two planets is an excellent example
of the way in which scientists work in making new discoveries.

Based on the motions of the planets alread}^ known, it depended
on the laws of gra^dtation. It is striking evidence of the ac-

curacy of the method of science.

Another Planet?—Have all the planets of the sun’s family

been discovered? Or is there still another one? In 1950 some
scientists predicted that there was still another planet, far out

be3’-ond Pluto. From a study of the orbits of the planets, they

believe that this undiscovered planet is 77 times as far from the

sun as is the earth. Are these scientists correct? No one

knows right now. But the tenth planet may be discovered just

as the Sth and 9th were.

MERRY-Go-RotJND.—Everyone knows that the sun and

moon rise and set with perfect regularity. "As certain as the

sun will rise” is an expression all of us have heard. As scien-

tists, though, we should realize that the rising and setting of

the sun and moon are apparent rather than real motions.

Have you ever had the experience on a train or automobile

of thinking that a nearbj'- car was moving when all the time

the movement was that of 3''our own car? In much the same

way we can understand the apparent movement of the sun, the

stars, the moon, and the planets from east to west in our sky.

The earth rotates (turns) on its axis west to east. Hence an

object in the sky that is stationary in the sky pattern is seen

first at the eastern horizon. As the earth continues to turn

toward the east, the horizon line, where the sky and earth

seem to meet, changes. The object appears to move upward

through the sky, until it reaches a position directly overhead.

As the earth turns still farther, the object appears to move

closer to the western horizon. Thus the sun and the moon
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FIELD RESEARCH

Over a period of several month? keep track of the place on the hori-
zon where the sun and the moon rise or set. Trj- to e.\-plain whv the}-

do not rise and set at the same places on the horizon all year.

Catching Up with the Moon.—You have learned that the
moon not onh- turns on its omi axis, but that it also revolves

about the earth from west to east. Therefore, the motion of

the moon is due to two causes: (1) apparent motion due to the

rotation of the earth, and (2) the moon's real revolution about
the earth. IMost of the moon’s motion is apparent, due to the

earth’s rotation. Tlie stars and the sun, however, do not re-

volve around the earth. Thus the moon's motion will be dif-

ferent from that of the sun and stars.

The stars rise about four minutes (exactly 3 minutes 56

seconds) earlier each night. The moon rises about fifty minutes

later each night. It takes twentj^-four hours plus that fift}'

minutes for an observer at a given place on the earth to catch

up with the moon and see it again at the eastern horizon. It is,

tlierefore, fiftj' minutes later the clock each night when the

moon rises.

FIELD RESEARCH

Note the times given on a calendar for the rising of the moon each

night and compare with your omi observations.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

What Is Beyond Our Solar System?

A Task for Yoxtb Ijiagination.—^How far will j'our imagi-

nation reach? Are you satisfied to think of our own solar S3*stem

vith its planets? Or would x'ou like to think on and on and out

still farther beyond them into space? WiU x-our imagination

carrj’- you out 1000 light 3"ears into space? A nulhon light 3'ears?

A hilUon light 3’’ears?
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Elbow Crease —These men ore polishing the 200>ineh pyrex glass

disk of the Mt. Polomor telescope After the disk hod been polished,

it wos coated with olgminocn tomake the mirror for the telescope.

The AsTROKOiTEBS’ Tools.—”How,” you ask, "can anyone

know what is a billion light years away from the earth?” And
that IS a good question. When we remember that one light

year is about six trillion miles, we are staggered with the

distance of a billion light years.

It IS only m the last few years that astronomers have been

able to explore these vast distances In 1924 a new 100-inch

telescope at Mt Wilson opened up ^•ast distances beyond the

earth. But rather than sohing the problems about the uni-

verse, this telescope merely showed that an even more powerful

one W’as needed! Now’, after more than twenty years of prepar-

ation, the new 200-inch Hale telescope on Palomar Mountain
is reaching out a billion light years into space. The lOO-mch
and 200-inch refer to the dze of the mirrors in these telescopes.

Light from distant stars is gathered by the mirrors and focused
onto a photographic plate. Thus astronomers do not see the
far distant objects. They take pictures of them.
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Mapping the Skies.—This is

the 48-inch Schmidt telescope

at Mt. Palomar. The astrono-

mer is taking a sky picture for

a photographic map of the

universe. The "sky map"
will take four years to com-

plete and will guide astrono-

mers for the next half century.

;; v •_

Kidc Wct13 PJiotcs

The 200-incli Hale telescope has a new team-mate also.

It is the 48-inch Schim'dt telescope. The Schmidt takes very
clear pictures of a wide area of the sk\'. It is being used to map
the entire sky, a job wliich should be completed by 1954. The
sk}’- maps are then studied. Any interesting objects are next

photographed with the 200-inch Hale telescope. The Hale
sees far; the Schmidt sees wide.

Our Galaxy.—^The stars that j'ou see are suns, man5
' of

them thousands of times larger than our sun. Scientists believe

that all these suns and manj' more, too, form a great group,

shaped like a huge lens, or perhaps like a wagon wheel. Tliis

group of stars, or island universe, is called a galaxy. A galaxj'

is a great sj^stem of suns lia^ing an orderly motion and develop-

ment. The diameter of our galaxy is about 200,000 light years.

Its thickness is about 20,000 light 3'ears. If 3mu recall that one

light 3'ear is almost six trillion miles, it will help 3'ou understand

how huge our galax3us. These dimensions are approximate onl3\

So far it has been impossible to measure them accuratel3'.

Our solar S3'’stem is onl3" part of our galaxy. The outer rim

of this galax3' is the Milky Way. It is the same Milky Way
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Greet Spirol in Andromedo.—Pbetogfophs like this hove helped

ostronomers make their wonderful discoveries about the universe.

Galaxies like this were once thought to be gaseous nebuloe. How
we know thot many of them ore reoNy goloxies mode up of greot

mosses of stars.

sre see as a band of faint stars across the sky. Our galaxj’

probably contains several hundred thousand million stars.

One of these stars is our sun It is important to us but in

the galaxy it is just another star The entire gala.\y U rotating

like a great wheel once in about 200,000,000 years. On tliis

basis, our sun with its family of planets is traveling about

200 miles per second m its journey through space.

Otrek Galaxies.—Our Milkj' Way galaxy is not the only

galaxy. Far out in space are other galaxies. These other

galaxies are so far away that e^*en the Hale telescope cannot
photograph their separate stars.

The new 200'inch telescope lias given us fine pictures of tlie
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Two Kinds of Nebulae.—The "spiral" nebula on the left looks like a
great whirlpool in space. On the right is a "ring” or "planetary”

nebula. Ring nebulae probably get their light from stars.

different kinds of galaxies in space. One kind is the spiral

galaxy, such as our Milkj' Way galaxy. Another kind is the

globular galaxy. Still another kind of galaxy is in the shape

of an ellipse.

The brightest of our neighboring galaxies is the great An-
dromeda galaxy. On a clear moonless night you can see tliis

galaxy with your naked eye. It is in the constellation Androm-
eda shown in the star maps, pages 136, 137. For a long time it

was thought to be a mass of gas among the stars. Now, how-
ever, photographs have proved that it is a galaxy. Tliis galaxy

is about 800,000 light years away. It is probably about 40,000

light j^ears from side to side. As a matter of fact, our own
Milky Way galaxy and the Andromeda galaxy are really quite

similar.

All told, thousands of galaxies have been discovered. Each
one is an island universe in itself. Each one contains millions

and. millions of stars.

Masses op Gas.—

W

e have learned that our galaxy and all
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A Spiral Nebola in Virgo.—Thi* photograph wqj fofeen with the 200-
inch telescope cl the Palomar Observatory. The picture shows the

nebula edge on. The word "nebulo” meons "mist” in Latin.

Other galaxies are made up of many, many stars. Galaxies
also ha^*e great masses of Rowing gas called nebulae (singular,
nebula) One such nebula can be found in the constellation
Orion. The nng nebula (picture, page 101) is also in our
galax>'. Astronomers bebeve that there are millions of nebulae.
Many are in our galaxy. Many are in other galaxies. Some
may be outside of anj’ galaxy However, nebulae are not sys-
tems of stars. They are masses of glomng gas.
How Was the Uni\-erse Formed’—No one knows how the

umverse was started, or ho« old it is. However, from what
astronomers have learned about the stars, they have developed
scientific guesses or Iheortes. Thus the past liistor^" of the stars is
reasoned out from the happenings of the present. As a science
pupil you are learning to distinguish fact from theories or
guesses. As scientists discover new facts, they often have to
c ange their theoiy. Tou, too, must be readj- to change 3’our
opinions as new facts arc learned As scientific instruments are
unpro\e and new ones invented, new facts are discovered.
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We have alreadj' mentioned two new telescopes now being

used. It is possible that they will discover new facts and cause

some theories to be changed. Earlier we read about the use of

radar in studjdng eclipses of the sun. IWio knows, perhaps

radar will somedaj' be a tool as important as the telescope in

astronomy.

An Orderlt De\'elopment.—We know that nature’s activ-

ities toda}' are carried on with systematic order. Manj’’ of

these actmties or happenings are knovn as natm-al laws.

So it is thought that there has always been an orderly develop-

ment throughout the ages. If this is true, it may very well be

possible to reason out the happenings of the past from our

knowledge of the happenings of today.

To tell the story of the development of the universe in a few

simple sentences is impossible. It is like trjdng to paint a great

The 200-inch Telescope.—This shows the inside of the Polomor Ob-

servatory and its great telescope. With such instruments astronomers

constantly learn more about the heavens. Scientific curiosity, however,

will never be satisfied, and this telescope searches the sky every clear

night for more knowledge.

Coaifty Mt. TViUon-Patoncr Obrnrctcrifs
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picture t\-ith one color or one line. All details and supporting

e^^Jence must be onutted. However, as you go on wth your

^tiidy of science you may find the e\idence and detail for your-

self Perhaps you mil discover the divine guidance in it all.

A Deveoopi.vg Universe.—According to one theorv', about

billion years ago all the universe was one large mass of

material—a sort of superatom. For some reason, this tremen-

dous superatom exploded. The explosion may have produced

railbonc of nebulae at great distances from each other. Or

perhaps The explosion produced globular galaxies made up

mostly oi ga.'^ and du®^t. The nebulae started out as fluffy balls

of gas, and gradually changed Into clusters of stars or galaxies.

Another theoiy bolds that the galaxies themselves are of

iffercnt ages. The explosion of the superatom may have pro-

duced globular galaxies made up mostly of gas and dust. As

;nev rotated, the dust formed into stars, and the galax}*

flattened out The continuing whirling caused streamers to be

thrown off, and hence spiral galaxies were formed.

How did it all begin? How did it develop? MTiere will

it all end’ No one knows. But certainly it is a task for our

imaginations .And as we think about the smallness of our

own earth in this tremendous system, can we help but marvel

at the order of it all?

GENTERAL PROBLENt 3

What Holds the Universe Together!

Univebsai. Gr-vvitatiox.—Each one of the billion or more
suns has a particular place in its own galaxj*. Each one
some relation to all the other suns in that family. Out beyond,
each galaxj- has its place in the universe. The rules which pro-
duce this law and order in the universe liave been known for

many, many years by sdentists. Early scientists knew that a
stone falls to the earth because there is a force of aitraction
between the earth and the stone. They knew that unless the
stone and earth are held apart by some equal or greater force
they will come together. You know this to be true from your
own experiences.
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Archimedes knew this fact, and Gahleo knew it. In fact

Galileo made a special study of falling bodies. He learned that

all bodies, large and small, fall at the same rate of speed for

each second of time. He found, too, that they fall faster and
faster each second. The farther they fall, the faster they fall.

Sir Isaac IS];e^^'ton went much farther in his studies of gravi-

tation. He proved to other scientists that the attraction which

the earth has for the stone is a xiniversal attraction. By that he

meant every body in the universe attracts every other body. This

is called Newton’s law of universal gravitation.

All of the galaxies have an attraction or pulling force for

each other. All of the suns have an attraction for each other.

Our sun has an attraction for our earth and all the other planets.

Our earth and all the other planets have an attraction for their

moons.

Holding the Earth in Place.—Ne\vton’s law helps ex-

plain how it is that the earth and the other planets maintain

their positions in space wliile the}’- travel about the sun.

The drawing below will help you to understand the forces

that hold the planets in their orbits. As long as the string

does not break, the apple -will continue in its circular motion

about your head as a center. Once it does break, the apple

will fly off in a straight line.

In the same manner mud flies from the wheel of a rapidly

Balancing Forces.—Have you ever tried this experiment? Tell how

the forces illustrated here work opposite each other to keep the earth

in its orbit.
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moving automobile or bicycle. The mud sticks to a slow-

moring wheel. So long as the •'sticking’' force is greater than

the "throuung” force, the mtid will stay on the wheel. But as

the wheel goes faster, the force which tends to throw the mud

from the w'heel increase'^ The mud will fly off. The fact that

the earth is revolving about the sun gives it a tendency to fiy

awa}' from the sun just as themud flies from the rotating wheel.

This force acting aim? from the center of a rotating body ie

knoicn as centnfugal force The earth, revolving around the sun,

is therefore acted upon by two balancing forces: gravilalton

and centrifugal force Gra\utation tends to pull the earth and

the sun together Centrifugal force tends to force the earth

farther aw’ay from the sun. Because these forces are balanced,

the earth maintains its position in its orbit.

.•Ul the other planets are also held in their places by a bal-

ancing of these two forces These .same forces are also acting

to mamtam the orderly balance throughout the universe.

The Tides and the Moon.—One interesting result of the

force of attraction and of centrifugal force is the ocean tides.

The moon attracts and actually pulls the water of the ocean

nearest it into a kind of heap or wave. See the diagram on

page 197 As the earth turns on its aids, this waN’e follows the

moon but lags behind about 200 miles each hour. Of course,

heapmg the water in one place must make it shallotrer in an-

other Thus ive have hiph Jide* and letr tides.

Another curious fact about tides is that high tides occur in

the ocean at the &ame time on the opposite side of the earth.

This is due to the fact that the water, being farther away, is

not attracted as much as the earth. The earth is actually

pulled away from the water. The liigh tide on the side far

from the moon is also partly caused by centrifugal force push-
ing the water away from the earth.

The sun, too, causes tides, but not as high as those caused
by the moon That is because the sun is much farther away.

Since the earth turns on its axis once e\'ery 24 hours, a hi^
tide occurs about every 12 hours. Bach high tide at any given
place is fono\ved by a low tide 6 hours later.

Thinking Things Over.—Can you now appreciate the gi-

gantic scale on which our wonderful solar system is built? Yet
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you must not forget that the distances in our solar sj^stem are
very small when we consider the distances to other suns m our
galax3^ For example, you have read that Alpha Centauri is

Tides.—(A) Bofh the sun and moon are causing tides on the eorth.

The moon, being nearer, produces the greater effect. (B) Although on

opposite sides of the earth, the moon and sun are still working together

to produce the tide shown. (C) The moon ond sun are pulling at right

angles "against" each other. Note that the tide caused by the moon
is greater than that caused by the sun. Explain why the forces of the

sun and moon are odded together in B. Why don't they, being on

opposite sides of the eorth, balance each other?
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Low Tide.—Af a fime lik« this oil o fishormon eon do Is repoir hit boot

end set ready fo^ the next soil This low tide is et Sl> Ives, biglond.

Where else in the world is there a tow fide ot the some time?

ov?r four light years away. The North Star is JOSo ligljt j’ears

away. The galasy in Andromeda is nearly one million light

years distant

Your study of the universe reveals to you a law and order

in nature almost beyond human understanding- As a student

of science, you value facts. These facts should help you de-

velop power to understand this gigantic universe of which our

earth is such a little part. How small we humans are when
compared to the universe! Yet we possess something that is

greater, more wonderful, and more di£5cult to understand than
all else in the universe. We have minds mth which to think,

and wills to direct our actions And we have souls to appreci-

ate the grandeur of it all With all this as a background, we
can appreciate more than ever how U\-ing things must adapt
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themselves to life in the solar S3'stem. And we can understand
whj’' our world is probabh* the onlj' planet to support life as
we know it.

Kir Words

centrifugal force Mars planet

elliptical Mercury radar

Evening Star Morning Star Saturn

gala-xj- nebula solar sj’stem

Galileo Neptune tide

graritation Newton universe

Hale telescope

Jupiter

orbit Venus

EIey State.ments

1. The nine known major planets are, in order of distances from
the sun, Mercury*, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

Neptune, and Pluto.

2. Planets change their positions with respect to the stars, but

nevertheless follow true courses.

3. The rising, the mo\Tng across the skj' from east to west, and

the setting of the hea^-enh’ bodies are apparent movements. The
apparent movement is due to the rotation of the earth from west to

east.

4. Celestial bodies are held in their paths by a balancing of forces.

0 . Great groups or families of stars are called gala.xies.

6. Our sim is one of a billion or more suns which make up the

hlilkv Way galaxj'.

7. Our galax}' rotates once in about 200,000,000 3'ears.

8. The Andromeda galaxj' is similar to ours. It is about 800,000

light j-ears awa^'.

9. Great masses of glo^nng gas in space are called nebulae. There

is a nebula in the constellation Orion.

10. The universe is thought to consist of millions of nebulae and

galaxies in various states of development.

11. Ideas as to how the universe developed are expressed as

theories.

12. The Law of Universal GraAitation states that everj* bodj’- in

the universe attracts evei^' other bodj' in the universe.

13. The main cause of ocean tides is the force of attraction be-

tween the earth and the moon.
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Thought Questions

'\ How can you teJl tvhether an object in the sky w a planet or a

star?

' 2 ^Tiat are some (hfferonceJ between a planet and a star?

^ 3. Does the sun rise, move across the heavens, and set? Explain.

\ tVbat do v-o mean by Evcnmg Star and iloming Star? ttliy

are t’enus or ilercurj' usually the Evening Star or Morning Star?

5 UTiy does not the moon rise four minutes earlier each night as

do the stars’

6 ‘Uli.'it is the difierence between » nebula and a galasj*?

7 .\rrjngp the following m order of siie, beginning with the

smsiie^'t galaxj’, ^olar system, moon, eun, earth, universe, light year.

8 Explain why galaxies and nebulae remain in their relative

positions

9 itTiv doesn’t the earth dnft away from the sun?

lO Is the high tide in any one locality always the same height?

Explain your answer

lU Explain why the moon is more important than the sun ia

Causing tides

12 Hon far have astronomers explored space?

Projects for Your Science Discovery Book

1 Make diagrams to illustrate the p(»iiions of the earth and the

moon duHDg bgh and Ion tides There is a time oI j’ear when high

tides are higher than at other times. How is it explained?

2 JIake a list of the names of men and women who hav’e con-

tributed largely to our theones of the development of the universe.

3 Write 3 story of Copernicus and how his theory differed from
that of earlier philosophers.

4 Construct a telescope and try to discowr the moons of Jupiter.

5. If j-ou ever listen to a broadcast telling about "space ships” or

other means of travel to other planets, try to separate the facts from
the fiction

6 Show how the work of Galileo and that of Newton were en-
deavors to find the truth.

7 Look up and rea'd Amencan Indian legends relating to the suA
and planets

8 Investigate, through library references, theories concerning life

on Mars
9 Collect pictures of galaxies and nebulae Kameeachone Tell

how far away each is, and its approrimate size.
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10. If you live near the ocean, keep a record of the times of the

high tides for a month.

H. List some ways in which tides are useful. List also ways in

which tides may be dangerous.

12. Trj’- your hand at taking star trail pictures. Most interesting

ones will be made bj^ pointing the camera to the north and keeping

the shutter open for three hours or more.
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TOPIC VIII

Daylight, Darkness,

and Seasons

DO YOU KNOW—
1. TMiy daj' and night are equal only tmce a year?

2. T\Tiat causes summer and winter?

3. ^^Tiy there is long twilight in the arctic?

4. tVhy there is no winter near the equator except

on high mountains?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

What Causes the Lengths

of Day and Night to Change?

Revolution and Rotation.—"Revolution” and "rota-

tion”^—do these words mean endless journej's to j^ou? Our
"air space ship” is the earth that hurries us along around the

sun at the rate of about sixty-six thousand miles ever}^ hour.

That speed is bejmnd our understanding. Moreover our "air

space ship” itself is turning round and round on its axis once

in twenty-four hours. This adds almost another 1000 miles an

hour to our speed. Thus there are two motions—ground and

round the axis of the earth called rotation, and round and round

the sun called revolution.

Our earth is not alone in its journey around the sun. There

are knovm to be at least eight other planets revoking about the

sun in the same direction as the earth. iMercury and Venus
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have orbits or paths wMde tliat of the earth. Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto travel in orbits out beyond

the earth.

The rcvolutiQU of all the planets about the sim is from teest

io east. Imagine your?olf looking down upon our great solar

system from the North Star. You would tee the sun at the

center. The planets would Ik* revolving nboul Ibc sun in

nearly circular paths in a direction oppo.«ite to that of the

hands of the clock.

As you watched the earth from the North Star, you would

see tiie cartli also turning counler-clochttisc, tliat is, from west

to eo'-t Mars, Saturn, awl Jupiter rotate in the same direction

as tlic earth Uranus rotates in the oppo'^ite direction. The

rotations of the other phncis are not yet positively known.

The Eautii’b Axis.—A wagon ^^hecl turns about the axle.

The axle (axis) of the earth h imaginarj’. However, tlic earth

turns just as thougli it h.ad a real axis You may think of tlic

earth as a spinning top. But it will be difTorent from a real top.

If a top is set spinning on a table, Us axis will ho straight up

and down, that is, perpendicular to the table. The top al«o

may spin in just one place on the table. The eartli on the

other hand spins watii its axis at a slant. As it spins, the earth

moves in a great, nearly circular path. The earth, therefore,

has tw'o motions—rotation and revolution.

A flat surface like your desk top is called a plane. The flat

surface marked off by the patli or orbit of the earth is the

plane of the earth’s orbit-

The imaginary axis of the earth is tipped at an angle of 23 S"

aivay from the perpendicular. It is tipped so that it forms a

straight line pointing to the North Star. To illustrate the slant

of the axis to the plane of the orbit, first hold a pencil straight

up and down on your desk top. Tliis po'iition is called per-
pendicular. Now' hold the pencil at an angle to the table. It

will then be inclined. Study the diagram on page 205.
The Effect of Rotation.—^As you ride round and round

on the earth you are in the light of the sun for a few hours.
Then you are away from the sun for the rest of the twenty-four
hours it takes for the earth to spm around once on its axis.
Everybody knows that darkness follows daylight,
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If you live in the northern part of the United States, 3'ou

know that it gets dark earlier in the fall and winter. If 3^011

live in the south 3’ou know this too, but the change is not so
noticeable as in the north. How all of us long for spring and
the return of the long hours of da3'light and the warmer sun!

Perpendicular fo Jhe Plane

of ifie Earth's Orbit

Tropic of Cancer

Antarctic Circle
—

^

•Earth's Axis Inclined 23i*
from the Perpendicular

,retie Circle

'Earth's Rotation

^-Edge of Plane of

^ Earth's Orbit

quator

Tropic of Capricorn

The Earth and Its Orbit.

—

If the earth’s axis were straight op and
down, if would take the position represented by the vertical dotted

line. What are the effects of the inclinotion of the earth’s axis? What
two motions of the earth are shown here?

We know that the cause of the change from da3'light to

darkness is the turning of the earth on its axis—^rotation. But

do 3'ou know wh3' some da3'S are long and some are short?

Let us tr3’^ to find the answer. It has to do with the slanting of

the earth’s axis.

Long and Short Days and Nights.—What would happen

if the axis of the earth were perpendicular to the plane of the

earth’s orbit? The length of da3’- and of night would be equal

all over the earth at all times of the 3'^ear. This is shown in

Drawing 3-4 on page 206 . But the earth’s axis is inclined

23 .5° from the perpendicular. This results in a shortening or

lengthening of da3f and night at different seasons, except at

the equator. Let’s see w^hy this is so.

We must remember that the earth’s axis is tipped. It is

tipped so that the north end is alwa3"s pointing toward the

North Star. Thus for six months, the north end of the axis

is inclined toward the sun. For the other six months the north
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Changing Length of Day.—Diogron* ) represent} >he eorth 5n Iti *um-

mer petition, 2, the winler poiihon, 3 end 4,
jpring end foil Dio-

grom 5 repretenfi v^het wei;Id happen if the eorth’i axis were tipped

ot'f7 degrees instead of 23^ degrees. In which diogrom (1,2, 3, or 4)

are days longest in the northern hemisphere^ What season Is this?

Which diagram shows shortest doys north of the equotor? What
season is Ihisl Where on the earth are doys and nights always of

equal length?

end of the ajds is tipped away from the sun. We must also

remember that half of the earth is always being lighted by the

sun This is daylight Wliile one half is having daylight, the

other lialf is in shadow or darkness. This is night.

WTien the north end of the axis is inclined loward Ifm sun,

the days m the northern hemisphere are longer than the nights.

This is shown in Drawing 1 above. You can tell this is so if

you will trace i. e part of the circle A-F that is in the light

and compare this with the part in darkness.

In Drawing 2, the sun is again shining on the earth. Half of

it is lighted The other half is in darkness or shadow. Now the
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north end of the axis is tipped awaj" from the sun. This dra^ving

represents the position of the earth when it is winter in the

northern iiemisphere. Imagine that the circle A~B-C-D-E~F
is the path jmu would take if 3'ou journe3'ed around with the

earth on a 24-liour trip. If 3’-ou start at A and journe3" with

the earth to B and C, 3'ou null be traveling in darkness. T^Tien

the earth brings 3'ou to the point D, you will come into the sun-

light and it will be da3^ \Miile 3'ou are being carried on to E
and F and back to A, you will be riding in da3'light. Now
measure 3'our route and see how much more of it Avas in dark-

ness than da3'light.

On the same draAA-ing trace a ride represented b3’^ a circle in

the southern hemisphere. Will the da3dight part of the ride be

longer than the night? On the equator 3-00 would spend just

12 hours in da3dight and 12 hours in night.

TlTien the axis points neither toward nor awa3^ from the

sun, the da3's and nights are of equal length all over the earth.

Tliis is shomi in Diagram 3-4. Riding on the circle again, 3’’ou

would be in da3’light from A, through B and C, to D. You
would be in darkness tlu'ough E and F back to A. If 3’^ou meas-

ure this route, 3’ou will find that the two parts of the trip are of

equal length.

Our earth is in this position twice each 3'ear, once in the

spring and again in the fall. These are the times of equal da3’-

and night all OA'-er the earth. The3’^ are called the equinoxes.

Of course,' at the equator the da3'S and nights are alwa3"S of

equal length.

The difference in the lengths of da3^ and night increases as one

travels from the equator toward either pole. For this reason

when it is AAunter in the northern hemisphere (Diagram 2) the

north 'pole of the earth has night for six months. The south pole

has day for those same six months. When it is summer in the

northern hemisphere (Diagram 1 ) the north pole has a six

month’s da3^ The six month’s night at the north or south pole

is not six months of absolute darkness. The tvdlight and the

moon give some light to the polar regions except for about

three weeks.

Wherever 370U live, north or south of the equator, once a

year 3^00 have the "longest da3’^’’ and "shortest night.” About
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experiment 17

What causes unequal lengths of day and nighit

What form of enorgy is mads uss of in this experiment? What
is Its source? In this expsnmeni again, the sizes of objects do not

give an accurate representation of the real things Even so. the

flashlight and globe will help you illustrate the causes of unequal

lengths of day and night through the seasons

In the diagram the rays of light are shown spreading This is be-

cause of the limitation of drawing Aetu^ly the rays from the sun
striking the earth are practically paratlei
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HAT TO Use.

—

sLv- or eight-inch slate globe on an axis; a flash-

light; and a darkened room.

What to Do.

—

1. Draw a circle on the globe to represent the equa-
tor. Draw parallel circles north and south of the equator to represent

the Arctic and .Antarctic circles and the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.

2. Hold the globe in front of the class nith the axis in a vertical

position. Holding the flashlight in the center of the room, turn the light

toward the globe. Rotate the globe slowly. Obseive how much of each

circle is in the light and how much in darkness during one complete turn.

Do all places on the earth under this condition have equal daj’ and night?

3. Hold the globe at the side of the room to the right of the class

with the axis inclined about 23.5° from the perpendicular and awaj'

from the class. Turn the beam of light on the globe. Rotate the globe

as before. Obsen-e the amount of each circle that is in daylight and in

darkness during a complete turn. Notice if the equator circle is equally

divided bj" h’ght and darkness.

Wh.^t BLappen’s.— 1. How many degrees from the equator should

each of these circles be drawn to trulj' represent those on a map?
2. What proportion of each circle was lighted? (Half, more than

half, or less than half.) Were one or more of the circles equally di^•ided

b3' light and darkness? Which ones?

3. What part of each circle was lighted? (Half, more than half, or

less than half.) Wasanj' circle equally divided bj' light and darkness?

Which one?

CoxCLUStoK.—What are the causes of unequal day and night?

AppLic.vnoN*.—Would the differences between daj' and night be

greater or less if the a.xis were inclined more than 23.5° from the per-

pendicular?

six months later you have the shortest day and longest night.

How many hours long these will be depends upon how far north

or south of the equator 3'ou live.

In the northern hemisphere, the longest daj'- is about June 21.

This is the day when the earth’s axis is slanted most toward

the sun. The shortest day is about December 21, when the

axis is slanted most awa}' from the sun.

Twilight is caused by the scattering (diffusing) of the sun’s

ra5fs by dust and moisture in the air. After the sun sets, some

diffused light finds its way out over the part of the earth turning
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Midnight Son.—Th«i« picture*, taken o few minute* apart, ihow the

movement* of the lun during the bng doy ot the north pole. Note

that the jun remain* olmo»l level with the horizon. It woi brood day-

light when the picture* were token The dorknet* wo* couted by o

lent filter that ho* to be toed « toking picture* of the »on.

from the suti. At the equator ttxihpht is very short, while at the

poles it is nearly six montlis long (Do you tlnnk there can be a

twilight on the moont \Miy’)

Perhaps you can understand why the lengths of day and

night vary by studjing the drawings on page 206. Iloncver,

Experiment 17 mil help y ou to prove the cause of unequal day

and night.

GENERAt PROBLEM Z

What Causes the Changing Seasons?

Many Factors.— is it warmer in summer than in

winter’ Why do the seasons follow each other in regular order?

These are not simple questions to ansiver The change of the

seasons is due to many causes, all related and all working
together. The revolution of the earth about the sun is one cause
The inclination of the earth's axis is another. The rotation of

the earth plays a part. And the transfer of heat from one body
to another must also be considered. To understand the change
of seasons we must understand all these factors.
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H. Anrutronp Rdhcris

From June to January.—Most men and animals cannot follow the sun.

They must adapt themselves to changing seasons. What are some of

the ways in which men and animals adapt themselves to yearly

changes in weather?

Heating Rays from the Sun.—Wien energy’ leaves a hot

body, it goes out in all directions in straight lines like light ra5’-s.

The energ3" is said to be radiated (page 157). You know that if

3’'ou are facing a fireplace, the energy’ radiating from it strikes

you in front but does not warm jnur back. If j'-ou would warm
your back, you must turn it towards the fire. In the same wa}’',

only that part of the earth wliich faces the sun is able to absorb

its raj’-s of energj', and be u-armed bj" them. When some energj^

raj's are absorbed b3" a substance, heat is formed. So we ma3’'

speak of the energ3" ra3^s which are thus absorbed as heating

ra3^s. Remember that onl3^ energ3'- ra3^s which are absorbed b3^

the earth can heat it.

Heating ra5'^s actualW go out in all directions from the sim.

But we are interested onl3" in the parallel heating ra3's which

strike the earth. The sun is so far awa3’' that all the ra3's that

reach us are practicalh" parallel, that is, going in the same

direction.
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- 'i^' r-‘

£r<MO«tI«ra
WidnighJ Sun.—These piclures, taken o few minofes oport, show the
wovementi of the sun duriftp the long day ot the north pole. Note
that the jun remain* olmo*i level with the horijon. If wo* broad day-
light when the pleturei were token The detrkne** wo* caused by a

lens filter that ho* to be used « tofcJng pfctwrei of the iim,

from the sun. At the equator twilight Is vcrv short, while at tho
poles It IS jiearly six months long (Do you tlunk there can l>c a
twibght on the moon’ Why’)

Perhaps you can understand why the lengths ot day and
mght vary by studying the drawings on page 200. Howeyer,

a
unequal day

general problem I

What Causes the Changing Seasons?

These “ «l5<ilar order?

2”, T, eT”
' The chlge of the

together TherevoSoaSrl^ta'l T''

to another must alo bet^'d^d ”107

™

of seasons we must „m,e«aud alfJse faS?"'’
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H, ArmtUono

From June to January.—Most men and animals cannot follow the sun.

They must adapt themselves to changing seasons. What are some of

the ways in which men and animals adapt themselves to yearly

changes in weather?

Heating Rays prom the Sun.— energ}" leaves a hot

body, it goes out in all directions in straight lines like light rays.

The energy is said to be radiated (page 157). You know that if

3"ou are facing a fireplace, the energy' radiating from it strikes

3mu in front but does not warm 3’our back. If you would warm
your back, 3’'ou must turn it towards the fire. In the same wa3’-,

only that part of the earth which faces the sun is able to absorb

its ra3^s of energ3% and be warmed by them. When some energ3>-

ra3's are absorbed by a substance, heat is formed. So we may
speak of the energ3' rays which are thus absorbed as heating

ra3^s. Remember that only energ3' ra3^s which are absorbed by

the earth can heat it.

Heating ra3^s actually go out in all directions from the sun.

But we are interested only in the parallel heating rays which

strike the earth. The sun is so far away that all the rays that

reach us are practically parallel, that is, going in the same

direction.
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If you hold yo!ir lioud brondsidc to a liot body, more Ijeatiug

r.iys will strike it tlinn if you hold it edgewise. You will feel

more heat. To picture this condition we can use lines as .shown

in the diagram.^ below. When Idock ,-l i.^ upright, eleven of

the parallel heating ra\v .‘Strike it. When the block is tipped

as in /i, only .«L\ ray.-^ strike it in spite of the fact that the block
i.s the .‘'.ame length. Only it.s po.'-itioit has been changed. In
other word*-', the greatest number of heating ray.s will strike an
object wlicn it is held broad.side or perpendicular to tlie rays.

V/hy Direct Rays Are Hotter than Slanting Roys.—How mony heating

rays strike the block A? block B? After studying these diograms con

you explain why slanting rays ore not so worm as direct rays?

In part C of the diagram, equal lengths of the earth’s surface

are marked o!T. Notice that the middle length of the surface

receives eight rays. The lengths above and below receive only

three rays each. Of cour.se these numbers do not refer to actual

heating rays. They just show differences in the number of ra,vs

striking difTcrent parts of the c.artb. The diagram tells us that

the part of the earth most nearly perpendicular to the rays re-

ceives more rays than am' other part. In other words, direct

rays furnish more heat than slanting rays.
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(KEY) EXPERfMENT 1$

n'hai causes the changes of seasonst

Why do you think thi» e*ponm«nl i$ callod a "Kay" Experiment?

Is it because it is important for each of vs to understand what causes

the changes in season?
,

In this experiment we shall use light energy to make things visible,

but It is realty heat energy that has to do with changes in seasons.

Keep this fact in mind Also, you will remember that sizes and dis*

tances are not as they really are in the solar system Therefore, we
shall be able to Illustrate onty the principles Involved One principle

to keep in mind is that energy rays heat a surface more if they strike

It at right angles than if at a slant Another fact to keep in mind is

that the axis of the earth always points in the same direction

—

toward the North Star.

TTe uaderstaod that tbe change of eea-iiorzs is due to changes in the

amount of heat the earth receiTes from the sun Our problem is to

demonstrate why the amount of heat changes from time to time

What to Use —A small mounted ^obe and a frame of three par-

allel wires to represent heatup rays, an object to represent the sun

HAT TO Do—1 Set the ^obe eo that the axis is perpendicular
to the XiTiea reptesenting heatms rays, and so thst raj-s (wires) reach
each pole, but with the axis inelmed 23 S* away from the vertical to-

ward the north as In D Slowly turn ttie globe one complete turn
2 Set the globe so that the am is inclined 33 5° away from the
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vertical and so that the north end of the axis leans away from the top
heating ray as in A. Rotate the globe as before.

3. Keeping the a.xis pointed in this same general direction, move
the globe coimter-clockmse in a circular (reall3' elliptical) path to

position B. The axis will be perpendicular to center raj’ and the other

raj’s vrill reach both poles as in D. Rotate the earth.

4. Again move the globe counter-clocknise to position C, keeping

the axis inclined 23.5° but leaning toward the top heating raj’, and
pointing in the same direction as before. Rotate the globe.

5. Continue the swing counter-clockwise to the original position D,

where again the axis is perpendicular to the raj’s and raj's reach each

pole. Rotate the globe.

6. Repeat parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, but with the axis not inclined.

jVote.—^Repeat each of the above again and again until you know
e.xactlj’ what happens in each case.

What Happens.— 1. Where are the heating raj’s perpendicular to

the earth’s surface, as it rotates? \Miere are thej' slanting? How does

the rotation of the globe affect the direction of the raj’s at anj- place on

the earth?

2. Where now do the raj's act perpendicularly to the surface? Inhere

do they strike the earth on a slant? T\Tiat part of the earth receives the

most slanting rays? Does any part of the earth fail to receive anj^ raj's

at all hi this position? What part? How does the rotation of the globe

affect the direction of the raj's on any part of the surface? Compare

with position D.

3. Compare with the result in B.

4. Compare j’our obsen'ations with those in A. WTiere now do the

rays act perpendicularlj’ to the surface? T\Tiere do thej’ strike the earth

on a slant? What part of the earth receives the most slanting rays?

What part of the earth receives no heat? How does the rotation of the

globe affect the direction of the rays on any part of the surface?

5. Compare conditions now with what happened in 1.

6. If the axis were alwaj's perpendicular to the raj’s, would the

amount of heat received bj’ anj’ part of the earth ever change?

CoN’ciiUSiorr.—How does the inclination of the earth’s axis affect

the amount of heat received bj’ the northern and southern hemispheres?

How does the inclination affect the heat received at the equator?

How does the rotation of the earth affect the amount of heat receWed

at any one location in its orbit?

How does the revolution of the earth affect the amount of heat re-

ceived bj’ the northern and southern hemispheres? At the equator?

In different positions in the orbit?

WTiat season is in the northern hemisphere represented bj’ A?
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WTiat season is rep^e^cntofl by B1

TStat season b by Ci

UTiat season 13 represented bj’ UJ

Appuamos —UTiy does the temperature fall at a p\-en place on

a clear daj as the sun sets lower and lower?

You know that the earth rccrives energj- from the sun. You

also know that changes in the amount of energj* received by

any part of the earth result in a change of temperature for tliat

part And you know that the change in temperatures from

season to season is gradual and slow. About six months is

required for the change from summer to uanfer, and from

mater to summer.

The different seasons, then, are caused by gradual clianges in

temperature of any one part of the earth. Another important

fact about the seasons is that they follow one another in regular

order The change of the seasons, therefore, must be due to

rtgular changes in the amounl of heat the earth receives from the

son. Our problem, then, is to delennine wliat causes these

changes in the amount of heat received by the earth under

different conditions Ue should discover also why the seasons

always come in the same order.

E^eriment 18 will help you to understand what causes the

changes in temperatures.

WixTER n? THE Northern IIcuisrHERE.—IVhen the north

end of the earth’s axis is inclined 23 S'* away from the sun, only

slanting rays or no rays reach the northern hemisphere. This is

also the time of short days and long nights in the northern

hemisphere. Thus slanting rays, acting for only a few hours
of daylight each 24 hours, cause winter in the northern hemi-
sphere.

SoiniER IN THE Northern Hemisphere.—Six months
later, the north end of the earth’s axis is inclined 23.5” toward
the sun. Now more direct rays reach the northern hemisphere.
Days are longer than nighta. ilore direct rays reaching the
earth during long periods of daylight bring summer to the
northern hemisphere.
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C9VTtef7 iJc^re 3iStCorvttci Lintt

Copacabana Beach, Rio de Janeiro.~-Rio de Janeiro, as you prob-
ably know, is located south of the equator. How does Ihe revolution

of the earth affect the climate in Rio de Janeiro?

Opposite Season* in* the Southern* Hemisphere.—When
the northern hemispiiere is slanted awa}* from the sun, the

southern hemisphere is slanted toward the sun. Thus when
it is winter for the United States, it is summer for lands in the

southern hemisphere. Wlien the north end of the earth’s

axis slants toward the sun, it is summer in the northern hemi-

sphere and winter in the southern. Between the two extreme

positions, the earth moves to positions resulting in spring and
fall. The seasons follow one another gradually and with im-

failing regularity.

Effect of the E.arth’s Dist.an-ce from the Sun*.—When
asked the cause of summer, some people who have not studied

science say it is because the earth is nearer the sun. As a matter

of fact that is not true. When it is summer in the northern

hemisphere, the earth is actualh* about 3,000,000 miles farther

from the sun than it is in winter. You now understand that
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T^Tiat season is repre?entetl by fl?

^Tiat sea«on is repre^ntcd by Cl

^Tiat seoion is represented by Dt

Application —\Vhy does the temperature fail at a gi%-en place on

a clear day as tlic sun sets loner and loner?

You know that the earth receives energy' from the sun. You
also know tiiat changes in the amount of energj* received by
any part of the eartli result in a change of temperature for that

part And you know that the change in temperatures from

season to season is gradual and slow. About six months is

reqmred for the change from summer to innter, and from

tvinter to summer.

The different seasons, then, are caused by gradual changes in

temperature of any one part of the earth. Another important

fact about the seasons is that they follow one another in regular

order. The change of the seasons, therefore, must be due to

regular changes in the amount of heal the earth receives from the

sun. Our problem, then, is to determine what causes these

changes m the amount of heat received by the earth under
different conditions. We should discover also why the seasons
always come m the same order.

Experiment 18 will help you to understand what causes the
changes in temperatures.

Winter in the Nobther.n HEMispHERE,—\\Tien the north
end of the earth’s axis is inchned 23.5° away from the sun, only
slanting rays or no raj's reach the northern hemisphere This is

also the time of short days and long nights in the northern
hemisphere. Thus slanting raj's, acting for only a few hours
of daylight each 24 hours, cause winter in the northern hemi-
sphere.

SUMSIER IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.—Sbc months
ater, the north end of the earth’s axis is inchned 23.5° toward

sun. Now more direct raj's reach the northern hemisphere.
Days aje longer than nights. Afore direct rays reaching the
earth dunng long periods of daylight bring summer to the
northern hemi«!phere.
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Copocabana Beach, Rio de Janeiro.—Rio de Janeiro, as you prob-
ably know, is locafed south of the equator. How does the revolution

of the eorth affect the climate in Rio de Joneiro?

.
Opposite Se.-vsox ns' the Southern’ Hemisphere.—^Whea

the northern hemisphere is slanted awas- from the sun, the
southern hemisphere is slanted ioicard the sun. Thus when
it is winter for the United States, it is summer for lands in the
southern hemisphere. When the north end of the earth’s
axis slants toward the sun, it is summer in the northern hemi-
sphere and "n-inter in the southern. Between the two extreme
positions, the earth moves to positions resulting in spring and
fall. The seasons follow one another gradually and with un-
faihng regularity.

Effect of the Earth’s Distan'ce phoji the Stjx.—^When
asked the cause of summer, some people who have not studied
science sa}^ it is because the earth is nearer the sun. As a matter
of fact that is not true. TMien it is summer in the northern

hemisphere, the earth is actually about 3,000,000 miles farther

from the sun than it is in winter. You now understand that
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the cause of seasons really depends upon how slanting the heat

raj’s are and how long the days arc. Compare the heating

effect of Sun 1 and Sun 2 in the diagram below.

When the rays are slanting and the days are short, the

earth is not lieated as much as when the rays are more direct

and the days are longer. Tliese conditions result because of the

inclination of the axis, the revolution about the sun, and the

rotation of the earth.

Hw th« PositHsn Aff®cf»tNe Amowjof Heef the Eorth Receives.—
When the ^ It nearly overhead (Swn IJ, In roy» heot the land from
A to B. When the tun it neorer the horiion. the jome omount of heat
IS spread over o m«h larger or*a—from A to C Which seoson does
Sun 1 represent? What tune of day does Sun 1 represent? Sun 2?

The Eqxtejoxes ^We know that the axis of the earth
alwaj’s points in the same direction. It follows that ns the earth
travels around the sun it reaches a position where tlie north end
Of the slants away from the sun. This position accounts for
the COM of the winter sea.son in the northern hemisphere.

f
216). When in tlie opposite position with

h 'TK-
* ^‘orthem hemisphere receives it.s greatest

heat. This produces the summer season. (C in diagram, page

it '“f'’
fifst to the latter position,

neither anay from nor toward the sun, (B in diagram, page
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Sun Valley, Idaho.—The climafe at Sun Valley mokes if one of our

nafion's most popular vacation spots. Strong winter sunshine end
snow attract skaters and skiers from all over the United States.

Note the skis in this picture leaning against the swimming pool.

216.) In this midwa}' position, both ends of the axis are the

same distance from the sun. Both ends of the axis receive the

same amount of heat. It is our spring season. On the first da}"

of spring we should expect equal day and night all over the

earth. Actually the earth’s atmosphere bends the sun’s rays,

so that day and night are not exactly equal at this time. The
date (about March 21) when the earth is in this position is

called the spring {or vernal) equinox. It is the "first day of

spring.”

We know that the earth s'nings from its summer position

(northern hemisphere) back to the winter position. Half way
along, it reaches a place where again the axis is tipped neither

toward nor away from the sun. {D in diagram, page 216.)
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The time when this occurs (about September 21) is called the

mitumml equinox This is the "first day of autumn." Because

of the bending of the r.ays of light, day is actually about twenty

mmutes longer th-an night. Otherwise day and night would be

of equal lengtli

FIELD RESEARCH

Make a stu'iy of the adaptations IniDf! thing' make to the clianging

seasons Desenbe the changes in some plant—a garden flower, nild

fioucr tree or «hrub

^elcct .an ADitual fora tumlar Study. A I'caacr, lic.ar, squirrel, rabbit,

or Jeer would be a good one to study. Haw *c\eral of these reported

in clasa

Li^t several waj*8 m which you adapt jour way of living to the

changing *easona

THfNTcrNG Thjn'gs OixR.—D.iy and night, summer and

winter—these are the things we have been studying in this

topic Perhap>5 the most remarkable thing about these changes

is their regularity.

Can you explain now why night follows day with such regti-

lar order? Can you tell why days arc longer than nights at

certain times of the ye.*ir? Can you explain why the noonday
sun is higher in the sky dimng the summer month.' than in

winter?

^Ye have learned that our summer season is the time when
our part of the earth receives its greatest amount of heat. We
tried an experiment to show that the inclination of the earth’s

axis is important in bringing about a change of season. And,
of course, we saw that the rotation and revolution of the e.arth

are factors causing the regularly elianging seasons and day
and night

We know now that all these things work together. Length
of day and night, and the chai^ of seasons are related to each
other.

Can you explain the relationship between the length of day
and night and the seasons? Such an explanation will be a
good review of this topic.
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ICey Statements

1. The earth revolves about the sun from west to east.

2. The earth rotates on its axis from west to east.

3. The orbit of the earth about the sun is elliptical.

4. The axis of the earth is inclined 23.5° awa.v from the vertical.

It always points in the same direction (toivard the Xorth Star),

5. Day and night are caused by the rotation of the earth. Their
lengths varj' on account of the inclination of the earth's axis and its

revolution about the sun.

6. The change of seasons is a result of varying amounts of heat

received by the earth’s surface.

7. ^’ariations in the amount of heat received by the earth's sur-

face from the sun are caused by the revolution about the sun of the

earth with its axis inclined at 23.5°,

8. Ra\*s of energ>‘ from the sun are parallel. They heat more
strongly Avhen they act directly (perpendicularly) than when they

act at an angle.

9. The motions of the earth are regular, hence the heat received

by the earth varies in an orderly manner. This in turn results in an

orderly sequence of the seasons.

10. Winter occurs in the northern hemisphere when the earth is

in such a position that the north end of the a.xis is inclined away from

the sun. At tbis time it is summer in the southern hemisphere,

^en the north end of the axis is inclined toward the sun, the seasons

are reversed.

11. Spring and fall occur when the earth is in such a position that

both the north and south poles are at the same distance from the

sun and receive the same amount of heat,

12. About March 21 and September 21 the dax-s and nights are of

equal length. These dates are called the vernal and the autumnal

equinox.

13. Plants and animals, including man, adapt their habits to the

changing seasons.
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Thought Questions

1 The earth is farthe^-t from the sun >\hen it is summer in the

northern hemisphere V,%. then, is it summer?

2 Why must the inclmatioo of the earth’s axis be considered when

explaining the cause of unequal dal's and nights?

3 IIo« would the apparent motion of the sun, moon, and stara

be affected if the earth turned from cast to west on its axis?

4 itTiat would be the effect on the variations in the length of day

and of night if the axis of the earth inclined 47* away from the

Vertical’ flow would the seasons be affected?

5 iiTiat evidence can you give from personal observations that

plants and animals anticipate the change of seasons?

C The axis of Venus is nearly verticfll. \'’hat effect would this

have on the seasons of Venus as compared with the seasons on the

earth’

7 VTuch part of the earth’s surface alwa^'s receives the most

direct ra>'s?

Projects for Vour Science Discovery Book

1 Draw a diagram to represent the sun and earth and use arrows

to show the direction of the two motions of the earth.

2 Make a study of the migration of birds, finding out how far and

how fast they fly, where they go, and why. Do any birds In’C the

year round in the same emoronment, adapting their habits to the

changing seasons?

3 Make a study of the shelters used by man in the tropics, in the

temperate zone, and above the Arctic circle. Compare them oa to

building materials, coustniction, and narmtb.
4 Make a study of the diet of man 5n each of the three rones

mentioned aboi'e

5 Ixicate and record the points on the horizon of your locality

where the gun rises and sets on the longest day of the year. Repeat
on the shortest day, and on the two days ha%'ing day and night of

equal length. Represent the honzon by a circle and mark the loca-

tions and date them Stationary objects (to be labeled), such as

trees, comers of building, fence posts, teJegrapb poles, and chimneys,
may be used to mark the location on the horizon where the sun rises

tod sets Two such objects should be discovered that are in a straight
line wdth the positions of rising and setting

6

Darken the room, and with your flashlight and an old tennis
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ball, mth a knitting needle stuck through it to represent the earth

on its axis, demonstrate how rotation causes da}' and night.

7. Do you regulate and conduct the affairs of your life as depend-

ably as nature does hers? Dc.scribe some things in nature that are

good e.\amples for you to follow,

S. Using graph paper, plot the time of the rising and setting of the

sun for a month. Start tvith the longest or shortest day of the year

or one of the two days when day and night are equal. You may m'sh

to make the record for a whole year. An almanac u'ill gi\-e you the

time of rising and setting of the sun.

9. Using graph paper, plot the time of the rising and setting of the

moon for a month.
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Pie Right Time.—Piis a Wie original Greenwich Observotory. The

clock on the right t$ numbered from T to 24. Recently tfie staff oftd

eqwpment were moved to the country, where clearer air mokes better

observations possible. But the location is still on the prime meridian.



TOPIC IX

Earth Measurements

DO YOU KNOW—
1. How manj’ degrees there are in a cimle?

2. The names of two imaginarj- circles north of the

equator?

3. How a slup at sea reports its position?

4. How time is related to place?

5. the sun rises in Xcw York before it does in

Chicago?

6. Wtj' time zones were established?

general problem 1

How Are Places Located on the Earth?

Describing Position.—Hoiv do tve tell where a place is on
the earth? Usualh' we describe the position of the place in

relation to some other place. For example, 3’our home maj" be
so many miles from town, on a certain road. Or it maj- be six

houses from a certain corner. Your school ma}^ be at the corner

of two streets. Even a town or a citj* is described as being so

many miles from another cit\', and in a certain direction.

But how can we describe a location far out in the ocean

where there are no landmarks? How can a position be de-

scribed high in the skj-, liidden by clouds from the earth?

There is a way of describing the exact location of any place

on the earth. To do this, the earth has been marked off with

great imaginary circles. Some of these circles run around the

earth intersecting at the north and south poles. At right angles

to these is another group of circles. One of these circles is the
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TVe "A.v«nueV' end '‘SSf«*tV of

fhs Western Hemisphere —Vrt^at

ore the red names of these iniagi*

nory lines^

Model—Make a mode^ o* d«-
scnbed in ihe Reid Reseordi, to
help you vnderstond "meridian”

and "equator."
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equator. North and south of

the equator, and parallel to it,

are other imaginary smaller

dreles.

ilsniDUNS AXD pAR\lr-

LE13,—The great imaginarj'

circles which intersect at the

pole> run north and south.

Thej' may be thought of as

theavenuesof the earth. These

are the meridians.

The equator rircle runs east

and wc^t around the middle of

the earth at right angles to the

meridians. It may be thought

of as the “Main Street”—

East and West. Smaller circles

parallel to the equator are

called parallels. They may be

thought of as the numbered

streets, 1 to 90 to the north

and south. Street 90 to the

north would be the North Pole.

The parallels get smaller and

smallertoward the pole. Right

at the pole the circle is merely

a point which locates the end

of the earth's axis.

Thus every part of the earth

is laid out with imaginatj’

streets running east and west

(the parallels) and imaginarj'

avenue running north and

south (the meridians). The
part of the earth north of the

equator is called the northern

hemisphere. The part south

of the equator is called the

southern hemisphere.



N

Meridians.—Here you see the "ave-

nues” of the world. Notice that these

"avenues" run north and south on the

earth's surface and that they all meet

at the North and South Poles.

Parallels.—^The "streets" of the

world run east and west. -Which

"street" is the longest? Can you

think of any reason why these im-

aginary lines are called parallelsl

FIELD RESEARCH

Let a tennis ball with a wire passing through the center represent

the earth and its a.xis. With a pencil draw several great circles inter-

secting where the wire comes out of the ball. These circles will represent

meridians.

Draw one great circle halfway between the ends of the axis. It will

represent the earth's equator.

The meridians mark off the distances around the equator

and parallels, as is shown in the diagram. Since a circle for

convenience is divided into 360 degrees, let us sa}’ that the

meridians divide the equator and parallels each into 360 equal

lengths called degrees. Also, the parallels may he spaced so as

to divide each meridian circle into degrees. Since parallels

north and south start with the equator circle, thej' are marked
off in degrees north and south of the equator. Between the

equator and the pole is one quarter of a great circle. Thus there

are 90 degrees between the equator and the pole. Therefore

the meridians are marked into 90 spaces (degrees) both north

and south of the equator. See the diagram abov'e.
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The 38th Porailel to Korea.~
Sometimes the imaginory lines

orcund the earth become reol

enough to fight over.

The PnnrE Meridian* at
Greevr'ich.—Our own modem
tomi which has a Main Street

raayaUo have a I^Iain Avenue.

The equator circle, as j'ou know,

bour Main Street of the earth.

The meridian which passes

through Greenwich (grin/ij),

England, is our Main Avenue.

It b called the prime meridian.

Greentrich b a borough of

London, England. Long ago a

great ob«en-atoiy was built

there. By 1SS4, the business of

the world had grown so huge

that the need for a standard or

prime (Jirsf) meridian was ver>’

great. A group of representa-

tives from twenty-six nations

met at Wasliington, D.C., to

decide the question. The ma-
jority agreed to name the merid-

bn which pas'ses through Green-
wich, the prime meridian.

Any other meridian would
scr\-e just as well as this one for

a starting point. But to avoid
confusion, It IS necessary to have one prime meridian. All east
or nest earth measurements are. therefore, based on reference
to the Greenirieh prime meridian. This arrangement has
worked out verj- well.

RnconoKG LocATio.v-s.-The degrees east and nest from a
prme meridian are called degrees of longitude. The degrees
north or Muth of the equator are called degrees of latitude.The mendiam are numbered east and nest from Greenwich,

d™ °,n <
™ r'’’ numbered

north and south from the equator, that is, from 0" to 90" eachwa> For the purposes of greater accuraev, each decree is «ub-
diiadedintoCOequalparbicanednumdes.FmstiSZ^ecumre
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Plotting His Position.—This officer in the chart room of a commercial

ship is figuring the position of his vessel. Along with mops, he uses

parallel rules and a compass for his calculations. The role of the

navigator is vitally important to the completion of a voyage by

ship or plane.

work each minute may be diWded into 60 equal parts called

seconds.

Therefore, to locate any spot on the earth, all you need to

sa}’ is that it is so many degrees (minutes, etc.) east or ivest

longitude, and so mam' degrees (minutes, etc.) north or south

latitude. This marks the spot where the meridian and the

parallel cross each other.

The half of the earth that lies between the prime meridian

and 180° west longitude is the western hemisphere. That part

between the prime meridian and 180 east longitude is the

eastern hemisphere. Of course 180° west lon^tude and 180°

east longitude are the same meridian. It is just halfway

around the earth from the prime meridian at Greenmch,

England.
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A Rad>o Shock.—7>»U ihip’i rod*© ©pero»or i« »*ftding The p©»<>>en of

hi) ship in lotihfde and longitvde. In Time of danger, reseve opera*

tions ere directed to a ship in disfress by rodio reports of its letitvde

ond longitude

Tlus network of imafdnan* nrountJ tlic earth not

useful only to ship and piano na^-icators, of course. It is

Vitally important to surx'cyors in planninR boundaries, to

engineers in outlining great bxiilding projects, nnil to many
others who mu'^t deal with exact locations on the earth.

MAP 5TI/PV

Study a lai^ map of the Uniteil State* or the «orlil. Xofiec the

fine hoes that run up and down ami aero^.s the map tyhieli are meriti-

tans? iWhich are parallels?

The lines running up and down are marked m Afreet of Umffiiudt.

Those <kawQ across the map ate marked in degree* e/ fotvTudf. Locate

your own town or city on the map Detemune its position m terras of

latitude and longitude All pbee* id the United States will be tresf

longitude and nerTA latitude. Expbm why.
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^^rld AboS".' '’T™’
'™' ">"»> ”" »»•'

ond 8 <i.m In Cnoinnd.

Jl end
”"'' •>'' 'b-e the

St thM i, nT' ‘be eame instant.

degree onmgXrfT.^laStSartSr
time of sun««t are diffe

® time of sunrise and the

your house Sr., *^”1''’':;;’”““ "'

from west to east A littlA tK
constantlj* turning

very hard to eol„t th ‘torf^h

,

run on sun time.
business if all our clocks were
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Beating Time.—Modern air travel makes it possible to cross several

time zones in one day. In a cross-country flight from New York to

California, how many time zones would a plane cross?

There was a time, though, when each locality had its own

time. It is said that there n-ere 27 different times in the state

of Illinois. Wisconsin may have had as many as 38.

By 1883, the situation had become so confusing that some-

thing had to be done about it. As the railroads pushed farther

and farther west, their time schedules became hopelessl}

snarled. Thus the railroads met in 1883 and agreed on a sj stem

of time zones. The system was so successful that everyone

began to follow it. Not until 1918 were the standard hme zones

made part of the law of the land. These zones are: Atlantic

Standard Time, Eastern Standard Time, Central Standard

Time, Mountain Standard Time, and Pacific Standard Time

zones.

Tnm Zones.-A strip of the United States, runmng north

and south for a certain distance on either side of the Phila-

delphia meridian, uses the sun time of the Philadelphia me-
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North Amer'ieon Tirtie Zonev—Pick o«»t Jhe rnerWiort patting through

the approximate center of eoch time lone. Account for the irregular

boundory lines between ttie xonet. How mony hour*' differef<e «n

time is there between New York and Sort Frortcisco? Whidi zone do^

you live m?

VSa iVmV?.% \VfiA tiTt

tiith the clocks in Philadelphia. The time for tliis section is

known as Eastern Standard Time.
A second strip, Ijing directlj* we«t of thi« section, U marked

oH as a Central Standard Time zone. In this zone the time is
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one hour earlier than in the Eastern zone. When it is 7 o’clock

in the Eastern zone, it will be 6 o’clock in the Central zone.

The third zone includes the mountain region of the west,

where the time is called ?kIountain Standard Time. West of

the third zone lies the fourth zone, and here the time is called

Pacific Standard Time.

All of the United States lies in the four time zones. Parts of

Canada east of iMaine are in another time zone—the Atlantic

Standard Time zone. The imaginar}' line separating Eastern

from Atlantic Standard Time runs along the eastern boundar}'-

of Maine. This is shown on the map on the opposite page.

By this scheme of time zones any place in a given zone may
keep its clocks on standard time and j’et not be more than one

half hour ahead or behind sun time.

FIELD RESEARCH

Obtain timetables of the principal transcontinental railroads and

a map of the United States. From the timetables determine the bound-

arj’ cities of the time zone.s. Mark these places on j-our map. Connect

the boundary cities by lines, and j'ou will have appro.vimately mapped

the time zones.

Check the accuracy of your zone boundaries bj- the time zone map
on page 236.

If the time zones were exactly placed, they would have meridians

15° apart as boundary lines. But for business and transporta-

tion reasons changes had to be made. For example, cities which

have much commerce with each other should be in the same

time zone.

A general standard time has been adopted for all continents.

The prime meridian of Greenwich, England, is the meridian

from which the standard time of the world is determined.

This is called Greenwich mean time and is abbre^dated G.M.T.

World-wide radio program managers make use of G.M.T. in

arranging for world broadcasts. How many hours difference

is there between G.hl.T. and E.S.T. (Eastern Standard Time)?

Daylight Saving Time.—Dajdight sa^^ng time (D.S.T.)

is not a time zone. Neither is it a standard time. Anj^ zone
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GENERAL PROULEKf 3

How Can Navigator Find Their Way?
How THE Navigator Keeps His Course.—NaWgators of

slup^ and planes are often out of siglit of land for long periods of

time. Hon oan they find out where they are and the direction

they are going’

The iia\agator uses special compasses to determine Iiis direc-

tions Hovc\er, direction alone does not tell position. For

this rcaaon the na^agator must know his exact latitude and

longitude at given times in order to be sure that he is holding

to his course Knowing his location, the navigator can, with

the aid of the sun, the stars, and compasses, continue on his

course. He can determine his latitude from the stars on cloud-

less nights or from the son on cloudless tlays.

^ou remember the earth is laid out in imaginary' streets

and avenues like a town. The stars and the sun are really marks
m the sky, and the na\'igator has a map on which these sky
marks are drawn.

The North Star, an Important Sky Mark.—

L

et us try to

understand how the North Star aids the navigator.
The aagle formed by a line drawn from your ej e to the North

Star and the line of your horizon is the same for e\*erybody on
your same parallel of latitude. If you went north from your
first position, the angle would get larger. If you went south,
the angle would be smaller. The diagram on page 241 Mill show
that tlus is so.

Tou can very easily determine your latitude by merely
measuring the angle the North Star makes with the horizon lines.

Strictly speaking, you should stand at the center of the earth
when looking at the North Star to determine its altitude.
However, the star is so far away that it doesn't make any
practical difference in your measurement.

Thus the latitude of any place in the northern hemisphere
can be determined by measuring the angle of the North Star
above the horizon.

Expennient 19 is an interesting project for a clear evening
when the rn^n not bright. Head the experiment carefully so
that everj-thmg mil be ready when the clear night comes.
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Finding Northern Latitude,—^The ongle formed by the horizon line

and the line of sight to the North Star equals the latitude of the

observer. In other words, one may find his north latitude by

measuring the altitude of the North Star.

Latitude from the Sun.—Have 3’ou ever noticed the

shadow of a telephone pole at morning, noon, and night? If so,

you know that the shadow is shortest at exactly noon bj- the

sun. In other words noon sun time occurs when the sun is high-

est in the skj*. This helps a navigator to determine exact noon

wherever he is. Also, b}* measuring the angle of the sun

above the horizon at exact noon, the navigator can calculate

his latitude. The angle in degrees subtracted from 90° gives

the approximate latitude.

Due to the inclination of the earth’s axis and the revolution

of the earth about the sun, the altitude of the sun at exact noon
varies with the day of the year. Hence for accurate results b3"

this method a correction is made b3'' navigators.
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D. L. Burkett

Alaska's Long Day.—The Arctic Circle is on imaginary line dividing

the Arctic region from the North Temperate Zone. Northern Russia,

the Scandinavian Peninsula, Greenlond, northern Canada, and Alaska

are . in the Arctic Circle. On one day every year, usually about

June 22, the entire Arctic region has twenty-four hours of daylight. On

another day, about December 22, this region has twenty-four hours

of darkness.



EXPERfMENT /9

Whal ts the htilude of your homef

To do this experiment you will need to make careful preparations

in advance It will he a good project to make the apparatus In the

school shop if you have one.

Here again you will make use of Irght energy. A principle In*

volved IS that light travels m straight lines Think that over. Sup-

pose light did not travel in straight lines, how could you do the ex-

periment?

What to UeE.~A plumb hoe anrl support, a good-sia«l bot to

ohich IS tacked s paper marked nith a right angle x\ho«e sides are hori-

sonfal and sertical; a narrow straight-edged stick fastened to the box

by a nail as shown above The stick will swing about the nail, ^e3^

the other end of the stick pass another sharp nail so that only the point

sticks out ^^’hen this nail ia pressed slightly it will make a prick in the

paper underneath; a high stool; a carpenter's square, a protractor;

and a flashlight

What to Do—

O

n a clear night place the stool where there is a

good view of the Xorth Star Set the boc on the stool with the paper

toward the east and pointing north Hang the plumb bob from the sup-

port so that it swings free Adjust the bo< so that the vertical side of

the right angle on the paper will be exactly m line with the plumb line

Now with your eye in the position as ehown In the dugram, sight

toward the North Star. Adjust the stick so that the nail m the far end

bexactlyinlinewiththeNwthStar ThetwonaiUactassights. When
they are m line with the North Star push on the upper nail to make it
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prick the paper underneath. Xow take the paper into the light and
drau- a line through the two pricks so that it intersects the horizontal

line.

Lay the protractor against the horizontal line as shown in the dia-

gram. Then read the angle made by the star direction line and the

horizontal line. This angle is the altitude of the North Star. It is equal

to the latitude of the place where the obsen'ation is made. For the sake

of greater accuracy you should try the experiment several times and
take the average of the several angles for j-our result.

CoxcLXJSiox.—^T\'hat is x'our latitude? Is it north or south?

Application.—What is the length of the longest day and of the

shortest day at your latitude? Use the apparatus to measure the ''al-

titude” of some other star.

The nayigator uses an instrument called a sextant to deter-

mine the altitude of the sun at exact noon. He looks through

the sextant to read the angle the sun makes ndth the horizon

at the instant the sun reaches its highest point. ^Making a cor-

rection for the time of the year, he reckons his true latitude.

Fjndixg Longitude.—The na%igator carries with him a

special clock or watch called a chronometer. It is set so that it

agrees exactly mtb a master clock at Greennich Obseiraton,*.

B}' means of radio the accuracy of the chronometer is checked

regularly.

If the navigator wants to know his longitude, he determmes

Avhen it is exact noon, or, if at night, he may determine the time

from the stars. From the difference between the time shown bi'

his chronometer, which is sun time at Greennach, and the time

b3' the sun or stars he can calculate his longitude. He knows

that for each hour’s difference in time he has changed his

position 15°.

Thus the naxngator determines his latitude from the sun or

the North Star, or certain other stars. He determines his

longitude bx' means of the difference in time. Then he can

locate his position on a map xx'hich he alwax's has xxith

liim.

Thixkixg Things Ox'er.—Exact measurement is necessarx'

in science if we are to know xxath real accuracj* about man}'

things. llTien 3'ou bu}’ a pound of butter x’ou expect it to be
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Sighfmg Hu Sex»an»—Thit ihip*» novigotor is "shooJing the sim.”

His cokulofioos will help determine Wie exoct position of the ship.

weighed accurately This means that the scales used must be

accurate, that the grocery roan know how to use it properb'i

and that he read it correctly

So It IS with scientists. They must have good measuring

instniments, use them properly, and record the obseiwations

honestly. Of course, .ecientists must be able to understand

their measurements and interpret them correctly.

Vsmg instruments and numbers sometimes makes a problem

more difficult to understand. But often it helps one to under-

stand the problem better- .\ny problem is usually easier to

solve if we are sure of the exact facts.

Your studj' of earth measurements should help you realise

that measurements are of little \-alue unless they are accurate.

\\Tien the na\igator observes the altitude of a star, his ob-

sen-ations must be exact. A little error may mean part of a

degree error in the latitude. And just part of a degree may
mean sei'eral raiies on the earth’s sarfsce. Za the same R-aj’, ^

little error in determining longitude maj* put a ship or a plane

far oR its course There is no room for errors, however small,

in the unportant work of the naiTgator.
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" FIELD RESEARCH

Try to determine the approximate latitude of jmur home by measur-
ing the altitude of the sun at noon.

Use the same materials listed in Experiment 19 and a magnetic com-
pass. Follow the same procedure as in Experiment 19. At exact noon
the shadow of a plumb line on a horizontal surface (top of box leveled)

will point north.

The compass should be laid on the box so that the shadow falling

across it will tell you when it is approximate noon. At that instant

you should mark the angle of the sun direction with the horizontal and
vertical lines on 3’'our paper. Since the magnetic north and true north

varj’- at different locations, the compass will giv'e 3'ou only the appro.xi-

mate north and therefore onl3
’- approximately noon.

The angle in degrees subtracted from ninet3
’’ is approximatel3' 3mur

latitude. Compare the determination with the results obtained b3^ use

of the North Star method.

chronometer

compass

diameter

equator

Greenwich

Key Words

latitude

longitude

meridian

noon

parallel

prime meridian

sextant

standard time

telescope

Key Statements

1. Places may be located on the earth b3
’’ stating their latitude and

longitude. Latitude is the distance in degrees north or south of the

equator. Longitude is the distance in degrees east or west of a prime

meridian.

2. Fifteen degrees of longitude is equal to one hour of time.

3. Standard time zones were established for convenience in com-

paring the times of different localities.

4. The north latitude of a place equals the angular altitude of the

North Star above the horizon. The latitude of an3' place ma3
’^ also

be determined from the altitude of the sun at ex'act noon. This angle,

subtracted from 90°, must be corrected for the position of the earth

in its orbit.

5. Longitude is determined by the difference in time between

standard time at Greenwich, England, and the sun time at the place

involved. One hour’s difference equals 15° longitude.
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6 The Internationjil Date Dine lies approxiniately along the JSOth

mendian When crossing the line going east, one day is gained;

when going n est, one day is lost.

Thought Question's

1 ^^Tiy IS It helpful to be able to giie the position of a place m
terms of latitude and longitude? How else could one describe the

location of a citj"’ A ship at sea’ An airplane in the air?

2 \\’hy arc 15 degrees of longitude equivalent to one hour of time?

3 Why is it necessary to hai'e a prime meridian?

4. Why 19 the plan of standard time zones better than that ol

ha\ing every place go by sun time’

5 Referring to page 23S, in which United States time zone was

Bill when he heard Australia?

C What 1$ the altitude of the North Star at the north pole? At

the equator?

7. How IS the altitude of the North Star related to latitude?

8 How IS Greenwach Mean Time used to determine longitude’

9 How IS daylight sas'ing time related to sun time’ To standard

time’

Projects for Your Science Discovery Book

1 From a map read the latitude and longitude of five places,

based on the standard (Greenwich) prime mendian. Now on your

map read the position of your home town m latitude and longitude,

using the 75th mendian as your pnme mendian Record j our results

2 Make reports of news items that indicate the importance of the

radio ill navigation of the sea or air

3 Read in Skyicard, page 191, what Commander Byrd says about

the importance of chronometers and their accuracy in connection

with his North Pole Sight Make a report of your reading
4 Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of daylight saving

time.

5 To determine the true north from the sun, set up a stake about
four feet tall where the ground is level. Make sure the stake is ex-
actly vertical When the shadow of the stake is shortest, the shadow
is pointing due north

C. Hanng determined the true north by the shadow cast by the
stake, compare with it the magnetic north direction as indicated by
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a compass. About hou' manj degrees from the true north is the

magnetic north?

7. Learn to determine the north and south direction, using a

watch and the shadow of a match or slender stick. Hold the watch
in a horizontal position so that the hour hand points toward the sun;

that is, so that it is in line with the shadow made bj' a match or slender

stick held e.vactly vertical.

'\^Tien the watch is in this position, the north and south direction

is a line halfway between the hour hand and the figure twelve,

8. Make a sun dial in a sunny place on your lawn and learn to

tell time by it.

9. If you would like to make a sun dial, a cross staff, a quadrant,

or a real telescope, consult such books as Starcraff b3’ Barton and

Joseph, published bj”- Whittlese}' House, New York.

10.

Read about the setting up of standard time zones in the

United States. Accounts may Ije found in reference books or en-

cyclopaedias. Report to the class.
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Power.—TroniforweM are modern »ymbols of power-power from

mighty woterfollj chonged into electricity—power to give o$

—power to give ws heot—power to run manufacturing plonts.



UNIT III

Magnets

and





TOPIC X

Using Magnets

DO YOU KNOW—
1. Why one end of a compass needle points to the

north?

2. How to make an electromagnet?

3. ttliich metals are attracted by magnets?

4. How an electric motor works?

5. How the electricity in }'our school is made?

6. How atomic energj' maj' someda3' be used to make

electricit}’?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

What Are Magnets?

Early IMagxets.—Long, long ago it tvas discovered that

certain stones would attract bits of iron. It was also known

that these same stones could be used to point directions. If

such a stone hung freely from a fine thread, it would turn so that

the same end of the stone would alwaj's point in the same direc-

tion. These stones soon came to be known as lodestones.

We know now that these lodestones were magnets. The

lodestones were actuallj' a kind of iron ore we now call mag-

netite. It was given this name because it has the properties of

a magnet.

The lodestones of long ago were natural magnets. Nowadays

we have artificial magnets. They ma}’’ be in the shape of bars,

or they may be bent in the shape of a horseshoe. No matter

what the shape of the magnets, ^mu know that they attract iron

and' steel.
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FIELD RESEARCH

, Put a few paper clips, thumb tacks, bits of copper mre, small brass

screws, steel brads, and pennies in a pile. Remove as many objects as

possible using only a magnet. Keep a record of those picked up by the

magnet. Which ones remain in the pile? Trj' using two or three mag-
nets. Does the number of magnets make any difference?

Poles of a H.^gnet.—If a bar magnet is suspended so that

it swings freely, it will come to rest in a north-south position.

One end of the magnet will be pointing north. The other end

will be pointing south. The end which points to the north is

called the norf/i -pole of the magnet. It is usuallj" marked N.

The other end of the magnet is the south pole. It is marked S.

Making Electricity.—^These generators are installed at the Hoover

Dam in the Colorado River. Each generotor is driven by a water-

wheel below the floor. The waterwheels ore turned by the force of

the water.



Permonent Moflneh.—TNe me»ol hammer heed on fhe ho* been

mognehied artirmally. How can thii be done? The todeitone t'lron

ore magnehJe) is o noturat magneh l» occun 5n nolure with the

mogneiie propertiet you see demonsiroted here.

FIELD RESEARCH

I fu-pend A twf magnet from a euppoft w
JL fhonn in the ilraning. I’rt thread to hold

1^ the magnet Irt the magnet come to re«t.

OWrse a eompSM several feet av^a>* from

fS magnet. The hlaeV. end of the com{»3«

tto8M» needle points north. Does one end of the

bar magnet |>oint in thewme direction? D
there a mark on this end of the magnet.

If there is no mark on the magnet, n«rk it

X «ith chalk.

Afoie the nwgnet and its ?upl»rt to

another part of the rooni. Poes the N end

of the magnet l>oint in the «iamc direction

as liefore?

XoTC.—Keep the small compass several

feel anav from the bar magneL Do not set up the bar nugnet near

r other steel objectsa radiator o

Aerrox of Magnetic PoLEa>—One of the mo‘«t important
properties of magnet*? is their effect on each other. The north
pole of one tragnet always attracts the soutli pole of .onothef.

Thus Aie can say that unlike poles of magnets attract each othef-
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What happens -n-hen t-«-o like poles are brought together?

An Iv pole will repel, or push away, another N pole. An S pole

will repel another S pole. Thus like poles of magnets repel each

other.

You maj' have obseiwed this law of magnetism before, but

you should tr^’^ the experiment on page 25S because it is so

important.

Compass.—A compass is a magnet. The most simple kind

of a compass is a magnetized needle floating on water. You
can make such a compass by following the directions in the

next Field Research.

When 3"ou suspended a bar magnet and let it come to rest,

3mu also made a compass.

Wh3' does a compass "point north”? The action of a com-

pass is based on the law of magnetism 3’ou have learned abo-^'e.

Actuall3’ the earth is a huge magnet. One of its poles is near the

north end of the earth’s axis. Its other pole is in the antarctic

A Ship’s Compass.—The large metal balls on either side of the com-

pass "compensate" it. The metal in a ship becomes magnetized

and will affect the compass. These balls are adjusted so that they

counteract the ship’s magnetic effect on the compass.
Rolrrt Coctet



H—- EXP£RiMENT 20

llovi do magnels ajfect each other

f

This proves an important law of magneta The black

end of the magnet is the north end. Tho white end is tho south end.

tViuT TO U'-B

—

TftO bat magnets; a short length of wire to make

a "cradle”; some strong thread, a nooiien support.

What to Do —1- Set one bar magnet in the cradle, attach the

thread, and su.«pend tho magnet as shown m the diagram.

2 . Bring the S pole of the second magnet near the N pole of the

swinging nugnet Bring the S pole near the S pole of the suspended

magnet. OWn-e what happens in each ease

3. Pbee the N pole of the second mag-

net near the N pole and then the S pole of

the swinging magnet Obwn'e what hap-

pens in each ca.'e

WiuT Happened.—^Tell exactly what

ywi ob^ned when No. 2 and No. 3

above were tned.

CoNCtcsiov—1. How do like poles of

magnets a?ect each other?

2. How do unlike poles of magnets

react to each other?

Application.—One bar in the accompanying drawing b a magnet.
The other is not Which one is the magnet? How do you know?
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regions. The magnetic north pole of the earth attracts an im-
like pole of another magnet. Thus a compass needle or any
free-swinging magnet will be affected by the earth’s magnetism.

FIELD RESEARCH

Using one end of a bar magnet, stroke a needle several times in tbe

same direction. Start at the ej’e of the needle and slide the end of the

magnet along to the point. Lift the magnet away, and repeat the

process.

Gently place the needle on the surface of water in a glass or china

dish (not metal). Obsen'e whether the needle comes to rest in a certain

position. Use another compass to determine which direction this is.

'VATiich end of your compass needle points toward the north?

A simitar compass may be made bj’’ magnetizing a needle in the

same waj' as above, and then placing it on a flat cork floating on water.

At this point some straight thinker may say, "But why does

the north pole of a compass point toward the north pole of the

earth? I thought like poles repelled each other.” Like poles do

repel each other, as you learned in Experiment 20. The con-

fusion comes from the names we have given to the poles of

compasses or magnets. Actually the north pole of a magnet is

the north-seeking pole. Or 3'ou ma3
' think of it as the 7iort/i-

fointing pole. In common practice, we leave off the "seeking”

or "pointing,” and just call the pole "north.” If we are to be

absolutelj’- correct, though, we should call the north pole the

north-seeking pole.

Magnetic Lines of Force.—^T^^hat is magnetism? No one

reall}^ knows for sure. We can say that magnetism is an attrac-

tion certain substances have for each other. Mostly we know

about magnetism bj" what it does; that is, how magnets act.

Scientists believe that every magnet is surrounded by a ?nag-

netic field. In some unknown way, a magnet gives out magnetic

force in all directions. This magnetic force around the magnet

is the magnetic field. The magnetic force is strongest at the

poles of the magnet. It seems to come out of the magnet in

the form of lines. Hence we can think of the force as magnetic

lines of force around the magnet.
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Magnetic line* of Force—^The iron filingi »how the position of the

lines of force. Where H the fnagrsetic effect strongest In each mag-

net? How do you know?

Magnetic lines of force arc invisible. They are not matter;

they are a force They cannot be seen, but we know they exist

by what they do. You can prove for yourself tliat lines of force

do exist by trj'ing the experiment on page 262. Notice how
the iron filings tell you that the lines of force arc the strongest

at the poles of the magnet. Notice also, when you are doing

this experiment, how tJie filings show that the lines of force

from two like poles repel each other.

Making Magnets.—Earlier in this general problem n'C

learned that magnetite is a natural magnet. Because magnets
are so useful, it is fortunate for us that they can be made.
Only three natural substances can be magnetized; that is, can

be made into magnets. These are iron, nickel, and cobalt.

Iron is by far the best metal for making magnets. Recently,
however, a combination of all three of these metals has produced
strong and long-lasting magnets. Such powerful magnets are

being used instead of latches on some of our modern refrigerator
doors.

A piece of steel may be magnetized by stroking it in the
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Courietv General BJeetrie

Magic Magnets.—^There is no latch on the door of this refrigerator.

Very powerful tiny magnets poll the door shut and hold it closed.

Do you think this arrangement for closing the refrigerator door
automatically is a good one? Why?

same direction mth one pole of a magnet. You did this in

making a needle compass. Scientists are not certain why tliis

action magnetizes the iron, but they do have an explanation.

It is possible that each molecule in the steel is itself a tinj’-

magnet. If anN pole is rubbed along the steel in the same direc-

tion, it ttdil attract the S poles of the molecules. This mil point

the S poles of the molecules all in the same direction. Thus the

entire piece of steel becomes a magnet. This is a'good example

of scientific reasoning.

You can spoil a magnet b}’’ heating it or striking it vdth sharp

blows. This probably breaks up the orderly pattern of the

molecules. Magnets null also lose their magnetic force if they

are stored vdth like poles next to each other. Again, scientists

reason that the magnetic forces repelling each other probably

cause the molecules in the magnets to be pushed out of proper

arrangement.

There is still another way.in-which magnets may be made.

This is by the use of electricity. Electricity and magnetism

are the subject of our next general problem. Our study of

electricity and magnetism will help us understand the working

of many useful machines, from electric motors to doorbells.
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The dotted lines m thtf Otaqnm are the artist'i way of showing

(mes of fores. Of course «o one can see masnetic fines of force, af-

thouQh you will prove that they *»i$t. tf will help if ytxi remeniher

that lines of force are josi that--/orce r»t mefler. Black represents

the north pole; white represents the south pole.

^HsT TO l'*i: —Two bar magDet^, a pane of gU.'s about twice«
tong as one of tte magnets, three pieres of cardbeard, iron filings.

Tit BxT TO Do.—1. Place the pane of glass over one of the laagnets,

Spnnkle mn filings on (he glass. Tap the glass gentlj* to help the filings

bmme arranged. Obserre the arrangemeot of the filings.

2 Remove the filings from the glass. Place two megnels under the

Have the ma^ets in » stnught tioe with theX pole ol one alout

1 to 2 inches from the S pole of (be other. Again sprinkle iron filings on

the glass Observe (he arrsogemeat of tfie fifings.

3. Set up the apparatus this time so that two X poles are about two

inches apart under the glass. Sprinkle filings on the glass, and note

their arrangement.

•i. Repeat i, 2, and Lahore using* piece of cardboard instead of the

glass. la each c^se, drew with penal ifte lines Carmed bj" tie iron £1*

rags. Be sure to label the poles of Uie magnets in these three drawings.

WsaT HaprawEO—1. Where did most filings seem to collect?

TThere did the fewest filings seem to collect? BTiat was the general

arrangement of the filings on the ^<s?
2 Wiat was the general arrangement of the filings when two unlike

poles were under the ^aa^*
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3. A^Tiat was the arrangement of the filings when two like poles were
imder the glass?

4. Jlake labeled drawings to show the arrangement of the filings as
draTO on the cardboards.

CoxCLTjsioxs.—1. Does magnetic force act tlirough glass? How do
you know?

2. Can magnetic lines of force be seen? How did you prove that

there are lines of force around a magnet?

AppLic.iTiox.—^^Tiich part of a magnet should be used for its great-

est magnetic force?

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

How Are Magnetism

and Electricity Related?

INIagnetism from an Electric Current,—You have

learned two wa}’’S to tell whether an object is magnetized. K
an object has magnetism in it, it wiJ] affect another magnet.

For example, a bar magnet swinging over a compass will affect

the compass. This, we remember, is because like poles repel,

and unlike poles attract.

FIELD RESEARCH

Suspend a free-sninging bar magnet over

a compass. Mount the magnet so that it is

just far enough from the compass to affect

it. H the magnet is brought too close to

the compass the latter will be spoiled. Spin

the magnet slowly. Notice how the compass

also spins.
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\Vc have afso learned fhat wb can us3 iron filing? to shon- the

presence of a magnetic field The filing? collect along the lines

of force coming from the magnet. Tims we can use cither of

these methods as a "test” for magnetism.

If an electric current is pas«ed through a ivirc, a magnetic

field wall be formed around the wire. A compass brought near

a plain piece of copper wire will not be affected. Tliis is be-

cause copper js a non*magnctic material. As soon as an electric

current flow', througli the xvire, a magnetic field is set up. You

can prove this b3' trjung the accompanjing Field Research.

" F/fLD RESEARCH

Bring a compasa near a length of insulated copper wire. Obsen-e

the direction of the N end of the compass. Tale the wire away. Ot>*

sen-e whether the «)rap3.<!s needle changes any. N’ctf connect the wire

to a dry cell and switch as shown in the drawing. Tl7th a compass resr-

by, close the switch Observe any mox-erseat in the eorepass needle.

Repeat at sex-eral places along the wire Kotice the efT«t oa the com'

pass needle when the snitch ia closed and when it b open; that is, when
electricity is flowing through the wire, and when no electrKity U flowing.

Caotiow: Do not leave the snitch closed too long at any one time.
^Tiy not?

The same effect may be ahowD by ruaning the wire tlirough a hole
in the center of a piece of caidbooixL Sprinkle iron filings on the card-
board, and then close the switch Observe what happens to the filings
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Electromagnets.—^The Field Research shows that an elec-

tric current passing through a wire will produce magnetism.
This principle can be used to make an electromagnet. The word,

as you can see, is a combmation of electric and magnet.

To make an electromagnet, \sTnd about twenty or thirty

turns of insulated copper wire around a pencil. Slip the pencil

out, and you have an electromagnet. If you connect the ends of

the wire to a dr}' cell, and bring a compass needle close, 3'ou will

find that it acts like a bar magnet. One end of the coil will

attract the N pole of the compass needle. The other end will

EfFect of Direction of Current.—^The two coils of wire ore the same.

The same amount of electricity Bows through each. Only the direc-

tion of the current is different. Notice the arrows which show the

direction the current is moving. How does the direction of the cur-

rent affect the poles of the electromagnet? How do you know?
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The electromagnet is one of ttie most useful jMoces of electrical

equipment There are irany* many different kinds. The electro-

magnets you Will maire in Uus experiment are simple, but they oper-

ate on the same principle as all eiectr^agnets. Why is it important

to use Insulated wire? Why is co^r wire better than steel wire?

tVaAT to Use.—

A

soft iron rod or a !sr^ nail (about 5 inches long,

\ inch in dsamster; 6 feet of insutated copper wire; a switch; two

drj- cells; paperclips, compass.

Wbat TO Do—t WindabouttwentylunLsofwircaroundapencil.
Slip out the pencil Coimect the ends of the wire to the switch and one

dry cell as shown in the diagram.

2. With the switch open, place the coropa.<!s near one end of the coil.

Close the switch. Observe the compass needle ’Dy to Mt paper clips

With the coil.

3 Slip the iron rod or nail mto the coil ol wire. Connect to one dry

cell and note the effect on the compass needle. Try to lift paper clips

with one end of the rod

4. Add another twenty turns of wire to the cod. Connect to the dry
cell, and obecn-e the magnetic strength.

5. Connect in the second diy cell as shown in the drawing Note
the effect of adding a stronger dectric current.
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What Happen's.—1-2, Was there 003’ magnetic force coming from
the coil when the smtch was open? How do 3mu know? Was there any
magnetic force when the switch was closed? How do 3-00 know?

3. What was the 'effect of putting the iron rod inside the co'il? How
could you tell?

4. Wliat effect did the additional twenfs' turns of wire hare on the

strength of the electromagnet? How do 3'ou know?
5. What was the effect of increasing the strength of the current

passing through the coil?

Conclusion'.—What are three wa3’s of increasing the strength of an
electromagnet?

Applications,—The electromagnet shown on page 266 has more
magnetic force tlian the one shown in the doorbell on page 270, Ex-
plain what has been done to make one stronger than the other.

attract the S pole of tlie compass needle. Changing the con-

nections on the dr5' cell will reverse the poles of the coil of mre.

Of course the coil acts like a magnet onh' when electric current

flows through the wire.

You will find that such an electromagnet is not 3’ery strong.

It will not pick up tacks and nails as does a bar magnet. But

there are several ways to increase the strength of an electro-

magnet. One wa3
" to increase the magnetic strength is to slip

a large nail or an iron rod through the core. Immediatelj' it

•will have much more strength.

Another way to increase the strength of an electromagnet is

to increase the number of turns of wire. The more •wire that

is added, the more powerful the magnet becomes. A third waj^

to increase the strength of the electromagnet is to increase the

strength of the electric current passing through the -wire. Thus

connecting more dry cells so that thej^ send a stronger current

through the coil will increase the power of the electromagnet.

These three waj's of increasing the strength of an electro-

magnet are described in Experiment 22. Try the experiment so

that your own observations will prove these statements.

Electromagnets Are Temporary AIagxets.—

I

n your ex-

periments w'ith bar magnets j'ou found that they remained
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mapnets, day after day,

unless of course they were

spoiled. Such magnets
are called permanent mag*
nets.

Electromagnets ha\'e a

magnetic force only when
electricitj' flows through

the coil. WTien the elec-

tricity is shut off, the mag-
netism stops Thus elec-

tromagnets are temporary

magnets. In your e-xperi-

ment, you may have found

that the iron core in your

electromagnet remained

magnetized even after the

current was turned off. If

that happened, it vras be-

cause a hard iron core n*as

used. The core itself vras

made a permanent magnet.
Actually, only soft iron

should be used as the core

-LI,. in an electromagnet. TheMft iron holds only voiy little maenetism after the current

then is truly a tempornrj-

Tn-o properties of electro-

H in
‘"""I o- O'- off

ton S tre
’ 7 "ootnilled. A fhp of a siritch wiUton on treniendons reapietic poner. Another flip turns it

kM'Tslhr^'7 of Muds. One

Saw siS^tr„“ ‘to t,T« often used for

sinele-strnVta K^n u ,
make a model of the

Ee^toch
'

'“000‘ions in the Field

26S MAGKETS

An Electrofflagnet—Thfi hoge mochitte
weighs six tons. It exerts a mognelie
force equal to 40,000 pounds. It is
believed to be one of the lorgest and
most powerful magnets of its kind and

could support some 200 men.
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FIELD RESEARCH

Hovr does a single-stroke fire alarm bell work?

Bend a 6-inch length of soft iron rod (about |-inch diameter) into

a U shape. TVind several turns of insulated copper wire around both

sides of the U. iloimt the electromagnet to a ring stand as shown in

the diagram. Fasten a piece of heavy spring wire above the electro-

magnet. Place an aluminum or copper dish near the bottom of the

heavy wire.

Some e.xperimenting will be necessary to get all the parts in then-

proper positions. When everything is arranged correctly, closing the

switch will cause the hea%y wire to drawn to the electromagnet.

When the switch is opened the wire will spring away from the electro-

magnet and strike the dish, thus 'hinging the beU.”

The Doorbell.—^The common doorbell is somewhat .similar

in principle to the single-stroke bell described in the pre-

ceding Research. The doorbell, however, is made so that the

beU continues ringing as long as the switch is closed. This

means that there is a sort of automatic switch inside the door-
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An Electric Motor,—As you study this diogrpm, refer to the text,

from A to C the oroveture hos mode cj holf revolution- Why does

the ormoture spin m the direction shown by the orrows? The poles

of the armature changed in between diagram 6 and diagram C-

What caused the poles to chonge? How could this motor be made
to Operate more smoothly and with more power?

Current from the drj* cells passes along tlie tvire strips and

into the armature by means ot a split ritiQ. The electricity

produces magnetic poles in the armature. These poles are either

attracted to or repelled by the poles of the outside magnet'?.

In diagram A, the nearest poles are alike: hence the}* repel

each other. The armature is therefore pushed in the direction

shown In diagram B, the nearest poles are unlike. They at-
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tract each other. Hence
the armature is pulled

along in the direction

showm. In diagram C,

notice that the copper

strips now touch the oppo-

site split rings. The result

of this is to reverse the flow

of electricit}’' in the arm-

ature. This changes the

poles of the armature. The
pole which just a fraction

of a turn before had been

S is now N. Again the arm-

ature is pushed because

like poles repel. And so the

armature spins around and

around. Everj’’ half turn,

the poles of the armature

are reversed. This is made
possible by the split ring

arrangement. changing

the poles of the armature

Courtav Central EUetric

A Power Giant.—^This 4,000 horse-

power electric motor was built for use

in a steel mill. Note the many brushes

used fo carry electric current to the

armofure. You can see the stationery

electromagnets inside the motor.
everj’- half turn, it is pos-

sible to keep the armature spinning.

I^Tiat happens just in between diagrams B and C when the

copper strips are at the spflt part of the split rings? At this

point no electricity flows through the armature. But the speed

of the armature carries it past this position on to the one shown

in diagram C.

Commercial motors are not as simple as the one we have

been studjdng in the diagram. They are made more powerful

bj'^ ha^^ng more windings on the armature. Indeed the arma-

tures have many electromagnets instead of just one. The spht

ring is broken into several pieces. Instead of copper strips to

carry the electricit3^ to the split ring, carbon brushes are used.

All these changes make the motor run more smooth^ and more

powerfullJ^ Also, the magnets on the outside are electromag-

nets, instead of bar magnets as we showed. The magnets on
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thf outride, however, do not change their poles. Only the poles

of the armature change

GEN'ERAL PROBLEVt 3

How Is Electricity Generated?

ELEcmiciTy from Maoxets.—So far in this topic we Iwtc

learned how elcctneity maj* be ti'*cd to make magnetic force.

It is al'o possible for magnetic force to be used to generate

electncity

You liow that there are magnetic lines of force around a

mapict You have pro\e<l this in Experiment 21. If a wire is

passed through those lines of force, an electric current ficn\'3

along the '•nre. This is the basic principle which explains how

elootneity is generated.

The drawings, p.ige 275, show that in one respect a generator

Is the reverse of an electric motor. In the motor, electricity

supplied to a coil of wire (armature) mounted inside a magnetic

field will cnu«e tlie coil to rotate. In a generator, a coil of wire

(armature) rotating inside a magnetic field will cause a current

to flow through the wire.

Again in generators, split rings and copper strips or carbon

brushes are used—tliis time to fake olT the electricity generated.

Commercial generators are more complex than those showm in

the drawings. In most generators, the armature is made up of

many coils of ware. Some generators arc built so that the cur-

rent produced always flows in the same direction. This is called

direcl currenl. Direct current is prwliiced by automobile gen-

erators. The large generators whirli produce electricity for our

homes are usually made to send out allrrnaling cumni. Alter-

nating current flows first in one direction, and then in the op-

posite direction. Current that changes its direction 00 times a

second is called 60 cycle A.C. (alternating current).

Power fob Tcmxixc Gexeiwtors —We have learned that

an electric current is produced when a coU of wire is rotated

within a magnetic field. It is also true that generators may be

built so that magnets are rotated and the coils of Avire remain
stationarj". Indeed, most of the large generators which supply
our electricity are of this tjiie.
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In either type of generator, some force must be used to
turn one part of the generator verj"- fast. At present the force of
expanding steam and rapidl5'’ mo\dng water are most commonly
used to spin giant generators.

Principle of the Generator.—These diagrams show the relationship

between magnetism and electricity. In both cases, electricity is

generated when a coil of wire cuts across a magnetic field. These

diagrams show two ways this may be done. Which do you think

is more like commercial generators?

Steaji-powered Generators.—^More than half of all the

electricity produced in our country comes from generators

turned by steam. Great quantities of coal are burned to form
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An Agtomobile O«n«fotor.—Thu type of Qenerofof iwppKe* 6*voft

dlr«ct coiTent to th« ovtomobile «leetf!eo5 »y»tem. Th# jtotlonofy

fieW ffiojfwt* (eUetromognels) ore foitened to the Jnj'tde of the

froire. A belt connected fo the inotor »p!n» the pwHey. Thus the

craotitre rpmj, and electric cwrrent i$ genereted. The current

flows to the spilt rings, throvgh the brushes, end is eorried to the

temi(na( posts shown on top of the generotor.

fifeam under pre-s.^ure. Tlic steant (picture on page 277) i3

released agam«t a fMr6me ssliich driven tlic generator. Some

ocean sltip? are posvered by electricity. In these ships, oil is

burned to change water to ttcam. Tite pfeam tirives a turbine

which spins a generator. The electricity from tlio generator b

used to turn motors which in tunt dri\'e the propeller. This may
seem like a ver)' "round-about” proco-'^, and indeed it is. The

advantage lies in the fact tliat electricity is easier to control

than is steam

Htdroelectiuc Power.—Perhaps jou know of power-

houses where the force of moNing water is u«c<l to spin turbines

and drive generators- Niagara Fall", Grand Coulee, Hoover
Dam, Shasta Dam, and Roose^Tilt Dam are just a few of the
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CovTiess Wesiinplioiue

Steam Turbine Generator.—^At the right, near the man, is the steam

turbine. Inside the case high pressure steam is directed against

thousands of steel blades. The spinning turbine drives the gen-

erator, the large machine in the center of the picture. The generator

produces enough electricity to serve more than 35,000 homes.

large hydroelectric plants in our country. There are man}''

others, scattered about wherever running or falling water

exerts enough force to .spin turbines. Actually, if all the water

power in our country were put to work, it would generate

almost tmce as much electricity as we noAv have from all

sources. The diagram on page 14S shows how water power is

used to generate electricity.

UsiKG Motors to Generate Electrici'ts’.—^Any force that

will spin a generator can be used for making electricity. Mod-
ern diesel-electric locomotives use diesel engines to turn genera-

tors. The electricit}' from the generators runs motors which

turn the wheels. Diesel engines are used because they are more

powerful than gasoline engines, and diesel fuel is cheaper than

gasoline. Again, electricity is used to drive the locomotive

because it is more easily controlled than the power directly

from the diesel engine.
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Steom Electric Generating Stotion.—This ptonf generates 187,800
kilowatt* of electricity. Remember thof one kilowott Is !000 woMs.
Where I* the cool burned^ How do you know? Hew Is the burning
coal used to generate electricity* The row* ©f electrlcol equipment
et the right of the plonf ore tronsformer*. They chonge the elec»

tflcity to the proper voltage for Ironsmlsslon.

Electric Pwnts on the FABit,—Even though n farm is not

supplied with electricity from a power company, it can still

have the convenieoce of electricity. A "home electric plant"
may be installed. Such plants u^uallj- coii.«ist of a generator,
a gasoline or diesel engine to drii'e the generator, and batteries

to store some of the electricity. If there are rather stead}’ Avinds

m the region, a wind-dnven generator may also be used
to furnish electneity.

Atomic Power.—The greatest source of power for generating
electricity is locked up in atoms—atomic power. So far, this is

power for the future

How could atomic power be used for generating electricity?
The drawing on page 281 shows that heat from the "atomic
pile could be u«ed to change water into steam. The rest of the

wing is fanular the steam is directed against a turbine
which spins a generator.
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Great Sorthem liotlvoif

Diesel-EIecfric.—Diesel engines of 5,400-horsepower are used fo

spin generators in this locomotive. The electricity generated is used
to run the electric motors which drive the locomotive. Why are not

the diesel engines used to drive the locomotive directly?

To understand how the atomic pile supplies heat is more
difficult. You must remember that all elements are made of

atoms. Furthermore, atoms are made of a central part called

Inside a Diesel-Electric Locomotive.—No. 1 is the 76-cylinder diesel

engine; No. 2 is the main generator; No. 3 is one of the electric

motors which drive the locomotive; No. 4 is the supercharger for

the engine; No. 5 shows the blowers; Nos. 6 and 8 are part of the

steam system for heating the cars; No, 7 is the fuel tank.



the nucleus, purrotinded by

electrons. You niay think

of the solar system for

comparison. The nucleus

of the atom is the "sun.”

The electronsare the "plan-

ets.”

For a long time scien-

tists believed that the nu-

cleus of the atom was held

together with tremendous

forces. If the nucleus could

be broken apart, or"split,’’

enormous energy would be

released. But for most

atoms it took more cnerg)’

to split the nucleus than

was obtained from the

spliltingl

Finally it w as discovered

that urnnium-235, a ver)'

rare twin of uranium-23S,

would split when struck

by a neutron, (Neutrons

can be produced in a cyclo-

iron. Stra3' neutrons also

reach tbeearthfrom space)

In the process of splitting,

more neutrons would be formed which in turn would split the

nuclei of more uramum-235, and so a "chain reaction” would be

formed. See the drawing on page 282. After much e-vperi-

mentation, a jvay was found of separating uranium-235 from

uranium-23S. Also another new element, plutonium, was made
which split easily, like uran]um-23o

In making the atomic bomb, the plutonium was arranged so

that an extremelj' fast chain reaction would occur. All the

energj' was released in a fraction of a second. The result was a

tremendous explosion.

The peacetime u«e of atomic energy presents different
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Electricity from the Wind.—This wind-

driven generator moy be mounted on
top of 0 born or tower. As the wind
turns the propeller blades, the ormo-
ture inside the generator spins. This

generates an electric current. The cur-

rent IS corned by meons of wires (not

shown) to botteries where it is stored

for use, Whot is the purpose of the

wind vone?



CAMMA KAYS AKO NEimtONS

Atomic Becfric Plant.—In this imaginary atomic "powerhouse” a

fluid is pumped through an atomic pile where it is heated. (Where
does the beat come from?) The hot fluid is used to change wafer

info steam. This happens in the heat exchanger. The steam is then

used to spin a turbine which, in turn, spins a generator. What is

the purpose of the condenser? Why is the atomic pile enclosed in

a thick concrete shield?

problems. The main problem here is to slow down the chain

reaction so that a stead}'' and controlled amount of heat nill be

given off. This is the purpose of the "pile,” but as yet it is not

completely practical. Another problem has to do with radiation.

"nTien the nucleus of plutonium or uranium is split, dangerous

in\'isible ra3's are given oflf. These raj's pass through all ma-

terials except very thick concrete or lead. Thus everj-thing near

the pile, including the pipes, water, turbines, steam, and genera-

tors somehow must be protected from the radiation.

The problems involved in using atomic energy for generating

electricity are great. But the rewards for solving the problems

are even greater. It has been estimated that one pound of

uranium-235 can produce energj* equal to 3,000,000 pounds of

coal. One of the best ways of using this energ}" seems to be to

change it into electricity in future "atomic-electric” plants.

Thixkixg Things Oatsr.—From lodestone to atomic energj^

to spin generators—this has been the story of magnetism and

electricit3\ We know that magnetism is not completely under-
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stood. Yet enough known about magnets and how they act

to make them very useful

We have learned that the force of a magnet is strongest at

its poles We have also learned that the poles of a magnet

attract each other if they are unlike. They repel each other if

they are the same.

^Mienever an electric current through a wire, a mag-

netic field 13 set up about the wire. Thus it is possible to make

electromagnets These are temporary magnets. Bar magnets

and hor.«e&hoe magnets are permanent magnets.

Electric motors and generators are similar in construction.

But they are opposite to each other in what they do. Motors

Chain Reaction. Thu diogroni thows >fhat happens during a chain
reaction. What causes the uratu«m-235 nucleus to split? Whot
hoppens each time a nucleus of uronIufn-235 Is struck by a neutron?
Where do neutrons come from* The process shown here moy fake
place insfanfoneously Millions of uranium nuclei may split In a tiny

fraction of a second.
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spin when electricity flows through the motors. Generators
produce electric current when the}^ are turned by some force.

Most of our electricity^ is made bj’’ generators turned b}" steam
or bj- moy-ing water. In the future, steam produced by the heat
of atomic piles may be used to spin generators.

Key Words
armature lines of force plutonium

atomic pile lodestone poles (magnetic)

chain reaction magnet temporary-

compass motor turbine

electromagnet neutron uranium
generator nucleus

hydroelectric permanent

Key State-aients

1. Magnets are objects yvhich attract certain other materials.

2. Magnetic force is the strongest at the poles of a magnet.

3. The magnetic force leaying a magnet forms lines of force.

4. One pole of a magnet is called the north pole. The other pole

is called the south pole.

5. The magnetism of the earth causes a compass needle to point

in a north-south direction.

6. The end of a compass needle which points toward the north is

called the north-seeking or north pole of the compass.

7. Like magnetic poles repel each other. Unlike poles attract

each other.

8. An electric current Boning through a nire forms a magnetic

field around the ndre.

9. A coil of yyire through which an electric current passes is a

temporar3' magnet. It is called an electromagnet.

10. An electromagnet’s strength may be increased bj- increasing

the turns of yyire, placing a soft iron core in the coil, and sending a

stronger current through the coil.

11. In the electric motor, an armature or electromagnets are

mounted between other magnets. As the direction of the current

flom'ng into the electromagnets is changed, the poles of the electro-

magnets are changed. Thus the poles of the electromagnets are first

attracted to and then repelled by the poles of the outside magnets.

This causes the armature to rotate.
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12. \\Tien a ^\irr is moved through a magnetic field, an electric

current moves through the wire Tim w the principle of the electric

generator

13 Most of the elcttncily in the Uniteel States is produced from

stcam-drnen generators

U Hydroelectric plants use the foixe of running wafer to turn

generators,

15 Great quantities of doctricity may someday be made by

generators driven by atomic power.

ThOOCIIT QUESTION'S

1, flow do you know that the earth is a magnet?
2 Is magnetism a form of electricity? Give reasons for your

answ er

3 MTiat IS a lodestone?

4 Where is most of the force of a magnet eoncentrotodf Grve

proof for your answer

5 How could you fell which end of a magnet was the south pole?

6 ^^Tiy does a magnefued needle point m a north-south directum?
~7 How would three south poles of three magncfs act toward each

other?

-”8 l^’hat IS a magnetic field?

9 How ate the poles of the electromagnets in the annaturo of a

motor changed? HTiat is the effect of this’

-JO List three ways the strength of an electromagnet may b«

iacreast-d.

11 Wliat is the principle of the electric generator?^2 Desenbe the chain reaction which takes place when the nuclo
of untnium-235 atoms are split

Projects fob Your Science Discovery Book
1 Go to the library and read about some of the early uses of lode-

stones. "Wnte a bnef report m your Science Discovery Book.
2 A magnetic screw driver is handy for use with small screws-

Sfa^etire a screw driver by nibbti^ the blade in the same direction
with one pole of a strong magnet.

3 Magnetize five needles so that the eyes of all five are the same
pole Insert each needle into a flat cork so that half the needle is

atove the cork Float all five with the eyes out of water. E-vplain
the arrangement of the corks
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4. A'lake an electromagnet by winding many turns of insulated

wire around a bolt and nut with a washer at each end. Connect it

to a drj"- cell. Test its strength. If a stronger magnet is wanted, add
more turns of wire.

5. Examine the electromagnet couplers on some model electric

trains. Show bj' means of drawings how' they work.

6. Try to find a discarded doorbell for stud3^ Take the cover off

and trace the wiring. Paj-^ particular attention to the work of the

contact points.

7. Find out where the electricit}’ used in 3mur home is generated.

T^ffiat is the source of power used to turn the generators?

8. Make a report on one large hydroelectric plant. How man3
'’

generators are used? How much electricit3' is produced? How' much
water is needed? How fast does the water move?

9. List all the uses of electricitw’' in 3'our home.

10.

Make a simple galvanometer. Carve out a hole in a block of

wood for a small compass. Set the compass in the hole and wind 60

or 70 turns of ver3'’ thin insulated \vire around the block and compass.

The winding should all be in the same direction, and should be tight

enough to hold the compass fii-mh’ in the hole. Fasten the ends of

the wire to two bolts and nuts as temainal posts. Glue bits of felt on

the corners underneath so that the block is steady.

To use the galvanometer, turn it so that the compass needle is

parallel to the wire. Whenever a slight electric current flows through

the coil, the compass needle will move.
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Electrical Highwayj.—^Transni?ssk>n lifiej like these are the elecfricol

highways of the cir. Pushed by 62,000 to 132,000 volts (©'• e''®"

more), electrical energy whizzes olong the copper stern of the

steel wires.



TOPIC XI

Electricity and

Communication

DO YOU KNOW—
1. "nTiat radar is?

2. The Morse code?

3. "RTiether j'our voice is carried along telephone

wires?

4. Some different kinds of microphones and their

uses?

5. That there is an electron gun in your television

set?

6. How to make a telegraph set?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

How Are Messages Carried

by Telegraph and Telephone?

UsEFtTL EiiECTEOsrAGXETS.—^In Topic X we studied about

electromagnets. We discovered that electromagnets make pos-

sible electric motors. We know that such magnets are also used

to lift great weights of iron or steel.

Electromagnets are important in communication. Indeed,

the telegraph, the telephone, and the teletj-pe all use electro-

magnets to carr}”" messages from place to place.

Telegraph.—

A

little more than 100 years ago, Samuel

F. B. Morse made the first telegraph set in the United States.

Today there are more than two million miles of telegraph lines
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Topping Out o Mejioge.— Thit old
West«rn Union telegraph tet hot been
replaced in most areas with modern
teletype machine* The lelegroph I*
»till important, however, in mony smaller
station*. (Compare this picfwre with the

one on page 289.|

in operation. Almost ever}’

city, town, railroad station,

and airport are connected

by means of telegraph.

The telegraph system

consists of a sending key

and a sounder, connected

b}' wire througli which an

electrical current may flow.

The key is realK' a snitch

When the key is prc«'=ed,

it closes the snitch, and

electricity flows through

the wire to the sounder.

The sounder is an elec-

tromagnet. ^^'hen current

flows through the electro-

magnet, a small iron bar or

lever is dran-n to the elec-

tromagnet. As the lever

strikes the core of the elec-

tromagnet, a "click" is

heard. When the pressure

is taken off the scndlngkey,

the snitch opens, and the

current stops flowing

, ,
through the wires. The

electroimeuet m the sounder becomes demagnetized. A spring
e\er pulls it away from the core, and against a

?«5 >1 r/^^u
* lever strikes the frame, another "click"

ri-

®very time the telegraph operator presses on

^
sending key, a click is heard from the sounder. Every

time^the operator relea^ (he sending key, another cUck is

A
messages by telegraph, a code must be used.

Ionee?^r clicks is called a "dot ” A
is called a "dash." Combina-

Eor examnlp^ i

letters of the alphabet,i-or example, the letter "A" ia the Morse code is "dot," ''dash.”
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The letter "B” is "dash,” "dot,” "dot,” "dot.” The complete

INIorse code is given in tlie Appendix.

You can make a tvo-waj- telegraph set at home b}' follov-ing

the directions in Ex-periment 23. Notice that a lock switch

makes it possible for either instrument to be used as a sending

kej' or as a sounder.

The telegrapli set you make in Experiment 23 can send only

one message at a time over the wire. ^Modern telegraph s3'stems

can send manj' different messages over the same wires at tlie

same time. Using a combination of methods, 120 messages ma^'

be carried at the same time on 4 wares.

Telegrajis .axd Telettpe.—In the old da}'S telegrams

were sent bj’ code as described on page 2SS. An operator

sent out the "dots” and "dashes” to the distant station. There

A Modern Telegram.—The girl is operating a teleprinter. As she

"types" out the message, holes ate punched in the paper tape. The

tape leaves the teleprinter and passes through the automatic trans-

mitter at her left. The transmitter sends out an electrical current

which operates an automatic teletypewriter at the receiving station.



•• (HOME) EXPERIMENT 23

Note docs the telegraph operalet

This CJiperiment makes use of electromaonets. In what other

experiment did you make an electromagnet? Before trying this

experiment, trace the flow of electricity through the apparatus.

What IS the purpose of the lock switch on each sending key?

Wbat to Use —T«o blorL« of soft ^voorl about 1" X 4" X S*';

old "tifi" cans or sheet metal, tin soi{>s or metal shears; about 20 feet

of No 20, 22, or 24 losulatcd copper mre; about 25 feet of ordinary in-

sulated doorbell we, two diy celb, tno steel wood screws about 2"

long, two fiiu-hing naib about 3" long, sereral i" wood eerews.

^ HAT TO Do—Use the tin snips to cut the sheet metal In strips as

shown A.ssemble the telegraph set as shown in the drawing. You will

have to evpenment to make sure the strips on the sounders are beat

Just right so that they click nheu they are pulled down, and click when
they spring back and strike the nail

Move one set as far from the other as possible. Clew the lock switch
of one set and operate the key of the other set Obsen-e w hat happens
to both sounders Try using the other set as the sender.

HAT Happejcs.

—

1 Trace the flow of electricity when one sending
key IS pressed

2 How nuny sounders operate when one key b pre<^sed? 'Thy?
\fhen is the metal strip of the sounders pulled to the electro-

magnet ^Tien does it spring back to the nail?
4 What happens when the lock switch of a sender b closed?
5 How IS a set changed from a sounder to a sending set?
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CoKCLUsiONS.—1. Uliat is the purpose of the key in a telegraph set?

2. How does the felegrapJi sounder operate?

3. Explain in your omi words how the telegraph set operates.

Applic.^tion’s.—Of what value is the telegraph in the operation of

railroads?

Why lias the tcletjqie replaced the telegraph set for telegrams?

the operator translated the message from the code, and typed

it on a telegram ndiich the "telegraph boy" delivered.

The modern system of sending telegrams makes use of tele-

t}"pe\vriters, or "tcletj-pe machines” as the}' are sometimes

called. The sending operator tx'pes out the message on the

teletypewriter. Two things liappen as the operator tj-pes out

the message. A regular tj'pewTitten copy of tlie message is

made. This the operator keeps as a record of the message sent.

At the same time the machine punches combinations of holes

in a paper tape. As this paper passes through another part of

the machine, electrical contact fingers touch the tape where

the holes are. This sends out electrical current over the wire

in the same spurts as the holes are in combination in the

paper.

At the recei^•ing end of the line the spurts of current cause

the same letters to be vTitten on an electrically operated t}'pe-

writing machine. The message is tj'ped on a tape which comes

out of the .side of the teletj'pe machine. The operator cuts off

the pieces of tape and pastes them on a telegram form. The

telegram is then phoned or delivered.

Sexdixg Pictures by Telegraph.—For the past 15 years

many new.spapers have been recehdng pictures by telegraph.

A picture taken in San Francisco, may be "telegraphed” to

Ne-.v York, and appear in the newspaper, all witMn a few hours.

Sending the same picture by mail would take two or three

days.

The diagram on page 292 shows how pictures are sent by

telegrapli. The photoelectric cell is a deidce wliich changes

light energ}’’ into electrical energ}”^. It is sometimes called an

"electric eye.” Photoelectric cells may be used to open or close
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Sending Pictures by Recfncity,—The diogram h simplified fo show

the main ports of (he apporotus used to tend pictures by telegroph.

The picture to be sent It on the drum at the left, and Is being re-

ceived on the drum ot the right. Whot It the purpote ef the prltm.

What doet the photoelectric cell dot Hew it the size of the hole

(aperture) controlledt Whot happens when the operture is com-

pletely closedt

doors when a beam of hght is broken. They may also be

to turn on drinking fountains.

The picture to be sent by telegraph is a transparent fiba.

something like a photographic negative. It is mounted on a

cylinder which revolves A tiny beam of light is focused on the

picture. As the picture revolves, gradually every tiny section

of the picture falls under the beam of light. As shown in tlie

diagram, the light travels through the picture, and is reflected

into a photoelectric cell. Little or no light passes through the

dark sections of the picture. Alt of the light passes through the

light sections of the picture. Thus varj^ng amounts of light

reach the photoelectric cell And these varying amounts cor-

respond to tile same pattern of lightness and darkness in the

picture.

The photoelectric cell sends out an electric current which

varies with the light which reaches it. This varjnng current U
sent along wires to the receiver. The current operates an elec-
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Cc^zt'jROA.

Radiophoto.—One step beyond telephoto is radiophoto—the send-

ing of photos by radio waves. This photo of the governor of Ber-

muda was the first picture to be sent by radiophoto from Bermuda
to New York. A picture of the message he is writing was also sent.

tromagnet which controls the size of a tiny hole through which

light is passed. The light falls on a photographic film mounted
on a turning cylinder. The light which reaches the film cor-

responds to the light which passes tlirough the original picture.

After the beam of light has traveled the length of the cylinder,

the film is removed and developed.

Telephone.—The telephone, like the telegraph, carries mes-

sages b}' wire. The telegraph, however, can send onlA' a coded

message. The telephone makes it possible for jmu to hear the

words spoken bj" another person.

You vill remember that there is no change in the current

sent along telegraph vires. The current is "on,” or it is "off.”

In the telephone an electrical current of changing or varying

strength is carried along vires. This var3ing current is the

secret of the telephone.

Sound Watos.—^You learned in an earlier science course
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Controlling o Door with on •Hoctrlc

the lefl-honri roiling ,h,„„ on o photo.

St liowS'l,"
'to"''’ the beon,

morf
^teolr in the corrent it

' “ferote o .witch which torn,
on o motor to open the door.

that sounds are vibrations

Any object that vibrates

produces sound. And
sounds may be carried by
anj' matter that can be

made to vibrate.

When you talk your

vocal cords vibrate. Their

vibrations set the nearby

air molecules vibrating

These molecules in turn

set other air molecules m-
brating, and so the sound

of your voice is carried.

From Sound Wave to

THE Electrical Wave.—
"UTien you talk into the

mouthpiece of a telephone,

the vibrating air molecules

strike a thin diaphragm in

the transmitter. The dia-

phragm is set vibrating.

In back of the diaphragm
is a small box containing

carbon grains. The back
and forth movement of

squeezes the grains tofrPtL.>r fi,
diaphragm alternately

An electrical cn?Tfr.»
' allows them to spread apart.

Wlten the grains are
through the carbon grains,

of electricity and a Ktr
’’Sether they are a good conductor

pressure 13 released thev
flows through. Ayhen the

current flows. This vm* i*

“ P^rer conductor, and a weaker

pattern as the sounH wof.
®lectrical current has the same

transmitter changes soim^
the diaphragm. Thus the

These variations mlw'*-*"*”
‘^^^sponding electrical

^ircs to the telephone receh-er^‘''ir^"*obtain the necessarj matpri«i
' ^’T’eriment 24 if you can

understand the changing experiment will help you
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Modern Telephone Sef.—The imporfonf ports of a telephone are

shown in this cutaway diagram. Other telephones may look some-

what different from this one, but each has a transmitter and a re-

ceiver. What is the purpose of the carbon granules? How does

the receiver change an electric current to sound waves?



experiment 24™

iriiai lioppcns to the mrrenl tn a Idephone drcml tchen

sounds enler the transmitlert

If you do not havo tho equipment to try this eiperiment, study

the diagram carefully Trace the ftow of electricity through the

wires and the instruments What happens to the electric current

in the transmitter? m the receiver? What is the purpose of the

galvanometer? In what ways is an actual telephone installation

more complicated than this diagram?

Wh4t to Use —A dj'-cnrded but usable telephone transmitter and

receiver, two or three dry celb, a gsK-anometer

Wa.4r TO Do —1 Connect the transmitter, recei\ er, dry celU, and

gab anoraeter in series asshown in thediagram Turn the galvanometer

so that the da's can see the needle. Wrth the room quiet, obserre the

needle

2 Ha\e one person talk into the transmitter, and another listen

through the receiver Observe what happens to the needle of the gal-

vanometer.

3 Compare the action of the needle when the person talks loudl}

and softly

—U the bvtcrier eannot bear through the receiver, try adding

more dry celU
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The galvanometer needle moves off zero whenever an electric cur-

rent flows through the circuit. If it moves to a position and staj-s there,

a direct current of constant strength is flowing through the wires. The
stronger the current, the farther the needle will move.

What HLappexs.—1. Did an}* current flow through the circuit

when the room was quiet? How do you know? If there was a current,

was it steady or did it change in strength? How do you know?
2. Could the listener hear the message through the receiver? What

happened to the galvanometer needle when words were spoken into

the transmitter?

3. 'WTiat happened to the needle when words were spoken loudly into

the transmitter? When words were spoken softly into the transmitter?

CoxcLHSioxs.—1. What happens to the current in a telephone

circuit when sounds enter the transmitter?

2. How does the strength of the electrical current carried by the wire

compare with the loudness of the sounds spoken into the transmitter?

3. Where is the beginning of the variations in the strength of the

current flowing through the telephone wires?

From Electrical Waves to Soltn'd Waves.—The receiver

is a permanent magnet, the ends of which are also electro-

magnets. A thin metal diaphragm is held in place bj- the per-

manent magnet. (See drawing on page 295). The electrical

waves travel through the electromagnet. As you learned ear-

lier, the strength of an electromagnet is affected by the strength

of the current flowing through it. Thus the electromagnet in

the receiver is constantly changing its strength. This causes

the diapliragm to vibrate. And the -vibrating diaphragm pro-

duces sound waves wliich travel through the air to j-our ear.

Actual sounds are not carried over the wires. The electrical cur-

rent carried by the wires causes -vibrations in the receiver dia-

phragm which correspond to sounds spoken into the transmitter.

FIELD RESEARCH

If an old telephone is av.ailable, take it apart to study its parts.

Find the diaphragm in the transmitter. Saw the transmitter case in

half to see the carbon granules. Note where the -wires are attached.

Unscrew the ear piece from the receiver. Ivote the steel diaphragm.

Remove the diaphragm. Locate the permanent magnet. Find the

electromagnet which -vibrates the diaphragm.
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GENERAL PROBLEM 2

How Are Messages Carried

without Wires?

Progress i.v Communicatiox.—Havo you ever thought

about tile different kinds of communication man has used

through the ages'* -Many ancient people used fire beacons for

tending mestogea The Indians used smoke signals. African

natives used drums. Paul Revere received his famous message

as a light signal Sailors use signal flags, semaphore flags, and

blinker lights All the.se methods tvere used long liefore elec-

tricity was discovered. Some are still used toda}*.

With the discovery of

LoudspeoVer.— coil which it behind
the speaker it port of on electromagnet.
Another cod, hidden by the frome, is

port of on electromagnet which cavtet

electricity, new methods of

sending mes-sages were in-

dented. The telegraph ap-

peared in 1835. About

the block paper cone to vibrote ond 1875 Alexander Graham
produce tound. (Compare fhet picture Bell invented the tele-
with lh« d.oarom of Ihe louJ.p.ole. phone. Then about 1000

on page 300.) Marconi invented therire-

le<-s telegraph—a means of

sending a coded mcs.sage

n-ithout the use of wires.

Some tuenty years later

radio became successful.

DuringWorldWar Ilrcdar

was developed. Right after

the cIo«e of World \Var II

teleiision was perfected as

the newe.st means of com-

munication.

Raoio.—

I

f you have

ever looked inside a radio

set, you know that radio is

too complicated to be ex-

plained in this science

course. Many of the de*



tails of bow radio works must be left for later science study.

But we can understand some of tbe basic principles of radio

broadcasting and reception.

Beo.a.dcastixg.—^The sounds in a broadcasting studio are

picked up by a microphone. There are manj' different kinds of

microphones for different pmposes. One t^'pe is verj' similar to

the telephone transmitter. The sound waves set a diaphragm

vibrating. These ^dbrations affect carbon grains inside the mi-

crophone, which cause variations in an electric current. Tliis

varying electric current is sent to the transmitter which may
be miles away from the studio. The current is carried to the

transmitter over telephone lines.

At the transmitter the current is amplified, or strengthened.

Then the pattern of this current is added to another powerful

electric current produced at the station. This combination

current passes tluough another part of the transmitter, and

flows through the antenna. There it sets up radio waves wliich

travel'out from the antenna. The radio waves are in the same

pattern as the current which flowed through the microphone.

Microphones.—The large microphones shown here ore frequently

seen in radio studios. The small microphones weigh only 12 ounces

but are as sensitive and "powerful” as the large ones. For what

kind of programs would the smaller "mikes" be useful?
C^^cty RCS



Radio $ovr<« of Current

Rodlo.—^The importont ports ore shown here to help yotf untferstond

the principles involved in rodio broodeosting ond reception. Can
you fell what each port does? Stort with the microphone end follow

through to the broodcostirtg enlenno. Why must the eleefricfll cur-

rent from the tuner and detector be strengthened? Where Is this

done^ Why does the poper cone in the speoker vibrote? What do

the vibrations cause?

Radio Reception’.—A radio receiver is made so that it

changes radio wa^’es back into a varj'ing electrical current.

The tuning knobs or push buttoas on the radio set move parts

of the set so that different stations naay be "tuned in.*’ The
electrical current in the recei^'e^ is strengthened, and then

passes to the speaker. As is shown in the drawing, the speaker

has an electromagnet. The electromagnet causes a paper cone

to vibrate, its ribrations send out sound wa^*es which we hear.

^Ve can understand, then, the important parts of sending
and receiring messages by radio The microphone changes
Mund waves into a varying electric current of the same pattern-
The^ transmitter changes this current into radio waves. A
receiver tuned to certain radio waves changes the radio waves
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into an electrical current of the same pattern. This electric

current operates a speaker n-hicli sets up soimd -n-aves again.

Radae.—^The basic principles of radar were discovered

some thirty 3’ears ago. It wasn’t until World War II, however,
that it was developed into a practical and useful instrument.

Radar makes use of radio waves, special kinds of waves
known as short waves. Unlike usual radio waves, short waves
are reflected b^' metal, land, and even hea\y rain storms. The
idea in radar is to send out bursts of short waves. If thej"

•iU

•T

Aircraft Radar.—The black plane is sending out a radar beam in-

dicated by the solid lines. When the beam strikes the white plone.

It is reflected bock to the black plane. The reflected beam is repre-

sented by the dotted lines. The distance between the planes is de-

termined by the time it takes the beom to trovel to the white plane

and back again.

strike some object the.v will be reflected back to the radar set.

Even though these waves travel at the speed of 186,000 miles

per second, it is possible to determine how long it takes the

waves to travel out and back.

In actual practice, the radar set has a special sort of screen,

much like the screen on a television set. A single line across the

bottom of the screen represents the range of the radar set, for

axample 93 miles. If no waves are reflected back to the set,

the line remains as a straight line. If, however, the radar waves

strike a ship or an airplane, a peak or a "pip” appears in the
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Coming in by Rador.—^An operator ot the airport has two radar
scopes. The upper left scope shows how the field looks from above.
Inside the upside down V is the zone for a safe approach. The
upper right scope shows a side view for approaching the field. The
correct approach will be within the lines.

The upper scopes show that the plane is too for to the left, and
too low. The radar operator on the ground radioed this information

to the pilot, who corrected his approach. A minute or two later (as

shown by the lower diagrams) the plane was in correct position for

the approach.

During recent years there have been many new applications

of radar. The radio proximity fuse is a miniature radar set

installed in the nose of a shell. When a shell comes within a

certain range of an object, the reflected radar waves set off the
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shell. Thus the shell “waits” for the proper instant to explode.

Another application of radar is a S3'.stem whercbj' friendly

plane*, automatically identify' each other. Still another is a

R} stem whereby a radar set can scan a region. This means that

the radar set can tell a pilot about the land or ships or other

objects over which he is flying.

Many scientist.s are busy working on new applications and

improvements of radar. We can be .sure that many more uses

will be found for this useful tool.

Telf.^'ision’.—Few inventions have appealed to people as has

teleMsion In 1945 it was something new and unusual. By

1952 It had become almost as common as radio. Television

cames both sound and pictures from the transmitter to the

receiving set. The carrying of sound is really a part of radio, so

we shall consider now only' the picture part of television.

One of the ba.«ic ideas in television is to change light energj'

into electrical energy. Television does just this. A pattern

of lightness and darkness is changed into an electrical current

that varies with the pattern of the light. The details of how

this is done will have to wait for a later science course. But we

can understand some of the parts of television.



Transcontinental Relay.—At left is one of the stations of the BellSystem s Transcontinental Radio-Relay System, opened in 1951 anddesigned to carry television os well as telephone messages by radio
microwaves. At each tower the microwaves are received rein
forced, and sent on to the next tower. There are 123 stations inthe transcontinental radio-relay system from Boston to Los Angeles
The stations average about 28 miles apart. At right is an airplane

beacon.



Tel«vIjion Tybej.“-{left) The comero <wb» !» Ih# heart of the

vision oomero. Inside the Iwbe ore the screen, torget, ond electron

gun. £;iptoift whol eoch does. (Right) The top of fh'S pidvtt

IS the screen where the picture Is formed. A beom of electrons

sweeps oeross the screen In o poHern ©f 441 lines, 30 times eccn

second. Wherever on electron strikes the screen, o spot ©f t‘0 ht

' oppeors.

Taking tbe Picture.—^\’ou svill remember that a photty

electnc cell is used in sending pictures by telegraph. Lis^

falling on a photoelectric cell causes the cell to send out at

electric current. A teIe\asion camera uses the same idea m J

special tele\ision camera tube.

Light enters the camera tube and falls on a screen. Th'

screen is made so that electrons (charges of electricity) are gi'’C'

off when light strikes it. Further, the more light that reache

the screen, the more electrons that are given off. These elec

trons travel like bullets to a target screen. As they strike th

target, they push electrons out of the target. These “pushe

out” electrons are carried away, lea^^ng the target with fe^'*

electrons than it needs. TtTiile this is going on, an electro
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Coartety HCA

TV Studio.—These ore only port of the equipment and people

needed to broadcast a television program. Note the microphone

on the "boom." Two cameras are being used. The engineers in

the control room see both pictures, but only one is selected to be

transmitted. The engineers may change from one camera to an-

other several times during the telecost.

gun on the other side of the target is "shooting” a rapid stream

of electrons at the target. The stream of electrons is aimed at

the target so that it sweeps the target in a regular pattern of

horizontal lines. As the electron stream sweeps across the tar-

get, electrons are captured at those spots where the target is

missing electrons. The rest of the electrons bound off the target

and return to the gun. This means that there is a stead}’ stream

of electrons leaving the gun, but a var^nng stream that returns

to the gun. The variations in the returning electron stream

correspond to the light and dark parts of the object being

televised.

Thus the electron stream—an electrical current—which

returns to the gun is an electrical "picture” of the object.

This current is then strengthened and sent to the transmitter.

At the transmitter it is changed into radio waves and sent out
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En(oyir»g Television-—'Tell how ihit progron' i* brought from the

studio in Ch'Coge to a home televiiien set.

from the antenna. The transmitter also sends out another set of

radio waves which carry the sound.

RECEniN'G THE PICTURE —In the television receiver is a

large tube, often called the "picture tube." One end of this

tube is a special kind of screen. It b here that the picture

is formed

How' is the picture formed? The television receiver picks up

the radio waves sent from the transmitter. The waves are

changed back into an electrical current. This current operates

another electron gun at the far end of the picture tube. A
stream of electrons from the gun sweeps back and forth across

the .screen. This stream varies just the way the electron stream

did in the camera tube. Wherever electrons strike the screen,

light is given off. The screen changes electrical energj’ into

light energy. Thus the screen of the picture tube shows up as a

pattern of light and dark areas. This forms a picture. It is the

same picture that entered the camera tube.
W e have taken several minutes to tell hou television works*

Actually the whole thing happens much faster than we can tell

about it. A football game you see on television is really hap-
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pening at exactly the same moment hundreds or thousands of

miles away! Tele-vnsion lets us see and hear things as they hap-
pen. Truly tele\-ision is one of the wonders of modem com-
munication.

THrs-Ki.vG Thixgs Over.—From smoke signals to television

—this is the story of communication. For centuries man’s
communication was limited to the distance sound waves and
light waves would travel in air. But electricity has changed all

that. First came the telegraph, using an electric current to

operate an electromagnet in a sounder. Then the telephone was
deA'eloped. The telephone was a great improvement over the

telegraph, but both send their messages along wires.

Radio opened up new fields for communication. Radio

waves travel through space without wires. Thus sending and
recei^ig stations no longer needed to be connected by wires.

Further e.xperiments with radio led to radar, and finally to

television. Electricity now gives us sight as well as sound

conununication.

"iMiat is the result of all these advances in communication?

Certainly one result is that we can know what is happening in

the world almost at the same time it is happening. 'S^'hen

AVasliington was inaugurated as first president, man\' people

did not know about it until several weeks later. Xow when a

president is inaugurated, or makes a speech, we can see it and

hear it as it takes place.

Radio can bring us voices from the other side of the world.

So far teleWsion cannot bring us pictures from such great

distances. But shall we some daj" see on our tele-vdsion screens

events as thej' take place in Europe, or Asia, or South America?

Only time and the work of scientists can answer that question.

Key Words

camera tube

code

microphone

"pip”

photoelectric cel!

picture tube

radar

radio

sounder

sound wave

telegraph

telephone

teletype

telerision

transmitter

variation (in current)

vibrations
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TOPIC XII

Community Health and

Sanitation

m YOU KNOW—
1. "ttliere your drinking water comes from?

2. How j’our water supply may become polluted?

3. How science is able to prevent disease bj' proper

treatment of drinking water?

4. VThy garbage should loe protected from flies?

5. ^Vhy sewage disposal is a health problem?

0. How to separate a dissolved substance from the

water in which it is dissolved?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

How Is Safe Water Supplied to the Home?
Sanitation, Health, and Water.—Good health is the goal

of ever}' intelligent person. It is a goal we reach onlt' by hard

work. Good health doesn’t "just happen.” For many, many
years scientists and doctors have studied to find out what is

needed for health}' lives. Again and again, they have discovered

that cleanliness and sanitation are most important in keeping

people healthy. Of course other things are important, too.

We shall study about some of them later. But over and over

again it has been foimd that the clean sanitar}'- community is

the healthful community.

"UTiat is involved in being sanitary? Certainly there must

be a will to keep clean. And perhaps next in importance is a

good supply of safe water. Because water is necessary for life,
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TOPIC XII

Community Health and

Sanitation

DO YOU KNOW—
1. Where j’our drinking water comes from?

2. How your water supply ma}- become polluted?

3. How science is able to prevent disease bj' proper

treatment of drinking water?

4. ^’l'hy garbage should be protected from flies?

5. IVhy sewage disposal is a health problem?

6. How to separate a dissolved substance from the

water in which it is dissolved?

GENERAL PROBLEM I

How Is Safe Water Supplied to the Home?
Sanitation, Health, and Water.—Good health is the goal

of every intelligent person. It is a goal we reach onh" bj^ hard

work. Good health doesn’t "just happen.” For manj^, many
years scientists and doctors have studied to find out what is

needed for health}’’ lives. Again and again, they have discovered

that cleanliness and sanitation are most important in keeping

people healthy. Of course other things are important, too.

We shall stud}" about some of them later. But over and over

again it has been found that the clean sanitary community is

the healthful community.

"^^Tiat is involved in being sanitary? Certainly there must
be a R'iH to keep clean. And perhaps next in importance is a

good supply of safe water. Because water is necessary for life,
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WoJfir Tower.— If Ihere h oo high lond neor the eify or towfi.

storage tanks ore set olop high towers. Why ore towers such as

these seen more often in the midwest than olong evr coasts?

much of a communify’i health \nll depend upon its wafer sup-

ply. "VN e should understand the science principles involved iu

suppl^ring our homes with water.

From the Source to the Reservoir.—Springs, wells,

lakes, and rivers are the common sources of a water supply*

Regardless of the source, some sj'stem must be pro\ided for

bringing the water to the homes where it is to be used.
the water must supply a community of many homes, a storas^
tank or resm-oir is used. The science principles involved iu

bringing water from the source to a storage place are the same
regardless of the source of the water. In all possible cases

reser^oi^s are placed higher than the community. This is

done so that granty may be used to force the water through
the water mams into the pipes of (he houses.

3IG couMcxm- a>'d personal he,4Lth



In like manner, the force of gra^nh' can be used to bring

water from the source to the resenmir. Again, in order to use

gra\dty, the source must be at a higher altitude than the res-

er\'oir. Also, the water must not have to pass over am' hill

higher than the level of the water at the source.

This system of water supply is called a gravity system.

When the gravity system cannot be used, a jumping system

must be installed. The pumping S3'stem is more complicated

and costs more to operate than the gra\dt3' S3'stem.

The G1U.VITY SvsTEsr.—You know that water runs domihill

bj' gra\'it3'. You know also that if the water in a stream is

blocked or dammed, the water will fill up and overflow the dam.

Water stored in this wa\' exerts a pressure or push to get

through the dam. This pressure is due to the force of gravitA'

tending to pull the water down its course to lower levels. The

deeper the water the greater the downward pressure. Bj'

Experiment 25 3'ou maj' prove to yourself that water exerts

such a pressure. The experiment is important because it will

show 3'ou how a gravity S3'stem works.

Deserted Lake.—There is liftle danger of this lake’s being con-

taminated. High in the mountains, fed by snow, it would moke o

good source of water for a small community. Do you think it would

be easy to pipe the water from this lake to supply the people in

the community below?
Jn/rrfon



T\’’hat Happens.—7. Did water stay in the cylinder at first? 'What
held it in? WTien a certain depth was reached, did the water push out
at the bottom? "ttTiy?

8. Did the depth of water required to push out the plate var3^ with

the force exerted by the balance? Did the balance measure the down-
ward pressure?

iMake a labeled diagram to illustrate each trial.

Conclusion.—Brieflj', what did jmu prove? Give the exddence

which you think is proof of your statement.

What was the relation between the downward pressure and depth?

Application.—MTi}' cannot a person dive more than a few feet into

water?

If you were successful with the experiment, jmu proved that

water does exert a downward pressure. The deeper the water,

the greater the downward pressure. Downward pressure is

caused bj' graidty and so is called gravity pressure.

Besides exerting a downward pressure, water exerts a lateral

or sidewise pressure also. Experiment 26 vdll show ^'ou how
we know this.

FIELD RESEARCH

Examine the plan for a dam. Explain why it provides for stronger

construction at the bottom than at the top.

Friant 0am, California.—^The concrete structure of this dam is 320

feet high and 3420 feet long. Some construction was going on when

the picture was taken. The Friant-Kern Canol is in the foreground.

Bureau of Jteelamation



EXPERIMENT 27—

Does traler seek its otwi levclf

In what ways is this expen-

ment similar to Expenment 26?

Look back to Experiment 25.

pass 321, and rigure out »hat

you could add to make it iltus'

frate that water seeks its <7wn

level What force is acting on

the water irt both expenmenU?

What to Use.—

F

unnel, rubber tubins; glva tubiog; and a ring

stand with clamps.

What to Do —1. Set up the apparatus as in the drawing so that

the water can run from the bottom of the funnel through the rubber

tubing into the glass tube held upright.

2 Gradually fill the funnel with water.

RAT Hatpexs —I. Does the water run into the glass tube’
2. As you contujue to add water to the funnel, bow does the height

of the top of the water in the tube compare with the top of the water in

the funnel?

CoxcLusiox.—Consider what j’ou h-ave learned about water pres-

sure and try to explain whatyou have demonstrated in this experiment.

Kow you can understand that a gravity water suppb’
tern uses the principles of tvater pressure. These principles arei

water seeks its level because of gray-ity pressure: and gravity
pressure always occurs in wafer because the force of grarity is

always acting.
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(KEY) experiment 2S

JIoiv does a model gravity icater-supply system work?

Another "Key” Experiment. Why is it important? What differ-

ence would it make with the water spurting from the lube at the left,

if the container (reservoir) at the right of the hand in the sketch were

higher? What force caused the water to flow through the apparatus?

What to Use.— large funnel; three pieces of rubber tubing;

two straight-sided lamp chimneys with two-hole rubber stoppers or

corks to fit; three ring stands and clamps to hold the chimneys; one

pinchcock; two clamps; a pointed glass outlet tube drawm to a small

opening; and four "L” tubes. One "L” tube should have the long end

drawn out to a small opening.

AYhat to Do.—Study the diagram of an actual gravity ^'stem used

by a large citj' and set up a model as shown.

When all is connected and the clamps (representing valves) property

closed, fill the large funnel (representing a lake) with water. Open the

"valves” and allow water to flow (1) to the first chimney representing

the sedimentation resenmir, (2) then into the citj^ resenmir chimnej'

which contains a fountain (pointed "L” tube), and (3) finally out

through the pointed e-xit tube.

What Happens.—Does the water nin (flow) from the funnel (lake)

to the sedimentation and then to the city resen-oir? Why?
Did the water form a little fountain from the pointed tube in the

second chimney (city reservoir)? ^^^ly?
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EXPERfAiENT 27

Docs tcaler seek Us oxen leveU

Clati Tvb>i«a

tn vrfiat ways is this e«P«'T

ment similar to Expenmenl 26^

Look back to Experiment 26.

page 32t, and figure out

ypu could add to make it illus-

trate that water seeks its own

level. What force is acting on

the water in both experiments’

WiL4T TO Use.—

F

unnel, rubber tubun};; glass tubing; and a ring

stood with clomps.

Wa.vT TO Do —1. Set up the apparatus a« in the drawing so

the Bates can run from the bottom of the funnel through the rubber

tubing into the glass tube held upriglit.

2 Gradually fill the funnel with water.

What H\ppek? —1. Doe«> the water run into the gla*s tube’

2. As you continue to add water to the funnel, how does the height

of the top of the water iu the tube compare with the top of the water in

the funnel?

CoxcLusios.—Conader what you have learned about water pres*

sure and try to explain whatyou hare demonstrated in this eTperiment

Now you can understand that a cavity water supply 63'S'

tern uses the principles of water pressure. These principles At-

water seeks its level because of grarity pressure; and gra'i ?

pressure alwaj-s occurs in water because the force of grarity

always acting.
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" (KEY) EXPERIMENT 28

IIoio does a 7}iodel gravity ivaicr-snpply system tvork?

Another "Key” Experiment. Why is it important? What differ-

ence vrould it make with the water spurting from the tube at the left,

if the container (reservoir) at the right of the hand in the sketch were

higher? What force caused the water to flow through the apparatus?

What to Use.—

A

large funnel; three pieeas of rubber tubing;

two straiglit-.«idod laniji cliiinnej’s with two-hole rubber stoppers or

corks to fit; three ring .stands and clamps to hold the chimneys; one

pinchcock; two clamps; a pointed glass outlet tube dravN-n to a small

opening; and four "L” tubes. One "L” tube should have the long end

drawn out to a small opening.

WiiAT TO Do.—Study the diagram of an actual gravitj' sj'stem used

by a large cit3
’ and set up a model as sliown.

\Micn all is connected and the clamps (representing valves) properly

closed, fill the large funnel (representing a lake) with water. Open the

"valves” and allow water to flow (1) to the first chimney representing

the sedimentation resen'oir, (2) then into the city reservoir chimney

which contains a fountain (pointed "L” tube), and (3) finalh' out

through the pointed c.\'it tube.

Wh-w Happens.—Does the water nm (flow) from the funnel (lake)

to the sedimentation and then to the citj’^ resen-oir? Why?
Did the water form a little fountain from the pointed tube in the

second chimnej' (citj' reservoir)?
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Ho'v high does the water tpout from the pointed outlet tube? Does

jt illustrate the principle that water seeks its level?

CoNcnUMON—State how and «hy gravity causes the water to pass

from the lake to the city reservoir

^Tiat causes the water in the conduits to go over hills?

Explain the height to which the water was forced from the outlet

tube from the city reservoir

AppliC'Itjon —tVhat IS the result of the difference in altitude be-

tween the resenmir and the tall buddings?

It is. well enough to talk about a gravity system, but j'ou will

understand it better if jou can build a model of such a system.

Experiment 28 will help you do tliis

A Woter Supply 5yjfem.~Thij city u fortunate in having o good
supply of woter obout thirty miles away. Some cities must go hun-
dreds of miles for their drinking water. Why would water pumps

hove to be installed In o 700-foot building in this city?

Pumping System.—^Many people, living outside a commu-
nity Water-Supply system, install a private pressure system
like the one illustrated on page 325 A motor-driven pump
forces water from the well into 3 tank containing air. As the
water is forced In at the bottom, the air is compressed into

smaller space above the water. The pump continues to force
the water until the air pressure becomes 40 lbs. to 50 lbs. per
square inch, as required. The motor is then automatically
stopped. As the water is withdrawn, the air pressure drops.
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When the air pressure drops to about 20 lbs. per square inch,
the motor automatically starts. Thus more water is pumped
into the tank.

A Pumping System.—^The motor in this system aotomoticolly turns on
and pumps water when the water level in the tank drops. As the

water is pumped into the tank, air is compressed. Why? What
forces the water up into the supply pipe?

A pipe leads from near the bottom of the tank to other pipes

and faucets. When a faucet is opened, water flows out. It is

forced through the pipe bj* the expansion of the compressed

air in the top of the tank. In such a system the tank is usuallj'-

placed in the cellar.

The same plan ma}’^ be used to suppW cistern water for use

in the house. This is rain water, collected in a tank or cistern.
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experiment 29

How can compressed atr be used to supply water at higher

leveht

What kind of energy Is used to work

tt>e pump represented in the picture?

Where does it come from? What kind

of energy is sometimes used on the

f4.Wb towork the fwca pump?

When the piston is raised, water

comes up around the valve What

causes the water to rise in this way?

What force causes the water to flow

out of the "tank'' when the tube is

opened? What kind of energy does

that represent?

WuAT TO Use —A model force pump; a iride-mouthed bottle

(12 oa), a two-hole rubber stopper to fit the bottle, 12" length of

tnre, two glass 'X" tubes and rubber tubifig, a piPchcock (faucet);

a gl3«s tube drapn to a small opening at one end (nozzle); a dish for

water, and a rmg stand and bi^ clamp to hold the bottle

IViLiT TO Do.—Set up your model as iliu‘>trated Place water in

the dish (to represent a nell or cistern) aud operate the apparatus

What Happens—Observe hon the air in the bottle (tank) u. com-

pressed when you pump aod how it espaods when jnu allow water to

flow from the nozzle This can be observed by the change in water

level in the bottle Where docs the air-compressmg force come from’

Cosctcsios—In a water system of this kind, what forces the water

through the pipes to the bucets’

How does this differ from the water pressure in a gravity Bj’slem?

tVTiat relation do you think ensts between the pressure of the air

in the tank and the height to wluch the water will be forced?

Appucatios.—If you can arrange for it, you will be interested to

visit a fire house and find out how the pumper works
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Wlien pumping sj'stems are used to supply whole com-
munities, the water is usuall3' pumped into large tanks or

reseiwoirs. These storage reservoirs are high above the com-
munit}'. The}' ma}' be some distance from both the pumping
station and the homes the}’- supply. Such a water-supply sys-

tem is really a combination pumping and gravity system.

Explain.

Experiment 29 tells you how to set up a model pressure

system.

Now that the water is at your door, you are concerned mth
its distribution to various parts of your house. You are also

concerned with its safety from the standpoint of your health.

Therefore, the next few sections will help 3'ou to disco-\'er facts

about your home water system. You should also know how
the water is made safe for your use, and how you may further

protect your suppl}' and thereby your health.

Faucets.—In communities with a common supply system,

the water is brought to the house through water mains. It is

distributed -within the house through small pipes. Faucets are

an important part of your water system. They must be simple

in construction and easy to repah. The faucet has a valve that

may be opened or closed by turning the handle at the top of the

post or stem. One t}'pe of faucet is in general use. It is made

World's Largest Wa-
ter Pumps.—Twelve

pumps, like the three

shown here, will lift

water 280 feet from

behind Grand Coulee

Dam to irrigate 1 ,000,-

000 acres in the State

of Washington. Each

pump delivers over a
billion gallons of wa-
ter a day. In the fore-

ground is a case in

which water enters the

pump. In the middle,

a 65,000 horsepower
electric motor is being

assembled over an-

other pump. Next is o

completed pumping
unit.



wwwwwv. f-|ELD RESEARCH uimininiiMimi-

If you can get an oW wafer faucet from 5-our plumber, take it apart

and compare the parts with those shown in the figure Put the faucet

together and work it.

Durmg your in^'estigation tiy to discover what makes a faucet leak

and how to repair it.

If you try to repair a iea^' faucet at home, be sure the water

is fir^t turned off m the ba-scment. or below the sink or waishbowl where

the faucet is located.

Foueeti.—^Th« fogcet on the left moU be opened ond closed by
bond. Ihe Fuller fogcel is self-closing. Mo spring is neeessory In

fhisfoucet. The pressure of the water flowing in the pipe pushes the

vofve shut unless If is held open.

in various shapes, but a little investigation will disclose that

the}' are all about the same.

SelF'Cixjsixg Faucets.—In public buildings, including

schools, wrhere water is supplied for the convenience of the

public, it is wi«« to use a self-closing faucet. The Fuller faucet,

shown above, is self-closing. Some self-closing faucets have a
coil spring fastened to the post. When the faucet is opened,
the spring is tightened up, and when the handle U released, the

fpring fjjxse? the Saneei.

The water in some drinking fountains is turned on by pre.ssing

a button near the floor. When the foot is removed from the
button, the faucet is shut off. Fxplain why this is a good
samt.ar3' method.
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Couriety Crone

Streamlined Hygiene.—This wafer fountain (left) was designed for

both good looks and sanitation. Water always seems to taste better

and colder from such a clean source. Cleanliness is also em-

phasized in modern American bathrooms (right). Hard surfoces on
walls, floor, and fixtures aid in keeping them clean. Explain how.

Faucets poh Draining the Wateb Pipes.—A valve or

faucet is placed where the water pipe comes into the water

meter from the street main. When tliis A^alve is closed, the

water is prei’^ented from entering the house. There is another

outlet just bejmnd this valve. It can be opened so that the

water in the house pipes vdll flow out if the faucets in the rest

of the house are open. IWiy must thej^ be open? Can you give

several reasons whj^ one might wash to take all the water from

the pipes?

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

How Can Safe Water Be Provided?

Healthful Water in the House.—For home use our

water must be clear, free from objectionable odor and taste,

and free from dangerous germs. Water from wells or springs
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which may have been polluted should be boiled for twenty

minutes or more Thi^ kills all possible disease germs. Like-

wise, city water should be boiled if there is any possibility of its

containing disease germs Boiling for less than, twenty minutes

may not destroy all disease genus- In the case of the city, the

Board of Health will usually notify the people if there is need

for any special care Great caution should be taken in the use

of water that is not known to be safe.

Water that has been boiled tastes fiat when cooled. This is

because the dissolved air has been driven out by the heat.

Thus it is well to cool the water after boiling and then to

shake it nath air, some of which will dissolve and improve the

taste.

Vacatiox Daxgers.—WTien a person is out hiking, motor-

ing, or camping, great care should be taken with respect to

drinking water. ’‘The Old Oaken Bucket” may bring water

from a well in which drainage collects from bams or outhouses.

The water, though it may be clear, sparkling, and cold, may



contain disease germs. The farmer sa5’^s, "It's all right to drink;

we drink it.” True; it is possible that the bodies of the people
who drink it maj^ have built up a resistance which protects

them against any disease. You maj^ not have that resistance;

so beware! Ydien 3mu are not certain of the safet}’’ of drinking
water, boil it before using it.

Chemical preparations are available that ma}'- be carried on
a trip to sterilize (kill germs in) water if needed. Iodine, com-
pounds of chlorine, and potassium permanganate are useful,

but j'ou need to know just what amounts must be added to

the water.

Safeguarding Water for a Comjiuniti-.—Let us stud}"-

a tjTiical city to see how it safeguards its water suppl3^ This

city secures most of its water suppty from two lakes. One is

395 feet in altitude above the city. The other is 586 feet in

altitude above the city. The two lakes together have a surface

area of about 2800 acres. Their drainage area, supphdng the

water, is about 45,000 acres of land, much of which is forested.

(IWiat is the relation between forests and water suppi}'?)

Most of the land bordering the lakes is owned bj" the city.

It is possible, therefore, to restrict people from li^^ng on the

shores. Hence there is no danger of direct contamination by

sewage. The lake shores are patrolled and kept clean, free from

decaydng fish, garbage, and campers’ refuse.

Not onij’- is the near-bj'^ land protected, but the entire drain-

age area is inspected continually by’’ health oflicers. No out-

houses or barns are allowed to be located in places where their

sewage would drain into streams flowing into the lakes. Thus

every precaution is taken to keep the lake waters free from

anj’’ material that would endanger the health of the people

drinking the water.

FIELD RESEARCH

Appoint a committee from your class to investigate thoroughly your

own water supply. Build a model to illustrate how it works.

From your local Board of Health you can get information about the

number, if any, of cases of tyiihoid fever during a number of years.
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Bringing the Water to tbe Reservoirs.—Since the lakes

are above our tj-pical city, the flow of water takes place by

gra%ity through large conduits Referring to the diagram on

page 324, you can trace the course of the water. An inter-

mediate reservoir provides a place where the fine sediment can

settle. From tliis reseiwoir the water flows b}’ gravity to tlie

distribution reservoirs placed on hills near the city.

The water, after traveling long distances through closed con-

duits, loses much of its dissolved oxygen. As it comes into the

distribution reservoir it is sprayed into tbe air. This process

is called aeration It causes the water to dissolve the oxygen of

the air, which improves tlie taste of the water. It also helps to

oxidize organic matter, and, to some extent, kills certain kinds

of germs that may be in the water.

Purification of Water.—Water may be safe to drink, and

yet not be chemically pure. All natural water contains im-

purities, They may or may not be harmful to man. They
may ei-en be beneficial, as, for example, water with certain miu-

erals dissolved in it. The common impurities in water arc both

inorganic (mineralj and organic (animal or vegetable) sub-

stances. They may be in solution or not in solution. The
diagram on tbe next page show's some of the impurities that

may be in wnter. Follow the arrows to learn the kinds of

impurities and how they may be removed.— FIELD RESEARCH
Devise snd demonstrate a method of separating insoluble impuri-

ties from water

The purification of water on a large scale consists of—

•

(1) Gelling rid of the insoluble material or sediment.

(2) Killing any disease germs that may be present,

(3) Abating the vater.

The insoluble material is remo\'ed partly by settling. The
water is passed slowly throu^ large tanks. This gives time for
roo^t of the sediment to settle. You remember that water must
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Removing Impurities from Water.—Impurities in water may be either

insoluble substances, soluble substances, or both. What are the

usual ways of removing insoluble substances from water? How
may soluble substances be removed? What is the difference be-

tween chemically pure water and water safe for drinking?

be in motion to carrj^ sediment along Tvith it. When water

stands still most of the sediment settles to the bottom. Some
sediment may be so line that it takes too long for it to settle.

For this reason water from the settling tanks is passed through

filters to remove the last traces of sediment.

Bacteria in water may be killed bj" dissohdng a verj' small

amount of chlorine in the water (0.1 to 0.5 parts chlorine to

1,000,000 parts water). The chlorine and the water form an

acid which destroys bacteria.

The methods of purification are about the same whether the

water is transferred bj’’ gra\'ity or bj' pumping and whether the

water comes from a lake or a river.
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Wflfer Pufifificfion.—Thl» woler-p«rifleolion plonf of Wilwouk**«

NViiconiin, ii on« of the mojf modern in the world V/oler in the

filter beds shown here is so cleor Ihot it reflects the lights ond the

ceiling with remarkable shorpness. Is cleor woter olwoys sofe woter

to drink?

Water Is a Sowtsnt.—

W

afer ina.\' I>e safe to drink, and

fetill have much dissolved matter in it. (See diagram on pag®

333 ) We knmv, for example, that water dissolves oxygen

from the air, and minerals from the soil. Water dissolves many

substances. It is also true that water dissoh’es different

amounts of different substances You can pro\'e that substances

differ in .solubibtj' in water by triung Experiment 30.

What Is a Souttion?—A soluiion w a clear, even mixtufe ofa

substance and tcaler (or ant/ liquid). The mixture will not change

if allowed to stand ivilbout eraporating, nor can the dissolved

substance be separated from the water by filtering. According

to our definition, gases and liquids, as well as solids, may be

used to form solutions with ivater. The dissolving liquid is the
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•"«—«« (KEY) EXPERIMENT 30

Are some substances more soluble in water than others?

You have two new pieces of apparatus in this experiment. What
are they?

This is another “Key” Experiment. Why do you think it is so

important?

What kind of energy do you use to grind the materials to a fine

powder? It is mechanical energy. How many forms of energy does

this make that you have used? Try to name them.

Why is it best to grind the material to a fine powder? To discover

the reason you might try it without grinding.

When the substances are dissolved, feel the tube to see if the

liquid changed any in temperature.

WH.iT TO Use.—Table salt; copper sulfate (blue ritriol); ammo-
nium sulfate; three test tubes; a mortar and pestle; and a beaker of

water.

What to Do.—1. Grind samples of each substance to a fine powder.

Put equal amounts of each material (about one half inch in depth) info

the three test tubes respective!}-. Add to each test tube an equal amount

of water. Shake the contents of each tube for two minutes, and allow

to settle. Obsen-e close!}- whatever happens.

2. iSTotice if there is any change in temperature in any of the tubes.

3. IMake a labeled diagram of each test tube and contents before and

after shaking.

What Happexs.—1. Did all of each substance dissolve? Describe.
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2 Did the temperature ofany of the tubMchanpe? If ki, « hich one

changed the mo't’

Coscxr'JoN.—Do substaiict' m solubility? State the e«-

dence pro\nng your statement

Appuemov— does ocean water contain more salt than lime

in solution?

solvent the substance dissolved is the solute. Substances varj*

vn thevr salability m water. Those which eatuiot be dissolved

are insoluble.

FIELD RESEARCH —

“

Test ^anous common substances that you knon arc praetiraJly m-

wDluble m water as follows; Grind each to a fine powder and plare a

i-er^-smallamountmhalfatcsttubeof water. Shake thoroughly. Does

it disappear? If not, beat tube Does it now apparently £1188011*®?

Now make a U.«t of ten substances which you think are rcaddy soJu-

ble in water Make your selection, so far as possible, from materials

used at home Tost your materials |o prove their solubility.

CHEiircALLT PtjRE W.tTER.—Chemically pure water is

water which contains no dis?=olv<*d gases or solids of any kind.

It 19 verj* difficult to obtain absolutely chemically pure water.

Water sufficiently pure for most chemical purposes maj* be

obtauied by simple dislilhUon.

^Tien water containing dissolved substances is boiled, the

water portion changes to a gas (steam). The steam escapes.

The solid materi.nls of the solution remain. The gaseous water

^ven off is condensed to a liquid again. A pipe surrounded bj'

cold water is usually used to conden.se the steam into a liquid.

Any two liquids may also be separated by distillation,

providing their boiling points are considerably different. For

example, alcohol has a boiling point of 172.4® F. and water a

boiling point of 212® P. Therefaee, it is, possible to separate

the.se two liquids by keeping the temperature of the mixture

only sbghtly above 172.4® F. At this temperature the alcohol

will change to a ga.s and escape to the condensing tube. Most
oI the water will remain. Hone\*er, a very small amount of
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experiment 31

ffow can pure water be obtained fro7n a salt solution?

What process is taking place in the flask at the left? What kind of

energy is causing this to happen? Where does that energy come

from? How much difference would it make if the thermometer bulb

were lowered so that it reached into the water? Try it.

What process is taking place in the flask at the right? What is

being removed from the steam? Where does it go? Why does the

salt not go over with the steam?

What to Use.—

A

distilling flask (250 cc.) with one-hole rubber

stopper to fit; thermoroeter; a condenser flask; cold running water;

a beaker; tw’O ring stands and clamps to support the flasks in position;

Bunsen burner; and a cupful of salt water made by dissolving two

teaspoonfuls of salt in the water.

What to Do.—1. Set up the apparatus as in the picture, with

about a cupful of the salt water solution.

2. Start the cold water running outside the condenser flask. If

running w'ater is not convenient, cold water can be poured on the con-

denser flask from a beaker.

3. Heat the solution slowly to boiling and keep it boiling quietly until

about half gone.
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4 Note the temperature of the steam as the n afer boJs

5 The condensed steam formed in the condenser fla«k is caHed the

disltUate. Pour out some of it and test it for color, ti'te, and oilor.

C Pour out n hat IS left in the (hstiUing flask and test it for color,

taste, and odor.

What Happexs —3 Did steam form and pa« out of the ch«tilhnR

flask?

Could you see the steam change back to lirjuid in the condcn.«ing

tube?

Hoi\ fast did the distilled water drop from the end of the tube into

the condenser’

5 Desenbe the di'filJed water.

6 ttliat was left in the flask? Describe it.

CovcLCstON*—E-Tplain how j-ou prepared the pure water.

.A.ppi.iCMtojf.—Plow docs the making of maple sugar depend upon

distilbtion’ ^Miy u ocean water salty?

ttoter ttill al<o be dnven off tritli tlic nlcohol since water evapo-

rates to some e.Kteut at all temperatures.

To understand thoroughly the process of distillation, trj’

Experiment 31. The methods of distillttion differ sliglitl^’ uith

different substances, but the science principles are the same.

Distilled water is needed by chemists in their work, by
people who make up medicines, and by scientists generally for

testmg purposes Batteries for automobiles should be refilled

mth distilled water to prolong their life. Ordinarily distilled

water is not necessary for drinking.

Appucation's of Distilu^tion.—The process of distillation

has manj’ important applications. Gasoline used in automobile
engines is a liquid obtained from crude petroleum by distillation.

At different distilling temperatures different liquids are driven

off from the petroleum, such as gasoline, kerosene, and various

grades of lubricating oils

Soft coal, although a solid, ran also be distilled by beating it

in an airtight container. This causes gases such as coal gas
and ammonia to be given off. The solid material left is called

coke. This kind of distillation is called destructive distillation.

Wood alcohol is obtained by destructive distillation of wood.
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GENERAL PROBLEM 3

How May Sewage

Be Disposed of Properly?

"V^'HAT Is Se'v\^age?—^Waste matters from indoor or outdoor
toilets, waste water from basins, bathtubs, and sinks, and street

flushing make up what we call sewage.

Under ordinarj- conditions the waste matter from an adult

in one 3^ear is about 900 pounds, most of which is water. To
tliis must be added the sewage of the streets and about 15,000

gallons of water a year used bj' each person in a city. Can j’ou

see the enormous prol^lem involved in sewage disposal?

Importance op Sewage Disposal.—The proper disposal of

sewage is next in importance onl}- to the need for safe water.

Human beings who are sick ma3' contaminate sewage with

disease germs. Therefore, sewage is alwa3's a possible source of

contagious diseases. Sewage ma3- carr3' germs that produce

t3T)hoid fever, tuberculosis, cholera, d3'senter3’, and diarrhea.

The disposal of sewage begins in the home where the wastes

are collected and removed. Sinks, bathtubs, laundr3" tubs, and

toilets are all de%’ices used for carr3dng sewage av^ay.

FIELD RESEARCH

Investigate water-using de^5ces in j'our home to find out wh}’’ the3
'

are located as thej' are. MTiat are thej' made of? How can thej' be

kept clean and in repair? 3Iake diagrams to Dlustrate what j'ou find.

Sinks .and Traps.—Sinks should be placed so that the

plumbing can be readil3' examined. Metal sinks (enamel or

porcelain lined), sinks of special non-rusting metals, and por-

celain sinks are most easity cleaned and kept sanitar3L Sink

waste pipes should be pro^dded vdth traps to make a water seal

between the sewer and the opening of the drain.

You have examined the waste pipe running from your sinks,

bathtubs, and laundr3' tubs. Did 3'ou discover that the water

runs through a sieve in the bottom of the sink donm tlirough a

pipe to the trap? A trap is so constructed that the water runs

down one side and fills the other side to the overflow. Then
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Tfops.—Tropj differ Jn appegronce. but ore ilmilor in one reiped—
all have a woier jeal. Whof is thepurpoie of Ihe wafer sepl? Moke

a trap like the one at the ngM. Exploin why there Is always water

in this tube-

srhen more water runs into the fir^t p.ut, the bccond part over-

flows. Thus there is aUvaj'S water in the trap. ThU water

arts as a Tfa\l to pre%'ent |ia.‘=es or odors from coming from sewer

pipes into the room. This is the main purpose of the trap.

Some traps are constructed to sen-e another purpose. They
are arranged to catch debris such as matches, toothpicks, tea

leaves, chunks of vegetables and hair. The face or bottom of

this t3'pe of trap maj’ be removed ea^ilj* in order to clean it out.

FIELD RESEARCH
Examine a n-ast^ trap provide by the teacher of obtaioed from a

plumber, ^ote how waste water enters and lea^’es Is it eaj coa«tmcfed

that some water always stands in the trap? tVhy »s that? Make a

dranmg to ^ow the eonstmcfioo of a trap and explain how it works.

Has the trap a “cleanKiiit”’ tVhy b that necessary? Compare the

trap with the one pictured in the diagram.

Toilets.—^Toilets are derigned to prevent backflow of gases

and to provide a rush of water to caiTj' the wastes away. In a
siphon-jet toilet the water stands on both sides of tlie tongue
and so prevents backflow of gases from soil pipes. This tjiie

of toilet is illustrated in the diagram. The water enters the
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basin and fills it to the rim. Wlien

the tank is flushed, some of this

water flows down the side and
some down through the jet, filling

the outlet. The outlet then acts

as a siphon (a bent tube for draw-

ing liquids over the side of a

container), and all the water is

carried out into the soil pipe.

The construction of an ordi-

nary float valve flash tank is shown
on this page. If the tank is emp-

tied, the float F sinks to the

bottom. This opens the supply

valve, allowing water to enter.

At the same time the hollow

Water from Hush Tank

Syphon Jet

Siphon-Jet Toilet.—This is o pic-

ture of a toilet split down the

center. A "sectional” diagram
like this shows inside parts. Refer

to this diagram as you read how
the toilet operates. Why is it

called a s;phon-/ef toilet?

rubber or metal ball B closes the

outlet. .A.S the tank fills, the float rises and finalh' shuts the

supply T'ah’e at V. The ball B is kept in place bj’’ water

pressure above it. If now the trip H is pulled, the lever ar-

rangement raises the ball. Once raised and being lighter than

water, the ball floats, allowing the water to run out. "i^Tien the

tank is emptied, the ball drops down, closing the outlet again.

The float drops and the tank refills. O is the overflow.

Trip Handle

-

Supply Valve V
[

|

'~

(Ball CoekI I I

I Refill Tube (Wafer Trop)

,Overflow

Roaf
° Wire^w'yN

Moin Refill Tuber Tank Volve

Supply Pipefl^ Ir Rush Pipe (OutleO

Flush Tank.—Refer to this diagram as you read about the flush tank.

Then test your knowledge of its operation by explaining the purpose

of each part labeled.
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Water and Sewage.—Geims that produce human and

ammal disjase'’ eventually find their way into sewage. Thus jt

is important to prevent sewage contamination of all streams,

ponds, and lakes. It is pos.dble that some person or some

ammal may need that water for drinking. Fish will not live in

water that is badlj’ contaminated with sewage. Sewage con-

tamimitjoii decrease® the ox}'gea content of the water. It

eau«es an increa®e in the growth of water scums and molds, and

the destruction of fish.

FIELD RESEARCH

If }’ou knon* of a streani that is polluted, examine it to find the kinds

of plant life and animal life it contaius and the kinds it doc® rot con-

UiD Try to have the pollution stopped.

Dispos-al IN’ Rural Districts.—Sometimes dangerous

methods of sewage disposal are used in rural district.®. The
corrections of such method® are indicated by the rules issued

by the Department of Agriculture (Farmers Bulletin No. 1227,

Sewage and Sewage of Farm Home®).
1 Never allow farm sewage or animal wastes even in the

tiniest qu.antitj' to reach the food or water of man or livestock.

2. Never expose such wastes so tliat tliey can be n«ited by
flies or other carriers of di?e.ise germs.

3. Never use such wastes to fertilize or irrigate vegetable
garden*!.

4. Never empty such wastes into a stream, pond, or aban-
doned well, nor into a gutter, ditch, or tile drainage system
winch Tiaturalh’ must have an outlet into some water course.

Cesspool.—In districts where «ewers have not yet been in-

stalled, but where running water is available, cesspooh are

sometimes used As you study the diagram, page 343, you will

see that the walls of the cesspool are built up of large loose
rocks. These seiwe as a place for the sewage to collect. The
liquid portion .«eeps away slowly between the rocks. Sometimes
a second, or o%-erflow, pool is dug at a lower level than the

Cesspools need to he cleaned two or three time® a year
and the refuse burned or buried. At best the ces.®pooI is not a
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desirable method of sewage

disposal. No provision is

made for the destruction of

dangerous germ life nor for

the prevention of foul odors.

Ultimately the liquid portion

finds its wa\’ to some stream

and so may pollute the water

supply.

The Dilution AIetiiod.

—

The dilution method of sew-

age disposal depends upon

the principle that if a harmful

material is diluted enough, it

is not to be feared. Some
cities dump their sewage into

rapidly flowing rivers or large canals. The sewage is thus greatly

diluted. Tlic oxygen dissolved in the water oxidizes some of the

organic matter and makes it harmless.

If the stream is overloaded with sewage, complete decom-

position of the organic matter does not take place. The stream

then becomes a possible menace to health. The stream, at

least near the sewage inlet, is unfit for any use by man.

.-Vnother dilution method, much practiced, is to carry the

sewage by conduits far out into a lake or ocean. With this plan

there is always the danger of disease germs being distributed

to drinking Avatcr intakes, and to bathers. To what extent fish

may become infected is a problem not yet answered.

TTib Che.’uical Toilet.—In areas where running water is

not available, chemicals may be used to decompose sewage.

An iron tanJc is arranged to hold several gallons of a concen-

trated solution of caustic soda (sodium hydroxide) and a small

amount of copper sidfate or copper chloride. The tanlv is pro-

^^ded ^\'ith an outlet near the top. As liquids collect, overflow

takes place into a second tank at a lower level.

From the second tank the liquids flow through tiles under

the ground to an area where it is safe to let the liquids soak

into the ground. The solid organic matter of the sewage is

acted upon by the caustic soda and changed into harmless
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hquids. Odors are absorbed by the copper compounds. Occa-

aonally the chemicals must be allowed to run off and a new

charge must be added.

The Septic Tank.—The septic tank method depends for

its action upon a kind of bacteria that live on organic matter

and do not need air. A watertight tank made of steel or

concrete is dnided into at least two compartments. The sewage

flows into the first compartment. Here most of the insoluble

organic matter, called sludge, settles to the bottom. Exce.ss

liquid flows into the second compartment where more sludge

is formed, and so on through each succeeding compartment.

Finally only a clean and inoffensive Uquid is left to flow from

the final compartment. Tliis clean and harmless liquid may be

allowed to drain into the soil or Into bodies of n-ater sufficient

to give considerable dilution.

The organic matter of the sewage is acted upon by the bac-

Septic Tank and Filer 8ed.—The melol tank at tSe left li the leptlc

tank. The filter bed h at the right. The septic tonic 1$ o good method
of sewoge disposal. When combined with a filter bed It is even
better. Why? How Is the sewoge mode hormless In the septic tank?

What Is the purpose of the baffles in the lonkl Why ore the (oints

of the filler bed left openi Why 1$ o fiot stone put under each
one? Why are the joints covered with for peperl

Msnhglv Cover

Fnffl Houm
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A Sewage Disposal Plant.—This modem plant treats sewage in much
the same way as the septic tonic. Will the liquid which leaves the

basins pollute the nearby river?

teria in the sludge and in a scum that forms at the stirface.

The bacteria help to break up the offensive material into harm-

less liquids and gases.

Stud5' the diagram on page 344. Be sure you understand

the general principle of a septic tank, and ho'sv it is constructed.

Its value depends upon the helpful bacteria that decompose the

organic wastes.

In general, the principle of the septic tank is used in modem
sewage disposal plants for cities. Sometimes the liquid that

flows out is spraj'ed into the air to enable it to dissolve oxj'gen

of the air (aeration). This further purification must, of course,

be made before the liquid passes into a stream or lake.

GENERAL PROBLEAt 4

How May Garbage and Rubbish

Be Disposed of Safely?

What is Garbage?— ton of garbage will contain about

1460 pounds of water, SO pounds of grease, and 460 poimds of

solids.
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F/FLD RESEARCH — —-

Watch the garbage pai! for a few days to «li*ro\ cr w fiat goes into It.

Docs It contain oni} uRa\ oiilaUe waste? Ordocs it rontam waste that

IS the resuit of carelessness?

Garbage consists of the waste parts of meat and vegetables,

unfinished ser\^ngs, moldy foods, and decajcd fruits. All of

these materials mil decompose (decay) if allowed to stand too

long. Offensive odors are then given off and flic" arc attracted

to the garbage.

Because deea\’ proceeds fa-stcr when the weather is warm,

garbage becomes offensive more quickly in .summer tlian in

winter Therefore, it should he collected and di'pO'«cd of more

frequently m summer than In winter. In camps and on farm-)

garbage should be di«pO'ed of d.iily. Campers should be sure

never to o'’erlook this problem.

Garbage Receptacles.—Garbage paik should bo strong,

water-tight, and non-rusting. The covers should be fastened

so that they cannot be removal by dogs. Frequently the pails

are placed in inclosed compartmcnt.‘> or in hole? in the ground

and suitably covered

<—• FIELD RESEARCH

Make 4 tnp to the store and study the different titit® of garbage

pails on sale Determine from the store clerk what ho thinks are the

advantages of each D-pe. Decide m jour om> mmd wliieh is best and

whj. Report your findings and conclviaorw to your ®hiss. A drawing

mil help your description

If garbage pails are left uncot'ered or are uncovered by dogs,

the food material will attract flies. The garbage pail should be
cleansed thoroughly each time it is emptied. A good method
to uee in cleaning it is to sprinkle a little chloride of lime into

the pail, then add hot wafer and stir with a doth on the end of

a stick or with a long-handled brush. The chloride of lime will

destroy any bacteria, mold, or in<iect life present. Also, with
hot water to melt the grease, the chloride of lime will react
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2 Eliminate breeding places—decaying matter of all kind^

and mamire. Most flies arc bom in unguarded manure piles on

farms and in \allages.

3. Prevent flies from getting at food in joiir home and in

stores

4 Screen all doors and windows.

5 Remove any possible brewling source at least e^ery ten

days to interrupt the generation.

6 Remetnher^ when j’oii sec a fly in your house it probably

came directly from a near-by place of filth. It may carr>'

disease germs on its feet and body.— FIELD RESEARCH

Eiamne a fly's mng, eye, ftml foot un<Ier a microscope Can j'ou

discover how the fly carries filth^ Catch «ome flie< and place them

under a wire screen Mth bread and water. U'alch them for J5 da)"® to

obser^'e their li!e history.

The common housefly has so often been the carrier of tjplioid

fever germs that scientists have formed the practice of calling

it the tiTihoid fly. You can make a useful and cheap poison with

which to attack this insect. Add a spoonful of formaldehyde to

a pint of water. Put in a small amount of sugar to sweeten the

solution. Pour it into small dishes and set the dishes wherever

you find need for such measures. (CAtmos': Put the dishes

where children cannot reach them.)

There are also good commercial preparations for spraying.

A recent material for destroying flies is the chemical DDT. It

is usually sold as a liquid mixed in a light oil, for spraj*ers It

is also available as ”DDT bombs " In these ”bomb.s” the

DDT is mixed with a liquid which forms a fine mist wiien re-

lea'^ed from the “bomb.^’

Spring and summer are the best times for combating flies.

Spray farm manure piles and stables to kill the Iar\'ae, and avoid

the conditions which breed flies.

Private Disfosal of Garbage.—Garbage must be dis-

posed of even where there is no garbage collection. You will

agree that the garbage should not be thrown out where it can
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decompose. Such a practice is a menace to your health or that
of your neighbors. It should be buried or brnned. The best
method of private disposal is burning. Incinerators (ovens for

burning garbage and other refuse) are available for installation

in homes or for outdoor use. Recenth' home garbage grinders

that fit in the sink drain have been defused. All refuse from
the table is finel}' ground and flushed into the sever.

Co.AEvniNTTr Garbage Dispos.al.—A large city produces

many tons of garbage each day. It must be disposed of in

some va3' that is safe and economical. Tvo methods have been
found most satisfactory-. One method is to burn the garbage in

a large incinerator. A second method, garbage reduction, sepa-

rates fats from the garbage, and reduces the rest to fertilizer.

Experiment 32 shows how fats may- be dissolved from garbage.

The reduction method produces by'-products which may be

sold. However, the equipment is costly, and many- men are

needed to operate it. Even though some garbage reduction

plants are being replaced by incinerators, it is interesting to

study^ the processes used.

A Garbage Reduction Riant.—The garbage is collected

regularly- in especially- constructed trucks. The trucks go to

the disposal plant in the center of the city. Here the garbage

is first taken into the recei%-ing room for weighing.

It is then lowered into great kettles and covered with a sol-

vent for grease. The kettles are then closed air-tight. Each

kettle may- hold five tons of garbage. The kettles have a jacket

of double bottoms and sides and in this space steam is cir-

culated to heat the garbage. Inside the kettle is a propeller-

shaped arm that revolves slowly- to keep the garbage and solvent

thoroughly mixed. The steam is turned into the hollow Avail or

jacket and heats the mass to a temperature of about 208° F.

The heat causes water and some soh’^ent to pass off as A'apor

through outlet pipes. Enough soh’-ent is added so that at the

end of about twene hours of cooking practically- all the water

of the garbage has been driA-en off. A quantity of solvent re-

mains which contains the grease and fat in solution. This con-

tinued heating also kills any germs in the garbage.

The steam is then cut off from the jacket. The grease solu-

tion is draAA-n out through strainers at the bottom of the kettles.
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Djstillotlon.—‘Inside these tonics is o mixture of greose and a solvent.

When the mixture is heated, the solvent Is distilled off. The solvent

Is cooled back to its liquid form and may be used again. This proe*

ess Is used In garbage reduction plonts.

!More clear solvent i« added to the ma<!S in the kettle and stirred

and drann off The proce^ h repeated until no fat or grease

is left m the garbage. Anj' solvent remaining in the mass is

driven out by heating for four hours.

The material left in the kettle is diy and lifeless It consists

of all material not soluble in the solvent. It ma}* include bones,

tin cans, and whatever non-garbage stuff was carelessly put into

the garbage pail« This dry material is taken out of the kettle

and screened. It is passed o\’er a magnetic separator tliat holds

on to all pieces of metal such as tin cans and nails. WTiat gets

by the magnet is crushed and then screened again. The final

material that goes through the screen U sold as fertilizer.

The solution of fst is pumped into a sfrfl and heated The
soh'ent passes off as a vapor through condensing pipes and is

used again. The non-volatile ^ase and fat remain behind.

The fat which is left is liot and in the liquid state. It is pumped
to fat-storage tank.® and gold to glycerine and soap factories.
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Garbage Reduction.—^This diagram explains some of the principles

involved in reducing garbage. The solvent dissolves the grease from

the garbage. The stills separate the solvent from the grease and
from the water. Where did the water come from? What is the pur-

pose of the steam?

A ]\IoDERN Rubbish Disposal Pl.an*t.—Rubbish consists

of about ever5'tliing a liouseholder throws away other than

garbage.

In our modern city nearly 400,000 pounds of rubbish are

drawn to the disposal plant daily. On deliver}^ to the plant it is

weighed and dumped into a receiving pit. From the pit it is

carried to the furnaces where it is burned. The ash is then

carted to the dump. The heat from the burning rubbish maj^

be used to generate steam. In our modern citj" the steam is used

in the near-bj'^ garbage reduction plant.

Thinking Things O'^'er.—This has been a long topic. It is

long because community health and sanitation are so important.

Now is the time to think back to some of tlie things in^mlved in

making a community healthy. We have learned that there

must be a suppl}' of safe water. In a large community this is a
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EXPERIMENT 32

How can Sat he dissohedfrom garbage?

Do you (em«mb«r what the word solution means? You have made

solutions ol salt and sugar, and now you wilt maKe a solution of fat

Instead of usmg water, you will use a liquid csUsd carbon tetra-

chloride. Some carbon tetrachloride will evaporate when It Is

heated. Be sure you know what the funnel In the flask is for and

what process, the opposite of evaporation, results from its use

When evaporating the carbon tetrachloride from the evaporatinfl

dish, do not smell of it, because it may be Irritating

What to Use.—

A

small piece of fat meat (cooted) and pieces of

vegetable^ to represent garbage; a250ec. pyrexfla'ik, Mcc. of carbon

tetrachloride, an iron tripod; wiregause; a Bun.«en burner; ane'Tip-

orating
,
and a funnel.

Wh-xt to Do -“1 Grind or chop the foods into small bits Place

two tablespoonfuls in the fia<‘k and add 50 cc. of the carbon tetrai'hlo*

ndc.

2 Set the flask on wire gauze on the tripod or on the hot plate.

Place the funnel over the flask with its stem in the opening of the

fl-ask. This is to prevent loo great a lo«s of the carbon tetrachloride

which is cau<ied to evaporate I)}' heat

Heat the mixture gently for sex-eral minutes
3 After a few minutes, pour off the clear liquid into the ex aporatmg

dL«h and place it on the wire gauze and tripod m place of the flask. Jleat

carefully until the solvent af^iears to be gone. Do not htat the nsiduB

hot enough to bum u
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Allow the contents to cool and examine them.

What Happens.

—

1, 2. Did you obsen-e solution of the fat taking

place?

3. Was there a fatty residue left in the evaporating dish? Tell why
you think it is fat. Where did it come from?

Conclusion.—

H

ow can fat be dissolved from garbage?

Application.—How can a grease stain be removed from a fabric?

major problem. It may mean bringing water hundreds of

miles tlirough conduits. Then the harmful impurities must be

removed from the water. Do j'ou remember how this is done?

Do 3mu remember how a gravit}" water supph’ sj'stem works?

And a pumping sx'stem?

A Modern Incinerator.—Huge furnaces in this modern plant burn

tons of garbage and rubbish each day. The chimneys carry the

gases high into the air, where they will not interfere with the air we

breathe. Why are incinerators used more often than garbage

reduction plants?
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But a healt!iful rommunitv must also liave rockI methods of

disposing of sewage and Rarliage. We know that sewage is

always dangerous It usually contains germs which cause

diseases The community must get rid of garbage because

garbage is a good place for flics to breed. Flics, we know, arc

"Public Enemy Xo 1 ” They carry filth and dirt wherever

they go Thu- modern communities burn their garbage or

reduce it Either method is gootl.

Of course, community health is just one part of tlic big

problem of licalth Personal health is another part. And this

IS the s^ulijcct of Qur next topic.

Key \YonDs

aeration di«tiIblK>n inroluhle sewage

Iwctena fat imggot sludge

cau'tic soda faucet organic soluble

rcsspooi garbage pollute solute

chlorine gravity pup.'ie solution

conduit Lou<effy pure trap

dilution incinerator reservoir water pressure

dissolve impurities septic tank

Key Statements

1 Wafer for a commnnily should be abundant, safcguartled at

the source, and punfied for drinking before distribution

2 Water may be safe for drinking and yet not be chemically’ pure.

3 Water may be cry stal clear and cold and yet be unsafe to dnnk.

4. Lakes and rivers are common eotirccs of water for community

5 Water may be brought by gravity to a community from

sources higher than the community From sources lower than the

community, water must be pumped into storage t-rnks or reservoirs

for distnbution

6. Water exerts a downward (gravity) pres.'.uro due to its weight.

7. Water pressure increases with its depth.

8 Water flows dowmlHlI, or seeks its level, because of gravity.

9 In small systems, compressed air in a tank m the b-asement can
be used to force water through the pipes of a house.

10. The water sources of a community water supply must be pro
tected against contamination
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11. The purification of water for drinking purposes includes sepa-
ration of insoluble sediment and killing of disease germs.

12. Chemically pure water may be prepared by distillation.

13. Substances vary in their solubility in water.

14. Sewage consists of wastes from sinks, toilets, and streets, nnxed
with or dissolved in water.

15. Disease germs ma^* be present in sewage; hence its proper dis-

posal is an important factor in the health of a community.

16. Untreated sewage should not be allowed to pollute streams.

17. Flies should be prevented from access to farm and home wastes

of all kinds.

18. The presence of flies often indicates the location of filth.

19. A cesspool is a drainage tank for sewage.

20. The chemical toilet depends for its efficiency upon the dissolv-

ing action of alkali.

21. The septic tank sewage disposal plant depends upon bacterial

action to render the sewage harmless and inoffensive.

22. Garbage consists chiefly of food wastes. It should be pro-

tected from flies and should be disposed of before it decomposes.

23. Proper disposal of garbage invoh-es frequent collections and

inoffensive disposal plants.

24. The principle of the septic tank is the best to follow in the

disposal of sewage.

Thought QuESTIO^'s

1. How can you prove that water dissolves oxj-gen?

2. How can j'ou prove whether a sample of water contains any-

thing in solution?

3. l^Tiat is meant by condensation?

4. What is meant by pure xcater?

5. TlTiy ma5
' water for drinking need to be purified?

6. Is water safe for drinking necessarily chemically pure water?

7. IVhat care should be taken in locating a well on a farm?

8. WTi5' are wells a possible source of danger in -villages that do

not have a sewage system?

9. WTi3' are dams constructed -n-ith thicker walls at the bottom

than near the top?

10. W'hy will not faucet filtem take germs from water if germs are

present?

11. WTiy should di-inking water of unknown source be boiled?

12. WTiat e^-idences can you give from obseiwations of nature that

water exerts a grarntj' pressure?
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TOPIC XIII

Personal Health and Safety

DO YOU KNOW—
1. ’OTiat makes water hard?

2. How soap and water help to keep j^ou healthj’?

3. yTij' the mi lk supplj' presents special health

problems?

4. What the "wonder drugs” are?

5. How to protect your eyes and ears?

G. How to pla3' safelj’’?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

How Do Soap and Water Aid Cleansing?

Hard and Soft Water.—One of the important uses of

water in the home, restaurants, factories, and public buildings

is as a cleansing agent. Certain minerals in the water supph'
affect its usefulness for cleansing purposes. The term "hard

water” indicates that some water contains lime materials in

solution. Water that does not have dissolved lime materials

is called "soft water.”

We know that wells, springs, and lakes are fed with water

that has passed tlirough soil and rock la3'ers. If the rocks and

soil through which the water passes contain lime materials, the

water vdll dissolve some of them and become liard.

Earlier in jmur studj^ of science 3’ou learned that the air

contains carbon dioxide. This carbon dio:dde gas of the air is

slightl3' soluble in water. It forms carbonic acid with the water.

(Carbon dioxide plus water gives carbonic acid.)
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So'b J/QTiiry

Making Hard Wafer Soft.—This is one of the largest water-

softening plants in the world. If can soften 200 million gallons of

water o doy. What are the advantages of soft water? What are

the advantages of softening water before it is distributed to homes?

Experiment 33 proves that temporarj' hard crater can be

softened bj* boiling. You have read that boiling does not, how-

ever, soften permanent hardness due to calcium and magnesium
sulfates. However, permanent hard water can be softened with

washing soda. This is illustrated by Experiment 34.

Certain substances like washing soda, borax, or trisodium

phosphate unite chemically mth the minerals which cause

hardness. Insoluble forms of sulfates and carbonates are pro-

duced. T^Tien insoluble, the minerals no longer affect the water.

Thus the water is soft.

Experiment 34 teaches that hard water requires more soap

for proper suds than soft water. Soap costs monej". So hard

water is expensive to use for cleaning purposes.

Water Softeners.—In dishwashing machines, laundries,

and heating plants where soft water is an advantage, special

water-softening equipment is used that works continuous^
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—— experiment 33

Can temporary hard water be eoftened by boihngt

Stroght thinking is needed m this espsnment: so make aurs you

know just what your problem is and what you are to do The size

of the bottles is not irr^ortant so long as they are not too large.

\7kat to T3ss.*—̂ V8ter with calcium bicarbonate in aoiution (this

is called ''temporary hard” water), a dflute soap solution; tno 4-oz.

bottles with glass stoppers or corks, a dropping tube {made by melting

a glass tube and drawing one end to a smali opening, should be about
8" long), a fiask, supports, a measuring glass, and a Bunsen burner

to boil some of the "hard" water.

What to Do—I. Boil a portion of the diluted "hard" water for

several minutes and then coo! it to room temperature.

2 Put 2 oz- of boiled water into the bottle labeled A and 2 oz. of

unboiled hard water into the bottle labeled B.
3. Now add the soap solution, drop by drop, counting each drop,

to the water that has not been boiled (B), shaking the water between

drops. Keep adding soap until a fine permanent suds results (a suds

that will last for one minute).

4 Repeat the soap test using the boded w ater (,1).

What Happejcs—1. Did boding the hard water cause any notice-

able change in its appearance? Desenbe.
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3. How many drops of soap did j'ou use for the unboiled water?

4. How many drops of soap did you use for the boiled water?

Which was the softer water; that is, whicli sample required the
fewest drops of soap to make a good foam or suds?

Conclusion.—Did boiling the water soften it? How?

Applic.\tion.—Why does some water leave more of a deposit in

automobile radiators or teakettles than water from other sources?

Nole.—Temporarj' hard water can be made by passing CO2 through

limewater until the precipitate that forms redissolves. By this process

J’OU have made a solution of calcium bicarbonate. For use, dilute this

solution with ten times its volume with distilled water or rain water.

Save a portion of the water with calcium bicarbonate in solution for

Experiment 34.

The liard water passes over certain chemicals which remove
the minerals causing hardness. Everj" so often the flow of the

w’ater is stopped. Salt water is passed through the chemicals.

The salt water removes the minerals from the chemicals and

is washed awaj\ Then the chemicals maj^ be used for soften-

ing more hard water.

Soap and water are the most common aids to cleansing.

We ha^"e learned that the hardness of the water affects the

amount of soap needed. Now we shall learn about soap.

What is soap? How is it made? How does it work?

Varieties of Soap.—There are manj'- varieties of soap. Some
of them, according to advertisements, will do ver3^ special

things. We should remember, however, that soaps have just

one purpose. They help to clean.

A cake of soap, although it appears to be drj^ contains a

certain amount of water. A cake of soap that j'ou buy may be

from 15 per cent to 50 per cent water.

LABORATORY RESEARCH

Cut a few thin slices of soap from the center of a cake. Weigh them

and dry in an oven at 220° F. for one hour. Weigh the residue. Calcu-

late the percentage of loss of weight as water. You can compare one

soap uith another bj' this method.
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EXPERiMENT 33

Can temporanj hard voter be softened by boilingt

Straight thinking is neatfatf mt/iis expvrimant; <o maka sure yMi

know just what your problem is end what you are to do. The size

of the bottles is not important so long as they are iwt too large

TThat to Use.—

W

ater with oalcium bicarbonate in solution (this

IS c^led ‘ temporary hard’* water); a dilute soap solution; two 4-o*.

bottles with glass stoppers or corks, a dropping tube (inade by melting

a glass tube and drawing one end to a small opening; should be about

8" long), a fiask, supports, a mes.'^nDg glass; and a Sunsen burner

to boil some of the "hard” water.

Wn.\T TO Do—1. Boil a portion of the dJuted "hard” water for

several nunutea and then eool it to room temperature.

2. Put 2 oz of boiled water into the bottle labeled A and 2 oz of

imboiled hard water into the bottle labeled B-

3- N’ow add the soap solution, drop b3' drop, counting each drop,

to the water that has not been boded {B), shaking the water between

drops. Keep adding soap until a fine permanent suds results (a suds

that will last for one minute)

4 Repeat the soap test uuug the boiled water (d).

What Happens.—l.'TCd boifiDg the hard water cause any notice-

able change m its appearance? Desenbe.
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3. How many drops of soap did you use for the unboiled water?

4. How man}' drops of soap did you use for the boiled water?

Wiicli was the softer water; that is, which sample required the

fewest drops of soap to make a good foam or suds?

CoxcLusiox.—Did boiling the water soften it? How?

Applicatiox.

—

does some water leave more of a deposit in

automobile radiatom or teakettles than water from other sources?

Note.—Temporarj' hard water can be made b^’ passing CO2 through

limewater until the precipitate that forms redissolves. Bj’ this process

j'ou have made a solution of calcium bicarbonate. For use, dilute this

solution ^vith ten times its volume m'th distilled water or rain water.

Save a portion of the water with calcium bicarbonate in solution for

Experiment 34.

Tlie liard water passes over certain chemicals which remove

the minerals causing hardness. Ever^^ so often the flow of the

water is stopped. Salt water is passed through the chemicals.

The salt water removes the minerals from the chemicals and

is waslied away. Then the chemicals may be used for soften-

ing more hard water.

Soap and water are the most common aids to cleansing.

We have learned that the hardness of the water aSects the

amount of soap needed. Now we shall learn about soap.

What is soap? How is it made? How does it work?

'\''arieties of Soap.—There are many varieties of soap. Some
of them, according to advertisements, vill do verj' special

things. We should remember, however, that soaps have just

one purpose. They' help to clean.

A cake of soap, although it appears to be dry', contains a

certain amount of water. A cake of soap that y'ou buy' may' be

from 15 per cent to 50 per cent water.

LABORATORY RESEARCH wwwwwwxwwwwwwwwwwwwu

Cut a few thin slices of soap from the center of a cake. eigh them

and dry in an oven at 220° F. for one hour. M eigh the residue. Calcu-

late the percentage of loss of weight as water. You can compare one

soap with another by this method.
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Meaiurine Clou

It will b« a Good additional p»obl«m for aome of you to tiy to ex*

plain wby a aolution will not drop out of a dropping tube whan the

finger la kept tight against the lop end.

WiUT TO U-E —A sdtnple o( tenjponir}' IiartI water (aaMni from

Expenment 33), a sample ol permanent lianl water (made l>j’ shaking

some distilled water or ram water with a email amount of calcium sul-

fate); adilutesoapsolutionasuscdinExpcnmcnt33; four4M)* bottles

with glass stoppers or corks, a dilute solution of washing soda (one

teaxpoonful to one pint of water); measuring glaS-x, and a dropping

tube.

What to Do—I Label the bottles A, B,C, and D.

2 In A place two ounces of the temporary lisnl water; in -S place

two ounces of the temporary bard water and one hall teaspoonful of the

washing soda solution, and shake.

3 Using the soap solution as in Expenment 33, find the numlrfr of

drops required to make a permanent suds In A and in B. Record your

data

4 Repeatasabove, Using permanent hard water in f7 and permanent
hard water plus one half teaspoonful of the washing soda solution in P.

Record the number of drops of soap solution used in C and lo D
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T\’hat Happens.—3. How man}- drops of soap solution did you use
in^? In 5?

4. How manj' drops of soap solution did you use in C? In D?

Conclusion.—Can temporal^’- hard water be softened by the use
of washing soda? Explain.

Can permanent hard water be softened bj’’ the use of washing soda?

Explain.

Note .—^You maj’’ repeat the experiment using borax solution, tri-

sodium phosphate, or any commercial water softener instead of the

washing soda.

Application.—Do you think the use of water-softening substances

would save soap? YTij^?

Raw Materials for Making Soap.—The materials used in

the manufacture of any product are called raw materials.

These raw materials must be worked on or changed or com-

bined tilth something else before a finished product is obtained.

Soaps are made bj'’ the action of an alkali on a fat or oil.

Fat or oil and the alkali are the raw materials from which soap

is made. Before investigating the manufacture of soap we
shall study briefly the raw materials used in its manufacture.

Fats and Oils.—Oils and melted fats make a grease spot

on paper or cloth. Therefore, a piece of white paper will serve

as a ready test for fats and oils.

Animal fats are usually solid substances at ordinarj’- tem-

peratures, but they are easilj’- melted. Butter fat has such a low

melting temperature that it is melted by bodj' heat. This

makes it especially valuable as a food. The fats obtained from

seeds or other parts of plants are usually liquid at ordinary

temperatures; thus thej" are usually called oils.

FIELD RESEARCH

Test small samples of fats and oils as follows: Drop or rub a little

oil or fat (warmed, if necessaiy) on a piece of white paper. Hold the

paper to the light. A "grease spot” will appear lighter than the paper.

If held so that light is reflected from the paper, the spot will appear

darker than the paper. This is because the greased or oiled paper is

more transparent to light than the paper itself.
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* EXPER/MENT 35

Iloxe can soap be madcf

TsbUipeon

Instead of a port«le<n evepofatino dish you may use a email pranlte

dieh. Oo not use an aluminum dish, because aluminum disseh'et in

an alkali solution.

WntT To Use —

L

erd (fat): a 'lO^o alkali solution (sodium h)"*

droxide duBoUed in water); a pomUin m-aporatuig dieh; a gi*-*®

stirring rod; atablespoon; ateaspooo, an iron tripod or other support;

wire gauze; abeakcr; a Duosen burner; and a measuring glass.

What to Do—1. Set up the apparatus as in the drawing.

2 Put tno lei-el tableepoonfuls of lard (fat) into the evaporating

du>h.

3 Heat the lard gently until it melUand, uhile beating, add slonly

one teaepoonfu] of the alkali solution, stirring ronstanUy.

4. Heat gently, stirring constantly, until there is no eridenee of oily

particles and until a soap mass fomut. Then add 3 ounces of water

while heating and stimng.

5. Pour the rnixture into the beaher and add one teaspoonful of salt

solubon (equal parts salt and water), heating gently and stirring-

6. Set the beaker and contents aside until the nevt day. Then take

o5 the "cake” ol soap formed at the top. ELiamine the liquid left m the

beaker
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7. Test the soap to find if it will form a lather.

What Happens.—3. Describe what happened when the alkali was
added to the hot melted lard and stirred.

4. What happened when the water was added?

5. T\Tiat happened when the salt solution was added?

6. Did a solid cake of soap form in the beaker?

7. Did it form a good lather? Was there e\'idence, in using the soap,

of e.Acess (e.xtra) lard (fat) or e.\cess alkali? If so, what was the trouble

with 3^our process?

AVe.—^The liquid left in the beaker consisted of water, e.vcess alkali,

salt, and glj'cerine.

Conclusion.—State brieflj'' a method of making soap. Do j'ou think

that other fats or oils could be used instead of lard? Trj’’ it.

Application.—Place a little oil in some water. Add a small amount
of washing soda and shake. If suds, appear, e.vplain.

mixed. The fat and the alkah graduall}' unite chemically to

form soap and glycerine. Salt is now added which causes the

soap to separate from the liquids which contain glj'cerine, ex-

cess alkali, and the added salt. The soap comes to the top of

the kettle. The liquid is removed and pure glycerine is obtained

from it by distillation.

The crude soap thus made is then treated with a more con-

centrated solution of the alkah. Water is added and the mixture

boiled until it is fine-grained in appearance. The mixture

is again “salted” and allowed to stand for several daj’s. Once

more the soap rises to the top and the hquid below is drawn off.

The next step in the process is the adding of perfume, borax,

washing soda, or filler to the melted soap. The soap is then run

into boxes and allowed to harden. After it has hardened suffi-

cientl3^, the soap is cut into small cakes or bars. These are then

pressed into special shapes with trade names stamped on.

After drjdng thej’- are vTapped and boxed read}" for the con-

sumer.

Not only is the manufacture of modem soap a comphcated

process, but also a process that requires great accuracy in

measurement. Chemists constantly test the raw materials and

the intermediate and final product to be sure it is up to stand-

ards set by the manufacturer.
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CttrUtf

Soap Making—This boiting, eropimg liquid it o beginning ifep in

the monufoetureof joap. Here fots.oift.ond olkoliore being belled

Jn o gJent keWJd, Now you continue the story, uting the diogrom on

the opposite page.

Cream, butter, lard, and ttuet are animal fats Olive oil,

peanut oil, cottonseed oil, and linseed oil are examples of

vegetable fats. Both animal .and vegetable fats or oils are used

in making soaps.

AucAtiEs.—^The chemist classifies many substances as acid,

allaline, or neutral substances. Acids hax'e a sour taste. They
turn blue litmus paper pink.

An alkaline substance, in solution, has a bitter taste. 'i^Tien

rubbed upon the fingers, it has a slipper^’ feeling. It changes the

color of litmus paper from pink to blue. These are waj's to test

for alkaline substances. Many alkaline substances are known to

the chemist. Two, potassium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide,

are commonly used in making soap.

Neutral substances do not change the color of litmus. Pure

water and solutions of suK, gXyoerim, and sugar are examples of

neutral substances.
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' VegefabTe Oils i ,

Other Materials
Are Added Here to Make
DifiFerentlGn^ of Soap

I t "X j I
\ Soda Ash

Fat Is Boiled with Alkali

i C‘

e I *

Salt Is Added to Separate the Soap
Water, Alk^i,^

end Glycerine)

v„. 1

Soap Is Stirred finished Soap
to Make It Uniform

Glycerine

Is Separated

by Distillation

Waste Alkali Is

Concentrated

end Used Again

akmg Soap.—Follow the arrows in this diagram. What is the
inished product? Does it make any difference which alkali is used

in making soap? What is the important by-product made? What
IS it used for? How can the waste alkali be concentrated?

i 'Ianufacture of Soap.

—

^The modern methods of making
soap are very complicated. The science principles, however, as
s town in Experiment 35, are easily understood.
The accompanjdng drawing illustrates the steps and mate-

rials involved in soap-making.
Boiled laundrj^ soaps and boiled toilet soaps are made

placmg the melted fat or oil into a huge kettle. The proper
amount of the alkali solution is added and mixed with the
melted fat or oil. Steam is then passed into the mixture. This
eats the mixture and at the same time keeps it thoroughljr
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Ribbon* of Soap.—Soop moy be mode fi> mony different jhope*

end jlee*. These ribbons ore the first step In rnoVIrtg »oop fleke».

Do soop flakes hove otsy spetiel odvontoges?

SpEWAL Soaps —liquirl «).ip<arc u-unlly mbcturos of

and swla fonp'« (UvMjivctl in Avafcr and ponlnitiinR small amounts

of glyconnc. Liquid soaps foT toilet purposes »ro fro*

quently made oluofly from coconut oil. Floating soaps arc

prcparecl by stirring molted soap In such n manner as to Iwa'C

the 'Oap full of A'crj* tiny air bubbles. Tbc air bubbles act liho

little balloons sshicli no.-it tbc soap in the water.

Mottled .sjaps are made by adding coloring substances-

Transparent soaps arc made bj" di<-^lving hard soap in alcoliol.

Then, after remo\ing anj* foreign material, the alcohol Js dis-

tilled off. The transparent, jelly-like m.a«s left is nllc>ne<l to

drj- in molds of the desired sliape. Soaps for shaving, shampt^
ing, use on the skin, and in tooth powders are made with special

care to avoid soap}’ odors, excess alkali or oil, and taste- They

must lather freely-

Some soaps are calletl medicated soaps to indicate that they

haA’e some drugs m them. It is better to u?e drugs only on the

adN-ice of a phy.'sieian, either on tlie skin or in the body.

Do not use medicated soaps unicsa adAnsed to do so by a phy-
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sician. The}' are expensi\'e and probabh' of no more use than
a good qualit}' of toilet soap.

Scoiiring poxcders are soap powders to wliich small amounts
of scouring material are added. Such scouring powders are

useful, provided the scouring material does not scratch the sur-

faces that are scoured. If the polished surface of a utensil be-

comes covered A^ith fine scratches, it is harder to clean.

Soaps are sometimes "loaded” with cheap substances that

make the cake larger and heaA'ier. Such substances are called

fillers and may or may not haA'e a A'alue. For example, a soap

for use with hard Avater may haA'e some AA’ashing soda added

to help soften the AA'ater. It is probabh- cheaper to buj- washing

soda and ordinary soap separate!}- and then add the wasliing

soda to the Avater as needed.

Rosin is sometimes added to soap and is generally indicated

by its yelloAv color. Rosin is a filler that has doubtful use in

a soap. It may help in the formation of a suds or lather. An-

other chemical called toaier glass is sometimes added to soap.

It is a filler that has no important use.

We cannot giA-e all the details of the many kinds of soap.

The thing to remember is that any claims as to why one soap

is better than another should be considered carefully. EA-idence

should alAA-ays be required to proA’^e the claims. Do not be

swayed by unsupported claims.

Special Soaps for Special Purposes.—A is a scouring powder. B is

soap flakes. C is bar soap. D is beaded soap. E is powdered soap.

How do these forms of soap differ from each other? Is there a



Making Suds.—Bolh beakers contained hard water. A detergent
was added to the beaker on the left. Soop wos odded to the beaker
on the right. Does this picture help you understand why detergents

ore often used in regions where the woter is hordl

Soap Substitutes.—Some substances may be used with
water for cleansing e\’en though they are not soaps. ^Mien dis-

solved m water, washing soda will help loosen dirt and grease.
Trisodiura phosphate may also be used for the same purposes

In recent years many new soap substitutes have appeared.
Most of them are sold for use m home washing machines or for
dishwashing. They are sold under a variety of short trade
names. These substances are called delergents. Dishes washed
in hot solutions of the detergents need not be wiped with
towels. They dry in the^air without streaking.
An Emulsion.—Oil and water do not "mix” unless science

IS called to their aid. You know that if you shake a little olive
oil or kerosene with water and let it stand, the oil will separate
and rise to the top. The oil uses to the top because it is lighter
than the water and will not mix with it. However, when the
oil IS broken mto ver>’ small particles by shaking with siib-
ances sue i as soap, the water and oil no longer separate im-

” emidsion is formed An emulsion is a mixture
of oil and water that will stay mixed for quite a while.
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FIELD RESEARCH
Tn' the follomng experiment to make oil and water sta}* mixed.

To a test tube two-thirds full of water add a few drops of oil. Shake
thoroughly, and allow to stand for a few minutes. Does the oil become
finely dhnded? Do the tin.v drops gradually reunite into larger drops

and rise to the top?

Xow add a few drops of liquid soap and shake ^dgorously. Is the

oil again di'vided? Do the drops reunite as before or do the3' appear

to remain mi.xed throughout the water? If the drops reunite, add more
soap and shake.

If j’ou have succeeded in making the oil and water staj’ mixed for

a time, x'ou have made an emulsion. The soap sticks to the tin\' oil

drops and so prevents their uniting to form drops large enough to rise

to the top.

jMilk is a natural emulsion. You kno^v, ho\^-ever, that after

a wliile the cream (fat) of the milk will rise to the top. Tliis

proves also that cream is lighter than the water in the milk,

otherwise it would sink to the bottom when it separates. Have
you seen milk that is called homogenized milk? In that milk

the fat globules have been broken into such tin}' particles that

the}' do not separate from the rest of the milk and rise.

FIELD RESEARCH
Take a small bottle of milk to school and e.xamine a drop of it with

a microscope. Trj' to see the tin}' drops of fat.

Making ‘W.a.ter "Wetter.”—Everyone knows that water

makes things wet. But do you know that it is possible to make
water "wetter”? By that we mean that substances may be

added to water w'hich enable the water to soak into materials

better.

To understand this, we must realize that the surface of water

acts like an elastic film. To some extent the film tries to keep

w'ater aw'ay from the things it touches ;
that is, the w'ater soaks

into many materials only a little way.

If the surface film of the water could be broken or weakened,

the water would be better able to soak into the tilings it touches.

In other words, the water xvould be w'etter. This is w'hat soap

does.
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EXPERIMENT 36

Hou: dots soap remove dirlf

This experiment calls iot you lo do thinps with which you are very

familiar The difference is that in the experiment you have set op

certain controls to help prove that the effects obtained are really

due to soap.

KiT TO Wc.—Twt tulics, oil or grease; lampblsck (finely

pottileml charcoal), a liquid soap solution; a nhlte cloth; endpaper

to«cU

\AiiiT TO Do —I Smear the inside of a dry test tube tntli ful*

Kifst tr>* to rm« Uio oil out with water Tlien try shaking soapy wafer

in the tube and ntuing Olr<r%-c Uie appearance of the oil and soap

after you lutve shaken the lube and eontents.

3 Hub a httic lampliLnck into the white cloth. Trj* to wa-ih it out

with plain water and tJicn with water and soap, using a good lather.

Examine the lather to find if it ha-s taken up the carbon.

.1 For three pupil* Intone wa<h huhand* with pl.iin warm water.

Drj' with a paper towel. I^fc for ilirt on the towel.

I.et the second pupil wash hw hands with warm water and soap.

.Make a gtxxl hther and work it on the sb'n thoroughly. \ow- rinse

thelianiLsthorouchlj'nilhwanuwatcr. Dry with a p.apfT towel. Com-
pare the re-iKx five amount* of dirt on tlic two towel*.

Lit a third pupil o*crold water and soap, and cold water for rinsing

WiiiT IlAPrcv* — I. By which iwtJio«l was the oil better remove*!

from the tul>c7 U hat did the soap do to the oil?

2 Hy which metJKxl was the cliarcoal better removed? Ilowdidlhe
soap help?

3. If the wa-diingand tiRniigremoxni the dirt aatl-factonly, no dirt

woukl Iw left on the kinds to be rubbed off by the pa{wr.
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y^Tiich method removed the dirt from the hands the best?

What do you think helped to hold the dirt on the hands?

CoN'CLUsiox.—^Explain the actions of soap in removing the dirt in

eacli case.

Application.—Explain whj* mayonnaise (a mixture of oil, lemon
juice and egg yolk) stays mi.xed better than the oil and lemon juice

alone. DTiat is the use of the egg j-olk?

When soap is added to water, the surface film of the water

is made weaker. Tiiis eflfect enables water to soak into fabrics

faster and farther than it could othenidse. The solution can also

creep along the cloth surfaces and surround dirt particles better

than plain water. Rinsing carries off the loosened dirt particles

in the film which tJie water forms •with the soap. The soap and

water combination is an ideal team for cleansing puiposes.

Soap as a CLBANsnvG Agekt.—^By "dirt,” as referred to on

our clothes and bodies, is meant the dail}' accumulation of dust,

dead skin tissue, and other particles held there by an oil. It is

the purpose of soap to help remove such dirt. You have dis-

covered that soap will emulsify fats and oils so that they ndll

mix udth water. You have also discovered that soap and watei

will soak into fabrics readilj- and loosen dirt particles. It is

these two properties on wliich the cleansing action of soap de-

pends.

You vdll be interested to try Experiment 3G which tells you

some good tests to be made with soap.

Hot water is usually better for use with soap to clean greasy

materials. In order that the soap can emulsify grease quickly,

the grease or fat must be melted. Hot water melts the common
greases and fats such as occur on the skin, cloth, or dishes.

Lawndehing Fabrics.—Proper laundering of fabrics not

only keeps them clean and wholesome, but lengthens their life.

Clothing, especially that worn next to the bod3^ absorbs per-

spiration. The skin also gives off fatty or oil substances that

lodge in the clothing. Worn-out tissue from the sldn becomes

entangled in the fabric. Such conditions make frequent laun-

dering necessary.
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A Hospital Loondry.—Soiled clothing and Jinen ore brought directly

to the washing machines through the hoppers above. Here one

washing machine is being loaded. Eoeh moehine shown in this pic-

ture will wash 650 pounds of dry wosh in one hour.

When ^vashing fabrics, care must be taken not to cause them

to ishnnk or to lo'e their color. Woolen fabric.s, especially!

shrink very e.'isily. Tiicy should lie tta.«hcd in lukewarm water

with a mild soap.

Washing powders and bleaching agents should be used cau-

tiously If the water is hard, yoti can save soap by adding the

correct amount of washing soda, borax, or other water softener.

The water softener should be thoroughly dissoh-ed before soap

is added to the water. A\'hy?

FIELD RESEARCH

Arrange, if you can, to visit a modem bundry.

"WTiite cottons should be washed and rinsed with water at a

high temperature (approximately IGO® F.). A good tempera-

ture for colored cottons is about 130° F. For silks, rayons, and

wools, 110° F. is about right.
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Mother's Modern Helpers.—The machine on the left is a washer
which automatically washes, rinses, and damp-dries laundry.

Then the machine turns itself off. Next the laundry may be placed

in the automatic drier on the right to complete the job.

Sometimes when white fabrics are washed with soap they

are slighth" discolored. In such a case the}* ma}* be blved to

make them look white. Too much bluing, of cotu-se, leaves a

blue appearance.

W.^HiN'G ]\Li.CHixES.—^The modem washing machine makes

it possible for soap and water to do their work most effectively.

The machine helps in forming an emulsion. It also helps the

soap and water to soak into the cloth. This is done by various

tA*pes of motions. It does not rub. Therefore the clothes are

made cleaner with less destruction to the fabric. With a mini-

mum of wear and tear on the cloth, the modem machine also

rinses away the emulsified grease and loosened dirt.

Then, too, the old method of wringing clothes by hand was

hard work and bad for the clothes. The wringer which squeezes

the clothes between rubber rollers is an improvement over

hand wringing. Even tliis method is hard on the buttons.
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Some machines use centrifugal force to damp-dry the clothes.

The water is pumped out of the tub, and tiie bowl is whirled

verj' rapidly Centrifugal force carries out most of the imter

in the clothes.

FIELD RESEARCH
To’ this out of doors Siturate a cloth with water Roll it info

a compact ball Tie a short, strong string about two feet long to the

ball and whirl it rapidly on the string ^\T3at happens to the water

m the cloth?

Staix IlEiiovAL AXD Drv Cle.ixixg.—Bccause so many
modem fabrics contain sj*nthe(ic materials and dyes, complete

stam removal has become a verj* exacting procedure. TMien-

ever tliere is anj’ doubt about the fabric or the dye, do not at-

tempt to remove the stain. If possible send the article to a

good cleaner. Tell the cleaner what caused the stain. If it is

necessary to remove stains at home, a few simple rules will help.

Manj' stains are caused by fats or oils. Other common
stains are caused by fruit juices, tea, coffee, chocolate, ink,

or grass ^Vater will remove some spots. It has no effect on
others. The following classification of stains will help you
know how to remove them:

A. Stains soluble in water, cold or hot.
B. Stains insoluble in water.

1. Stains soluble in denatured alcohol (inflammable),
carbon tetrachloride (non-inflammable), or chloro-

form (non-inflammable), or some similar new ma-
terials, such as trichlorethylene. CAUTION. On
account of its inflamwabiUtij, gasoline sho^ild nei'cr be

used in the home for eJeamng clothes or other materials.
2. Stains emulsified by soap solution.

C. Stains insoluble in above liquids.
1. Stains on white cotton goods may he bleached with

chlorine compounds and bleaching powder solution,
such as Javelle water. (See directions for making
and use as ^ven on a can of chloride of lime.) Do
not use Javelle water on colored goods, since it is

Ukelj- to bleach out the color as well as the stain.
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Dry Cleaning.—Dry cleaning solvents dissolve grease and soil from

clothing. The dry cleaning apparatus looks much like a laundry

machine, but no water touches the clothes. At right a "spotter"

removes by hand any spots left after the first treatment. Note the

many bottles of different solvents.

2. Stains on woolen, rayon, and silk fabrics may be

bleached nith an alkaline solution of h3'drogen perox-

ide, wth sulfur dioxide, or sodium bisulfite, or

sodium perborate.

Chlorine compounds, such as Javelle Tvater,

no( be used •ndth silk, raj^on, or wool.

Cofltee, chocolate, and tea stains can usualh' be removed

bj' warm soap and water, followed with weak acetic acid.

It is particular!}' important to be careful in handling colored

goods. If the stain is not removed b}' carbon tetrachloride or

warm water and neutral soap, it is best to have a good drj^

cleaner do the job. Oil and grease stains are best removed b}^

carbon tetrachloride. Grass stains are soluble in denatured

alcohol. Iodine stains often maj’- be steamed out of clothing.

Thej’ maj' be removed from the skin b}^ rubbing with diluted

household ammonia.

Drj' cleaning is a process of cleaning fabrics without the

use of water. In the earlj' daj'S of dr\' cleaning, gasoline was
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used. However, it is no longer used because it is not only

dangeious, but leaves an unpleasant odor. Modern cleaning

liquids arc non-itvflamcnable. They evaporate from the fabric

quickly udthout leaung any odor> They are obtained from

petroleum by distillation.

—"««« FIELD RESEARCH

Make stains on pieces of cloth and practice their rcmoi'al. This

iiill help )-ou if you have need to remove a stam on some garment or

table linen.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

Are Your Habits Health Habits?

Whose REsroNSiBiLiTiEs?—For most of us, our health is

what we make it. If we know hoa* to take care of our bodies,

and do so, the chances ate we shah enjoy good iieaHh- If.

hoa-ever, a’e neglect our teeth, abuse our eyes, and eat poor

food, poor health aill probably result. Furthermore, we can-

not expect good health if a-e practice health habits only part of

the time. We must work for health every day. Thus our

health habits are among our most important habits.

A Clean Skin.—Keeping a clean skin is one of our first

health habits. To understand clearly why the proper use of

soap and water on the skin is necessary, we must study the

duties of the skin. The skin is composed of two main layers.

The outer layer consists of flat dead cells. They are continually

worn off from the surface and are replaced by new cells from

underneath

The inner layer of the skin is very much aUie. It is sensitive

to touch, to u’armth and cold, and to pain. The inner layer

is aho supplied with many nerves, and tiny blood vessels called

capillartes. This layer of skin also contains a great number of

little coiled tubes or glands called sweat glands.

Your body gets rid of some of its waste material through the

skin. Each sweat gland has a pore (opening) through the outer

layer of the skin. These pores are large enough so that you can
see them in your skin if you examine it with a magmfier. If the
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pores become clogged, the sweat glands cannot get rid of their

waste matter. It is like stopping up the drain pipe. If the
waste matter is held in the skin, it may cause pimples or hlack-

heads. Also, if this waste matter is not eliminated it may pro-
duce a poisonous condition in the body. Such a condition

makes one feel dull and have headaches.

A second important dut3' of the skin is to help regulate the

temperature of the bod3^ You have learned that when liquids

evaporate, the3’’ absorb heat and so cool the smface. When
water from perspiration evaporates it takes heat from the

skin. If a person tends to become overheated from riolent

exercise, the sweat glands pour more sweat out onto the skin.

Tliis evaporates and so removes heat from the skin and blood

underneath. Thus the bod3’’ is protected from being overheated.

An3i;hing that interferes with these actions ma3’ result in over-

heating of the bod3% So 3nu have another reason for keeping

the pores in condition to do their work.

Besides needing a clean skin for the sake of our own good

health, we have a dut}- towards those about us. A person whose

skin is clear and clean is much more pleasing to us than one

uith a dirt.3' skin. Moreover, a skin which is allowed to become

unclean gives off a decidedl3’' objectionable odor. Consequentl3',

keeping the skin clean is a dut3^ which we owe to others as well

as omselves.

A third use of the skin has to do with the sense of touch,

temperature, and pain. Some of the nen'^es in the sldn have

endings that are sensitive to changes in temperature. Others

are sensitive to touch. Thus the skin is important because it

helps to give us messages of temperature, touch, or pain.

The Use of Face Powuers.—^Man3’^ people use poAvders

(and rouge) to add to or suggest an appearance of cleanliness

and freshness. These substances are not good substitutes for

soap and water. MoreoA’^er, the continuous use of face powders

Avill tend to fill the pores, imless the skin is frequently and

thoroughl3^ cleansed.

An occasional use of simple powders, such as /ale, xnay be of

assistance in preA'enting the skin from chapping when exposed

to seA'ere weather. On the other hand, a clean, healtliA' sldn is

not likety to be harmed b3' frequent exposure to the weather.
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Skin blemishes such as mole«, pigment spots, birth marks, or

warts should not be irritated in any nay. Irritating them may

result in sores which are difficult or impossible to heal. If they

are such as to interfere seriously with one’s appearance, a

physician-specialist should be consulted. Quack skin and

beauty doctors and unprescribed sldn preparations should be

avoided

Your Teeth.—Your health is clo'^ely related to the condition

of your teeth Poor teetli frequently send poisons throughout

the body. Without good teeth food cannot be properly chewed.

Hence the food wliich is swallowed cannot be propcrlj’ digested

by the stomach without extra work.

Thus poor teeth may bring on digestive disorders. Digestive

disorders in turn may cause poor teeth. And so the trouble

piles up. A good set of teeth helps you eat your way to good

digestion and health. So take good care of your teeth. Good

care means frequent cleaning, inspection by your dentist, and

eating proper foods.

Clbanikg Yotm Teeth.—

W

hen you clean your teeth, you

are making the t«?eth, tongue, and mouth more healthy. You

arc safeguarding the entrance to your stomach, helping to

prevent decay of the teeth and to make them more sightly-

And you are keeping your breath pure and wholesome. There-

fore, cleaning the teeth is of great importance. Once a day is not

enough to preseiwe a good set of teeth, much less a poor set.

They should be cleansed twice a day at the verj’ least. It ts

better if they are cleansed after each meal. Learn how j’ou can

thoroughly cleanseyourteeth, and practice the method regularly-

You mil save yourself many an ache and many a dollar. Care-

ful brusliing is an essential part of the care of the teeth. Also

use dental floss to clean between the teeth. Ask your dentist

about the best tooth pastes and powders.
Recent experiments indicate that the chemical fluoride helps

prevent tooth decay by about 45 per cent. The fluoride treat-

ment seems to be best if it is started when the child is about four

years old. Then it should be followed at inter\'als bj' a series

of brief, painless treatments until he is thirteen years of age.

Visit Yotm Dentist.—^Regular cleamng will help keep your
teeth in good condition. But cavities do occur, even with the
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Teamwork.—Care of your teeth is your responsibility, but the

dentist is on your team.

best of cleaning. The}’' are small at first, eas}’' to fill, and cause

little if anj- discomfort. However, if neglected, the cavity grows

larger and larger. It becomes painful and difficult to care for.

Therefore it is a good idea to have your teeth inspected b}’-

your dentist at least twice a year. The dentist will fijid the

small ca^dties and repair them before the}’’ ruin the teeth.

Foods for Healthy Teeth.—Foods containing calcium,

phosphorus, and other minerals are necessary for proper growth

of the teeth. These minerals are most abundant in fresh green

vegetaljles. It is therefore important for 3’ou to include these

foods in your diet. Scientists have also found that ^'itamin D
is necessary for the proper use of these minerals within the

bod}’. An excellent source of Autamin D is sunshine. Vitamin

C, found in certain fruits such as oranges, grapefruit, and toma-

toes, is needed to keep gums healthy. Proper diet is of great

importance to the formation of good teeth in young children.

It is also necessar}’ in maintaining health}’’ teeth in older boys

and girls.

Two Sets of Teeth.—^Every person has two separate sets

of teeth. The first set to appear is called the baby teeth or the

temporary set. They "fall out,” really are pushed out, at an

early age to make place for the permanent set.
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ilake a special studj of food requirement for good teeth. Make a

of T\h3t you eat for two or three daj"? and check this IL«t to make

sure you are getting the necessary foods.

The first of the permanent molars appear when a child is

about sL\- years old. Tliese "six-year molars” are frequently

im'>taken for baby teeth. They appear about tlie time the child

lo-^s his front baby teeth and replaces them with larger per-

manent ones. They are usually the first of the permanent teeth

to show and frequently have flaw^ in their enamel covering

Therefore they should be pven special attention by the dentist

as soon as they push through the gums.
Sometimes the baby teeth are neglected because they are

considered tempQrar3'. However, the child’s baby teeth should

be given just as good care as the permanent teeth.

There are only 20 teeth in the baby set, but 32 in the per-

manent set, as sho^-n in the pictures. The third molars (wisdom
teeth) often do not appear until about age 24 or 25. Sometimes
they never emerge. Before tlie permanent teeth appear, the

roots of the first teeth are absorbed. Then the new teeth push
through the gum causing the crowns of the baby teeth to fall

out.

Parts op a Tooth.—It is a good thing to recall what you
know about the structure of your teetli, for it will help 3*ou in

your care of them. A tooth may be considered as dhnded into

three parts The crinm rises above the gum. The root hold'’ the

tooth in a bony socket of the jaw. The short portion between
the croirn and the root is called the neck.

Over the outer surface of the crown is found a layer of

vep’ hard mineral matter called enamel. The enamel laj-er is

thickest on the biting end of each tooth and thinnest at the

neck.

Inside the tooth is an ivorj'like substance called dentine,

which is similar to bone. Inside the dentine is the pulp chamher,
^\hich holds the pulp of the tooth. The pulp is composed of con-
nective tissue, nerve tissue, and blood vessels. Through the
blood ve«!sels food for the tooth is carried to it, and watte prod-
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Covrtfiy Amcrt^ Denial Att^cieitan

First Set of Teeth:

1, 10. Central

Incisors,

2, 9. Lateral

Incisors.

3, 8. Cuspids.

4, 7. First Molars.

5, 6. Second Molars.

CcttrJc#y iifrtfnVcn Dental Ateocic

Permanent Set of Teeth:

1, 16. Central Incisors.

2, 15. Lateral Incisors.

3, 14. Cuspids.

4, 13. 1st Bicuspids.

5, 12. 2d Bicuspids.

6, 11. First Molars.

7, 10. Second Molars.

8, 9. Third Molars.

ucts are carried away. The ner\^es supply the tooth with sen-

sation. The.se blood t'essels and nen’-es connect with the other

blood vessels and nen'es through a small opening at the end of

each tooth root.

Tooth Decay.—^Although it may not be strictly true that a

"clean tooth never decays,” certainty uncared-for teeth decay

much more quickly. The decay of a tooth is closety connected

with the breaking, cracking, or disappearing of the enamel.

Decay is also related to the eating of improper foods. How-
ever, scientists do not agree on all the causes of tooth decay.

Particles of food between the teeth make good breeding

places for bacteria. The bacteria give off an acid which may
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dissolve the enamel and cau'H? the dentine to decay. This

decaying process often continues inside tlic tooth for a long

time before it is noticeable except to a dentist. See your dentist

often*

Another possible cause of decay is a receding of the gums.

The portion of the tooth not protected by enamel is thus ex-

posed to the action of bacteria. Receding gums ma}* be a

sjTnptom of a disease called -pyorrhea. If alloivcd to continue,

it almost certamlj* results in early loss of the teeth. If this

condition occurs, a specialist should be \isitcd at once.

Your teeth are constantly bathed in saliva. Saliva, you re-

member, IS formed in the glands of the mouth. Some dental

research workers believe that the saliva is important in the

protection of teeth against decay. Just how saliva docs this is

not as yet fully understood.

Tlie elimination of sweets from the diet will help to slow up

the rate of tooth decay. It may prevent decaj' altogether in

some individuals,

Otm Eyes.—

O

ur eyes arc li\*ing, automatic cameras.

Through our eyes comes most of what we learn about our

emironment. We should understand how our eyes work so

that we will be better able to take proper care of them.
The diagram on page 3S7 will help you rc\'iew the parts of

the eye. We remember that the eye is a ball. Its movements
are controlled by several sets of muscles. At the front of the

eye are the cornea and the »n«. Light enters the pupil, is focused

by the lene, and falls upon the retina. Ner\-es from the retina

carrj' the sensation of sight to the brain.

Cake of the £11:3.—Only a verj' few people are bom ivith

defective eyes. If given proper care, the eyes will remain
sharp” for many years- As a person g^or^s older, however,

the lens may lose some of its ability to focus on nearby objects.

This is farsightedness. It is a Dormal condition for many older

persons.

There are many things you can do to keep your eyes in good
condition. Ti^en doing close work, the eyes should be rested
frequently. This can be done by looking off in the distance.
Changing the focus this wa3' gl^'es the lens muscles a chance
to change their position,
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Reading should alwa^^s be done in good light, with the li^t .

coining from over the shoulder. The page should betlighfed-
evenly \\ith no shadows or glare. Glare sends too raucK light

to the retina, and causes the eye to strain to see the print.

Shadows cause the e3'e to adjust continually to different

amounts of light, and thus cause fatigue. Fatigue is also caused
b3" trying to read in a flickering light. Reading while in a mov-
ing car puts a severe strain on the muscles which control the

movement of the eA'eball. We should remember that these are

the muscles which keep our two e3'es working as a "team.”

Our Sense of Sight.—Think of the parts of the eye which you can

always see in a person's face. Find them in this drowing and name

them. Think of the nerve which carries the seeing messages back to

the brain. Find it here and give its name. Think of the eye as a ball

set in a socket with muscles running bock like bands of elastic from

oil sides of the eye. Why are so many muscles needed? Think of

the eyeball as filled with a thick liquid through which the light rays

pass back to a kind of film, the retina. What happens to the rays as

they enter the eye? How do you know this?

The retina is perhaps the most sensitive part of the e3''e.

Although it is not 3'et completeh' understood, 63-6 doctors

agree that extremeh' bright light should not be allowed to fall

on it. Thus one should never look directly at the sun, or at an

electric arc, or into the bright headlights of a car.

Occasionall3’ "something” gets into an e3*e. A small cinder

or other substance ma3’ get lodged between the e3’eball and the

lid. Sometimes tears will begin to flow and wash out the sub-
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An Eye Exomlnatfon.—Does IW* picture help you to underttond the

Importanceof iclence in conng forour eyet? An eye doctor spen *

mony yeorj ifudying the eye*. Other »elenti»lj ore developmS

insirumentj which will help the doctor in hi* work.

stance. At other times it may be necessarj’ to

^N'lnking rapidly a few times may help. Rubbing the closw

eye with a clean cloth hghlly and toxrard fhe nose may remov'e i •

Sometimes an eyewash mil help. If these methods do no

succeed, it is best to see a doctor. Further rubbing is apt to

scratch the delicate th*sues or even force the object into tnB

surface of the eyeball.

Just as it is good practice to see your dentist regularly, so i

is good practice to have your eyes checked by a doctor. Boys

and girls who do a good deal of reading and close work in schoo

should have their %ision tested at least once a 3'ear.

sightedness (opposite of farsightedness) usuallj' develops grad-

ually. Often the person is not aware of it except for frequent

headaches. The ej'e doctor cannot cure nearsighted or far-

sighted eyes. He can prescribe glasses wliich bring back clear

vision and relieve the ej'e muscles of .strain.
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An Ear Examination.—Teeth, eyes, and ears need careful and regular

examinations by the doctor. He is trained to help you care for your

health and prevent trouble. However, you must also help yourself.

How can you and the doctor cooperate?

Care of the Ears.—Most boys and girls knovr the few

necessarj’^ rules about the care of the ears. It is necessary onty

to reAdew these rules here.

One of the most important things to remember about the

ears has to do wdth cleaning them. If jmu refer to the drawing

of the ear on page 390, jmu will see the tube which extends

from the eardrum to the outside. A certain amount of wax
forms in this tube. Its purpose is to protect the tube and the

delicate eardrum. You should not attempt to remove all this

wax vdth soap and water. Indeed, some doctors believe soapy

water should not be used inside the ear at all. Plain warm
water wall normall3' remove anj’’ excess wax.

It sometimes happens that too much wax accxunulates in the

tube. It ma3
" even press against the eardrum. If 3mu have

ever had "water in your ear” after swimming, you probably
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had wax against your eardrum. It was pushed there by the

pressure of the water. Never try to remove vox toilh a toothpick,

pencil, or other sharp-potnted object. If a bit of cotton or a clean

handkerchief wrapped around your finger will not remove the

nax, see a doctor. An inexperienced person who tries to remove

somethingfrom his ear can easily pu"!!! the object fartherinto t e

ear. You should never lake the chance of puncturing the ear-

drum.

In Middle Eer

Our Sense of Sound.—TMnk of lb* port of Ihe eor you eon see on

another person. Find it in Ibis drawing end nome if. Think of the

nerve which eorries the sound messages to fhe broln. Find If here

end name it. Think of the thin tissue which is set vibroting when

sound waves strike it. Find it here and give its nome. Think of the

three little bones that ore set vibroting. Find them ond name them-

Think of a carpenter's tool thof work* in much fhe some woy os fhe

semi-circular canals. V/hot is it?

The ears should always be protected when diring in deep

water. A SM-iiriming cap srill prevent the water pressure from

pushing loo hard against fhe eardrum. Air pressure as well as

water pressure can also damage the eardrum- For this reason

you should never let anyone slap your ears. Nor should

slap another person on the ears.

The Eustachian lube shown in the diagram connects the ear

Vidth the throat. Thus a throat infection may possibly be

carried to the ear. Proper ear protection demands that you

never let any throat infection go untreated. Another way to

cause ear irdections is bj’ bloning the nose with one nostril

pres.sed shut. Do not blow yournoseunleas both nostrils are open.
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GENERAL PROBLEM 3

What Are Some Scientific Defenses

against Disease?

Prevention and Treatment of Disease.—Science wages
the battle against disease on two fronts. It tries to prevent

disease, and when disease occurs, it tries to cure it. Much of

the prevention of disease has to do with cleanliness and sanita-

tion. We have already learned how garbage and sewage are

disposed of so that they will not be a source of disease. We
have learned of the importance of soap and water in keeping

our bodies, clothes, and homes clean.

We know that the water suppty of a communit}’- is a danger

spot unless it is safeguarded from disease germs. Our stud3' has

shown how much care is taken to provide an abundant and safe

supph" of drinking water.

The Milk Supply.—The milk suppty is also a danger spot

unless it, too, is safeguarded from disease germs. Unfortunately

milk is just as good a food for bacteria as it is for you. There-

fore, the problem is to produce milk and deliver it to 5’’our

table vnth as few germs in it as possible. It must not have any

disease-causing germs.

The first requirement in the production of safe milk is to

have cows that are free from disease. Stables must be kept

clean and w^ell ventilated. If cows are milked by hand, pails

should have a small opening in the top rather than a large

open top. This is to prevent dust from entering. The cows

should be cleaned before milking and the attendants should be

clean and free from contagious diseases. The nulk should be

chilled as quickly as possible to prevent the increase of any

germs that maj^ be present.

For community use the milk is collected from the farms and

taken to the dairy. There it is first weighed and samples are

tested. It is then pasteurized and bottled.

Some milk is bottled raw, but even with the greatest care

disease germs ma}’^ be found in raw milk. Therefore, it seems

best to pasteurize all milk and cream. This is usually done by

heating the milk from 142° F. to 145° F. for thirty minutes.
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Bottling Milk.-^Sanitalion ts the hey word In modern dairies. Th‘*

mQ<htne Is on outomatic bottler. Posteorlxed milk Is poored Info fhe

bottles which art then copped In a cpnlinuous ©perofion. Why Is

this 0 better procedure thon Oiling the bottles by hond?

Pasteurizing kills all the possible disease germs, but not all

harmless germs Pasteurization may destroy vitamin C. Tliat

is not too important because Vitamin C is available in orange

and tomato juices and in other foods. Children appear to grotv

just as well on pasteurized milk as on raw milk. We shall dis-

cuss pasteurization in more detail wlien we stud>' the use of

heat in food presern’atioa.

FIRD RBEARCH —
Appoint » conimift« to find out /rota the Public Health Bureau

what diseases may be traasroitted by nullc. Leam also about any

recent milk-borne e^ndenucs.

Another committee nugbt be appointed to inspect a dairy and

report to the class on how the milk is pasteurized and bottled. Per*

haps arrangements can be made for the whole class to >Tsit the dairy.

Most states, cities, and towns have laws governing the pro-

tection, care, and sale of milk. You will be interested to get a

copy ol tVio=e laws. Study them and make sure th.at milk

delivered to 3'our liome or school meets the requirements.
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Unused milk is made into various milk products such as

butter and cheese. Some milk is "evaporated” and canned.

Large quantities of milk are "powdered.” This is done by
spraring ver\' fineh' dirided milk into a room where the air is

warm and drj’. The dry air quickh' absorbs the water from
the milk, leaving it in powdered form. Another interesting

kind of milk is called "homogenized.” This milk has had its

fat globules broken into fine particles. As a result the cream
(fat) does not rise to the top of the milk. Some milk is treated

with ultraviolet light which appears to increase the amount of

Vitamin D, the sunsliine ritamin.

Another milk product is chocolate milk. Chocolate milk is

supposed to be made b\" adding a little sugar and chocolate to

whole milk. Therefore, it will have a good amount of fat, ap-

proximately 3.S per cent. It is a wholesome drink. In man}"

parts of the country, however, chocolate milk is made from

skim milk. Often it is called "chocolate drink” or chocolate

chill.” Its fat content may be as low as 2 per cent or 2.5 per

cent.

jMilk is most important in your diet because it contains easil}"

digested fat and a good quality of protein in the best proportion

for 3"oung people. Even more important are the calcium and

other minerals which milk contains. These minerals are re-

quired for the development of good teeth and bones. iMilk is

especially rich in Vitamins A and Bs (G). Vitamin A is espe-

cially important in preventing night blindness. Vitamin B is

sometimes called the "pep” \dtamin. Milk also contains most

of the other vitamins although in smaller amounts.

Good milk is made up approximately as follows;

Fat 3.5—4%
Proteins 0.7—1.5%

Lactose (sugar) 6.0—^7.0%

Minerals 0.15-0.3%

Water 87.5%

Vitamins A and B2 (G) and others

Be sure you get a quart or more of safe milk ever}" day for

your teeth and bones’ sake. It is good—drink plenty of milk.
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Then and Now.—(left) Df. Jenner flJvei the fin* vocdnotton

sffiallpox. Thu jhowj the w»e of a vaeone to prevent a diteoje.

(RiSht) A boy ij being fnnocolaled '^th o terym following hi» w
poture to meoslet. The serum will net prevent the dijeos* but will

spare the boy from a serious cose.

INOCULATION’S AGAINST DISEASES.—In most statcs childrcO

must be vaccinated against smallpox before they begin school*

The vaccination is a verj" simple process. A drop of liquid eon-

tammg some weakened smallpox germs is placed ou tlie skin*

Then the doctor scratches the skin ^ith a sharp needle through

the drop. The weakened germs enter the body. They cause

the bodj' to build up an immunity (defense) against the disease.

The immunity lasts for several years. In time it may disappear.

Then it is necessaiy’ to be vaccinated again.

Tj'phoid fever can also be prevented by vaccination. Ty-

phoid rncane consists of dead tj-phoid germs A doctor injects

the vaccine under the skin of the arm. Anyone who travels lO

regions where the water supplj' is not absolutelj' safe should be

vaccinated against tj’phoid fewr. Other diseases which can be

prevented by vaccinations are diphtheria, tetanus (lockjaw),

and whooping cough.

Vaccinations, like those described above, are valuable only

if pven before the person is exposed to the disease. They build
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a natural immunitj' -n-liich fights off the disease. Often, how-
ever, a person is exposed to a dangerous disease against which
he has not been vaccinated. Then it is too late to use a vaccine.

The disease germs work faster than the vaccine. In such cases

a senan is used. There are man3
’’ different kinds of serums, but

the.v all help fight diseases after thej’ are “caught.” There is a
serum for diphtheria. IVlien injected into the bod}", it fights

the poisons of the diphtheria germs. Serums are also used to

fight such diseases as scarlet fever, pneumonia, and tetanus.

We should remember that vaccinations protect against catch-

ing the disease. The}" build inununity in the body. Serums are

used to fight the disease after it strikes or'during exposure to

it. Serums do not build up immunity.

Sulfas and Antibiotics.—Almost every boy and girl has

heard of the sulfa drugs. About 20 years ago it was discovered

that these chemicals were valuable aids in fighting certain

diseases such as throat infections. i\Iany different sulfa drugs

have been made in the laboratory during recent years. Most of

them have been given long names, but they all begin with stdfa.

For example, sulfathiazole is one of these drugs. These drugs

may have some harmful effects; therefore they should be used

onl}" on the ad^"ice of a ph}’sician. They are not “cure-alls,” but

when properly used they do help fight certain t}’pes of infections.

World War II brought forth the “wonder diugs.” The first

of these was penicillin. Discovered by accident in 1928, little

attention was paid to it until about 10 years later. Then peni-

cillin was developed for use, and became perhaps the most

famous drug of the war.

Any drug produced b}" a lii'ing organism is called an anti-

hiotic. Penicillin is produced by a mold which grows in the

soil. Since the discovery of penicillin, many other antibiotics

have been developed from soil molds and bacteria. Strepto-

mycin, aureomycin, terramycin, and Chloromycetin are already

common names. And dozens of still newer antibiotics are be-

ing developed and tested. Pneumonia, scarlet fever, t}"phoid

fever, bone infections, and tliroat infections are just a few of

the diseases already conquered by the antibiotics.

ACTH AND Cortisone.— is a fluid produced by a

gland at the base of the brain. This fluid acts on certain other
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Penieillium.—-The circles wilh while rings ore colonies cf Ihe moW
penie/Wium. Penicillin is obloined from fhis mold. Nofiee thot ibe

colonies are surrounded by o clear oreo. The clear ereo Is o

region where the penieniivm has prevented Ihe growth of bacterlfl>

Farther away from Ihe colonies 1$ o grayish region where boc-

lena ore growing. Who! is Ihe effect of the mold peniciHium eri

the growth of bacteno?

glands which produce a fluid called cortisone. Recentlj' it has

been discovered that ACTH and cortisone (obtained from ani-

mals) produce dramatic effects in treating certain diseases of the

jomtfe, Apparentl)' these drugs do not cure disease. They seem

to keep the disease under control. The use of both ACTH and

cortisone is veiy new. Scientists are not at all sure just iiotv

they work in the body. Perliaps experiments with these mate-

rials mil lead to discovery of what happens in the body when a

disease strikes Then may come better ways of fighting disease-

At .any rate we may be sure that scientists will never give up

their constant battle to conquer disease.
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GENERAL PROBLE^^ 4

What Is Your Responsibility for Safety

and First Aid?
Accidents in the Home.—^Did you ever fall down stairs or

have a rug on a slippery floor slide out from under I'ou? Do
you know of am-one burned from hot grease catcliing fire on
the stove, or from a gasoline explosion? If so, could these

accidents have been prevented? Every dai', ever^’where, ac-

cidents of one kind or another are occurring in homes. It is

said that there are more accidents in the home than am^where
else. Some are serious—resulting in broken bones, asphiodation

(iis-flk'si-a'sliun), blood poisoning, and even death. Others are

minor accidents such as sprains, bruises, burns, or cuts. Ac-

cidents, whether big or little, are due to two causes: carelessness

and misjudgment. Thoughtfulness will prevent those due to

carelessness. ICnowledge will help to prevent the others.

ICixDS OF Accidents.—In the home, accidents fall into

several groups:

1. Those caused by falls from chairs or steps; or on rugs

that slip, or hai^e worn places in them; or over tools and pJai-

things left in unexpected places; or in slipper}' bathtubs;

or in badly lighted places.

2. Those caused by burns or scalds from carelessness about

stoves, heaters, electric cords, and cleaning fluids.

3. Those caused by asphi'xiation from carelessness about

open gas jets, leak}' gas pipes, defective furnaces, gas and oil

stoves, and automobile engines running in closed garages.

4. Those caused by poisons from failure to label the poisons

properly and failure to put them out of reach of children.

5. Those caused by shock from handling electrical fixtures

with wet hands.

6. Those caused by careless use of sharp tools, and so on.

7. Those caused by guns and ammunition from failure to put

them out of reach of children.

After you have read these sei'en ways in which accidents may
happen in the home, discuss each one. Try to plan how they

may be prevented. Of over 30,000 fafal home accidents each

year more than half are from falls. About one sixth are from
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burn?. Xcxt are tho<^ from poi‘=on5!, sxifTocation, and firearms.

Perliaps j'ou \vill think of other waj-s accidents maj* happen in

your Jiorae. If so, add them to the list. The way to prevent

accidents is to pl.an in advance so they cannot Iiappen. It u

better to be safe than sorrj*.

FmsT .Aid for Accidents —Each of the accidents mentioned

above irmy require special treatment and may need the services

of a doctor. Tliis book cannot tell j'ou what to do in each case,

and it does not take the place of a trained nurse or physician.

All tiiat can be done in a science book like this is to point out

first things to do and things not to do in case of an accident.

The first rule in eveiy accident is to “keep your liead.”

Do not get excited. If you do, 5'ou maj' cause additional harm.

In case of accident act quickly, use good judgment and skill,

and you may save a life.

Broken bones, dislocated joints, sprains, and bruises result

frotn falls. Bruises should be treated ivith disinfectants to

pre\-ent infection of any kind. Even the slightest bruise is a

danger spot, particularly if the <kin Is broken. A scratch jn the

skin is the open door for the entrance of germs that may cause

inflammation or blood poisoning.

Big Tfoubitf for o Uftle Boy—Acodenfs do nol rejpert og«. Yow
hove a reiponilbnity to help protect younger children from oeei*

dent*. Kow con you do this?

CM>irn n» na<m • «wij.i*r
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Amertccn lied Croti

First-Aid Class.—Part of a good summer playground program is

first-aid training. The fire department and Red Cross cooperate to

teach first aid to these boys in North Carolina. Are you a good
first-aider? How can you train yourself so that you will be ready in

case of emergency?

Broken hones and dislocated joints require the immediate

attention of a physician. You should make the patient as com-
fortable as you can, where he fell. Mo%’ing him maj' make the

fracture worse. Relieve the injured bone from strain bj^ pro-

tecting it from being jarred. Do not tr}' to treat the patient

in any other way, except by gi\Tng him hot drinks in case of

nervous shock.

Strains and sprains should be treated with cold, wet applica-

tions (not ice) until the doctor comes. Sprains are more serious

than strains, and are due to a tear in the ligaments of a joint.

Sometimes it is difficult to tell a sprain from a fracture; so it is

best to call a doctor. Strains and sprains ma3' need to be

bandaged.

Burns and scalds ma3" be treated with oils, baking soda, or

limewater. These reheve the pain and protect the spot from
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Jwmic^ntiern

Rrjf Things First.—Thu cut>owoy ogtemobile ii wied in o school

accident prevenhon progrom. These students will be better driver*

if they know the "why” of on outomoblle os well os the “how."

the air Beware of infection Blisters should not be broken

Severe burns require the attention of a physician.

Asphyxiation occurs from the shutting off of oxygen to the

blood supply It may result from breathing air contaminated

with poisonous gases such as carbon monoxide, coal gas, or

smoke fumes. Fresh air and artificial respiration should be

given until the doctor arrives.

Poisoning is treated in various ways, according to the kind

of poison taken Labels on the bottles usually give the "anti-

dote” or directions for treatment Bottles containing poisons

should be odd shapes so they cannot be mistaken for other

bottles even in the dark. Of course, poison bottles should be

kept out of reach of children.

A gunshot ironnrf needs a physician’s care. Keep the patient

quiet. Treat for shock if necessary. If there is much bleeding.

It must be controlled as directed under cuts.
Shock from ehctricity or lightning may be treated with arti-

ficial respiration.
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Cuts are of. two kinds: small, surface cuts, and deep, ugly

cuts where a vein or an artery is severed. Surface cuts maj'^ be

safely treated with a disinfectant. Call a doctor at once if a

vein or artery is cut. These cuts will bleed heavil3^ The blood

from an arterj’- is bright red in color, flowing in spurts. Blood

from a vein is a dark red in color. It flows in a slow, steadj'-

stream. The bleeding in both cases must be stopped. In the

case of an arterj^, appl^’- pressure between the wound and the

heart to stop the flow of blood. In the case of a vein, apply

pressure on the side of the wound away from the heart.

In the case of a \evy bad cut, a tourniquet is sometimes used.

It is a tight bandage, with a lump in it to press on the cut vein

or arterj". Because of the danger of blood poisoning, it should

not be used until all other measures fail. The tourniquet

should be loosened a little everj" few minutes to permit some

circulation of the blood.

Bicycle Inspection.—Many communities hove required bicycle

inspection. Even if your town does not require inspection, you

have a real responsibility to keep your bicycle in proper order.

Brakes, light, horn, and solid frame are some points to be checked

frequently.
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Accidents Outside the Home.—^Most accidents outside

the home involve automobiles, bicycles, or swimming. There

are so many automobile and bicycle accidents that ever}’ boy

and girl should know how they happen. Your department of

public safety will tell you the number, cause, and time of day

of most automobile accidents Fast driving, driving by an

intoxicated driver, driving with faulty brakes, driving with

insufficient vision, taking curves too fast, passing on hills, and

taking chances are a few of the causes of auto accidents. tVhat

can you do about it? You can refuse to ride with unsafe or

unskilled drivers. It is not being sissy-Hke to object to reck-

lessness in driving. It is just being sensible.

Many pedestrians are injured or killed due to their oivn

carelessness You know how to be careful—so be careful.

If you ride a bicycle, you can obey the traffic rules. Each

year there are about 35,000 bicycle accidents which result in

over 700 deaths. Remember, if your bicycle and an auto-

mobile collide, your bike will get the u orst of it.

There are thousands of swimming accidents every year

resulting in nearly 5000 deaths. Can you swim? If you cannot,

then learn to swim at the very first opportunity.
Thinking Tkisgs 0\xr.—As you think back through this

topic, you vnW remember that personal health and safety in-

volve many things. Soap and water are our most important

aids to cleansing Do you know how they work to remove dirt?

Do you know why soft water makes a better partner for soap

than hard water?

e know' now that health is not an easy goal to reach.
must work toward it eveiy day. Are you building health

habits^ Do your health habits include care of your skin, your

teeth, your eyes, and your ears? Fortunately, we are not alone

in our work for good health. Scientists have discovered, and
are still discovering, defenses against disease.s. Scientific con-

trols protect our water supply and our milk supply. Vaccina-
tions protect us against diseases we may become exposed to.

Serums, sulfa drugs, and antibiotics help cure diseases after

they strike

But we as individuals must accept much of the responsi-
bility for our own health and safety. Thus this topic has in-
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eluded a stud3' of safety- and first aid. Do 3-ou know the im-
portant rules of protecting yourself through safety? And do
3'ou know the rules of first aid? In the case of an accident, a
knowledge of first aid may save 3'our life or the life of another
person. Are you ready?

Key Words

accident emulsion litmus paper soft water
alkali enamel minerals sulfa drugs
antibiotics farsighted molar sweat gland
arter3' fat nearsighted teeth

burns first aid permanent temporan,-

ca\'it\' fracture hardness hardness

dentine gh'cerine serum tourniquet

detergents hard water skin vaccination

eardrum lime soap vein

ICey Statements

1. "Hardness” of water is caused b}’ calcium and magnesium
bicarbonates and sulfates dissolved in the water.

2. "Temporar3' hardness” can be decreased by boiling. It is

caused b3' calcium bicarbonate and magnesium bicarbonate. These

minerals decompose when heated.

3. "Permanent hardness” is not affected b}’ boiling, but can be

decreased bA’ the use of water-softening agents. It is caused b3' sul-

fate of calcium and of magnesium.

4. The principal function of soap is to act as a cleansing agent.

5. The cleansing action of soap depends upon its abilit3
- to

emulsif3' fats and oils and to help water loosen dirt particles.

6. Soap substitutes contain no soap, but are valuable because

the3' soften water and loosen dirt.

7. Water-softening substances used with hard water before adding

soap results in a saving of soap.

8. Soap is made b3' the action of an alkali on a fat or oil.

9. An oil emulsion occurs when the oil is so fineh’ di^dded b3' an

emulsif3'ing agent that it will sta3' mixed with water.

10. The treatment of a stain for its removal depends upon the

character of the stain.

11. The skin regulates temperature, gives off wastes, receives sen-

sations, and protects the bod3^ It functions best when clean.
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12 The evTiporation of the moisture of perspiration from the skin

acts as a cooling process to prevent overheating of the body-

13 The three main parts of a tooth arc- crorni, root, neck.

14 Diseased teeth are responsible for many ills of the body.

15. Proper diet and regular cleaning are necessary to pre\'ent

tooth decay

16 Proper care of the eyes includes: protection from glare, reading

in adequate light, not doing close work for long periods of time, and

having eye examinations regularly,

17. The eardrum may be broken by sharp objects, or unequal air

or water pressure

18 A safe milk supply requires sanitaiy production and handling

Milk should be tested regularly

19 Sulfa drugs, antibiotics, and inoculations are modem scientific

methods of fighting diseases.

20 Accidents are due to two causes, carelessness and misjudgment.
21 A knowledge of "first aid” is of value in (he treatment of acci-

dents until a doctor arrives

22 Most accidents can be prev-ented

Thought Questions

1 ^\Tiy does hard water require more soap to form a suds than
ram water’

2 How can you soften water containing biearbonates? sulfates?
3 Tiat IS hard water’

4 niiy should a .valor sotleuer be used ie/orr soap is added?
5 Is a detergent a soap? Explain.

6 JJJat are the raw materials of soap making?

8.

differ

9

10

11

12

13

14.

15

16

4M COMMDOTTY ANP PEHSOSai, HEAL.TH

j '>*^py"'aier wash better than cold water alone,
bxplam how whirbng wet clothes dries them. How does this
from what happens when clothes dry on a Ime?
IV hat are some causes of tooth decay’my IS it importanl to visit the deotist trequeutiy?
vvhat of the eye regulates the amount of light entering’
Name three good practices m the care of the eyes.
Is WM m the ear an unhealthy condition? Explain.

ixT. i!

^ between sulfa drugs and antibiotic drugs?U hy should children be vaccinated when they are very young?
How does the use of serum differ from use of vaccines’
\\ hy should every person know' something about first aid?
VVhy are there accidents? How can you help prevent them’



Projects for Your Science Disco%^ry Book

1. Examine all the varieties of soap used in your home. Read on
the wrapper what is said about each kind. Test each kind to find

which one makes the best lather on your hands. Report your dis-

coveries-

2. Make a collection of household substances and test with litmus

paper. List them and indicate in each case whether it is an acid,

alkaline, or a neutral substance.

3. Make a report on various laundry- equipment machines and
their advantages for laundiy’ work.

4. Compare the shape, number, and functions of your teeth with

those of a cat or dog. Explain the differences.

5 . Make a collection of as man5’ samples of tooth pastes and
powders as j’ou can. Read the labels and advertising material that

comes with them. Criticize the statements in the light of your

knowledge. Are all the claims just? Is each paste or powder safe to

use?

6. Make a collection of all the brands of washing powders and

water softeners available in your communitj'.

Study the labels to determine what claims are made for each

product, and then decide by experimenting and by your knowledge

of the facts about such materials, whether or not the claims are valid.

Weigh the contents of each package and from the price of the

package and its weight calculate the cost per ounce of each. Ti^’

to account for the differences in cost. Compare the cost per ounce

with that of washing soda.

7. Visit a plant or a home where water softening equipment is

used. Make a drawing of the principal parts. Explain how the equip-

ment works.

8. Plan a \dsit to a local dairj% Write a brief description about

how the milk is kept clean and sanitaiy.

9. Draw up a good Code of Safety for your household.

10. Draw up a Safety Code for street and highway traffic.

11. Make a list of simple remedies to be kept in the medicine closet

and explain the use of each and why you included it.

12. Read about' the work of Jenner with smallpox, Alexander

Fleming with penicillin, or Selman Waksman with streptomj'cin.

Write a brief report about one of these scientists.

13. Start a collection of newspaper articles about the antibiotics,

. ACTH, and cortisone.

14. Find out what tests for first aid girl and boy scouts have to pass.
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The Good Eorth.—From America's gardens and farms comes

for our country and the world All food comes from the soil/ an

the soil produces best when it is cored for and used scientifico r/-
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TOPIC XIV

Garden Plants and Planting
DO YOU KNOW—

1. How to plant a seed?

2. WTiy garden soil is worked?

3. ^Tiy some seeds that are planted fail to grow?

4. How bacteria in the soil help plant life?

5. yVhat a garden plan is?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

How Is Soil Prepared for Planting?

What Is Soil.—Do you remember that soil is made of

ground-up and weathered rock? Mixed with the rock material

are decajing organic matter (humus), water, air, and li-vang

organisms. The soil in your garden may have been formed bj’’

the weathering and deca}' of local rock, or it may have been

brought from distant places b}”^ glaciers or rivers. For perhaps

a billion and a half years water has been at work preparing

soil for plant growth. Rocks, ages old, have been broken up,

ground into tiny particles, and mixed to form soils with a

variet}’- of minerals in them. These are the minerals required

as plant food. Wind, water, ice, changes in temperature, oxida-

tion, and plants and animals have worked to change barren

rock into priceless ,
soil. Thus soil is more than a mixture of

lifeless materials. It is teeming vdth life, and contains life-

giving oxygen, nitrogen, and water.

Soils vary uddel3'' on account of the substances which com-

pose them. That is why- we have clay, sandy, loam, and muck

soils. Each requires special treatment and is best fitted for

particular crops.
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Plov'Ing —-Th* fifjt $tep i« the preparotien of toil it plowing. So'’'*

toilj demand deep plowing. Othert. etpeeiolly if **

and may blow av»oy eotily. need only thollow plowing. Whef *

the reason for plowmgt How it the plowing done by formet* in

your port of the eounlry?

Soils differ, also, m sixe of particles, and so we have

gravel, fine gravel, and sand. The size of the particles is^*

portant in relation to drainage and air and water content. ®

finer the soil, the more air and uatcr it can contain.

* FIELD RESEARCH —
lovestigafe the soil of your neighbortiood to determine how it

farmed and where it came from.

Parts of the Soil and Their Uses to the Pla>'T. EterJ

part of the soil has its value to the plant. A successful
or armer must knon the parts and their uses. Some
acteria in the soil help to decompose organic matter,

relea^s nitrogen to the air and makes the rest of the matt®;

suitable for plant use. Other bacteria take nitrogen from th
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^ob ToyJer

Soil Testing.—Successful farmers select the proper crops for their

soil. The soil scientist con test soil to find v/hot kind of fertilizers

should be used and what crops ore best suited to it. Soil testing

service is offered by most state agricultural colleges.

air and change it into nitrates. Nitrates are needed for plant

growth. Without air (with its ox3"gen) in the soil this work

would stop. Some of the minerals dissolve in soil water and

are taken up b}' the root-hairs of plants. The}" are used b}" the

plant for manufacturing its food.

The humus (organic matter) feeds bacteria and holds mois-

ture in the soil. A mixture of sand}" soil containing a little

cla3" and hmnus (a sand}" loam) is best for gardening. Sand}"

soil, alone, drains too freely and dries out. Clay soil absorbs a

larger amount of water than sandy soil. It gets sticky and soggy

and does not allow the water to circulate freely. TiTien it dries,

it cakes and cracks. Water escapes rapidly through the cracks,

leaving dried clay chunks that are difiBcult to work properly.

The mixture, sand and loam, holds moisture well and is easy

to work.
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Jlost soils are slightly alkaline to litmus paper. Most plants

grow best in a slightly alkaline soil, but some do best in an

acid soil. It is important, therefore, to test the soil to deter-

mine if it is acid or alkaline. You wll be interested to learn

how to test your soil. Or you may have your Farm Bureau

test it for you.

Prepariko the Soil for the Seeds.—Any garden or farm

soil should be fertilized and supplied mth humus for each suc-

ceeding crop. Sometimes the humus is supplied by planting

lye, or other leafy crops, the previous fall and plowing them

under in the spring. Crops sown in the fall for ploning under

in spring are called gretn cater crops. The green material dies

and adds organic matter to the soil. Plant minerals are supplied

by adding farm manure and other fertilizers- The farm manure

also adds to the humus supply.

Many gardeners make use of a eomposi pile. A compost pile

is made up of vegetable tops, fallen leaves, and leafy parts of

other healthy plants. The pile is gradually built up with thin

layers of plant material, lime, and fertilizer. The vegetable

matter decomposes and forms valuable humus and mineral

material. It can be used as fertilizer the following spring.

Diseased parts of plants should never be added to the compost.

They should be burned.

After proper fertilization, including the addition of lime if the

soil is too acid, the soil is plowed or spaded- Then it is har-

rowed. This IS done about two necks before the planting time.

For many years farmers have plowed the soil deeply. Recent
experiments by soil scientists show that in some cases it may
be better not to plow so deeply. In much of the wheat belt,

for example, the plowing consists of stirring only the upper few
inches of soil.

Just before planting, the soil is again harrowed thoroughly
to produce a finely dinded soil at the surface. The time between
the plowing and final harrowing allows the weeds to start from
seeds left over from fall. The final harrowing destroys these
weeds and is a large factor in the prerention of weeds later on.
Thus harron-ing is of great importance to the gardener.

The smaller the seed the finer the soil it needs for early

growth. Small seeds are barely covered with fine soil. More-
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experiment 37

Wtll seeds grow better in soil that is finely grained than in

unbroken soil?

In working this experiment, remember that it is on such a small

scale as compared with a real garden that results are easy to obtain.

If you can carry out this experiment in your garden, so much the

better.

What to Use.—Two bo.ves of equal size; two samples of the same
soil, one finely niLved and the other left in coarse lumps; and a package

of seeds—peas or beans—that have been soaked overnight.

What to Do.—

T

ill the boxes, one with lump soil and the other with

fine soil. Plant the seeds according to directions on the package, but do

not break up the lumps. iVater both boxes alike when jmu have planted

the seeds.

Set the bo.xes in a warm place and observ'e and record the growth

results from day to day.

Examine the soil each day to see which appears to drj' out faster.

What Happens.—Do the seeds grow alike in both bo.xes? Does

the soil dry out faster in one bo.v than in the other? Why?

Conclusion.—^iTiich method of preparing the soil promotes the

better growth? E.vplain.

Application.—^The smaller the seeds the finer the soil should be.

miy?

over soil must fit snugly about the seed and tiny new root that

forms so that the rootlet can obtain the water and minerals it

needs. If the soil is too coarse, the seeds may dry out and fail

to grow. Seeds must have water to grow. Try Experiment 37

to find out for yourself how the character of the soil affects the

growth of seeds.
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Tulip Time.—Mojtgofdenert roise th«irfufipi from bulbs. Hy**^^**

develop new types of tulips f^om seeds. The seeds ore planted,

and ever a period of several yeors Ihe bulbs develop. Eeeh bulb

will olwoys produce o tulip of Ihe some color end shope. Thus the

nursery con send to Ihe pordener just the colors he wpnis.

GENERAL PROBLE.Vf 2

Why Have a Planting Plan?

A Pl-kn for Your Garden.—The most successful garden

IS the one planned long ahead. This U true whether you plan

for a vegetable garden, a flower garden, or a complete landscap-

ing project. The successful farmer must plan his crops several

3-ears in advance. He who waits until planting time to plan his

garden is likely to be disappointed In fact, a garden Is a j-ear-

round affair and not just a spring and summer interest.

If 3'our plans for landscaping j-our grounds are not complete,

3-ou should at Iea«it select your garden plot in the fall. See that

the weeds are removed before the season closes and that green

cover crops are sown if needed.
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A Formal Garden.—Some people prefer informal gardens or wood-
land gardens. Others like the formal type such as this one at the

Gardner Museum in Boston. No matter what type of gorden you
want, it should have a plan and it must be cared for.

For the spring planting, January is not too early to begin

your plans. (Refer to 3'our Observers’ Club Calendar for sug-

gestions.) Is it to be a flower garden, a vegetable garden, or

both? Are there shrubs to be placed about the home? If it is

to be a flower garden, are the flowers to be annuals or per-

ennials? Annuals are plants that grow flowers and seeds the

first 3"ear, after which the parent plant dies. Perennials- bear

flowers and seeds each 5’’ear for a number of j'ears.

FIELD RESEARCH

Send for seed and plant catalogs from reliable seed houses to help

you decide what varieties of seed and plants you n-ish.
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In planning your garden you must have in mind how long a

time it takes dilTerent plants to reach their full growth. Some

small vegetables mature quickli'. Their place in the garden

may be replanted with second soivings to the same or some other

seed.

If flowers are in your plan, y'ou should try to have a succes-

sion of blooms from early spring to late fall. Your perennials

and shrubs must be given a permanent place in your scheme.

Other planting must be made accordingly, keeping in mind

color, time of flowering, and height.— FIELD RESEARCH —
Visit coTTiTnerciat ganlen shows or plant nursenrs for suERcstiora

or arrangement and varieties of shrubs and flouering plants.

In deciding what to plant, it is necessary to consider the

size of your garden plot and nhere each plant is to he placed.

Therefore, > ou should measure your plot and draw a plan of it

to scale.

Catalogs and garden books will tell you Jiow far apart rows

of vegetables should he. They also tell Jiow much room must
be given for each of the plants or shrubs you select. You can

then draw the rows on your paper plan and can mark locations

Heolthy Se«ds—S«edt come in many diflerent >t*e» and ihapcs.
On the left, the smoller teed* ore ponsiei and the othert, sun-
flowers. On the fight is o group of ordlnory town seeds and their

husks. All these seeds, of course, ore magnified.



for individual plants. Do not forget to keep in mind the succes-
sion of •^'egetables and flovers.

The successful farmer plans liis crops as carefully as the
flower or vegetable grower. The farmer must plan to raise

feed for his stock as well as crops to sell. The soil in one part
of the farm may be better suited to one crop than another. It

should be tested for acidit3' or alkalinity. The fields should

be plowed and cultivated so as to cousen'e the soil. On hilly

ground different crops need to be planted in strips following

the contours of the lulls, rather than up and down. This is

called contour planting and prevents erosion.

FIELD RESEARCH

Studj' the frost maps on page lOS to get an idea of the latest killing

frost in the spring and the earliest killing frost in the fall. The num-
ber of daj's between them is j'our safe growing season for plants that

are killed bj’ frosts. The average temperature for j'our localitj- in

spring and fall is also useful data.

Making the Plan.—Before you lay out a paper plan for

landscaping or a garden, visit some well-planned landscaping

projects. Then stud}-- books and current garden magazines for

Hauling Fertilizer.—Modern machinery makes the farmer’s [ob

easier. These farmers are using a truck to carry bags of fertilizer

to the fields for spreading where it is needed.

Courtesy Jufomoblte ^fcnufacfurers' Jssonaficn



supgcstioiis and instruction. If pos-dble, talk «ith landscape

arcliitccts, who know the value of plaiming.

Then on a large sheet of paper mark in tlie sliape, size, and

location of your buildings existing trees, shrubs, gardens, r^ds,

and paths. With this as A basis, j’ou can proceed to develop a

complete garden plan.
_ , * ,

Your plan should be laid out with a central line of develop-

ment If your grounds are not level, it may be neccssarj' to in-

clude a profile plan The profile will show where you must dig

out or fill m to give the grades or slopes the best effect.

The following features are u.«ually included in a landscaping

plan. Each should receive careful consideration.

(1) Drives and walks.

(2) Foundation planting about building. This consists of

evergreens and shrubs to bring out architectural features of the

building, hide walls, and give a tie-up between tlie building

and ground.

(3) Border planting This is planting along the drives and

edges of the plot Trees and shrubs arc useful here in shutting

off the garden from public now and forming backgrounds.

(4) Lawns and lawn planting. Tho«c arc gm.ss and special

trees and shrubs.

(5) Hedges, fences, and walls to incIo«c formal or scmi-formal

gardens

(6) Rock gardens and pool

(7) Arbors, lawn funntiiro, and tlie like for decorative

effects.

(8) X/Ocation, shape, and sizes of perennial and annual

flower beds, ro-'C garden, and vegetable garden.

(9) A planting list Consider the hardiness of trees and

shrubs required by your local climate. Consider also heighfi

foliage, colors in spring, summer, and autumn. A complete

plan, even though only small parts of it are planted each season,

13 better than "hit-and-miss” planting. Jloreover, there is

great pleasure in seeing the complete garden take form gradu-

ally

Garden Tools.—"A workman b known by his tools.” The

good gardener buys good ^rden toob and then takes good care

of them. Each time when 5'ou ha\’e finished using your garden
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tools, -nape them clean before putting them awa}'. In addition

to tools for working the soil, jmu will need simple dusting or

sprajdng equipment to aid in jmur fight against garden pests.

GENERAL PROBLEM 3

How and When May Seeds Be Planted?

Seeds.—^The following clipping from a newspaper tells its

owm story:

"Taking the gamble out of agriculture” is a proposition that works
for ever^'one’s welfare. And the fundamental gamble in farming is the

seed sonm, whether you are working under glass or on a thousand-

acre ranch. Think of the nurserjunan who buys 20,000 dollars’ worth

of seed from abroad, plants them, waits and works a year, and finds

out that most of the seed had no life. This has realb' happened.^

Seeds that ndll not germinate properl}^ or are diseased waste

time, land, and money for 5mu. Seeds that germinate but grow

inferior products are also to be avoided. You can test j'our

seeds for germinating quality if you will follow the directions

of Experiment 38.

Plants are liable to disease the same as people. The scientific

grower tries to prevent his plants from getting sick. One wa}’-

to do this is to use only healthy seeds. Often seeds are treated

with certain chemicals that destroy disease germs or molds

that ma}'’ be on the seed.

Parts of a Seed.—Your investigation of the germination of

seeds raises the question as to the parts of a seed and their

uses.

The outer skin protects the seed during its resting period,

keeping it from chying out. The two bulky parts (some seeds

have onty one such part) are the cotyledons. The3’’ suppty food

to the little plant until it develops roots and leaves. Then it

is able to manufacture its own food.

When a seed is planted it absorbs water from the soil. The

cotyledons swell and break open the outer covering. More

moisture enters and the little plant, called the embryo, begins

to grow.

^Democrat and Chronicle, Rochester, N.’i

.
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EXPER/MENT 3$

What per cent of my garden seeds rcill germinctie?

You hav« alreatfy discovered that a seed most have water and

warmth to germinate, that is, to begin to grow. This experiment will

help you discover whether cheap seeds are really Inexpensive

y^BAt TO Use —Seeds to be tested (if possible, secure cheap paei«

ages of seeds and expensive seeds for comparison)
;
wet blotting pspeu

pie tins (two for each sample of seeds to be test^); and a hand Jens.

What to Do.

—

1. ’DiorougUy wet a piece of blottinp

place It in one of the pie tills. Count out 50 seeds of a sample to be

tested and cover them with a second piece of wet blotter, and then

with a pie tin. but not air-tight.

2 Repeat with as many samples as you wish to test, and place the

tins in a warm place Keep the blotters moift but not standing in water.

3 After 4S hou» examine the seeds of each sample, and count the

number that have started to grow Re-cox"er the seeds and examine

them again after another 24 hours. Agam count and record the number

that have germinated.

4 Examme some of the seeds that did not germinate to observe

whether they appear to have been wcH-fonned seeds
In each sample calculate the per cent of seeds th.st germinate

What Hatpens—3 How many seeds of each sample germinafedt

4. Desenbe the appearance of the seeds that did not germinate
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CoN'ci-tJPiON'.—In cacli pample of seeds wliat per cent germinated?
Is the per cent of germination high enough to rarrant planting the

other seeds of the sample?

Is it worth while to test seeds before planting them?

Application.—Docs it pay to buy cheap seeds?

FIELD RESEARCH

Soak a few seeds of beans and peas overnight. With a needle re-

move the outer skin, if the seed has one. (Refer to the diagram below

for names of parts.) Carcfullj' separate the parts and, using a hand
lens, look for the little plant.

The embryo has one or more leaflets and a little stem. The
little stem gro\v.s, the leaves grow, and soon a tinj- root appears.

All this time the new little

plant gets its food from the

cotyledons which begin to

shrink. After a while the

cotyledons are, in the case

of beans and some other

seeds, raised out of the soil.

Soon two more green leaves

appear- As the stem gets

longer and the root grows

bigger, more leaves appear.

As soon as green leaves ap-

pear the little plant becomes

self-supporting. The coty-

ledons wither and fall off. The green leaves, nith water from

the roots, carbon dioxide from the air, and energ}^ from the

sun, make their own food. It is a miracle of nature.

Startij^g Seeds in Feats.—^In localities where the grondng

season is short, seeds are often started in flats, shallow boxes

3 to 6 inches deep. Filled with moist sandy soil, they are used

for starting seeds several weeks before planting time outdoors.

The exact time for starting seeds depends upon the plants and

the locaht}’. You ma}' obtain accurate information from the
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parts shown here ore the cotyledons.

They ore a part of the seed, but not

a part of the embryo. Can you ex-

plain that?



Rodish Seeds.—^This pitfufe shows the first sprouts of the

twenty-four hours offer planting. These ore the first tiny f *

thof toke In water for the growth of the plonts. Here the mog «

of life ofld growth hos begun.

local seed store, your school agriculture teacher, or the State

College of Agriculture

Especially in places where the gronung season is short, better

results follow if seeds are started in hofbeds or coW frame^

Not only many flower seeds, but vegetable seeds such as cab-

bage, tomato, and melons are profitably started in this wiy*

FIELD RESEARCH
MaUe A tnp to a commerciAl greenhouse early in February to dis-

cover how the wotkoiea are preparing for early %-egetable and flower

plants Then prepare a flat for eariy seed planting. Consult jrmr

Obsen'ers' Club Calendar for suggestioos. The seeds should be covered

with firmly packed, sandy soil to a depth of about three times the length

of the .<wd Keep the flats m a fairly cool room. A temperature ol

about 60“ P. IS satisfactory. Moisten the soil a Lttlc each day, but do

not soak It

Hotbeds and Colo Frames.—

I

f you wish to raise early

vegetables and flowers, you will have to learn to use liotbed^
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Blact Stcr Blcfl Elcr

Growing Up.—On the left the roots of the radish plant are growing
stronger, pushing on through the soil. Note the two cotyledons of
the radish. They supply it with nourishment during these early
stages of growth. On the right the leaves have developed, so that

the plant is now able to manufacture its own food.

and cold frames. Both of these de^^ces are boxes, with sides

12 inches to 24 inches liigh. They are set part wa5
’' down in the

soil and covered with frames with glass in them. The frames
are adjustable to permit proper ventilation of the bed. The
glass allows the radiant energj* of the sun to go through and
warm the soil underneath. At night the glass largely prevents
the loss of heat from the soil. For these reasons, the soU under
glass will be w^arm enough to allow plants to grow long before
the soil outside would permit the growth.

The hotbed is heated not onlj' bj’ the sun, but also b3^ gradual
decaj’- (oxidation) of farm manure. It is also possible to heat
the bed with electricity. Of course ndth electricity the tem-
peratures can be controlled much more accurate!}’.

To make an ordinarj'’ hotbed, soil is removed from within the
box. A thick laj’^er, one to two feet deep, of unrotted manure
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is put in. This is then cowred with four to five inches of rich

earden -oil This much is better done late m the fall. In he

Fprmg, the manure rot.- and gives off considerable heat to the

soil Therefore, with the top covered nnth glass, the

warms very early. When the soil begins to heat, it mil heat

rapidly, and seeds -hould not be planted until the temperature

has dropped to belou 100“ F.

A Hotbed —An imporfanl port of the hotbed b the Joyer of ntonuTB.

Explain how the monofo help* keep the toil intIde worm. Doe» th*

glosi above helpt Why mo*r the hotbed be ventiloled? Whot i*

the difference between o hotbed and a cold frame?

A cold frame is like a hotbed, except that it has no manure or

artificial heat.

As the spring advances, care must be taken not to let the

plants bum from overheating The glass must be opened lor a

short time each warm day and, finally, at night as M-ell- Cold

frames and hotbeds must be ventilated because plants must

have fresh air. The bed, too, must be kept properly water^

(Refer to your Observers’ Club Calendar for dates of starting

seeds and for transplanting. And, of course, allowance must be

made depending upon what part of the country y'ou live m

)

For detailed directions concerning the use of cold frames, hot-

beds, and greenhouses you should refer to special books on

those topics.
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Part of the joy of gardening is io raise at least a portion of

your ouTi seed for tlie nect year. You can tlius study the whole

hfe history of a generation of \i*getables and flowers. Let some

especially fine flowers go to seed. ^\’hen they are ripe, gather

the seed, and place m carefully labeled packages for storage

until next spring or planting time.

LIBRARY RESEARCH
Read about the work of Burbank, and perhaps j-ou may do a htUe

espenmentiag mth plant tneoding and impro\ ement.

TrajsSplaoting.—

T

he seeds may be planted too close to-

gether in the flat for proper growth after a few days. There-
fore, when the seedlings have grown their second leaf, they

should be transplanted into other flats, or outdoors where
they Will be given more room.

The soil for transplanting should be a rich loam soil. You
know that a seed contains its own food in the beginning. As
soon as the second leaf appears the soil must furnish food-
bmlding materials to the plant.

TRA.VSPL.U.-TTNO Tress AND Shrtos.—

D

eoiduous trees
fthose that lose their leaves b the fall) are best transplanted in

eear \ sprmgorbtefaU. They arc then in a resting conditionMd so are best able to stand the shock of a change. Roots and
branches should be pruned, and the plant set in a hole and
oroug y watered. The .«oil must be packed verj' bard about
e no s. e plant should be supported against the wind by

guj strings.

rttaiaed in the fall is usually fresIi^iuS

an.i fa* “ stock that tras dug in the [aS

'trios- Some spAtg stock b

transplanted in the early fall or

ETOn-fh her
ttosplanlings must ham time to make some root

^C:^rJ:zT
rows^ VU’ "Seeds are usually planted in

I 3. Rules for depth of planting are the same as for
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planting in flats. TiTien the seedlings planted out of doors have
gromi their second leaf, thej' should be thinned to give proper
room for development. After thinning, the soil should be kept
cultivated and weeded.

PjELD research

For transpLinting prepare a flat with moist, rich soil. Small pots

maj' be used instead of flats. The night before you wish to transplant

the seedlings, they should be well watered.

"With a knife or trowel earefulh- take up a small number of seed-

lings. Select those that seem sturdiest and set each one in a small hole

in the soil made with the finger or a small stick, and pack the soil firmly

about the root. The seedlings should be set in the soil at about the same
depth at which the}’ have been growing. The}* should be set two inches

or more apart to give room for proper development.

Tile plants should be watered dailj' and placed in sunshine, if this

is practicable. If located near a window, turn the boxes about, to keep

the plants grmving straight. As the plants grow larger they should be

gradually accustomed to outdoor air. They can be again transplanted

to the outdoor garden as soon as the danger of frosts is over. When
ready for transplanting to tlie garden, they should be thoroughly

watered the night before.

The soil about the roots should be taken up with the plant. When
first set out, the plants should be protected against cold and against

too-hot sunshine.

In 3’our garden plan you have provided for successive plant-

ings. You should follow 3mur plan closel.y.

Growing New Plants without Seeps.—Many plants can

be started bj’’ cutting or slipping off a branch and letting it take

root in water or moist sand. In fact, this is a verj*^ valuable

method of propagating various plants and shrubs. Geraniums

and different tj’pes of hues are often started bj’ this method.

Some plants, like tulips, grow from huTbs. These plants form

new growths or separate bulbs on the old ones each year. After

the blossoms have wilted and their leaves have turned yellow,

the3’' uia}'" be taken up. The bulbs may be separated, and new

plants grown from each one. The food stored in the bulb

enables it to grow the next season. It ma3' not blossom until

the foUow’ing 3nar.
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Transplanting Evergroeni.—These omomentol evergreens ore being

hauled by "caterpillar" troctor to be put ©n dijploy in fho nursery.

Note the burlop bags m which the roots ef the trees ere protected.

Scientific tronsplanting of trees is big business now. This particular

nursery supplies evergreen trees end shrubs oli over the world.

At what time of yeor might this picture hove been toVen?

Some bulbs are often forrod for liou<c-ilowerinp iti tbe winter.

They should be placed in toil in pots and kept in a dark base-

ment for a few weeks (to enable the roots to start). Then they

should be brought into the warm air for forcing. Refer to your

Ob.iser\-ers’ Club Calendar.

Grafting and budding ate methods used to propagate many
tree« and shrubs By this method a small branch or bud of one

tree is planted in another tree This is done bv opening the

bark and inserting the branch or bud into contact with the

growang layer (camhrwmj of the plant being grafted. If

want to do this kind of plant propagation, you will need to go

to some greenhouse or nurserj- for help. Many roses and fruit

trees are budded plants. Even shade trees are often budded to

secure certain characteristics of growth. By such special meth-
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ods of propagation, it is possible to obtain growing and bearing
plants faster than from seeds.

FIELD RESEARCH

If you want to raise some plants from cuttings, j’-ou must know
what plant to use (see the Obsen-ers' Club Calendar) and where to mnkp
the cut. Roots can be made to grow from the place where the buds
grow on the stem—called a node. To make a cutting of a geranium,

begonia, or 303- non-wood3' plant, u.se a sharp knife and cut off the end
of a stem just below a node. There should be onh- one or two leaves

about the node.

Place the node end rather deep in the moist sand—not too fine, for

the little stem needs air as well as moi.sture. Moisture, air, and water

are needed to start root gro^^-tb. After the new plant i.s well rooted it

should be transplanted to a small pot. The dirt in this pot should be

good soil, with plant food in it. The clean sand used in the first place

does not contain much plant food.

There are substances called hormones which scientists have dis-

covered wilt aid or promote root gron-th. You may wish to investigate

and use some of these hormones. Later the cutting ma}' be transplanted

to a larger pot for the indoor garden or out of doors.

Grafting.—These are methods of making part of one plant grow

on the root part of another. Many fruit trees and shade trees are

grafted. The young stems are grafted onto a hardy root stock.

Did you know that orange trees are often grafted onto lemon roots?

Can you think of any reason why this is done?
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GENERAL PROBLEKf 4

How Should the Garden Be Cared For?

A Continuing Job —Making a garden plan, preparing the

soil, and planting the seed are the first steps in gardening. All

the work involved in doing these will be wasted unless the gar-

den IS cared for during the growing season. One of the most

important jobs of the gardener or the farmer is cultivating the

soil.

Win- Cultivate the Soil?—Anyone who lives on a farm or

just has a city garden knon-s that cultivation helps keep the

'^oil from drjing out. \\’hat does cultivation do to preserve the

soil water’

For years it was thought that the soil water rose to the sur-

face through tinj’ tube-like spaces in the soil called capillaries-

Once at the surface of the soil, it evaporated. The rise of the

ivater through the spaces in the soil was explained as capiUarj'

action—a sort of pumping action that causes water to rise in

fine hair-like tubes It was believed that cultiv’ation broke up
the capillarj’ tubes and thus prevented the soil water from
naing.

This expbnation is probably still true where the water
table IS within ten feet from the surface. But soil water ex*

^riments indicate that when the water table is below ten

feet from the surface, very little if any water rises by capillary
action.

How then does cultivation preser\'e soil water? Scientists
a\e ound that plants evaporate great quantities of water,
iney evaporate much more water than the surface of the soil

hus the best way to preseri e soil water seems to be to remove
all unnecessaiy plants. Cultit-ation is important in pmfnhn?
loss of soil icater because it removes weeds which lake water from

Sometimes a straw mulch b spread about a plant to help
onsen e e moisture in the soil. A mulch is loose material

placed m the soil. It presen-es soU water b3- shading the soil

om e sun s rays. In this way it reduces the amount of

water evaporated directly from the soil. Jlore important, the
mulch covers the ground so thoroughly that weeds are unable
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Cultivating the Soil.—The home gardener on the left is cultivating

the soil of his small corn field. The hand cultivator he uses is small

and simple, but it serves to stir the soil and cut out weeds. At the

right a great field of corn is cultivated with a tractor. This piece of

machinery saves time by cultivating two rows at once.

to get started. IMulcliing papers or peat moss as well as straw

maj'’ be used for a mulch.

Working the soil b,y spading, hoeing, and raking serves also

to mix air with the soil. Bacteria at work in the soil need the

oxygen of the air. The mixing of the top soil mth air prevents

the soil from becoming sour or acid. It also remo^'es weeds,

and this we know is most important in conser^-ing the soil water.

Hoeing is necessarj- also to heap the soil about the roots of

plants as in hilling potatoes and corn. This helps to hold the

plants in place and to keep the light from the roots. If potatoes,

which are realty parts of the stem, are left uncovered in sun-

shine, they turn green and taste sweet.

In spite of efforts to consen-e soil water, much of it is lost

b}’’ evaporation from the soil and from the leaves of crops.

Hence, unless the water table is near the surface of the soil, fre-

quent rains or artificial watering are necessar3^ Irrigation, used

to suppty water in dr}’’ regions, has made the Central Valley of

Cafifomia one of the richest agricultural areas in the world.
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GENERAL PROBLEM 4

How Should the Garden Be Cared For?

A CoN-nsomo Jon -Making a garden plan, preparing th

soil, and planting the seed are the first steps i"

the tvork involved m doing these ivUI be wasted unless the p

den is cared tor during the gromng season. One of the mes

important jobs of the ganlener or the farmer is cultivating u*

Wm- Cultivate the Soil?—Ans-one who lives on a

iust has a eity garden knows that cultivation helps keep re

soil from drymg out. UTiat does cultivation do to preserve ire

soil water? . .

For years it was thought that the soil water rose to -

face through tiny tube-like spaces in the soil called

Once at the surface of the soil, it evaporated.
^
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water through the spaces in the soil was explained as C3P_

action—n sort of pumping action that causes water to^
fine hair-like tubes. It was believed that cultivation bro 'S

the capdlarj' tubes and thus prevented the soil water

rising-
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This explanation is probably still true
.

table IS within ten feet from the surface. But soil wa er

periments mdicate that when the water table is

feet from the surface, very' little if any water rises by capihary

action.
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How then does cultivation preser\’e soil water? Scien

have found that plants eraporate great quantities of

They evaporate much more water than the surface of the so •

Thug the best way to preseiwe soil water seems to be to

all unnecessary' plants. CulUvaliim is important in preve t

loss of soil vater becatise it removes weeds which take wale^J

the soil. .

Sometimes a straw mulch is spread about a plant to c

conser% e the moisture in the soiL A mulch is loose materia

placed in the soil. It preserves soil water by shading

from the sun’s rays. In this way it reduces the amount

water evaporated directly from the soil. More important, t

mulch covers the ground so thoroughly that weeds are una
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Cultivating the Soil.—^The home gardener on the left is cultivating

the soil of his small corn field. The hand cultivator he uses is small

and simple, but it serves to stir the soil and cut out weeds. At the

right a great field of corn is cultivated with a tractor. This piece of

machinery saves time by cultivating two rows at once.

to get started. Mulching papers or peat moss as well as straw

ma}'- be used for a mulch.

Working the soil bj'’ spading, hoeing, and raking serves also

to mix air with the soil. Bacteria at work in the soil need the

oxj’'gen of the air. The mixing of the top soil with air prevents

the soil from becoming sotir or acid. It also removes weeds,

and this we know is most important in conser^'ing the soil water.

Hoeing is necessary also to heap the soil about the roots of

plants as in hiUing potatoes and corn. This helps to hold the

plants in place and to keep the light from the roots. If potatoes,

which are reaU}’" parts of the stem, are left uncovered in sim-

sliine, the3’’ turn green and taste sweet.

In spite of efforts to consen-^e soil water, much of it is lost

b}’^ evaporation from the soil and from the leaves of crops.

Hence, unless the water table is near the surface of the soil, fre-

quent rains or artificial watering are necessary. Irrigation, used

to supplj^ water in drj’' regions, has made the Central Valley of

California one of the richest agricultural areas in the world.
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In locations where irrigation is impossible, the farmer must

combat a long drought by cultivating. This prevents weeds

from using the little water remaining in the soil.

As ne learned earlier, under certain conditions rain may be

"made” by seeding clouds. Tinj* bits of dry ice or other chem-

icals have been used as particles for moisture to condense on.

^Tiether rainmaking null become a practical means of supphang

water for farming is still a question. (See pictures on page 511.)

The home gardener who can water during a drouglit is more

fortunate. He should water infrequently, but for long periods

at a time This allows the water to sink deep into the soil.

Even so, the plot should be kept free from weeds in order to

save the moisture in the soil.

Rotation of Farm and Garde.v Crops.—Everj' plant takes

certain minerals from the soil, such as phosphorus, calcium, and

mtrogen compounds Some plants require large amounts of

nitrogen compounds. They leave the soil "poor” in nitrogen

compounds. In the same way, other pkmts take large amounts

of certain minerah. It is a good plan, therefore, not to plant

the same crop year after year. By changing the crops, the soil

is given a chance to build up its supply of minerals naturally-

This plan of changing crops is called crop Totation.

With farm crop,*, a three-year or four-year rotation is com-

mon In the .«outh, a cotton crop may be followed by oats and

then by corn In the north, root crops, cabbages, and corn may
be followed by oats, barley, or wheat. With the wheat may be

sown timothy and clover for cropping the following season. Or

the wheat may be followed by alfalfa The exact rotation de-

pends on whether the farm is a daiiy farm or a grain farm.

Rotation of crops gives the soil a chance to recoi’er minerals

taken from it by the crops. Also, insect.s and diseases associ-

ated with one crop are likely to disappear while other crops are

being raised. Of course, intensive farming as practiced in some

parts of the United States does not u«e crop rotation. In such

cases, a chenucal analysis of the soil is made The proper plant

foods and minerals are added in correct amounts. Some crops

require slightly acid soil, others neutral or alkaline soils. Cer-

tain plant tliseascs tbrii'C in acid soils and not in neutral or

alkaline soils. So farming becomes a science of soils and plants.
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Fat Cattle.—In planning the rototion of form crops, feed for the

cattle most not be forgotten. The herd on this dairy farm is knee-
deep in a sweet clover pasture. On dairy farms clover serves a
double purpose. It helps enrich the soil and also supplies food for

the farm animals.

Garden crops also should be rotated to some extent. Hott-

ever, soil deficiencies can be made up on small plots nath special

fertilizers. You should consult special books on gardening for

details on this problem. In general, lea/?/ plants should follon-

foo? plants. Shalloiv root plants should follow deep root growers.

Nitrogex-Addixg Plants.—iMost crops take large quanti-

ties of nitrogen compounds from the soil. These compounds
must be replaced or the soil grows very poor crops. You know
that commercial fertilizers or farm manure may be used to

supply nitrogen compounds. Fortunately, there are some plants

wliich add nitrogen compounds to the soil on wliich they are

grovm.

Plants like clover, alfalfa, peanuts, and others contain bac-

teria in little swellings on their roots. These bacteria take nitro-

gen from the air and combine it with soil materials to make
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In locations where irrigation is impossible, the farmer must

combat a long drought by cultiTOting This prevents weeds

from using the little water remainii^ in the soil.

As we learned earlier, under certain condition-s rain may be

"made” by seeding clouds Tmj’ bits of dry ice or other chem-

icals have been used as particles for moisture to condense on.

^Miether rainmaking will become a practical means of supplying

ater for farming is still a question- (See pictures on page 511.)

The home gardener ivho can water during a drought is more

fortunate He should water infrequently, but for long periods

at a time This allows the water to sink deep into the soil-

E\-en so, the plot should be kept fiw from weeds in order to

save the moisture m the soil.

Rotation of Farm ano Garden Crops.—Everj- plant takes

certain minerals from the soil, such as phosphorus, calcium, and

nitrogen compounds Some plants require large amounts of

nitrogen compounds They leave the soil "poor” in nitrogen

compounds. In the same way, other plants take large amounts

of certain minerals It is a good plan, therefore, not to plan*

the same crop year after year. By changing the crops, the soil

is given a chance to build up its supply of minerals naturally*

This plan of clianging crops is called crop rotation.

With farm crops, a three-year or four-year rotation is com-

mon In the south, a cotton crop may be followed by oats and

then by corn In the north, root crops, cabbages, and com may

be followed by oats, barley, or wheat. With the wheat may 1>®

sown timothy and clover for cropping the following season. Or

the nheat may be followed by alfalfa. The exact rotation de-

pends on whether the farm is a dairy farm or a grain farm

Rotation of crops give.s the soil a chance to recoi’er minerals

taken from it by the crops Also, insects and diseases associ-

ated mth one crop are likely to ilisappear while other crops are

being raised Of course, intensive farming as practiced in some

parts of the United States does not use crop rotation. In such

ca'e‘», a chemical analj-si'i of the soil is made. The proper plant

foods and minerals are added in correct amounts. Some crops

require slightly acid soil, others neutral or alkaline soils. Cm*
tain plant di-eascs thrive in acid soils and not in neutral ot

alkaline soils So farming becomes a science of soils and plants.
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planning the rofafion of form crops, feed for thecattle must not be forgotten. The herd on this dairy form is knee-eep m o sweet clover pasture. On dairy farms clover serves a
le purpose. If helps enrich the soil and also supplies food for

the farm animals.

Garden crops also should be rotated to some extent. How-
ever soil deficiencies can be made up on small plots uith special
er ihzers. You should consult special books on gardening for
etails on this problem. In general, leafy plants should follow

root^plants. Shalloio root plants should follow deep root growers.
Nitrogen-Addin-g Plants.—Most crops take large quanti-

les of nitrogen compounds from the soil. These compounds
Must be replaced or the soil grows very poor crops. You know
that commercial fertilizers or farm manure maj’- be used to
supply nitrogen compounds. Fortunatel3' ,

there are some plants
'"hich add nitrogen compounds to the soil on which the}^ are
grown.

Plants like clover, alfalfa, peanuts, and others contain bac-
teria in little swellings on their roots. These bacteria take nitro-
gen from the air and combine it with soil materials to make
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Chemical Gardening.—U i* n®* olwoyj neee»»ofy to hove wj

grow crops Modern soence ho» developed o method of rolsmg

plants with ipociallytreofed wofer intteod of soil- The plonft ort

set in sand, grovel, or even cinders. Woter, to which hos b®*"

odded minerals ond other plant foods, is then supplied. Cheiflicol

gardening increases the yield ond produces better plants. H I*

used extensively in greenhouses, but is too expensive for flel®

crops, such os corn.

This picture illustrates o striking recent use of ehemieol gorden*

ing During World Wor It, the new method solved the problem of

supplying our ormed forces, stofioned on borren islands, with green

vegetables. The picture obove shows one of these army chemlc®!

vegetable beds on Ascension Isiond In the South Atlantic. The net-

ting above the beds provides shade for the tender, young plants.

nitrogen compounds Such plants actually add nitrogen to the

soil when they are plowed under They leave the soil better

than they found it. Farmers, tlierefore, usually have a nitrogen-

adding plant in their cr<^ rotation plan Of course, such a crop

as alfalfa or clover may be grown in the same field for several

years.

Thinking Things Ovbr.

—

The whole problem of growing

plants involves a great deal of science. Therefore it is to be
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expected that successful gardening and farming will usually

result from understanding and app^ung scientific principles. So
important are these principles, that many colleges of agricul-

ture have been established. Here 3'oung men and women train

for scientific farming.

As we think back over this topic we realize the importance

of soil. We realize that there is much involved in being a suc-

cessful farmer or gardener. We realize the importance of know-
ing the properties of soil. We know about the importance of

cultivation as a means of conserAung soil water. We know the

importance of good seed free from disease. We know the im-

portance of crop rotation and nitrogen-adding plants. Do we
remember all these points? If not, now is the time to turn

back and make sure.

Key Words

annuals“ evaporation mulching

budding fertilizer-”*— node

bulbs ~ flats organic matter-

capillarj’ action germinate‘‘AL. perennials —
cold frame grafting propagation —
cotyledon hotbed-'=- seeds

crop rotation's:^ humus soil

cutting irrigation transplanting

Kyiy Statements

1. Soil for successful gardening must be fertifized, supplied with

humus, and tilled.

2. A garden, to be successful, must be well planned before it is

planted.

3. Annuals produce seed the first year, after which thej^ die.

Perennials produce seeds each year for manj'’ years before djdng.

4. Only seeds proved to be good by testing are worth planting.

5. A seed contains food material to support the growth of a new

plant until the plant possesses roots and leaves to enable it to become

self-supporting.

6. Hotbeds are heated by decomposing manure or by electric

coils. The glass helps to retain the heat both from decomposition

and from the sun.

7. A cold frame is kept warmer than outside air by the glass re-

taining the heat from the sun.
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8 Plants of the tamily of clowr, alfalfa, peas, and peanuts ha\e

nitrogen-fixmg bacteria on their roots. AVhen plowed under, these

plants add nitrates to the soil

9 Rotation of crops is necessarj* to help eliminate plant diseaics

and to conserve fertility of the soil

10. Garden tools w ill last longer and be more efficient in use if they

are always put away clean

11 Water is conserved m the soil bj' cultivation and mulching.

This prei’ents the growih of weeds wliich rob the soil of water

12 Irrigation is practiced where ram is infrequent during the

growing season

13 For early planting, seeds may be started in boxes in the house

or in hotbeds or cold frames.

14 Seeds should be planted out of doors only when the soil has

become wann enough to insure germination.

16 Certain plants may be propagated by cuttings and others bj

budding or grafting. Those with bulbous roots may be propagated by

separating the bulbs

16 Trees and shrubs may be fran«planted sueceso'fully in spring or

faU

Tiiouciit Questions

1 IVTiat IS the reason for harrowing a field twice before planting?

2 Why may a field of alfalfa be cropped for several years "vritbout

harm to the soil’

3 Of what value is grafting?

4 How does cultivation help preserve soil moisture?

5 IVTiy will seeds grow better in finely worked soil?

6 Why are a garden plan and a planting calendar desirable?

7. Why are tested seeds preferable to ordinary seeds’

8 Account for the heat formed by the manure in a hotbed

9 Why must hotbeds and cold frames be ventilated’

10 In rotation of crops, why la it not desirable to follow one crop

with plants of the same famDy?
11 Why will a potato in a hill turn green if exposed to sunlight?

12 tVhy is it possible to start seeds indoors before it is safe to

plant them outdoors?

13 What conditions are req^ured for successful transplanting’
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Peojects foe Youe Sciee'ce Disco-v^eet Book

1. T\'rite a ston’’ about the local soil in your community, telling

hou' it was formed and from where it came.

2. Make labeled drawings of a seed of a bean or pea.

3. j\Iake a trip to a near-by truck or flower garden and report, the

facts you discover about its garden plans and crops.

4. Record the planting date, date of appearance of seedlings, and
other information of interest in connection with the seeds planted in

the flats in 3'our schoolroom.

5. Keep a record of your outdoor planting experiments.

6. Learn to recognize "stands” of wheat, oats, rye, barley, and
buckwheat.

7. Find out what is meant by certified seed.

8. In j'our garden, keep a part of one row well worked, and neglect

a similar part for two weeks. Compare the two rows as to moisture

retained, growth of plants, and groulh of weeds.

9. Try placing black building paper between some of the rows of

3’our garden. What happens?

10. Start com, wheat, and bean seedhngs in the laboratoiy, and

then transfer them to water solutions (see the Appendix) contain-

ing in one case all needed minerals, and in the other case no m'trogen,

phosphorus, or calcium.

11. Organize a garden club and plan for landscaping a j-ard be-

longing to some one of j’our homes.

12. Trj' making green wood-cuttings.

13. With permission, tr}' making a graft.

14. Insert blotting paper around the inside of a water tumbler.

Keep about an inch of water in the bottom. Scatter a few radish

seeds between the paper and the glass. Record your obsenmtions

TOth a series of drawings.
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8 Plants of the family of clover, alfalfa, peas, and peanuts ha^e

nifrc»gen-fi\mg bactena on their roots, ^\'hen plowed under, these

plants add nitrates to the soil

y Rotation of crops is necebsarj' to help eliminate plant disea«e3

and to conserve fertility cJ the soil

10 Garden tools will last longer and be more efficient in use if they

are afwaj's put aw ay clean

11 Water is consen-od in the soil by cultivation and mulching

This prevents the growth erf weeds wluch rob the soil of viater.

12 Irrigation i9 practiced where rain is infrequent during the

growing season

13 For early planting, seeds may be started in boxes in the house

or in hotbeds or cold frames.

14 Seeds should be planted out of doors only when the soil has

become warm enough to insure germination

15 Certain plants may be propagated by cuttings and others by

budding or grafting Those with bulbous roots may be propagated by

separating the bulbs

16. Trees and shrubs may be transplanted successfully in spring or

fall

Thought Questions

1 What IS the reason for harrowing a field twice before planting^

2 ViTiy may a field of alfalfa be cropped for 6e\'eral years without

harm to tbe soil’

3 Of what value is grafting?
4 How does cultivation help preser%-e soil moisture’
6. tVTiy will seedi grow’ better In finely worked soil?

6 Why are a garden plan and a planting calendar desirable’
^ ^^"hy are tested seeds preferable to ordinary seeds’
8 Account for the heat formed by the manure in a hotbed
9. Why must hotbeds and cold frames be ventilated’
10 In rotation of crops, why is it not desirable to follow one crop

with plants of the same family?
11. Why will a potato in a hiU turn green if exposed to sunlight?

12. UTiy is it possible to start seeds indoors before it is J>afe t®

plant them outdoors?
13. What conditions are required fca- successful transplanting’
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PROJECTS FOB Your Scien^ce Discovert Boor

1. Write a story about the local soil in your communit3', telling

how it was formed and from where it came.

2. ]\Iake labeled dramngs of a seed of a bean or pea.

3. IMake a trip to a near-b\- truck or flower garden and report- the

facts 3'ou discover about its garden plans and crops.

4. Record the planting date, date of appearance of seedlings, and
other information of interest in connection with the seeds planted in

the flats in 3'our schoolroom.

5. Keep a record of 3’our outdoor planting experiments.

6. Learn to recognize "stands” of wheat, oats, r3-e, barle3', and
buckwheat.

7. Find out what is meant b3' certified seed.

8. In 3'our garden, keep a part of one row well worked, and neglect

a similar part for two weeks. Compare the two rows as to moisture

retained, growth of plants, and growth of weeds.

9. Try placing black building paper between some of the rows of

3’our garden. What happens?

10. Start com, wheat, and bean seedlings in the laboraton’, and

then transfer them to water solutions (see the Appendix) contain-

ing in one case all needed minerals, and in the other case no nitrogen,

phosphorus, or calcium.

11. Organize a garden club and plan for landscaping a 3''ard be-

longing to some one of 3’our homes.

12. Tix- making green wood-cuttings.

13. With permission, try- making a graft.

14. Insert blotting paper around the inside of a water tumbler.

Keep about an inch of water in the bottom. Scatter a few radish

seeds between the paper and the glass. Record your obser\'ations

with a series of drawings.
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TOPIC XV

Farm and Garden Friends

and Enemies

DO YOU KNOW—
1. 2,4-D and DDT are?

2. How many lives an insect has?

3. How to protect your garden plants against dis-

eases?

4. The common garden insect enemies in your region?

0 . 'Uliat makes a weed a weed?

6. ^Miy birds should be protected?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

How Can. Weeds Be Controlled?

What Are Weeds?—Is the dandelion a common weed

where you live? Are burdock, and mustard weeds in 5’-our lo-

cality? Or is geranium a weed in j'our neighborhood? Yes, it

ma}’- surprise yo\x to learn that the geranium is a weed in some

places. In man}^ parts of the countr3’- geraniums are cared for

as garden flowers. Yet in parts of California wild geranium

grows as a weed. What is a weed? How can the same kind of

plant be a weed in some places and not a weed in other places?

We know that all plants need sunlight, water, and soil min-

erals. Any plant that grows and spreads rapidly and takes

these tilings from more desirable plants is a weed. Thus we
to get rid of weeds so that our garden plants vdll have a

better chance to grow.
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Weed Control —Mo'?t weeds arc liardy plants. They are

not harmed bv cok! that kills other plants. Some can get along

With very little moisture. Some liave long tough roots. Most

weeds produce manj, many seeds. And their seeds germinate

even under unfavorable conditions. For these reasons, weeds

are difficult to control.

For example, the dandelion has a very tough root that k

difficult to kill The stem can be broken off again and again and

still new stems mil grow The root can be broken and still it

will survive The juice of the dandelion is bitter. Therefore

anima ls will not eat the leaves. The flower head of the dande-

lion IS really many single flowers bunched together. Hence

there are many seeds from each flower head. WTien the seeds

ripen they are equipped with parachutes so that they ore spread

widely by the wind. The seeds are hardy. If given any cliance

they will begin to grow’.

' field research

Collect some dandelion ecethand examine them to discover how the

seed can be earned by the mod. Examine them mth a magnifyiiiK

glass, if you have one, to discover tlicir shape and structure

The common mustard plant with Its small, yellow flower pro-

duces a large number of tiny seeds TJie seeds will survive tlie

hardships of cold, wet, and dry spells that would harm other

seeds The weed is best controlled by cutting down the plants

before the seeds ripen.

Pigweed and ragweed also develop many hardy seeds and

must be controlled by keeping them cut down before the seeds

develop.

FIELD RESEARCH
Collect specimens of two or more common weeds that have seeds

nearly ripe Take them to school and count the number of seeds con-

tained in each plant.

Toadflax, burdock, milkweed, wild carrot, and mullein (or mul-
len) are weeds that cause much damage The crop los.'es from
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L, Droicnell

Keep Oflrf—Poison ivy (above) and poison oak ore so common in
the United States that attempts to destroy them hove not been too
successful. It is dangerous even to stand too close to a fire of poison
ivy. The smoke may contain enough oil to produce skin irritation.

Aveeds alone are estimated to total man}" millions of dollars
ever}' year. Nor is this the only trouble weeds cause. Some
weeds, like ragweed, distribute pollen that cause some people
trouble in breathing. This is called hayfever. Other weeds, like
poison ivy, poison oak, and poison sumac, are poisonous to the
skin. These weeds should be completely destroyed by chemical
spra}"s now available. One such chemical is sold under the
name of ammale.
How, then, can we control these hardy robbers among the

plants? One way is to cut them down before they go to seed.
This Avill not always work because often the weed sends up
another stem which blossoms. Another way is to pull them out
by the roots. This is the common way in gardens. It may be
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Dusting the Crop—A fanner eon never rest in his bottle ogoinst

the insect enemies Here o cotton crop is being dusted by plane

for boll weevil control The oirplone is o voluoble help in this bot-

tle, for It eon cover much territory quickly ond efficiently.

done with a hoe, a cultivator, or by hand weeding Another

way ot fighting weeds is to keep the soil well fertilized.

weeds can live on less plant food than our garden plants. So

they tend to appear in poor soil WTien there is plenty of

food available, the garden plants may grow fast enough to

crowd out the weeds. This is particularly true of weeds in a

lawn.

FIELD RESEARCH —
Start a collection of all the different weed seeds you can find At

the same time find out ht»w each seed is scattered or distributed.



quen% used on laums. It removes the broad-leaf weeds, but
does not harm the narrow-leaf grass.

FIELD RESEARCH
Learn to identif3' the poisonous kinds of weeds that occur in j'^our

locality. Learn what to do if j-ou or someone else is accidentallj' poi-

soned by any one of them. If j’-ou accidentalb' touch a poison plant

like poison i%% wash as soon as possible with plenty of soapsuds and

water. Then see your doctor. If jmu walk through poison ivj’^, the

poison may get on your shoes and stockings, and from them onto j^our

hands. -Watch=out for poison hw whenever you walk in the woods or

wooded places. Look for the sign of three leaves. See that such weeds

are destroyed in j'our community. Commercial sprays are now avail-

able which Mil the plants.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

How Do Insects Harm the Garden?

Insect Pests of the Garden.

—

If insects could talk, it is

likelj’- that their slogan would be "War to the bitter end!”

It is true that man’s task of conquering and controlling the

Fighting on Land.—Here is still another method of continuing the

struggle against the insect foe. This power duster sprays in many

directions at once. Here it is being used in a citrus fruit grove to

control the citrus rust mite.

U. 8. Department 0/ ApricuJture



The Life Story of a Btrtterfly—The*« «x picfore* show various

stoges in the life of a swcMowtoil bvlleffty- In the first picture ®

left, the female swollowfoil is selecting o leaf on which to lay h®^

egg. The second picture is a close-up of the egg, which is octua y

the size of a pin head. The third picture shows a caterpillar fen

days after if has hotched from the egg. It is In this stage t at

damage to crops is done. The colerpillars eot tremendous amounts

of leaves.

vast hordes of destructive insects is gigantic. Some scientists

wonder what tlie outcome will be. Certain it is that to win the

battle with the inlets will require your cooperation and that of

everyone else. With the aid of science and the natural enenues

of harmful insects, there is hope. JIany years ago it was said

that the "damage wrought by insects every year nullifies the

labor of a million men That statement is just as true todaj-

You have learned something of the rapid increase of

if they are not controlled. With many insects the rate of

increase is much greater than that of the fly. While there are

many different Hinds and vanelies of injects, your problem as a

gardener will have to do with only a small number, some of

them harmful and some useful. Certain insects attack the roots

of young plants. Others suck the juice from the plant. Sldl

other jn«ccts eat the leaves- You must know how insects live

if j-ou expect to control them.
Root, Steii, and Lehf Eaters —One varietj’ of insects is

known as root rnaffgols. They attack the roots of young turnips,

radHiC'?, cabbages, and onions.

‘"The Greatest War of AH Time Mao Against the iD'ect," by M. K. isc'*’

bird, in The .t menmn hfanh, 1928,
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End of the Story.—As the caterpillar eats, it grows larger and sheds
its skin several times. Just before the lost shedding, the caterpillar

attaches itself to a leaf or stem by a knot of silk (first picture on
left). Now it sheds its skin for the last time and becomes covered

with a hard case. This is the pupa stage (second picture). The
caterpillar eats nothing during this stage, but gradually changes
into a butterfly. Finally, the hard case opens, and the butterfly

wiggles out and flutters away.

The winged female (fly stage) lives through the winter and

deposits her eggs in the soil verj- early in the spring. In a few

daj's larvae hatch from the eggs. They begin at once to eat any

tender roots that are available. At the age of three to four

weeks, a larva changes into the pupa form, that is, it forms a

case about itself. The pupa rests for tw^o w^eeks. During its

restingperiod the larva changes into the winged form and breaks

from its case. The vinged female deposits her eggs, and so a

generation is completed. Each new batch of larvae feeds largelj’-

on roots of plants. Several generations of root maggots are pro-

duced each season and they are able, therefore, to do much
damage.

The cutworm attacks plant stems, cutting off the stems of

3"oung tomato plants near the ground. A paper collar on each

stem keeps the cutAVorms aw^a}' from the plants.

The life historj'’ of the cutworm is similar to that of the root

maggot. The cutwmrm in the winged stage has tT,vo pairs of

wdngs. It is a moth, and flies usually at twdlight or night. For

control, collect and destroy* the larvae or use poisoned bait in

the soil before planting seeds.
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A Sworm of LoeujJ$—From Bible times up to the present, locusts

hove been omong the former's deadliest enemies. This stfiltinfl

picture was taken In Africa. However, olmost all form fond on Ih*

eorlh, except in cold countries, has been visited by locusts. The

insects tfovel In huge sworms ond when they descend on o field,

they ear every green sfolk and leaf before them

Some common leaf-eating insects are the codling moth (apple*

^orm), leaf rollers, gipsy moth, broumtail moth, and the vhiff'

marked tussock moth It is the Iar\'a (or caterpillar) stage which

docs the damage. Various tent caterpillars are destructive

lar\'ae that change into moths.
Insects which eat stems and leaves are called "bitieg

insects (Sec pictures on page 409.) Theymay be controlled by

poisons sprayed or dusted on the plants. Rolenone and arsenic

of lead are often used. As the latva eats the plant, it eats the

poison. Rotenone is not harmful to people. Arsenic of lead

deadly poison. (See Appendix for various sprays and dusts

)
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FIELD RESEARCH

Select a moth and study its life historj', damage it does, methods of

control. (See Obsen-eis’ Club Calendar for suggestions.)

Beetles.—^There are mam* varieties of beetles. Their life

history is much like that of other insects. The egg hatches into

a Iar\*a wliich is u-suall}* called a grub. Then comes the pupa or

resting stage. Finally the adult insect appears with its hard-

ened, armor-like wing covers.

The Potato Beetle from Egg to Adult.—Hnd the four stages of the

beetle pictured here. At which stage does this insect do most

damage to the plant? How does this harm the potatoes? How does

the farmer protect his potato plants from the beetles?

Some beetles, like the potato beetle, feed on plant tissues

and some feed on other insects. Tou can protect 3'our potato

patch from the potato beetle bj* hand-picking the beetles or b\

sprajdng the leaves with poison.* Studj’’ the diagram of the

life histor3' of the potato beetle above.

*Sce Appendix.
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^ou will want to study pictures of beetles in your refereuf®

books to make sure you can distii^uxsb those that do har®
from those which are helpful, like the lady-hird beetles.

JciCE Suckers.—A mo^uito does not "bite.” It punches a

little hole in j'our skin and sucks blood through a tube-like

mouth. Jlanj' other insects feed upon plants much in the same
way. These juice suehera have mouths adapted for sticking iot*^

the leaves and tender stems of plants and sucking the juices-

They often kill plants by taking so much juice.
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The Work of Caterpillars.—Millions of tent coferpillars swept

through this forest area in Michigan. The caterpillars completely

stripped the trees of their leaves.

Plant lice or aphids are a familiar example of sucking insects.

The common squash bug and the apple red bug are other ex-

amples. They are true bugs. Their life history is similar to

that of a butterfly and moth.

There are man}' kinds of plant lice. Their eggs, laid in the

fall, last over winter. In the early spring the}' hatch out into

lice. They mature in a week or ten days, hlany of the lice

from the winter eggs are females which lay,more eggs. There

are as many as three or four generations in a season. The

eggs laid in the fall carry the race over the winter months.

Juice suckers must be controlled by "contact” poisons,

which must touch the insect to kill it. Nicotine, p}’rethruin,

and DDT are common garden contact poisons.
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Mexican Bean BeeMct.~ThI* insect is o kind of lodybug, b i*

harmful instead of helpful. These beetles end thetf young eaf *

leaves of such beans os bosh ond pole beons, lin>a b*on$, an

kidney beans. When they connof get beons, the bestles eot cow-

peas, soybeans, sweet clover, and elfolfo.

GENERAL PROBLEM i

How Does Nature Help Control

Harmful Insects?

Helpful Iksects.—It b fortunate for the farmer and gar-

dener that nature helps control the harmful insects. OtJier

in.«ect.«, toads, snakes, and birds all destroy many thousands o

insects each year. The life historj- of useful insects is similar

to that of the enemy injects. Only their habits or customs

differ. JIany of the enemy insects are t'egetarians, as, for ex-

ample, the potato beetle. Insects that help you in 3'our

upon harmful insects are camiewwis. They prey upon other

insects at one stage or another of their life historj*. iJsua^

they make their attack on the vegetarians. The ladybird

beetle, our familiar friend, the ladj’bug, eats countless numbers

ol plant lice. There are more than 2000 species of these becti^
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All but a few of them feed on small insects or on the eggs of

insects. They are usualh- of a bright color nith dark spots on
the wing covers, or dark-colored with bright spots. The}* have
biting mouth parts.

The praying mantis is another helpful insect. His Ibng-

jointed front legs have claws on the end with which he captures

unwary insects.

FIELD RESEARCH

Fix the appearance of a prajing mantis in your mind by stud3’ing

the picture. Then trj* to find one in j'our j'ard. It is colored green or

brown for protection, so 3'ou will need to look careful^-. You are most

likeh' to find it in the earh' fall. If 3'ou find one, capture it and place

it with grass and twigs in a glass with a cloth cover. Catch a £y and

put it alive with the mantis. Watch the actions of the mantis to find

out how it moves, catches its prey, and how it eats.

A Garden Friend.—^This close-up gives us a good view of the pray-

ing position of the praying mantis. The mantis has a tremendous

appetite and is a friend to farmers because it eats many harmful

insects. In fact, the European mantis is being purposely brought

to this country to prey on enemy insects.
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A 0«adlY MorVjfnoft.—Th« food is a fine ©orden friend. He so*ei

fhe former m«ny deiiort o yeor becouse of iVie cvf^rws
^

Toads live in fields ond gardens, under porches ond by roods «**

Toods go out to look for food when the weofher is wet ond 0

down or dusk. The toad's food consists of cutworms, moths, on

snoils.

The fchwcwwion (ic-nu mon) fly is .amoJii; the mo^t important

friends of the gardener. Tliere are many kind* of ichncuroon

flies. One way some attack other insects is to lay their egg^

A VoluobJe Porosrfe.—A parasite is a plonf or onimol which feeds

and lives on another plant or onimoT. Insects thot live os parasite*

on other insects ore often valuable to fhe gordener. This plcti^*

shows fhe desiruch've tomato worm beirtg preyed upon by other

insects.
cIT. C. *1



Unlucky Caferpillar.—^An insect the toad wants to eat has little

chance against his swift tongue. Its movement is so quick that
it can be recorded only with a high-speed camera. The toad's
tongue is attached at the front of his mouth, so that it can be easily
thrust out. The tongue is also very sticky, thus making it more

difficult for an insect to escape.

beneath the skin of their victims. When the eggs hatch, each
larv^a bores its waj-^ into the body of the insect. Of course the
^^ctim soon dies.

Some ichneumon flies laj'’ their eggs on the skin of the insects

the}’ attack. Others la}' their eggs near the ^’ictim so that the
lar^^ae after hatching ma}' find their way to their prey. Plants
and animals that live upon the liAung tissue of other li\dng

animals are called parasites. Of course parasites always weaken
or kill the anim al that they live on.

Protection for Helpfui, Insects.—If we are able to rec-

ogmze our friends among the insects, we can leave them im-
molested. They are able, for the most part, to take care of

themselves. Places, however, are pro^dded for the scientific

breeding of certain much-needed insects, such as the lad3’bird
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Unlucky Caferpillar.—An insect the toad wants to eat has little

chance against his swift tongue. Its movement is so quick that
it can be recorded only with a high-speed camera. The toad’s
tongue is attached at the front of his mouth, so that it can be easily
thrust out. The tongue is also very sticky, thus making it more

difficult for an insect to escape.

beneath the skin of their victims. When the eggs hatch, each
lan’-a bores its way into the body of the insect. Of course the
victim soon dies.

Some ichneumon flies laj^ their eggs on the skin of the insects
they attack. Others lay their eggs near the victim so that the
larv'^ae after hatching may find their way to their prej". Plants
and animals that live upon the living tissue of other living

animals are called parasites. Of course parasites always weaken
or loll the animal that thej”- live on.

Protection for Helpful Insects.^—If we are able to rec-

ognize our friends among the insects, we can leave them un-

molested. Thej-^ are able, for the most part, to take care of

themselves. Places, however, are proidded for the scientific

breeding of certain much-needed insects, such as the lad3'bird •
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beetle. They can then be dhtnbuted to localities needing help

in controlling harmful insects.

Toads —Science has shomi us the way to secure facts and to

use the facts to draw conclusions. Do you believe that toads

cause ^\arts‘^ The toad has a warty-looking skin, but no one

ever "caught” warts by handling toads. If you can find a toad

in your garden, capture him and examine Iiim closel}'. He will

neither bite you nor give you warts. In fact he will rather

enjoy the warmth of your hand.
The toad iias a hgiitning-quick tongue with which he catches

flies and other insects. He is especially fond of large lar\'ae or

grubs that try to destroy the roots and leaves of 3’our garden

plants. He eats ants, spiders, potato bugs, aphids, beetles,

and worms In a j’ear a toad In j'our garden may cat 10,000

garden enemies. Toads sleep during the day and do most of

their hunting at night. Studi' the pictures on pages 452 and 453.

Toads and frogs are cousins and have much the same man-
ners and customs. The adult frog, however, prefers to live

in and near the water, while the toad is more adventurous.
He travels long distances from the pond where he was once

a little tadpole, hvmg in the water, \\liilc a tadpole, he

breathed bj' means of gills much as a fish breathes. As a

grown-up toad he gulps in air and forces it into his lungs to

get the oxygen. The adult toad is a land animal.
Verj' early m the spring the toads travel to a pond to lay

and fertilize their eggs. The female toad laj's from 4000 to

15,000 eggs m the water The male toad deposits sperm

t ertilizing) cells over them. These find their way into the eggS)
one sperm cell for each egg. Once inside the egg, the nuclevs
of the sperm cell unites with the nucleus of the egg. The union
of the two nuclei is called ferhluatton, and unless this takes
place the eggs will not develop By the end of about 12 days
tiie eggs have developed into tadpoles. The tadpoles grow and
gradually develop legs. Their tails disappear and the)' crawl
ou on and as toads. They have changed from water animals
to land animals.

The adult toad passes the winter m a hole m the ground or
lake mud where it hibernates.

mre toads help to protect your garden by eating large
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A Garter Snake.—^This snake, harmless to us, is about to gulp a
tiny beetle. A wise gardener is pleased if he finds that there are
a few garter snakes in his garden. It is fascinating to watch snakes

feed, for they swallow their food whole.

numbers of insects, you should protect the toads. Leave their

resting places imdisturbed, and do not destroj- their breeding
places. Tell others what you have learned about toads, and en-
list cooperation in protecting them.

FIELD RESEARCH
Collect some toads’ eggs in the early summer, and put them into

an aquarium where you can watch them change out into tadpoles.

Sx.iKEs.— is it that so many people are either afraid of

snakes or at least dislike them so much? It is true that there

are a few harmful snakes, but by far the most snakes are real

helpers.

The rattlesnake is the most-talked-of poisonous snake.

Even so, onl}' a small proportion of people bitten b}' rattlers

die if the bite is proper!}' cared for. Rattlers usually do not

attack people unless they are surprised or cornered. Of the

many kinds of rattlers the diamond-backed is about the worst.
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These gro^ to an average length of about seven feet. Rattlera

feed by da\ except n hen it is ver>' hot. They eat great numbers

of rats and nuce. In this way they are a real help to farmers.

Have you ever nondered about a rattlesnake's rattles’

Like some insects, snakes shed their skin «hen it becomes too

small on account of their groirth. The first skin the rattler

sheds leaves a sort of knob on the end of its tail. As more skins

are shed, httle rings or segments are left and held on by the

knob. Wlien the tail wiggles, these rings make a noise that

warns one a rattler is near. Tlie age of a rattler cannot be told

by the number of rings because a snake may shed its skin

several times a year.

Some common non-poisonous snakes are the garter snake,

king snake, ribbon snake, gopher snake, and green snake If

you have any of these where you live, you will be interested in

studjnng them at first liand. You need not be afraid of them.

Perhaps the most common snake in the United States is the

garter snake. That is a good thing because the garter snake is

verj useful It eats grasshoppers and many other insects. It

also eats tadpoles and small fish if it can get them. larger

snakes, hawks, and bitterns are the worst enemies of the garter

snake.

If you can catch a garter snake, put it in a glass box with

gravel m the bottom and a dbh of water. Find it a few earth*

worms ever}' 5 or 6 days and you will soon ha\'e an interesting

pet. You can handle It without any danger. Sometimes it may
give off a disagreeable odor if frightened, but this does no harm.

The garter snake mates in early spring and in the fall gi'^cs

birth U'iUall)’ to 20 to 40 young snakes. Sometimes there may
be 50 to 75 young.
You can recognize the garter snake by the colored stripes

t at run along its back. These are green and yellow or orange,
and make a beautiful pattern against the darker green of the

body.

Anotiwr verj' common little snake is the green snake. U®

I

^ against the leafy plants where be rests

1 ms little snake eats many spidera, grasshoppers, crickets, ao^
moo cate^illars. He does not appear to like the wooUy

as insect eater the green snake is most helpful
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Busy Burrower.—^This earthworm is at the entrance to his burrow.

Much worthwhile work in gardens and farms is done by earthworms.

They dig many burrows, thus filling the soil with air holes. This

makes the soil more capable of holding air and moisture. Further,

the castings of earthworms make the soil very fertile.

As a science student 3’’ou should not let superstition or mis-

belief determine your thinking toward snakes. Learn the facts

about them and then 3mu T\iil enjoj'^ seeing them and want to

protect them.

Birds.—^No doubt jmu like birds better than snakes. That
is to be expected, because most people like birds and saj’’ nice

things about them. Then, too, they are probablj’- more helpful

to us. Let us see how the birds help us in our war on the insects.

Two common birds, the phoebe and the kingbird, make a

specialt3’- of darting after fl3dng insects. Phoebe will tell 3mu

its name if 3’’ou listen. The kingbird shows a white band across

the end of his tail as he darts from the top of a tree to capture

his pre3’' in the air. Unfortunately, these birds do not alwa3'^s

attack only harmful insects. The3’' raa3'’ eat some useful insects.

However, on the whole the3" are helpful friends of the gardener.

Birds that catch insects as they‘fl3
'' about are called fly-

catchers. Other fl3'^catchers besides the phoebe and kingbird are

the pewee and crested flycatcher. The fl3'’catchers sit quietty as
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if asleep Suddenly they dart out into the air, to catch an un-

suspecting insect, and then return to their perch.

—— FIELD RESEARCH —
Some day when insects are flying about, sit quietly in a convenient

spot and watch for flycatchers. (Take your Field Research Notebook

with jou to record your obscr\’ations at the moment) Field glasses

nill help you to observe markmes on the birds.

Note the ways of Aj-ing of the different birds, uherc they perch, their

size and special markings, and the shape and size of their beaks. listen

for their calls

Record your observabons and later tiy to identify each bird you

see by reference to your notebook.

Grot and Worm Eaters.—Do yon call anything that crawls

a worm? Of course not! Snakes are not worms although

there are some worms as large as small snakes. You have

learned that the Iar\’ae of some insects arc called pn/6s. They

are worm-bke but are not true worms. The grubs will change

to the adult stage, if they live. True worms, of which the

earthworm is a good example, reproduce new worms. But they

do not go through the changes tvhich mark the life historj’ of

insects

Many birds are fond of both true worms and the worra-like

grubs Such birds are especially helpful to the gardener and

farmer in eating tons of insect grubs. This is helpful because it

is in the larva stage that most insects do the most harm. Blue*

birds, robins, and orioles have great appetites for grubs and

worms. The happy little chickadee, too, eats many larvae. In

fact, m a day, one chickadee maj- eat se^'enxl hundred grubs and

hundreds of insect eggs Watch the birds to find what they eat.

Eaters of Tiny Insects.—Have you seen the quiet, prim
little brovm creeper hopping along the trunk or branches of a

tree hunting for insects? Frequently he starts at the base of a

tree and hunts along up the trunk and limbs, then darts to the

base of another tree. Another little bird, the whik-breasled
nuthntch, often works head downward as he t^a^’eIs from branch
to trunk. Both of these birds eat enormous numbers of tiny

insects and eggs that are overlooked by less obsei^ing birds.
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On the Alert.—^These keen young kingfishers ore probably watching
their mother flying home with food for them. Of course, not all
birds are seed and insect eaters. When these young kingfishers
grow up, they will feed by catching small fish. Does the shape of

their beaks suggest their manner of feeding?

Except for the huvxminghirds, the kinglets are among the
smallest of our birds. They like the insects that are found on
evergreen trees such as the hemlock and spruce.

The warblers are not reallj’’ good singers although they do
sing veiy high notes. So liigh are their notes that some people’s
ears caimot hear them. There are man3’’ kinds of warblers, all

small, beautiful birds. Thej’’ keep verj'- bus3^ eating httle insects
and eggs. (See picture on page 468.)
The woodpeckers are all helpers too, especiall3^ the hairy wood-

pecker and the smaller downy woodpecker. These birds sta3'- in
inan3" northern locahties all vdnter and work da3' after da3^ pro-
tecting our fruit and shade trees.
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Seed Eateks.—Have you planted your garden seeds or so^vn

some grass teed onlv to haw the birds come along and help

tbeniselves to a free banquet? Or liave they eaten the ripened

seed before bar\'e‘=ting? It is true that birds cannot tell the

difference between your garden seeds and weed seeds. However,

without the feathered seed eaters it would be verj' difficult to

keep weeds under control.

flBLD RESEARCH —
ymir field ghss, j-our r>eld Hesearch Xotcbook, an alert ear,

and quick e\-e, go out to dL««>\-er the seed eaters. Xole tieir

markings, where they hide when fri^lened, and the shape and sire of

their beaks. Is there any connection between these charaeteristies and

what the birds cat?

The goldfinch is one of the few birds that sing ** they fly- listen

for hia song

Buds eat hundreds of tons of weed seeds. The chippf^'S

tparrotr, tong sporrotc, tthiMhroatfd spairoit, and the sprightly

little jfol^ncA are members in high standing in the Weed Seed

Baters Bird Club. Do you know "chippy’’ by bis cbeerj* song

Or the white-throated sparrow by his high-pitched call sajinS

"Poor Sam Pea-body, pea-body, pea-body”? And do you Imoff

the pildfincb which sings as he flies through the air?

lettuce, mullein, dandelion, ragweed, and thistle seeds are amo^S
his favorite food. How many other seed eaters do 3X1U kmow?

FIELD RESEARCH

Before and during nesting liroe the birds sing their best. It wilJ pay
you to at quietly near s wooded late or ftream or retreat in your park
at sundown and listen to them. .\t sunrise, too, the bird concerts are

m full swing.

heam the songs and calls of your most common birds and then by
to hear the henmt thrush, the wood thrush, the catbird, or the moct-
tn^ird.

The saucy little house wmi a a delict to hear. What are the best

sixers where 3
-0U Uref listen to them until you know their songs and
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House SPARno-n\—Probal^ly all birds do some good, but a
few have bad reputations. Some, like the English sparrow and
the slarling, drive away other more useful birds. Practically

everyone in the United States knows the English sparrow, also

called the house sparrow, because it stays around our houses.

You have read how it Avas brought from Europe to help control

some insects. But over here it didn’t eat the insects as it did

at home. It multiplied so rapidly that it became a nuisance.

Even so the English sparrow does help in some parts of the

countrj'. Do not mistake the English sparrow for a relative of

the valuable American sparrows.

Four B.a.d Birds.—The cooper's hawk, the sharp-shinned

hawk, the duck hawk, and the goshawk are four bad birds. The}'

rob other birds’ nests of eggs or young and attack many smaller

birds. The goshaAvk is seldom found south of the Canadian
border during spring and summer. The duck hawk (page 468) is

common onlynear large bodies of water. Only two—the cooper’s

hawk and the sharp-shinned hawk—need worry us very much.

Helpful Haa^’ks.—

O

ther hawks are most helpful because

they eat large numbers of mice and similar animals called

rodents. Thus they preA'ent millions of dollars’ damage to

crops and fruit trees. Hunters on the farms often try to kill

all hawks—referring to all of them as hen hawks. That should

not be done. Most haAA-ks are among the farmer’s best bird

friends. The beneficial haAA'ks include the Harris hatvk, the red-

tailed hawk, the ?narsh haiok, the sparrow hawk, and the red-

shoiddered haivk.

The red-tailed hawk is sometimes called a chicken hawk
because it may take a chicken once in a wliile. Its food consists

mostly of mice, rats, squirrels, gophers, rabbits, slu-ews, grass-

hoppers, beetles, snakes, and frogs. Anyone who has had a

fruit orchard badly damaged by mice and rabbits aaIII welcome

the red-tailed hawk.
The red-shouldered haAvk is a real friend because it eats

many mice and insects. The best hawk of all is the marsh

hawk. Fortunately it is found in almost all parts of the United

States and Canada. If you want still more facts about the

hawks, it AA'ill pay you to read about them in some book on

birds.
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A Bird Lgfl«h Counter.—Two cold end hungry chickodeet ore

ing relief from the troubles of winter 5n this feeding stotloi^ >f y®**

study this feeding stotion corefutly, you will probobfy be oble to

build one. You <on use wooden sides Insteod of gloss. Whotisthe

purpose of the two lorge vones?

Bran Baths .oa> Lcxch Coc^TERS —Po you like to ha«
the birds near you? Of course you do; not only for their song?,

but because you know their value. In the summer, birds must

have water for drinking and bathing. If you pro\ide bird baths,

many birds will your yard and help in its upkeep. A bird

bath should not be vcrj' deep. It should have sloping sides so

that a bird may wade into deeper water graduallj'. It should

be placed on a standard so the house cat cannot sneak up
capture an unsuspecting bird.

In parts of the countrj' where winters are severe, birds that

stay may have difficulty in securing enough food. To h^lp

these winter birds, you should build lunch counters and koep

them supplied irith food. Suet fastened to a tree will coax tlic

woodpeckers, tree sparrows, juncos, and nuthatches.
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flower seeds, hemp seeds, squasn and pumpkin seeds, corn,

oats, and nutmeats are also appetizing to birds. Seeds maj- be

put into a little box from which the birds ma}' get them. Or
3'ou may throw them on the ground kept free from snow.

For more details and directions for making bird lunch

counters you will need to consult your Observers’ Club Calendar

and other books on birds. The Emergency Conservation Com-
mittee and the National Audubon Society- will also give j'ou

information. It is important to remember to get 3'our food out

earl}- so the birds will know wliere to find it.

FIELD RESEARCH

With the help of j’our science te.acher, your bird club chairman, and

your shop instnictor, start a contest for building bird homes, bird baths,

and 'winter lunch counters. lifake an exhibit of everj'thing constructed.

In your Obseivcr’s Club Calendar 3'ou will find helpful suggestions.

Bmn Protection.—Cats are valuable, particularly on farms,

because of the rats and mice thej’’ catch. But in cities, cats

often become one of the chief enemies of birds. If 3'ou have a

house cat, keep him well fed and he will not be so likel3’’ to want

to hunt for birds. Keep him shut in during the earl3’' morning

and evening, when birds are most apt to be about. Tie a bell

about his neck to warn the birds if he tries to wa3’']a3’’ them.

Stra3' cats should not be allowed to roam. Have all stra3'

and homeless cats taken awa}' b3’^ the Humane Societ3'^ or other

authorities. Birds are valuable to 3’our garden. A ou will v ant

to do 3’our share to protect them.

««««««„. field research

Get a copy of the bird and game laws and learn what birds are p^
tected by law. Report violators to the proper authority in your locality.

National problems of bird protection are the work of the

Fish and Wildlife Ser^^ce of the Department of the Interior.

Among others, two laws are of special importance in protectmg

our birds and other void life.
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Curiously enough, one of the^ nets, the Lacey Act, came

about because of the English sparrow. You remember that thb

sparrow was brought to our country to help rid the country of

certam insect pests. Ilowever, the English sparrow is vc^

hardy and soon became adapted to our country'. It increased in

numbera so rapitlly thatm some places it crowded out our native

‘.onpbirds. The Lacey Act now makes it illegal to bring to this

country any undesirable bird or animal. The act also sen’es to

stop the hunting of protected birds and animals for market or

for their feathers.

The second important act is the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

A -urmlar act for Canada is called the Migratory' Birds Con-

eer\ ation Act. These acts help to protect all birds that migrate

between Canada and the United States.

There are national and local organiaations for tlie protection

of wild life. Wouldn’t you like to learn about them, about their

work, and how you can help?

GENERAL PROBLEM 4

How Can Plant Diseases Be Controlled!

SicKNEsa AStoNQ PLANTS.—Uke pcople, plants may liaN^

contn^ous diseases that are caused by germs. Therefore, it is

important to recognize some of the most common diseases and

know how to treat them.

With plants as mth ourseK’es, it is important to know the

signs of sickness It is equally important to know what to do

to prevent other plants from catching the same disease if it is

contagious. Certain kinds of bacteria cause a UigM of the

leaves and young stems of fruit trees such as quince, pear, and

apple. Blight may often be recognized by leaves turning yellc"

when they should stay green. Genas or spores w’hich cause the

blight may enter a plant through the pores. Or they may enter

through a branch which has been broken or cut. That is why

tree surgeons always paint the fresh cut end of a limb of a tree

The disease germs may infect other trees by contact or they

may be carried by insects. Dutch Elm di‘?ease, for example, is

spread by an insect which carries germs from tree to tree.
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Insect and Disease Control.—With this equipment one man is able

to dust five rows of cotton at the same time.

Serious Damage.—The center section of this field of young wheat
was not sprayed. The plants have become diseased and are dying.

Bob Tatrlor



— (KEY) EXPERIMENT 39 —
TFt7l germs and maids grmo best when cold (40''~50'^ F.),

warm (50“-g5“ F.). or bot (S1B° F.)t

The oven and sterilizer shown in the drawino ere like those

usually found m science laboratories However, if you do not have

them, you can do the expenment pretty well without them The

sterilizer is really a steam oven. Instead of it you can use a reautar

oven that can be kept at a temperature of about 220°, which is neces-

sary to kill all the flerms In the agar solution to start With. This

same kitchen oven can be regulated to about 212* F. for the experi-

ment A covered pan placed on a hot radiator will serve for the

9a°-100°F temperature.

What to Use.—

S

amples of stale moist bread; clean raw potatoes,

9 petn dishes and covets; agar solution, a refrigerator; an incubator

(oven that can be kept at a temperature of OO^-IOO" F ) ;
and a ster-

ilizer oven that can ^ kept at a temperature of 212° F.

What to Do.

—

1. Place a sample of the moist bread in each of

three petn dishes Expose each one to dust and cover with a beaker.

Label them "cold," "warm,"and "hot,” and place m ovens or refrigera-

tor accordingly

2. Cut three thin slices from the center of the potato and place one

piece in each of three petn dishes. Cover each and place the covered
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dishes in the sterilizer and sterilize them for 20 minutes (heat them at
220° F. for 20 minutes).

Moisten j-our fingers and lightly rub a spot on each piece of potato,
using a difi'erent finger for each slice.

Label the dishes respectively "cold,” "warm,” and "hot," and place

along -with the bread samples.

3. Place melted, sterile, nutrient agar in each of three sterile petri

dishes with covers. Allow to cool and expose to the air in a dusty room,
or allow a fly to track across the agar in each dish.

Label "cold,” "warm,” and "hot,” and place the dishes with the

others.

What Happens.—After 24 hours examine each material (b5'' looking

through the glass cover which should not be removed). Eecord 3*our

observations and continue the experiment another 24 hours.

Examine and compare your obsen-ations mth those of the prexuous

day.

The e.\periment with the bread maj' have to be carried on for several

daj's.

Conclusion.—Under what temperature conditions do molds and

bacteria grow best?

Application.—^Vhat may cause moist clothes to mold if they are

rolled up and put away where it is warm?

Cabbage black rot is a bacterial disease which destroys cab-

bages and turnips.

Another class of plants, called fungi, cause even more plant

disease than bacteria. One fungus vdth which you are familiar

is the ordinary bread mold. Molds grow on the surface of fruits

and on the leaves of manj'’ plants. Other examples of fungi are

toadstools, puff-balls, and mushrooms. Experiment 39 shows

the conditions under which molds develop.

FIELD RESEARCH

Place a piece of damp bread on a plate and cover it with a glass.

Observe the formation of mold for three or four days. Examine some

of the mold with a microscope.

m«W\Vl«VW\VV«MW\WM«««V«MVrtWW«W»W«WWWWW«%«WVVWW«M\WWWV>VWWVl.

Mold fungi occur in different colors. However, they do not

contain any of the green coloring matter, called chlorophyll, of

ordinary plants. Thus fungi cannot make starch as do the green
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Yellow Warbler Family.—The yellow wofbler Is o fnend Hungry

moulhs in her nesi keep mother bird seorehing for Injects.

Pnerid end Foe.—The fiicker (left) lives on hormful insects from the

bork of trees. The duck howk (right) preys on friendly birds.



Boll TapJor

Biting Insects.—^The caterpillars are rapidly stripping this plant of

its green leaves. With the leaves gone, the plant will soon die.

A Mormon Cricket.—^These pests are also biting insects. Both Mormon
crickets and caterpillars may be controlled with proper sprays or dusts.

Tom ilcHuffh
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Beautiful but Dangerous.—Each milkweed pod (left) produces

hundreds of seeds which the breeze carries far and wide. The

golden mustard plant (right) spreads so fast it chokes out crops.

Sneeze Plant.—Ragweed pollen causes hay fever in many persons.

Why does the first killing frost bring relief to hay-fever sufferers?

Edaard A. Hill



of the pollen unites mth the ovules is called /ertifwahen. In a

similar way the sperm from the male frog unites "’dh the frog s

eggs to fertilize them. Unless the ovules are fertilized they

will not develop into seeds that can grow new plants. Foiii-

nalion and fertilization, therefore, are two very important

processes for the production of seeds. Anything that helps or

hinders these processes is of vital importance to the gardener.

,ww«w»>w field research

If you have s rmeroscope at home, or one at school which jou are

allowed to use, examine ^len from two or three different kinds o

flowers pisco\er whether all pollen is alike in shape, site, and color.

Insects Help Pollination.— few flowers are so arrang

that the pollen of their stamens is likely to fall onto their ow^

pistils. Such pollination is called sclf-poUination. However, m

some flowers the stamens may be missing, or the pistil

missing Or the flower may be arranged in such a way that the

pollen cannot fall on the pistil of the same flower. Sometimes

the ovules and pollen in the rame flower do not ripen at the

same time Pollen from one flower is then necessary' to fe^

tihzfi the ON-ules of the other. For these reasons the

and birds ere needed to help the process of pollination,

drawing on the next page shows a bee helping to pollmflt® ®

flower. Notice the parts of the flower the bee touches.

An insect, the bumblebee for example, may light on a flower

to drink its nectar. Nectar is a s^veet liquid many flowers form

and store near the base of the pistils and stamens. "WTiile the

bee drinks, some pollen rubs off the stamens onto his coat.

Perhaps the next flower (of (he same kind) w hich he nsits

this pollen. It maybe rubbed from the bumblebee onto the pi^t*

of the second flower. In this way the bumblebee aids in pollina-

tion. ^\^lile the wind helps byblowing pollen from one flower to

another, the work of insects is very necessary’. Such a transfer

of pollen from one flower to another is called cross-poUinolion.

In many cases cross-pollination produces improvements over

self-pollination. Of course, in some plants cross-pollination is

absolutely necessary if seeds are to be formed. Cherrj'» pin™.
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Pollinafion.—Pollination is the transfer of pollen from the stamens

to the pistil. Explain how the bee helps in this process. With the

help of this diagram name the parts of a cherry blossom. What

is the purpose of each part?

and peach blossom's require cross-pollination bj' means of in-

sects. Better crops of apples result from cross-pollination.

The honeybee is the most important msect for this work. So

fruit growers frequently raise honeybees in their orchards.

Butterflies in the \^'inged stage, moths, and flies are also helpful.

Thtn'kixg ThttsGS —Cunous, isn’t it, what makes one

plant a weed and another a useful plant? In fact, the dandelion

has a reall}' beautiful flower. If onlj' it didn t spread so easil}

,

people would like it. But even the dandelion is not alwa\'s a

weed. If you look in a seed catalog, 3'ou may find dandelion

seeds for sale and at a rather high price, too. Wh} is that?

The reason is that man}"^ people like dandelion lea\ es to eat as
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greens. Some gardeners raise certain kinds for that use. UTien

IS a weed not a weed? WTien it ser\'es some useful purpose.

So it is witli most plants. Some are more useful than others.

The u'ieful kinds are protected and nourished. The less useful

are eliminated from the garden tomake room for the better ones

Science has shown us waj's to control plants that interfere with

the plants w e wish to raise Sdence, too, has discovered ways

to combat sickness and disease among plants as it has among

animals.

We have found that there are both useful and harmful in-

sects although it IS probable that all insects have some \’alue.

Our knowledge of thedife history and habits of insects enables

us to control them to some extent. Even so %ve need the help

of toads, snakes, and birds in the war against the most harmful

m-ects Knowing the habits of toads, snakes, and birds, as

well as lielpful insects, we can supply their needs and try to

protect them That is why laws have been made to prevent the

slaughter of birds.

Of course the more we know about the way plants grow* and

reproduce, the better we can care for them. This knowledge
also helps scientists to develop more useful varieties of plants

Has your study of this topic helped you to realize how im-

portant scientific knowledge is to the production of food for the

world? Our next topic will explain how- scientific knowledge is

important to the care and preservation of crops.
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Key Statements

1. Weeds are difficult to control because they produce many hardy
seeds or have hardy roots.

2. There are hordes of insect garden pests which must be con-
trolled but others are very useful to the gardener.

3. Some insects help in the control of other injurious insects.

4. Toads should be protected because they destroy great numbers
of insects.

5. Most kinds of snakes are useful as eaters of insects, mice, and
rats.

6. Many birds eat grubs and worms, others eat seeds (weeds), and
still others eat flies. Such birds are helpers of the gardener.

7. There are a few varieties of birds classed as pests because they
seem to do more harm than good.

8. Birds can be encouraged to sta}-- in your neighborhood if you
will provide them with nesting places, nesting material, water for

bathing and drinking, and food.

9. Cats are among the greatest destroyers of song birds.

10. Plants may contract contagious disease in much the same way
that animals do.

11. A plant may be attacked by other plants called fungi, which

eventually kill it unless the fungi are destroyed.

12. The natural purpose of a plant is to reproduce its kind.

13. Flowers contain the organs of reproduction in plants.

14. Pollination, one step in reproduction of plants, consists of the

transfer of pollen from the stamens to the pistil.

15. Fertilization, the second step in plant reproduction, consists of

the union of the nucleus of a pollen grain with the nucleus of an ovule

(egg cell).

16. Birds and insects help transfer pollen and so aid the process of

pollination.

17. When the pollen of one flower is transferred to the pistil of an-

other flower, the process is called cross-pollination.

18. Cross-pollination of many fruit trees depends upon the honey-

bee.

Thought Questions

1. Account for the wide distribution of weeds.

2. How do control measures differ for weeds that are annuals,

biennials, and perennials?

3. Whj' are weeds objectionable?

4. Where is it safe to use 2,4-D? ^ere should it not be used?
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5 How does a ladybird beetle differ in customs and manners from

a tomato uorm?
6 ^\Tiy arc some insects called "bitniK’* in'^ts?

7 Why arc some insects called "sucking" insects?

8 What difference in the use of in‘«ect poison is required for bilmg

and for sucking insects’

9 How can you tell whether a plant is being attacked by an insect

or a disease? What is the difference in treatment?

10 Explain how it is possible for an animal to live first as a water

animal and then as a land animal. Docs a land animal ever change to

a water animal’

11 \\’hat does hibernation mean’
12 What peculiarities of the phoebe cause it to be called a fly-

catcher’

13 \\’hat sort of beak do most seed-eating birds have’ How would

It compare with a flycatcher’s beak?
14 What characteristics, other than shape, sire, color, and mark-

ings, should help you to identify birds?

16

\Vhy will bird baths help to keep birds in your yard?

16 How does a plant take in water and minerals through its roots’

17 WTiere do plants get the energy to enable them to make their

food from the raw matenals?
18 ^Vhy must pollination take place before fertilization’

19 How are new plant varieties produced? Consider erosa-

pollmation

20 In what way is the honeybee a most necessarj’ insect?

21 WTiat are the advantages and disadvantages of spraying a

whole region with DDT to kill off flies and mosquitoes’
22 >Vhy are there more frequent epidemics of grasshoppers in the

west and midwest than m the east?

Projects for Your Science Discovery Book
1 Make a collection of all the different kinds of weeds that grow

about your house and tell how each one is reproduced. Suggest a

plan for the control or extermmation of each.
Draw a picture of a dandelion seed and suggest a plan for con-

ro mg it. How can you put your plan into operation?
o Alake a list of poisonous weeds
4 Examine the soil about a plant that has been cut off by a cut'

worm to see if you can find the cutworm larva. Put the larva into a

wge with some soil and plants and observe it in its various stages

Describe your discoveries
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sen-ation?^
labeled dra^vings of mold from your ovai ob-

out what he eats and how he

there
’ ^ home spot, and if so, when he staj's

T?«
^ garter or green snake and keep it for a while.Be sure to feed and water it properly.

fn
habits of a robin, bluebird, oriole, or mocking bird

Tin, ,

outs, and what it feeds its young at nesting time,
''hat IS Its song?

^ o &

I. I

po®oribe a woodpecker, what it does, how it flies, and how its
color helps protect it.

,
^^ake a labeled drawing of the parts of an apple blossom,

tnUium, or other flower.

r'
many kinds of flowers in your garden are

insects and what insects make the visits.
• earn to identify garden and lawn weeds. How can they be

controlled?

' •

^k

all but one section of 3'our lawn with 2,4-D. Three

f^Vh
™ake a spot check and comparison of weeds on square

sprayed and not-sprayed sections.
• Learn to identify ragweed, goldenrod, and poison ivy. How

can they be destroyed?

,
^^ake a stud3' of the life history of a sucking insect, a biting

insect, and a root eater. How can each be controlled?
16. Find out how some aphids are cared for by certain ants and

0" the ants are paid for their care.
17. Learn to identify three helpful insects. How can they be

protected?

18. Visit near-bj' farms and try to find axamples of apple- or pear-
tree blight, or black rot on the cabbage or turnip. Learn what the
farmer does to control the diseases. If you find diseased material, go
back again with your teacher, taking along several petri dishes with
prepared culture medium. I3ust materials of the diseased plant
cn to the petri dishes. Keep one dish closed for a control. Take the
ishes back to school and incubate them for 24 hours at 37° C.

19- Learn how to use spraying and dusting materials for the con-
trol of insects, plant disease, and fungi.

_

20. Go to the library for information about the Austrah'an lady-
bird beetle and how it helped to control the cotton3'-cushion scale of

California. Try to find out about other beetles and their work. The
squash ladybird beetle and the bean lad3'bird beetle are harmful.
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TOPIC XVI

Food Conservation

DO YOU KNOW—
1. TMiat causes foodstuffs to spoil?

2. How the inside of a refrigerator keeps cool?

3. How apples and potatoes should be stored?

4. Wh5’ dried apricots keep longer than fresh apri-

cots?

0 . 'ttTiat is meant by "quick freezing”?

6. pasteurized milk stays fresh longer than

raw milk?

GENERAL PROBLEM 1

How Are Foods Conserved by Storing?

Am Conditions.—Foods spoil for one of several reasons.

Thej’’ may drj^ out and wilt, winch makes them less useful.

They may be kept so warm that molds and bacteria grow,

causing changes in their composition and rotting them. The

consert’^ation of raw foods, then, depends upon maintaining

proper conditions to prevent shrinking and rotting.

The proper storage of fruits and vegetables is a problem of

Ventilation, air temperature, and ah' humidit}'. Storage space

should be clean, dry, and dark. Most fruits and vegetables

should be kept between 33° F. and 40° F. to prevent the growth

of molds and bacteria. Fruits wliich contaui considerable

amounts of sugar can be kept with the temperature at or near

freezing.
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In a Modern Super-Morket.-^The signi obove fhe counter give a

good idea of the voriety of food}—vegetobles. fruit}* fi*b, meats”
now ovoiloble in frozen fonn. If qvickdrozen food* ore to be

cooked, they ore put directly from the pockoge info boiling* soiled

wofer If the frozen food U not to be cooked before eofing, it mutt

be thawed out of room temperature for obout two hours. Frozen

foods should be left in the sealed package while thawing.

food= verj' quickly. When this method is used the food is not

damaged, as when it is frozen slowl}'. Have you eaten peas or

berries that have been frozen by the quick process? When
thawed out they are like fresh-picked foods.

During the past few years frozen orange juice has largel'

replaced fresh orange juice- Juice from fresh oranges is eo®‘

centrated (most of the ^vater js remo\*ed), put in small can^

and frozen quickly. Thu«z one small can of frozen juice is

equal to a dozen or more oranges.
Today many homes and farms have small freezers. Fruits,

vegetables, fish, meats, and even bread, pies, and cakes mayl*
preseiwed for months bj' this method.
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twwwwwww FIELD RESEARCH

If there is a quick-freezing plant or unit near where you live, ar-

range to visit it, or send a committee to ^nsit it for j’ou and make a

report to the class.

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

What Are Some Home Conservation

Methods?

Scientific Principles.—^You have learned that decay is

usuall}’' caused germs, b}'' molds, and bj' mildews. ^ ou have

learned also that these non-green plants thrive best at waim

temperatures and in the presence of moisture. The preser-

vation of food, therefore, depends upon one or moie of the

follovdng methods.

(1) The food may be kept at a temperature so low that the

organisms become inactive. (As a rule, thej’’ are not killed by

low temperatures.)

(2) Moisture maj'' be removed from the food.

(3) The decay-producing organisms in the food may be

destroj'ed.
x j

(4) Substances may be added that prevent or retard the

growth of decaj^-producing organisms.

Often a combination of these methods is used.

Preserving bt Heat.—^When watching your mot er can

ning fruit or making jam, have 3mu ever noticed lov care u

she was to make sure the jar was clean and hot. i 3 oR

notice how quickly she covered the hot fruit or jam a er i v as

put into the jar? This was to prevent any dust from gettmg m.

The dust might contain mold spores or germs that could cause

the canned fruit to spoil. Sometimes the fruit may be put m o

the jar and the whole thing heated at the same ime an en

overed. , ,

Not only fruits, but vegetables and meats may be
_

>y heat. They are placed in a container and ea e o

)erature high enough to kill all the germs an spoms o

fhe container is then closed airtight whi e s i o .
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prcMuTe cooler. Mori

the riee
piPrie of clgninirn or enameled rieeL Note

rind «>«. Baride. .ridn, fedrind otom np pce„„. cooler, .rir. Pme. Food con be prepo^ in
then .n for le.i bnco lho„ b, ordinor, cocUnp.

•ittoff that he.at kills the orptnifins-

obtaioeThr^lf
”111011 is 212"?, or highor, is

cooler
' ^ilinE irater, or in a prrsswrf

^ ^i”' orrlinarn- txjofcing as woU as

Their T'-
””115 are no larger than sauce pans-

boiling oS in steam tS’o ^ P"' ™* nutrients from

ciDle whir>i 1.
’

I ,

^ pressure eooker uses a scienee prirt-

inf^tertid^, 7“ The temperature ot Wh
air pressure -m/fr ^ steam formed is lovrer mth low

The pressure

'^heti the water bons*th^'’r’
^ tisiiiiy

i^^de. therefom escape. The presstire

die boiling TC^ter and
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could escape, the -n-ater temperature -n'ould rise to about 212° F.
and no liigher. With the steam held inside, the water tem-
perature goes up. Thus the same amount of heat will raise the

temperature of the water in a pressure cooker higher than the

water in an open kettle.

There are two safety precautions to remember whenever
using a pressure cooker. If the steam could not escape, no
matter how much the water inside was boiled, it would burst

and cause damage. To safeguard against such an accident the

pressure cooker has a safety valve. When the steam pressure

rises to a certain point, the steam valve opens and lets some
steam escape. Since the boiling temperature depends upon the

pressure, this valve can be set to maintam a required tempera-

ture and no liigher. This temperature is often 220° F., or eight

degrees hotter than ordinarj-- boiUng water.

Whoever tises a pressure cooker vnisi be very stire that the

outlet valve is working properly. This ma}' be determined b}^

watching the steam gauge on the cooker wliich shows the pres-

sure. If the gauge shows that the pressure is getting Ihgher than

the danger mark, the heat must be turned off at once.

A second safety precaution is: Never remove the cover so long

as the steam gauge shows any pressure inside. As the cover is

loosened, the pressure might tear it off and cause a serious

accident. Also, the high temperature inside would certainty

cause the contents to boil out of the cooker. Tlierefore, the

heat should be turned off, and the pressure cooker allowed to

cool to normal pressure before opening it.

The pasteurizing of milk, (pages 391-392), illustrates the

effect of heat upon certain germs. Tliis method does not use

temperatures so high as those used for canning.

The pasteurizing temperature, 142° F., does not kill all the

organisms in millc. It does, hoivever, kill most of those wliich

cause millv to sour. It also kills the germs that might cause

diseases such as typhoid fever and tuberculosis. To find out for

jmurself what effect a pasteurizing temperature has on miUc jmu
vail need to trj^ Experiment 40. This e.xperiment has a real

practical value. If 3mu are in the country or at camp and can
buy onty raw milk, jmu maj"- lA'ant to pasteurize it before using
it. In fact most doctors agree that it is much safer to use
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•u V :-ii.

A Pressure Cooker.—Thu •$ on e*Jro Jorge pressure cooker. Most

pressure cookers ere mode of otumJnvm or enomeled steel. Note

the sleem gouge end behind it the safety votve. Besides saving fuel

and vitamins, pressure cookers sove time. Food con be prepared In

them in fgr less tune than by ordinary cooking.

recall Experiment 39, you know that heat kill? the organisms.

The scaling prevents other organisms from entering.

The required temperature, which is 212® F. or higher, u

obtained by placing the can in boiling water, or in a presfure

cooler.

The pressure cooker is used for ordinarj’ cooking as well as

canning. Islany modern ones are no larger than sauce pans-

Their users claim that they liave two advantages. They are

more economical of fuel, and they prevent nutrients from

boiling off in steam. The pressure cooker uses a science prin*

ciple which you should understand. The temperature of boil*

ing water and therefore of the steam formed is lower with low

air pressure, and higher mth high air pressure The pressure

cooker is called that because the cover fits on so tightly that

when the water boils the steam cannot escape. The pres^m
inride, therefore, becomes greater. As the pressure builds up,

the boibng water and steam get hotter and hotter. If the steam
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could escape, the water temperature would rise to about 212° F.

and no higher. With the .•Jteani lield inside, the water tem-
perature goes up. Thus the same amount of heat will raise the

temperature of the water in a pressure cooker liigher than the

water in an open kettle.

There are two safety precautions to remember whenever
using a pressure cooker. If the steam could not escape, no

matter how much the water inside was boiled, it would burst

and cause damage. To .‘safeguard against such an accident the

pre,ssure cooker has a safety valve. When the steam pressure

ri.ses to a certain point, the steam valve opens and lets some

steam escape. Since the boiling temperature depends upon the

pressure, this valve can be set to maintain a required tempera-

ture and no higher. This temperature is often 220° F., or eight

degree-s hotter than ordinary boiling water.

TT^ioercr uses a pressure cooker must he very sure that the

outlet valve is working properly. This raaj' be determined b^*

watching the steam gauge on the cooker wliich shows the pres-

sure. If the gauge shows that the pressure is getting higher than

the danger mark, the heat must be turned off at once.

A second safety precaution is: Never remove the cover so long

as the steairi gauge shows any pressure inside. As the cover is

loosened, the pre.ssure might tear it off and cause a serious

accident. Also, the high temperature inside would certainl3
’’

cause the contents to boil out of the cooker. Therefore, the

heat should be turned off, and the pressure cooker allowed to

cool to normal pre.ssure before opening it.

The pasteurizing of milk, (pages 391-392), illustrates the

effect of heat upon certain germs. This method does not use

temperatures so high as those used for canning.

The pasteurizing temperature, 142° F., does not kill all the

organisms in milk. It does, however, kill most of those winch

cause milk to sour. It also kills the germs that might cause

diseases such as typhoid fever and tuberculosis. To find out for

J'ourself Avhat effect a pasteurizing temperature has on milk you

'^ill need to trj-^ Experiment 40. This experiment has a real

practical value. If 3mu are in the country or at camp and can

buy only raw milk, you may want to pasteurize it before using

it- In fact most doctors agree that it is much safer to use
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experiment 40

ir.li teulrf (pasleuAcd) mOk keep longer mOioui muring

than unhealed milk?

The cotton "plufls" ate to keep out any dust particles that may be

floating in the air, because they may contain germs or mold

Be sure to label your ten lubes carefully, and keep in mind a

different treatments the milk in each lost tube receives.

to five are heated, white lubes six to ten are used for controls W y

are these controls needed?

Vfaw TO Use.—

T

en test tubes; a thermometer; cotton; a larg

beaker, wire gauze, a tnpodeff ring aland and ring; a Bunsen buroe ,

fresh, raw milk.

What to Do—I. Half fill tea test tubes with nulk and clo^

ends with tightly packed cotton stoppers Label the test tubes °

2 Put tubes 1 to 5 in the beaker and add water until it reac es

top level of the milk in the tubes , i

Place the beaker on a wire ^uze on the tnpod or nng stand an

apply heat
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Put the thermometer in one of the test tubes of milk without re-

moving the cotton stopper.

Heat the water in the beaker until the milk in the test tube is at

145° F. and maintain that temperature for 20 minutes. Is it fair to

assume that the milk in all tubes is at the same temperature?

3. Remove the test tubes from the water and cool them rapidl}\

Set all ten tubes with the milk in them on a side bench or table in 3mur

science room.

After one day examine tubes 1 and 6, and on each succeeding daj'

e.xamine and record observations of tubes 2 and 7, 3 and 8, 4 and 9,

and 5 and 10.

What Happens.—In which set of tubes did the milk keep sweet

longest?

Conclusions.—State brieflj' how the souring of milk maj"^ be re-

tarded.

AppLic-iTiON.—inij' must pasteurized milk be cooled quicklj’^?

pasteurized milk and cream. Also all milk used for ice cream,

chocolate milk, and other milk products should be pasteurized.

Cooking, too, is based upon good science principles. Not

only does cooking meat, for example, make it more tender and

improve its taste, but it kills germs that otherwise might cause

disease. Pork especially must be thoroughly cooked to be safe

for eating. There is always a possibility that it may contain

organisms that cause a serious disease w'hich is called trichino-

sis (trik'i-no'sis). Proper cooking wall kill any organisms that

may be present.

Preserving by Drying.—Apples are sometimes preserved

by drjdng thin slices. Before using, the dried fruit is placed in

water for a time, during which it absorbs w'^ater and swells. It

can then be used as a substitute for fresh apples.
• u

Fruits, vegetables, and meats are usually dried art y

so that the water is removed rapidly irithout overheating the

foods. They thus retain practically all of their essentia sub-

stances. men water is added, they are very nearly l^e the

fresh foods of the same variety. Drying is the oldest method for

the preservation of food. Sometimes the drying is supp e

mented by smoking or salting. In this case the sa t or e smo "e

acids act as chemical preservers.
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Drying Aprlcotj.—Her* we see ocres of oprieots drying In th* Cali*

forniQ sun. Before being set in »he son to dry, Ihe opricofs are #*

posed to very hrgh temperotvres by steaming. This stops the oetlon

of destroyrng orgontsms. Next the oprieots ore sterilized by ehem*

I«al meons Then the opneots ore put in the sun to dry; spread out

on flat trays. The dryirtg process tokes several days.

FIELD RESEARCH
Go to your grocery store and make a list of several dried foods offered

for sale Read the label on each package for special information WTiit

evidence can you find that the foods were dried according to samtafy

methods?

Preservation by the Use of Chemicals —Wiat ®

chemical'’ That is a fair question. Any substance tliat ivi

act on another and raiisc a chai^ may be called a chenucal-

Salt and sugar are chemicals just as much as acids and
^ inegar contains acetic acid, which is a chemical. The bakihS

soda your mother uses is a chemical. So when we talk about

u'ang clicmicals to preserve fooda we are using a word that in*

dudes several kinds of substances.
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A strong salt solution may be used to preserve such foods as
pickles, peaches, fish, and meats. This is called pickling. Jams,
preserves, and jellies are preserved ^^ith large amounts of
sugar. Here the foods are placed in glass jars and covered A^dth

paraffin to keep out molds and bacteria. The use of salt and
sugar as preservatives, in pickluig or rnaldng jellies, depends
upon the process of osmosis. Osmosis is the mhdng of two
liquids by passjige througii a thin membrane or porous wall.

All}' organism that tried to live in concentrated salt or sugar
solution would have its body liquids pass out b}' osmosis to

dissolve the salt or sugar. In other words, indi\ddual cells of the
organism would dry up and die. Of course some plants and
animals are adapted to the use of salt water, such as sea water.

Aloreover, some molds can grow on tlie outside of substances

like salt meats and sweet jellies.

There are several other chemicals used to preserve foods.

Some of these are borax, sulfites, formaldeli^'de, salicjdic acid,

and sodium salicylate. Ver}- small amounts of these substances

dissolved in the food material will prevent the growth of germs
and molds. Their presence in a food must be stated on'the label.

Sodium silicate, commonly called ^vater glass, is a chemical

often used to preserve eggs. It forms an airtight and water-

tight co^’ering around the eggs, but does not touch the material

inside the shells.

Preseuvation by Cold.—Most fresh meats, fruits, vege-

tables, and milk and cream are for immediate use in the home.

Knowledge of the causes of decay enables us to care for such

foods most efficiently. Not only do fresh foods need special

attention, but opened canned goods need care to prevent waste.

Even though the canned goods maj’" have a special preserv-

ative in them, the food vdll spoil quickly if left in a warm
place.

You have learned that the organisms that cause decaj" and

spoiling of foods are inactive at low temperatures. Therefore,

the best method of caring for foods that are to be kept for a

short time onty is the cold method. The foods ma}’' be kept in

a cold cellar. The cellar should be dry and free from mold

growths on the walls and floors. Or foods may be kept in

refrigerators during warm weather, and in cold rooms during
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Two Woyj of Storing Food*—-The totmer on the left It burying hit

winter supply of vegetables In barrels sunken In the earth. The

vegetables m each barrel will be covered with boards ond they will

be covered with straw or dirt. Fruits moy olso be buried In this woy.

The winter cold of the ground preserves the foods. The housewife

on the right is about to freeze some strowberrles ond pineoppi**

her Home freezer.

cold weather In any case, footls such as milk, cream,

butter should be kept covered to protect them from dust.

^Yc know that fniU't and vcpctables and sometimes hsh apd

meat may be kept for long periods by freezing. The special

quick-freezing methods result in vciy rapid freezing of

material without destroying the tissue, ^\^len thaweti out, the

food has retained its natural freshness.

GENERAL PROBLEM 3

What Keeps the Refrigerator Cold?

Heat Transfer.—Tlie refrigerator is a small-sized
8 orage plant. It is used to keep foods cold enough to preven

them from spoiling. Tire liuilduig of a good refrigerator dcpeniis

tipon knowledge and application of the pnnciplcs of heat iTaatJer.
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To keep an object hot, it is necessan^ eitlier to keep adding

heat, or to prevent the loss of its heat. To keep an object cold,

it is necessaiy to prevent heat from being added to it. Keep
these statements in mind in stud3dng a refrigerator.

You know from experience that if one end of a metal rod is

heated, the other end becomes Avarm or hot. The heat traA’els,

that is, is transferred from one end of the rod to the other. On
the other hand, a stick of wood can be held in the hand even

though the other end is on fire. In tliis case, heat is not trans-

ferred from one end to the other. The metal is a conductor of

heat. The wood is a non-conductor of heat.

FIELD RESEARCH

Test samples of copper, aluminum, glass, stone, brick, and porce-

lain to find whether the\' are conductors or non-conductors of heat.

It has been found that heat ma3'^ be transferred in an3’’ one

of three diflierent wa3’'S. Heat travels through solids b3' conduc-

tion. Gases and liquids transfer hear b3' convection. Heat ma3’

also travel through gases b3’^ means of radrahon. Let us find

out a little more about each of these metliods of heat transfer.

Conduction.—Ordinar3’' matter is composed of ver3’’ tin3'

particles called molecules. Most molecules are too small to be

seen even vdth powerful microscopes. The molecules in matter

are all in rapid motion, something like little rubber balls bounc-

ing against each other.

YTen a substance is heated, the molecules bounce faster and

harder. The3’’ strike nearb3’^ molecules and set them moAung.

These in turn set other molecules bouncing. Thus the heat

traA^els through the substance. Tliis transfer of heat from mole-

cule to molecule is called conduction.

YTien some solids are heated hot enough the3'’ melt and form

liquids (example, ice to water). The moleculesm liquids bounce

faster and harder than in solids. YTien certain Hqmds are

heated, they change to the gas state (e.xample, water to steam).

In gases the molecules bounce still faster and harder than m
liquids.
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CoN'N'ECTioN* —The transfer of heat from n hot object to

other objects by a circulation of gases or liquids is called con-

iteiioTi. The circulation results In currents called con^tcUoa

currents.

Convection is the principal method by which heat is trans-

ferred or distributed in liquids and gases. It is possible because

the molecules are free to mo\*e from one place to another. In

conrccUon, 0,c hcct is canifd from one place to another by the

moUcttlcs In conduciion, the heat is handed along from one

piolfcu/c to the nat.

Radutiox.—A third method by which heat b transferred

is radiation. If you stand near a hot campfire, your face and

the front of your body quickly become hot. Your back con-

tmucs to stay cold. The heat seems to come straight from the

fire until it strikes you and there it stops. A wire screen placed

between you and the fire cuts off some of the heat. These facts

are well known to you by experience.

Outdoors on a bright sunny day, the heat seems to come

straight to you from the sun. Hot objects seem to gi%*e out heat.

Actually they are sending out a form of cnergj* that does not

heat up gases through wliieh the enerp.* passes. The heat does

not appear until the energj' strikes a body. It then changes

into beat energ}*, and we say the body has been warmed.

FIELD RESEARCH —
tbe raj^ froco the sun through a hand leas or magmSrr onto

jDur hand Do the focujcd rays burn your hand more than the ua*
ocused rays* Draw a diagram in your Science Discorery Boot to il-

lustrate how the sun’s rays may be focu-^ed.

tocusing rays from a red^tot object la the same way.
^*3' re^tiag the energy from a fireplace with a mirror or piece of

poliiLed tin. TTiU a black or dart object reflect the energy?

• of hot bodies is given off in sti^ght Im«m aU d^tions. The hotter the body, the more eneigy it
ates. The radiant energj* is changed to beat energy only when

stopped and absorbed by another body. Radiant energ}’
not depend upon molecules to "carry” it along nor to
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Si^r.il Ccm Photo

Beef for the Army.—^The army officer is checking the temperature of

this refrigerator truck. The truck is loaded with beef for our troops.

Notice that the metal walls of the truck ore kept so clean they reflect

the beef in mirror-fashion. Of what advantage ore metal walls in

a refrigerator truck besides being an aid to cleanliness?

''pass” it along. It can, therefore, pass through a vacuum. If

this were not true, it is difficult to understand how we could

derive heat from the sun.

Refeigeratoe Consteuctiox.
—^The refrigerator is a de-

vice to keep things cold. The sides, top, and bottom must be

built to prevent the transfer of heat into the box.^ Also there

must be some plan to remove the heat brought in b.v warm

foods and warm air when the door is open.

The walls of a refrigerator are hollow and filled with air and

initialing solids. Initiating materials are those that he p pre-

vent transfer of heat. Air is a poorer conductor of heat than

wood. But heat is transferred b3^ convection, if the air m the

space is free to circulate. Therefore, the space in the walls is

broken up into small an spaces. This is done by puttmg m
packed, non-conducting porous material. Mineral wool, cork,

celotex, or small bits of certain minerals are used. iNlodern re-
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frigerators Imve alls built of metaN. This is practical l)ccaa'e

the air .'j)a<e m the walls can be «> tliorouphly insulated

Lining the inside walls with aluminum or while porcelain

helps to pro\cnt loss of heat by radiation. How?
Uemomno IIe\t raoM the REmiOEnATon.—

A

refriger-

ator is build witli nou-fonducting walls. Therefore warm air

inside will sta^ warm unless the heat is taken from the air and

food inside This may Ikj done hj' placing ice in the box. lee

must take in Jjcat in order to melt. Tlic water from tlic molfol

ice flows out a drain pipe, canyiiig the absorbed heat with it.

Wlien food is placer] in the refrigerator, it is warmer than

the air m the refrigerator. Tlic food gives up heat to the air

and becomes cold. The ice absorbs tins heat from the air,

keeping it cold The ice molts and water runs out, canning

with It tlie heat brought in with the food. Since ice melts at

the surface only, liotter cooling results if the ice chamber is kept

l<« Abierbi H<oi and Mclti

An lee Box.—Both ice ond water
car, exist at 32” F. Food h the ice
Tefrigerafor gives up its heat to
the ,ce The ice absorbs the heat
ond changes to water at 32” F.
Thus the food Is cooled. You
should always close the refrigera-
tor door promptly after loking

onylhlng out. Why?
49S CONSERVATION

nearly full of ice.

Instead of icc for absorbing

heat, modern gas and eloctnc

refrigerators make use of "freer-

ing units." Tliis method >3 bet-

tor than ice since it is po&sible

to keep the air at a more uni-

formly cold temperature. More-

over, tJiese refrigerators are

autom.Ttic and therefore require

less attention. There are several

typos of freezing units, and you

may \\ant to have a committee

investigate them. They all work

on the same principle. Wlien

a gas expands it takes in heat,

and when a gas is squeezed to-

gether it gives out heat. In the

cold unit a gas is caused to ex-

pand rapicll}'. As a result it

absorbs heat from the air in the

refri^rator. This e-xpanded and

warmer gas is pumped out and



Courtefj i'rtoidaire

Electric Refrigerators.—At the top of the refrigerator on the left
IS the freezing unit. Here a special liquid evaporates into a gas,
and expands. As the gas expands, it absorbs heat. The ex-
panded gas is carried to a pump (lower right). The pump com-
presses the gas in a radiator (lower left), where it is changed back
into a liquid. The liquid is then sent back into the freezing unit.

The refrigerator on the right absorbs heat through the walls as
well as in the freezing unit. Note the pipes in the walls.

compressed again. At the same time it is cooled by passing

through some tj-pe of radiator. It is then read}’’ to be pumped
back into the cold unit to expand and absorb more heat.

The ice, or the cooling unit, is placed at the top of the re-

frigerator. Air in contact with the cold unit gives up some of

its heat and becomes cooler and heaAuer than other air in the

refrigerator. Hence it sinks to the bottom and pushes up the

less cool air. As the-cool air touches the food it absorbs heat

from the food, leaving it cold. This warm air then moves to the

cold unit, gives up its heat, and sinks. The heating of the air

by the food and its cooling by the cold xmit cause a continuous

circulation of air in the refrigerator.

A good refrigerator maintains temperatures of about 42° F

.

near the bottom, and 50° F. at the top of the food chamber.

If the refrigerator is built so that good air circulation occurs,

the air will deposit much of its moisture on the cold unit. Drj*
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Market Doy.—The cpen-o.f market h »till 0 fom.Iier tight In many

Amencon citiei. ThiJ perlicwlar Of*e is the fompus Foneu^ ®

Market in Bastor* Mony markets feature lo'*'*prieed foods. Be re

fakicg ony "bcrgoics,” however, the purchaser should be sure o

meat is fresh ond government»stomped. He should olso moke sure

that all vegetables ore fonn-fresh end healthy.

We knots that milk and water arc e.'peciall.v

distribute contagious diseases. Other foods such as vegetables

and meats may do so, loo. Therefore, all foods for human or

ammal use should be carefully guarded against germs

markets, grocery’ stores, candy shops, and all other food stores

should be required to obseivc sanitarj- regulations.

In most communities, foods, including milk, are required h)

law to be protected against flies and dirt and disease. Through*

out the nation, foods must meet certain standards set by the

United States Pure Food and Drug Acts. Canned foods must

have labels n liich tell the weight of the contents and the name®

of any preser%-ative« ' ’ In the ea«e of prepared foods, the

label must tell a
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Drugs and medicines must also meet the standards of the
United States Pure Food and Drug Acts. All drugs are dan-
gerous except as prescribed by a phj^sician. Some drugs, such
as narcotics, are so dangerous that druggists are not allowed to

sell them -n-ithout a doctor’s prescription. All patent medicines
must have a proper label stating the contents. The law also

forbids any advertiser from making claims about his product
which cannot be proA’ed b}* test. No one should make a prac-

tice of using patent medicines. The best procedure is alwaj's to

consult your ph3-sician.

Laws pertaining to foods and drugs are for j'our protection

It is up to 3’ou to read the labels and know what 3-ou are bu3'mg.

Alcohol and other narcotics are especiallv dangerous drugs

They are alwa3's clearh' labeled, and their sale is regulated b3*

law. These drugs are habit-forming. Once their use is started,

it is difficult if not impossible to stop. The3’ should be taken

onl3’ when prescribed b3' a competent ph3'sician.

FIELD RESEARCH
Ask j’our druggist to let you stud}' the labels on several different

patent cough medicines. Write down the contents. Are the same ma-

terials found in most of the medicines? Does the label claim that the

medicme will "cure” a cough? How much of each medicine is water?

The Health Depaetjient.—The health of the community*

is particularh' the problem of its Department of Health and the

chief health ofiicer. This department is responsible for proper

safeguards of the milk and water suppb', the sewage and gar-

bage disposal, sanitar3' stores and markets, and clean streets.

It must be constant!}' on the alert to prevent the spread of

disease from an}’' source. The Health Department needs 3'our

cooperation in upholding its standards and enforcing the laws of

the countr}’, state,- and town.

Thinking Things 0'\’eh.—Food, along with shelter and

clothing, is one of the three main necessities of life and com-

fort. Thus conservation of food is a major problem. Conseria-

tion means the use of a substance efficient!}' and without waste.

Conservation of food- involves the application of scientific

principles to the preservation of food. If uot properl} cared
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air result*? You ha\e learned that molds and bacteria gro^r

be^t in warm, moist air. Therefore, low temperature and drj’

air remove two of the conditions under which food spoils. On

the other liand we wish to prevent some foods from drjing. So

modern refrigerators have several compartments. One keeps

the air cold and dry Another keeps the air cold but moist X

third compartment is so designed that food or water placed in

it may be frozen solid.

FIELD RESEARCH —
Vi'iit a store tliat sells a standard make of refrigerators and hare

the clerk erplain its good points Tlie store may ha\ e a model of the

side wall that you can «tudy to learn how it is insulated.

Keepixg the Refrigerator Cleax.—^The refrigerator

phould be kept A*erj' clean at all limes and so its lining should

be smooth, waterproof, and not easily stained. Enamel or

porcelain lining is best The inside of the refrigerator may be

kept clean and "sweet” by washing it frequently with a solu-

tion of washing soda The surface should then be wiped clean

with clear water. Scouring powders should not be us^. They

cau«e tiny scratches which fill with dirt and are difficult to

clean.

^ FIELD RESEARCH *

Study the refngerstor m your own home to find out whether it a
M^factory; that w if coD<tructed to permit good air circubtioa
Does it keep a temperature below 50“ F. in the warmest part’ I? the

Iming such that it can be thoroughly cleansed? Are the foods placed

m the proper location m the refrigerator’ Are foods allowed to cool

off ^fore they are putm the refrigerator? How does this affect the ice

or electric bill’

Cake of Foods is the Home.—Modem refrigerators are

eatcllent ileiaces for consendng foods. They eon do their hed
’

ttork, ho"cver, only when u,red mtellieenllv. Milk bottles

Should bo cleaned on the outside and ploeed in the refrigeratorM soon a, possible after dcUyery. At no time should milk I*

one o get warm unless you wish it to sour quickly. Kor
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should it be allowed to stand in the sun even on cold days be-

cause that maj' destroy some of the Autamins.

Meats also should be cleaned, if necessary, and placed in the

refrigerator until needed for cooking. The meat should be kept

covered to prevent drying unless }'ou have a cold moist com-

partment. Green vegetables should be cleaned and wrapped in

paper or placed in covered trays or jars in the refrigerator.

They vill then keep fresh and crisp.

GENERAL PROBLEM 4

Why Is Food Protection Health

Protection?

Pure Foods and Drugs.—Milk needs great care in handling

because it is so favorable for the growth of germs. T3'phoid

fever in the familj” of a careless milk producer has been trans-

mitted to other families where milk from Ms dair}' has been

distributed.

Testing Milk.—Good milk distributing companies have laboratories

where their milk is constantly being tested. It is necessary to keep

a careful check on all the milk that is distributed. If infected milk

were sold, the results could be very serious.

The Borden Componv



Markat Day—The open-air market i* iMH o *'9^*
"'it'^Hall

American cities. This porticvlar ©ne is the famous

Market in Boston Many markets feature low-priced foods. Be

taking any "bargains," however, the purchaser should be s^ure

meat is fresh and governmenl-stemped. He should also make su

that all veSetables ore form-fresh and healthy.

We know that milk and water are especially

distribute contagious diseases. Other foods such as \'egc
® ^

and meats may do so, too. Therefore, all food^ for human

animal use should be carefully guarded against germs. -

markets, grocery stores, cand}' shops, and all other food s ore

should be required to obser\'e sanitary regulations.

In most communities, foods, including milk, are require

law to be protected agamst flies and dirt and disease

out the nation, foods must meet certain standards set }

United States Pure Food and Drug Acts. Canned foods

have labels which tell the weight of the contents and
o! any preservatives used. In the case of prepared foods,

label must tell all the ingredients used.
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^
Drugs and medicines must also meet the standards of the

Iinited States Pure Food and Drug Acts. All dnigs are dan-
gerous except as prescribed by a physician. Some drugs, such
as narcotics, are so dangerous that druggists are not allowed to
sell them Avithout a doctor’s prescription. All patent medicines
must have a proper label stating the contents. The law also
forbids any advertiser from making claims about his product
Avhich cannot be proved by test. No one should make a prac-
tice of using patent medicines. The best procedure is always to
consult your physician.

LaAvs pertaining to foods and drugs are for .your protection
It is up to A’ou to read the labels and know AA-hat a-ou are buAdng.
Alcohol and other narcotics are especially dangerous drugs
The.v arc ahva.A's clearly lal>eled, and their sale is regulated bv
laAA-. These dnigs are habit-forming. Once their use is started
it is difficult if not impossilde to stop. Thej- should be taken
only AA'hen prescrilied by a competent phj-sician.

FIELD RESEARCH
Ask .vour drugtri.«t to let .you stud.v the labels on several difTerent

patent cough medicines. Write down the contents. Are the same ma-
terial-s found in most of the medicines? Does the lalsel claim that the
medicine Arill '"cure” a cough? How much of each medicine is water?

The Health DEP.ARTjrEXT.—The health of the communitA'
is particularl.v the problem of its Department of Health and the
chief health officer. This department is responsible for proper
safeguards of the milk and water supph’, the sewage and gar-
bage disposal, sanitary stores and markets, and clean streets.
It must be constantly on the alert to preA’ent the spread of
disease from an.v source. The Health Department needs vour
cooperation in upholding its standards and enforcing- t.lip Imvc nf
the country, state, and toAATi.

^ ’

Thinking Things Oa-er.—

F

ood, along with shelter and
clothing, is one of the three main necessities of life and com-
fort.. Thus conservation of food is a major problem. ConserA-a-
tion means the use of a substance efficiently and AAithout waste.

Conservation of food invoh-es the application of scientific

principles to the preserA'ation of food. If not properly cared
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Uncleon and Clean—The Health Department Inspector on the left
IS sealing the refr.gerotor .n a delicatessen. The delicatessen foiled
to obey sanitary rcgtjlaf«n, The ticket on the door say,, ’Uncleen."

e picture on the right shows the round purple stomp thot means
the meat come from a heolthy on.mol Agents of our Deportment of
Agriculture inspect and opprove or d.sopprove the onlmols ot the

slaughter house.

for, food not only may spoil, but may even be the means of
yreadmg disease germs Decay and spoiling of food are
ue 0 the action of bacteria, molds, and other organisms

tooas may be preseiyed by making it difficult or impossible
rnr the organisms to grow on the foods. Typical methods of
preservation of foods depend upon heat treatment, cold treat-

for"ertain^foor^^
special advantages

alcohol

bacteria

eircu!.<ition

cold storage

conduction

convection

drugs

enorgj

freeiing

gornw

Key Words
heat transfer

humidity

insulate

membrane
mildens

molds

molecule

non-conductor

osmosis

pasteunze

preservative

pressure

"quick freeze”

radiant energy

refrigeration

sanitary code

typhoid fever

ventilation

water glass
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Key Statements

1. The problem of food storage involves proper ventilation, proper

temperature, proper humidity, and fresh quality of the product to be

stored.

2. The preservation of fresh foods for long periods depends upon

killing bacteria and molds, and upon sealing to prevent entrance of

additional organisms. Or the food may be held at such a lov temper-

ature that organisms are inactive.

3. Foods may also be preser\-ed by drj'ing. smoking, or by the

addition of chemicals that will destrot' germs and molds and prevent

more from groudng.

4. The construction of efficient refrigerators depends upon a

knowledge and an application of the principles of heat transfer.

5. Conduction is the transfer of heat from molecule to molecule

of a substance. Conduction occurs most commonly in solids.

6. Heat is transferred b3' conduction more readilj' bj' some solids

than b\' others.

7. Convection is the transfer of heat from one point to another bj

the movement of the heat-bearing molecules. Convection currents

are due to unequal heating and occur most commonlt' in liquids and

gases.

8. Hot bodies (usuallt' solids) give off heat b^’ radiation.

9. Radiant energt' travels in straight lines. It is changed back

to heat energ}' when it is stopped and absorbed bj’ another bodj’. It

can be reflected just as Ught is.

10. Refrigerators are cool because the cold umt absorbs heat from

the air.

11. In a healthful citj*, stores are sanitarj' and their foods are pro-

tected from dust-, flies, and handling.

12. The laws pertaining to alcohol and other narcotics are observed

in a healthful citj'.

13. Your health department is chiefl3
' responsible for the healt o

3'our community’, but 3’qu must- do 3'our part-.

Thought Questions

1. How do the problems of conservation involve science and

economics?

2. Y'h3’ can fruits be kept without freezing at a temperature o

32° F. or slightlv below, while potatoes will freeze at 32

3. ^Yhy is the humidity of the air a problem in the construction

of cold storage rooms?
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4 In canning fruit or -regotables, why la it important to seal the

can’

5 IMiat are the conditions favorable to tlie gro\\ih of bactcna

and molds’

0 Explain why dr3'inK a food helps to presen e it.

7, ^Miy Mill foods keep longer in cold air tlian in warm air?

S Desenbe the construction of the nails of a good refrigerator.

What determines the efBciencj’ of the refrigerator?

9 ^^'hcr<? should a food hanng an odor be placed in a refrigerator?

TtTiy?

10 ^liy 13 50’ F. the maximum air temperature of a good refrig-

erator’

11 You h.ive seen refrigerating pipes in meat counters What
makps them become covered with ice’

12 How 13 the pre'icrvatlon of food related to your liealth?

13 ^^’h\ are food and drag laws necessarj'?

14 Why must the production and distribution of nulk be carefully

regulated’

15 WTij* should foods m stores be protected again«t flies and from

handling’

10 What con jou do to cooperate in maintaining a healtliful citj?

Projects for Your Science Discovery Book

1 ^ isit a cold storage plant and write an account of your obser-

vations. Tell Mhat foods you saw and how tlie temperatures Mere

controlled.

2 Make a report on the relation of aioisturo to the spoiling of

food3

3. Make a collection of labels from cannetl foods to find which

ones contain special presen,-ativcs Xote vhich substances are usei

and how much
4 Make a diagram of a heater in a room and indicate by arroM^

the direction m which the air will circulate
^

5. Make a study of refrigerators and sketch a diagram of an

etbcient refrigerator wall.

6

Discuss the N-arious methods U'=ed in canning fmits at home
« Obtain samples of dried foods and experiment with them to

Jearn how much nater they will absorb
'isiting a fruit store, determine good methods of packu'S

9 Study the cold pack method of pre«er\-ing vegetables
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10. Study the effect of low temperatures on the keeping of apples

by selecting two apples nearlj’’ alike and placing one in the refrigerator

and one in the kitchen. Examine them from day to day for at least

two weeks.

11. Build an ice box, insulating it properl}^ Test its efficiency.

12. Determine the temperatures and humidity of the air in a

refrigerator.

13. Devise and work an experiment to illustrate the conduction of

heat.

14. Dense and work an e.xperiment to illustrate convection cur-

rents.

15. Make a trip to your city health department to learn about its

actinties.
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TOPIC XVII

Conservation

of Natural Resources

DO YOU KNOW—
1. How top soil maj' be carried away?

2. "i^liether there are anj' important natural re-

sources in your region?

3. ^^Tiy natural resources mu^ be conseiwed?

4. That our common fuels are "stored sunsliine”?

5. ^^Tiat j’our part is in conservation?

general problem 1

How Can Land and Water Be Conserved?

Natural Resources.—"Tvo billion acres of land within

the United States; the rain and snow that fall on this land,

the rivers, waterfalls and lakes; the coal, oil, gold and

and other mineral deposits that lie on and beneath the land;

the people that live here and their multitude of taints, skil s,

and activities—these are our natural resource^ us state-

ment by the National Resources Planmng Board tells us

plainly what our nattiral resources are. These are om resources.

Your problem as a citizen and a young scientist is to help con-

serve the resources.

CONSER^O SoiD «.'I> WATER.-Tl.e coRservat.oR of soj

and water has become one of the most important problems of

T-. rs +;r.-iP the first settlers came to tins land
our nation. From the time rne moi.

up to the present, millions of acres of fine farmland harm been

ruined by erosion-especially by water and nand. Milhous
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and millions of acres of valuable

top soil have been swept away by

wind and water.

We know that top soil furnishes

minerals for plant growth. 'When

the top soil is gone, the land is

worthless. Nature requires a long

time to replace the top soil. Sev-

eral centuries may be required to

.
"S. jrrigafton I

build justone inch. Yet during the

j I
past 150 years, top soil has been

*^*"^2y^''\OSuHivaniw
|

ripped from about 100 million acres
* ^ 'of cropland. Another 100 million

acres have been seriously damaged.

And still the damage continues.

It is estimated that every year

enough soil is bloivn orwashed from

American fields to fill a tram of

freight cars 390,000 miles long—fl

distance from the earth to the moon

and more than halfway back again.

Our government is working hard

to slop soil erosion. Farm agencies

show farmers new practices to hold

Great dams are being built

to control flood waters and 5a\e

.
,

. j
land from floods The stored water

ater distributed to grow more crops. The picture opposite
an le map on this page show one of the newest projects for
reclaiming desert land

Planteti strips of trees to

Tnn.wo
w'Jnds sweeping across the plains. Experi-

sipo 1

®*”S^*^®^lnwhichairplanesare used to scatter grass

tA
acres. Farmers are being shown Iio^'

hnw
** prevent erosion; they are being shown

how to
fertilitj' of that soil; they are being shown

hov to keep gullies from starting.

years ago much of our land w'as covered
Orests and heavy carpets of grasses. As the forests

Columbia R.y,r Redomof.on
rroieet—-Thu mop >hows one
or

^

the huge deiert regions
y»hi<h our government is turn-
ing into good form lends ond

power projects



Bureau of Reclamation

Grand Coulee Dam.—Use your mind’s eye to fit this picture into the

map on the opposite page.

^’ere cut and the grasses plowed under, the soil was free to be
carried away. But water as well as soil was affected. The
grasses and forests held the rainfall, and allowed much of it to
soak into the ground. The runoff was slow and quite stead}'.

Waking Rain.—This young man is a partner in a "rain-making serv-
ice. Here he is dumping dry ice from his plane to produce rain
'vhere it is badly needed. Note his oxygen mask. The other picture

is a long-shot of a rain-making plane.

— Wide World Photo Couricsj/ Luscom'be Airplane Corp.



Saving the Land—^The upper picture shows a field withou e
^

trees to hold the soil Erosion is faking place rapidly, o”

the good soil would be gone The bottom picture shows

field three and one-half y««* the plontmg of bloc

frees. Wasteful soil erosion has been slopped, and voluo ©

has been saved.





With the grasses and forests gone, the rainfall quickly runs off

to the nearest stream or river. As n result, less rain soaks into

the ground, and the water table falls. In many parts of the

countiy, the dropping of the water table in recent years has

been serious. Wells haN'e dried up. But more important, there

has not been enough moisture in the soil to support plant life.

Recently rammaking e.Tperimcnts have been tried in an at-

tempt to increase the rainfall in a region. It is not yet known

whether these experiments trill be completely successful. In

any fivent, the best way to conserve soil water is to return as

much land as possible to forest or thick grasses.

What You Can Do.—^The problem of soil conservation

does not belong to the government alone. It is your problem,

too, even though you live in a city. Perhaps erosion is going

on in fields or lots near your home. You can take steps to stop

It. You can also do your share by helping to support the con-

6er\’ation plans of your own community and state.

Most of all you can help by being well informed about the

problem. If j-ou live on a hilly farm, it is your duty as a good

citizen to know how to plant and cultivate a field“-around the

slope (contour planting)—not up and down. You can plant

crops that help the soil absorb or soak up rain water instead of

making it easy for the water to run off over the surface.

Smort Fore$try.—Scientific knowledge ti Improving tWi ranch In

Argentina. The region is nolvrolly treeless, but groups of trees hove
been plonfed to serve as windbreokers ond help protect the soil

from erosiott.



You should also kno'«' about strip planting—a practice of

planting strips of different crops around a slope. Some of the

strips are planted to grass crops, especialh’ valuable in holding

the soil. With this method the soil is kept from being washed
down the hill.

Conservation concerns evert- citizen. Some 2300 soil conser-

vation districts have been formed tliroughout our nation. Is

there one in your region? Are you cooperating vith it?

GENERAL PROBLEM 2

How Can Wild Life and Vegetation

Be Conserved?

Partners: Wild Life and Vegetation.—The cost of soil

erosion in the United States has been estimated at 4 bilhon

dollars annuallj-. This amount, however, does not include the

loss of wild life that has resulted. If the soil is ruined, vegeta-

tion follows. With the loss of vegetation, muskrats, beavers,

raccoons, and other vild life disappear.

It is curious how these things all depend upon each other.

It is what is called the balance of nature. iMan has upset the

balance b}- permitting overgrazing of the land by cattle or

sheep, bj’’ cutting or burning the forests, and by draining

swamps. When man upsets the balance, he is indirect^ de-

stroying helpful insects, birds, and animals.

Abundance.—^^Vhen the first settlers came to this country

300 years ago, the}’’ found dense forests and fertile plains.

Wild life seemed to exist in unlimited numbers. Have you read

of the thundering herds of bison and the endless clouds of pas-

senger pigeons? Ducks in migration stretched on for daj-s and

weeks. Where have these animals gone? The wild life only

seemed to exist in unlimited numbers. Hunting killed off man}-.

Draining swamps destroyed breeding grounds. Cutting forests

took the homes of some. Lack of food killed others. Thus their

numbers dwindled. Today there are no passenger pigeons.

There are no heath hens. The bison barely escaped the same

fate.
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Science to the Rescue.—^Now «e understand that all wild

life has natural enemies. We must not reduce the numbers too

much or the natural enemies \\ill kill off the rest.

We know the kind of breeding places needed by various forms

of wild life, and sanctuaries have been provided. We also

know, however, that breeding and stocking of forest and stream

will not do the job alone. Natural homes and preventing

hunters and fishermen from taking too much game are more

important.

Modem sewage and garbage disposal plants and proper utili-

zation of industrial wastes are protecting fish in many of our

streams. All should be protected. Only then shall we have

fish in abundance again.

Fires, lately the result of carelessness, have destroyed mil-

lions of acres of forests and left the wild life to stars'e and die.

Now modem methods of spotting fires and controlling them are

gradually mastering the demon fire.

What You Can Do.—WTiether you live on a farm or in a

city, conservation of wild life is your job. \\Tien you pass

Trout FIjhIng—When nofwre U Jn bolonce, hunting ond fijhlng ore

of their best Good conservolien proctice meons liimlmg the fishing

teoson, and stoshmg the streams to reploee the fish removed



Are You Proud of This?—This scene of horror has resulted from
someone s carelessness. A careless camper, a careless smoker may
have started this. Study this picture. Remember it well. Resolve

now to prevent such destruction.

RTldflowers in the forest or field do you resist the urge to pick

them? As a science student you know that flowers make seeds

for new plants. If the blossom is picked, no seeds mil be
formed. Are 3mu able to hunt mth a camera and notebook
rather than mth a gun? Mam' real sportsmen find more pleas-

ure in watching wild life alive than in carrying it off dead.

Are 3'ou doing j'om part to help prevent forest fires? iNIar-

velous fire-fighting equipment has been invented, but it is

better to prevent a fire than try to fight one. During the past

five j'ears, some 75 million acres of forest land have been de-

stroj'ed bj' fire. iMatches, campfires, and smoking are alwa3'3

dangerous in a forest. Never guess about a fire in the forest.

Be sure it is out.
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GENERAL PROBLE\{ 3

How Can Minerals Be Conserved?

Oim Use or Minerals.—^We are Ihing in the Industrial

Age. We sometimes call it the Steel Age because of our great

dependence upon iron and other minerals. Have you ever

thought about the minerals you use everj' day? Most impor*

tant, perhaps, is iron, which is nude into steel. How different

our lives would be without steel! No trains, automobiles, trac-

tors. No bicycles, radios, skates. No watches, airplanes, ocean

liners Our modem waj' of living would be impossible without

iron and steel.

Other minerals, though not so common as iron, are also of

great importance. Some, added to iron, produce various steels—

hard and brittle, or soft. Aluminum is a metal that became

utal with the development of a\'iation. Why? In recent years

greater quantities of aluminum were needed than ever before.

This led to the development of a process which extracts alu-

minum ore from certain clay soils. Another light, tough mineral

M«f« Pred9U] than Gold—Ovr eountrY need* ton* end ton* of

aluminum to moke plone* for defense end for eommerelsl purpotes.

Thi* picture show* only part ©f {u«t one of the hundred* ©f plone* we

manufacture each year.

_



Buried Treasure.—This open-pif copper mine is in Bingham, Uiah.

Open-pif mines are both safer and cheaper to work than under-

ground mines. The thicker the deposit of ore, the more "benches"

or "terraces" are used to mine it. Note the railroad trains which

carry the ore oway.

is magnesium. It has made its way into lightweight ladders,

wheelbarrows, lawnmowers, etc. ^Magnesium is now extracted

from sea water. Copper, silver, gold, gjptsum, lead, salt, tung-

sten, zinc, chromium, nickel—the list of useful minerals is

almost endless.

OuH Mineral Resources.—^The Mesabi Range in hlinne-

sota has for years produced most of the iron used in our countr}

.

Its ore is rich—about 51% iron. Its ore lies near the surface of

the ground, so it was easj" to get and ship to the blast furnaces.

By the close of World War II it was realized that the Mesabi

reserv-es were rapidly dwindling. At the present rate of use,

there would be ore for only a few years.

Fortunately new deposits of high grade iron ore have been

discovered recently in Labrador and Venezuela. There will be

great problems of transportation, but the ore is there.

There is another iron ore on the hlesabi Range. Its name i-

(aconite. It is only about 25% iron, but there are billions o

tons of it available. For years scientists have searched for a
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Mesobi Range.—Thi* vc*t range ho$ produced mojf our iron ore

for many years. Its rich ore hos provided us with the iron from which

monyof ogr steel products hove been mode. Newer processes now

give hope of using the billions of tons of foeomfe ovoiloble on

the ronge.

practical way to obtain the iron from taconite. At last they

have been successful. A plant is now being built to prepare

the ore for blast furnaces.

The stor> of iron ore has a happy ending. But we should

remember that the high grade deposits in Venezuela and Lab-

rador, and the taconite deposits are limited. Ore taken from

the ground can never be used again. And this is true of other

minerals as well as Iron.

Although we have huge deposits of copper, g\’P‘^iittt> sulfur,

lead, zinc, and other metals, we cannot afford to waste them-

At the present rate of use, our zinc and copper reserves

last only about 15 years. Of course, more deposits nmy

di^o%cred, but ue should not plan on that. It is better to con-

sor\-o, that U, u.«e ui«ely, what \ve have.
V HAT Can You Do?

—

The most important thing you

do in conserving minerals is to take care of metal objects and

cfiuipment. ParticuLsrly, you can applv your know ledge of cor-

rosion and rusting. You know that moisture and air combine
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A. Covld

Conserving Property.—^The successful former knows the importonce
of keeping his equipment and property in fop condition, "An ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure” is on important idea in

conservation. Do you think this man is a good businessman as well

as farmer?

to attack metals. You know that some metals are attacked bj’’

scids in the air.

Both rusting and corrosion can be prevented to a large ex-

tent by keeping the surface of the metal free from moisture.

You should mpe off garden tools, skates, bic3’cles, and other

nietal equipment before putting them awa}^ Farm equipment
should be taken care of if it is to last. Whenever possible, har-

rows, plows, rakes, movdng machines and other equipment
should be stored in barns or sheds when not in use. All painted

^rfaces should be kept free of rust b}'^ frequent painting. Mov-
ing parts should be lubricated with oil or grease to keep them
operating smoothlj’’. Proper care takes time. But it saves

nionej’- and minerals in the long run.

Thousands of scientists are helping you conserve minerals

everj- day. As in the case of taconite, they are discovering new
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ways to refine ores. Scientists are also discovering more substi-

tutes for metals. All of us know about the s^ide use of plastics

for toys, handles, lamp stands, clocks, and a variety of other

uses.

GENERAL PROBLEJ^f 4

How Can Fuels Be Conserved?

Sifting the Ashes.—Do you know how to care for a stove

or a furnace? If so, do you watch the ashes to see if you are

wasting coal’ Years ago, many people sifted the ashes to save

the partly burned coal. Some people do this even now. It is

a good idea, but it is a better idea to regulate the fire so that

the coal is all burned the first time.

Four Fuels.—There are four common natural substances

used for fuel: wood, coal, oU, and natural gas. Each fuel has

its advantages and disadvantages, depending upon where a

person lives. But the problem of which fuel to use is not so

Tomorrows Timber.—This cfiagram shows how IntelligenI foresf^Y

con provide for the fufwe. The captions show you how the whole

oreo has been divided into seciwns. with o definite time set for log-

ging each section. This orrongeitient meons thot there will olwayj

be new trees to replace the ones cut down.
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important as learning how to use that fuel in an efficient

manner.

If there were unlimited amounts of fuels, it wouldn’t make
much difference whether people saved or wasted them. But
fuels are not unlimited.

Hood.—Once this country seemed to have an inexhaustible

supply of timber for lumber, for fuel, and for all sorts of wood
products. Now we know that is not the case. By careful plan-

ning and scientific forestry, we may have enough for our needs.

But we certainlj’ will not have any to waste.

Today, good forest management is getting more and more
out of each tree. As much as 70% of the entire tree may be

used. Even sha\dngs and sawdust are pressed into small "logs”

and used for fuel.

Coal from Ancient Plants.—Coal is a mineral that took

millions of years to form in the earth. Every pound of coal

represents stored energy from the sun. It is energ^v stored by

plants that grew in the early daj's of our earth. The trees used

sunlight to grow and form wood. In time the trees fell to the

ground and were buried under mud. Rock layers formed above.

The great pressure and heat slowlj* changed the wood into soft

coal, and then hard coal. Thus the coal mined today is energy

that was captured by trees millions of years ago.

There are many deposits of coal in the United States. Scien-

tists think that there is enough coal to last for many genera-

tions. But that does not give us the right to waste it.

Coal is often wasted at the mine. It is frequently wasted at

the factory and in the home. By building more efficient fur-

naces and stoves, science is helping to save coal. Buildings are

insulated so that less heat is required to heat them in the winter.

All these ways help to conserve fuels.

Recently scientists have been experimenting with burning

coal underground. This may seem like a wasteful thing to do.

Actually it is a conservation measure. Some mines have a poor

quality coal. Or it may be difficult to take the coal from the

noine. Bj’- regulating the amount of air entering the mine,

scientists can burn the coal and collect the gases formed. The

gases may then be separated. Some of them ma3
’’ be used as

fuel. Others are valuable as raw materials in chemical plants.
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Refinery,-—In refinerie* $wch oj this liquid gold—petroleum—

u

changed into gasoline, kerosene, ond goies with scores of uses.

The tall structures in the bodcground ore towers where petroleum Is

distilled info its parts or froetions The tonks in the foreground ere
used to store the vorious products. Why ore the tonks pointed

whtle?

As yet this has been done only on an experimental scale. If

proves to be successful, it mav become a common way of ''nun*

mg” coal.

it.—Liquid Gold.—^The slorj’ of oil is one of ov’er-suppb’
an misuse and waste. No one knows exactlj' how great the

ou reserves are in our country, but most scientists believe the

limited. If oil is wasted, we m&y exhaust our suppb'

^
in a generation. Oil is so important in this day of machines

hat scientists have searched throughout the world for new
eposj s. Alaska, South America, and even the rocks under
e oceans have been explored for oil. In recent years shale oil

has been produced from shale rocks in Colorado. So far the

p oduction of shale oil is not practical. But it may be necessao*
to use It If our other supplies fail.

helping to conserve oil by inventing
quipment that bums oil more efficiently. Modern oil burners
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It. H. Freed

Amber Waves of Grain.—This is beauty, poetry, and music. This is

America; a land which provides bountifully for its people, a people

who love their land and know how to care for it.

are made so that they mix the proper amount of air with the

oil to obtain the correct combustion.

Natural Gas.—Natural gas is another of nature’s products

that have taken millions of years to make. Gas, like oil, has been

wasted in enormous amounts. Now, however, it is being con-

served. Natural gas from Louisiana is carried by pipes to

Atlanta and St. Louis. Gas from Texas is piped to Chicago and

Minneapolis, and even areas as far east as New York State are

now receiving natural gas through pipe lines. Who knows,

perhaps some day almost every town will have natural gas

from the great sources in the south central part of our countrj’’.

The more uses there are the less our fuel must be wasted.

What You Can Do.—Fuel conservation, as with conserva-

tion of all resources, is everybody’s job. We know' that scien-

tists are helping by discovering new^ deposits and new' methods

of obtaining fuels. Our government is helping by enforcing law s

for good conservation practices in the forests, and at the mines

and w'ells. You can help by applying w'hat yoU have learned
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about fire and its control. You can make sure that fuels are

bemg burned efficiently in j our home. You can understand nhy

conservation laws are needed, and obey the laws. Most im-

portant, you can be informed about the problem of fuel con-

servation, and have a scientific attitude about it.

Thinkxsg Things Over —^This whole topic is intended to

help j ou think things over. Look back in your book and your

Science Discovery Book to discover the many details about

conservation w hich you have .studied. The time to think about

cou'ervation is not once a j*ear but e\ery daj*. Con?er\’ation

m little things adds up to conser\*ation in big things when on »

nation-wide scale-

Everything you use needs to be conserved. Paper, pencils,

mk, fabrics, leather, sugar, foods of all kinds, wheat, oats,

and countless other articles must be consers'ed. Only with an

abundance of these things can \\e have healthy, happy fives,

^lith an adequate supply of natural resources and an under-

standing of nature’s laws, there is no limit to man’s progress.

IvEv Words
ba/ance of nature

breeding «ea«on

conservation

contour planting

corrosion

insulated

Mesabi Range

mineral

natural re'uiurres

polluted

scientific forestry

shale oil

strip planting

taconite

Key Statements
1 Und IS conserved by preventing erosion

ontour and strip planting help to prevent erosion of soil

A
conserved by preventing floods,

water

*"^ **^*^ to prevent wind erosion and consec'*

loss often
followed by loss of wild life and then bj

G Man olien upsets the balance of nature.
' discoveries aid in conservation
8. Corrosion of metaU, a form of oxidation, is fl rau^ of
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9.

I\Ian-made plastics may be substituted for some metal uses.

10. There are four common natural fuels—wood, coal, oil, and
natural gas.

11. Energy from burning wood, coal, oil, and natural gas repre-

sents energy from the sun stored b}’ plants millions of years ago.

12. Consenmtion is a responsibility of everyone.

Thought Questions

1. T\Tiy is cooperation necessary for the best conservation of soil?

2. How is vegetation, including forests, related to the conserva-

tion of our water suppl3'?

3. How is erosion prevented by contour or strip planting?

4. How are mid life and vegetation partners in conseiv-ation?

5. How can corrosion be retarded or prevented?

6. WTiy are the hills not everlasting?

7. How is it that the heat from burning fuels represents stored en-

ergy from the sun?

8. WTiat is meant by scientific forestry?

9. Make a list of any five articles in school or at home. Opposite

each write the natural resource or resources that make it possible.

Projects for Your Science Discovery Book

1. Write to the Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, for bulletins on soil conservation for your section of the

country. Read the bulletins and then make plans to help save your

soil.

2. Make a survey of the soil erosion problem in the yards of

members of the class. Work out ways to improve the situation.

3. Look up information comparing amount of forested lands in

the United States during Colonial days and now. Try to explain the

causes of the differences.

4. Read about the days of the bison herd and passenger pigeon.

Try to account for the near destruction of the bison and the complete

destruction of the passenger pigeon.

5. Look up information about the pollution of streams and its

effects. If streams in your neighborhood are being polluted, try to

arrange plans to stop the pollution.

6. Write to your state capital for information about the important

minerals produced in your state. Study conservation methods in use.
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7. Somronf in the cla<« irntMipate plastics lint are u'cl

as sub-titutc^ for metals Wliat metal*** Wiat arc the ra'v matcrisli

uscti in making the pla«ti«?

8 In\ estimate ami report on the conservation methods used in

mining coal

9 If you h\c near paa or Oil ncll*, report on conservation rocthwls

USC<1

10 rite a fhort rtor^* to explain lio«' n \ illage may liecome de-

serteii as a result of Lick of soil consen-ation. Select a good title for

Jour storv
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Observers’ Club

Young scientists find it interesting and helpful to organize an

Observers’ Club. Such clubs have officeiv whose duties are like

those of ofiicers in other clubs. Everj' member in an Observers’ Clulj,

however, contributes all he can to the club acti\'ities. Each member
is on the alert for new things to observe, new facts to discover, new

studies to make.
If 3'our class wishes to organize an Observers’ Club, arrange with

your teacher for election of ofiicers. Start as earh' as possible to

prepare a program of the 3’’ear’s activities. Plan a schedule of meet-

ings, arrange for a workshop, and prepare for as man3' different

field trips as 3'ou can.

Above ever3’thing . else, plan to make 3mur club a conseiwation

club. Know exactl3'’ what conservation means and how it applies

to 3'our communit3'’. Then do something worth while for conser-

vation where 3’'ou live.

ORG.VN'IZ.\TIO?t

I. Chief of Staff, and Assistant Chief of Staff.

A. Chief Health Officer, and Assistant.

B. Chief Observer, and Assistants as follows:

1. Weather Observer.

2. Astronomical Observer.

3. Bird Observ^er.

4. Plant Obseiw-er.

5. Geological Observer.

6. Others as needed.

C. Chief of Scientific ^Methods, and Assistant.

D. -Chief- of Records, and Assistant.

If. Duties of these officers shall be those indicated b3' their titles.

suggestions follow. Notice that duties suggested for one officer

often suggest similar duties for another.

A. Chief of Staff.
. , . k

This officer will announce and conduct meetings o t e mem evs

of his staff as he and the staff may plan them. At these statt

meetings the general business of the club should be care or.
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B Chief Health Oflieer.

1 This officer shall be responsible for adjusting the shades in the

clubroom (clissroom) for the proper control of light

2 He shall obser\e and record atf temperature in the ipom when

he enters and maie adjustments if they are needed.

3 Eich daT he shall make obserrations and records of the

general properties of the air, Mich as dustmess, odors, and

humidiU

4 lie fchall ha%e charge of such duties as the hygienic care of

books and laboratory supplies

5 He shall be responsible far health charts and records.

C Chief Obserrer

1 This officer shall direct the meetings of his drnsion

2 He shall see that reports of desirable observ’ations are

made and that charts and records of such observations are

posted

D \Veather Observer

1 This officer shall record the club weather obser^'ations and

make charts for them. Such records shall include tempera-

ture, wind direction, mod velocity, condition of the sky,

whether it rams or snom
2. The records shall also include all special obser\*8tiODS

nag round the moon) which may be reported by different

members of the club.

£. Astronomical Observer

1 This officer shall make chafta for recording star obserra*

tions.

2 He shall watch for newspaper and magarine reports of astro

nonucal events and keep the club informed m adt’wnce of such

events

F. Bird Obseiver

1 This officer shall prepare charts for recording repiorts of birds

seen and identiGed by any and all club members
2 The charts shall record the name of the bird, date when seen,

where seen, what it was doing when seen, and the name of the

observer.

3 Iso bird should be recorded as having been seen unless the

obseiver supplies good evidence that the bird reported was

actually seen

G. Plant Observer

1. This officer shall provide charts, sketches, snapshots, speci-

mens, and sinular records rating to small plants, shrubs,

trees, and greenhouse exhibits in the park or school green-

house.

2. He shall investigate interesting opportunities for observations

of plants in the community and report them to the dob
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H. Geological Obsen-er.

1. This officer shall arrange exhibits of rocks and minerals.

2. He shall search out and report interesting geological forma-

tions which may be ^dsited by the club.

3. He shall arrange exhibits of fossils and assist in the identifica-

tion of fossils and other geological specimens.

I. Chief of Scientific IMethods.

1. This officer must be a straight thinker, accustomed to thinking

tilings through. It shall be his sjiecial duty to see that state-

ments made by the club members are accurate and that opin-

ions are based on sound evidence.

2. At the request of the staff, he sliall lie ready to assist in the

e.xamination of notebooks to cheek for thought and method.

J. Chief of Records.

1. This officer shall sen'e as recording and corresponding sec-

retarj’.

2. At the request of the staff, he shall as.‘^ist in keeping records of

club members in their science work.

HI. All meetings shall be conducted according to standard rules of

order.

W: Anj’ member or officer who fails to live up to the duties of member-

ship or office shall be subject to a hearing and removal by majority

vote.

Calendar

September Observations

Stabs.—Star observations are best started b}^ reference to the

I^orth Star, Big Dipper, and other constellations of the northern

sk}'. These are the guides by which we ma}’’ locate other stars. The3’’

are convenient because thej^ are ahvaj's above the horizon.

^Mien does the September Equinox occur? Is it the same all over

the world? What conditions cause the equinox? This is a job for

J^our chief astronomer.

Plajs'ets. Are there any planets to be seen among the stam aroun

the pole? 'V^'hy? mere should one look for the planets. A ear the

paths of what two celestial bodies? ^^Tiat planets are ^dsl e m
September? The planets that are visible to the naked e.ve are i ler-

curj- (with difficultjO, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

hTote each planet’s course among the stars an t e times o i s

rising and setting. . ,, ,, „ „
An almanac, the newspaper, or some magazine i 'e ® °

,

are good places to look in order to learn what planets are xnsible each

rnonth and where to see them

:
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SbjandTeJcseofK. Sk3' PubUshing Corp ,91 Huguenot St., New Ro-

chelle, N. Y.

Science News Letter. Science Service, Inc., 1719 N St, N.W%

Washington, D C.

A’ofurc Magoitne, Amencan Nature Association, Washington,

D C

WzATnEn—Observe your local weather conditions daily, and

then check ag.ninst the weather forecast as published in the nens-

paper. To become a good weather observer you will need to observe

and record the wmd direction and velocity each morning or afternoon.

Note the condition of the sky, the kinds of clouds, and the kind

and amount of precipitation Leam the different weather symbols

found on the Weather maps and use them to record your obsenations.

Of course, j'ou will keep your ear open for weather sajdngs and

signs, and check their accuracj*.

Plants—Bring plants intothe laboratory for fall andwinterstudy.

Geraniums, begonias, coleus, snapdragons, and ferns will be useful.

The Plant Observer will see that the pl.ants are cared for properly.

ANiitA,Ls—Many birds migrate during the fall months- The

Bird Observer should have charts ready to record arruuls and de-

partures of birds Other habits such as singing, feeding, fljdng, and

perching may also be obser^’ed and recorded
Gardeners mil be interested in insects, toads, and snakes in their

gardens

How about a rat-extermination campaign, if one is necessarj’?

Special Itesi—Plan to collect and display farm and garden

products on your Science Discoven’ Table Each product should

be correctly labeled Perli-aps fruits and vegetables grown by class

members can be displaj'ed and prizes gutn as at a county fair. The
display might also include seeds of the various plants

Plan a Science and Engineering Fair to be held in the spring.

Write Science Service, Inc. for help.

October ObservatioTLS

^ continue your star studies, obseiwe especially

ehlilkyWay ^Miereiait? ^Tiatisit? ^Tiat importance has the

Milk>' Way?
Begin to look for "shooting stars” (meteors) ^Tuch star has

0 0 with the times of sunrise and sunset? Since the equinox, the

aaj-s are grow ing shorter and the nights longer. "Why is this’ JIake
erapti on the blackboard to show the sunrise and sunset times for
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this montli. Are the da5"s changing in length more in the morning
or in the evening?

Tta'’ to locate Tlio Swan (The Xorthern Gross) and Deneb, its

brightest star. Tiy also to locate other fall constellations such as

the following:

The Scorpion is in the opposite part of the sky from Orion. The
first magnitude star Antares is a bright red star.

The Archer is far to the south, l3'ing in the Milky Wa.v.

Aquarius, the Water-Carrier, contains four stars which form a Y
and mark the water jug.

Bootes, The Bear Driver, contains the bright star Arctunis.

The Northern Cronm is a circlet of se^'en stars, one brighter than

the rest.

Aquila, the Eagle, is the constellation with the very bright star

Altair. There are bright stars on each side of Mtair—three in a

row—which will help jmci find Aquila. You cvill be interested to read

the legend about Aquila.

LjTa, the Harp, with its bright star ^"ega, can be seen during the

fall and also in iMa}’’, June, and .Juh'.

Plaxets.—Continue the observation of planets discovered last

month if thej’’ are still \'isible. How have their positions among the

stars changed? Are anv planets \'isible now that were not visible last

month? Is there an "evening star”? What is it?

We-Ather.—Yniat is jmur north latitude? When do 3’'ou expect

the first killing frost? Is that the end of your growing season? YTy?

Continue making weather records and practicing weather fore-

casting.

Are the da3’-s graduall3' growing colder? How much on the a\er-

age? Explain what is happening to cause the change. Does the

average wind direction change as the temperature changes?^ '

Plaxts. Do the leaves of the broad-leaf trees drop during the

fall where you live? Or do they stay green for two 3'ears and then

drop? YTiat is an evergreen tree?
. . . ^

Do any of the following trees or shrubs grow in 3'our -sncinity.

^Tich ones?

The Rose of Sharon
Red Oak
Poplar

Bittersweet

Sumach
Cornelian Cherry

Fire Thorn (cotoneastu)

Beech

Birch

Rhododendron

Red iNIaple

Iron Wood

Do their leaves show faU colors? They do in some parts of the

country.
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Bulbs for ttintcr forcing way be brought in now. It is a good time

also to make green aood cuttings from ^o^es, hydrangeas, and for-

sj-thia Such bulbs aa lij'acmth and narcissus should be kept cold

for a fe« weeks after polt'mg

ANiMWii—Tty to find & toad iiTyour garden. ^^Tierc does the

toad go dunng the cold months?

tV’hich of the following animals live in your vicinity: praine dog,

gray squirrel, cottontail rabbit, praine mole, spotted skunk, w(^-

chuck'’ If some other ronety lives near you, find out what variety

it is In any case, make a special study of the usefulness or harro-

fulness of at least one of the animals that makes its home near where

you hvc

Birds vary in different parts of the country, such as the robin o

the north, and the southern robin Of the following birds, find out

which hve mostly in one general locality, and which can be foun'

almo.st everj’where in the United States: bobolink, bobwhite, praine

marsh (redwing blackbird), mockingbird, brown thrasher, flicker,

red-bellied woodpecker, blue jay, chickadee, croiv, raven, cardinal

Select birds from different localities and make comparisons of theiT

habits and environments.

"Swat-the»Fly”—Why? How many kinds of flies can you find*

How do they differ?

Spbcuij Iteji —Plan now for Fire Prevention Week. If

totvn does not have a Fin Prevention Week, it will be a good wm
for your science class to start one Wnte to the National Board

of Fu-e Underwriters and your State Department of Consen'ation

for sugge'^tions Save property, labor, and lives by preventing fires

November Observations

Stars —Find Orion on a star map, and then try to locate it in

the sky Read about Orion and about the tivo great stars Bete -

geuse and Rigel How do they compare with the sun in distance

from the earth, m size, temperature, and brightness"^

Again locate the "Milky Waj'” and the constellation The Swan

(Northern Cross) with its great star Deneb.
Late m November is a good time to watch for meteors Whj

is the name “shooting stars” uusleading?
Planets—What’s new in planets this month? Check the

cation of Mars and Venus Is there a ''morning" or "evening star

What is It’

Do you know why the planets and moon appear to travel across
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the skj^ in about the same paths? Are the planets or the stars farther

from the earth?

Tr3’’ to locate someone who has a telescope and arrange to observe

the planets and moon.

WKA.THEH.—Are the November clouds different in general from

September clouds? Describe. Learn the sjunbols for the common

clouds.

Do clouds at different heights travel in the same or different direc-

tions? What does this indicate about air currents? Which kinds

of clouds are low, middle, and high clouds? Use "L” for low, "id”

for middle, and "H” for high. ^

Keep up jmur wind direction reports on your weather chart..

Refer to the wind chart on page 49 for s3Tnbols to use in recording

direction and speed.

In November earl3’' frosts are due in some parts of the countr3'.

Watch out for your plants. If 3'ou have learned to read a barometer,

3’ou win want to record air pressures also on 3mur weather charts.

I^Tiat indications of weather changes, if an\', can 3’’ou obser%m from

the actimties of animals? Record them.

Check to discover if an3’’ local industT3’’ is affected b3' the weather

changes.

Plaxts.—

I

f 3’-ou live in the north, and started seedlings in Septem-

ber, they probably need to be transplanted now. September cuttings

also should be transplanted now.

IVhich of the foUowing trees grow abimdantly where you hve?

iiffiite pine, yellow pine, long-leaf pine, cherr3', apple, orange,

lemon, grapefruit, banana (should this realty be call a tree. ,

cabbage palmetto, cucumber tree, live oak, evergreen magno a,

tuUp tree, cypress, maple (an3’' kind), hemlock, spruce,
f®'

cedar? Select one tree which you can study at first hand and examine

it for buds and branching arrangement.
. r j

Make a list of shrubs and vines that provide erne* o e

birds in winter. Compare vegetables and fruits grc^ v
^

live vith those grown in other parts of the countr5^ ry o i

reasons for any differences. , j

This is a good time to plan for your Chnstmas t-e

rations. There is danger of fire and 3’-ou may vis

Leaflet 183L from the Department of Agnculture, ef

Christmas Tree, tells you how.
, , . j onr? Hp-

Aximals.—Continue your obsenmtions of bir a

Partures. Remember to put out food for winter ir s

cover their natural feeding places.
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Protect young fruit trees against damage bj' mice, rabbits, and

other animals

Special Item—Prepare now to avoid that cold. Get plenty of

rest, e.\eri.ise. and proper food Do not neglect the vitamins Do

not over-eat Neither should you cat too little as some do ^ho l^aIlt

to keep thin Avoid unneces&arj- crotrds and keep away froni people

mth colds

December Obserivittons

Stcrs—Read about the Star of Bethlehem. it a comet, a

nova (neiv star), a meteor, or three planets close together?

Thi^ month our clo^t star—the sun—starts “traveling nort

again after the shortest day about December 21 or 22. From where

you live, make a note where on the southwestern honzon the sun

sets on that day and compare with its position when it sets ne^t

March 31 or 22. Explain what liappens If you lived on the equator

or at the North Pole, where would the sun be on those two days?

Detemiino the direction of "true” north and the magnetic nort

For which of these ^^TIt you need a magnetic compass? How can j’ou

determine the other?

Observe the Pleiades, called also the Seven Sisters Look agsi^

for Deneb and then for Vega ^\'hich is larger? Farther

Planets—Vbat planets are visible this month? Learn abou

at least one planet you do not already know.

Weather—The First Cold Spell; The First Snowstorm; That

Big Blow
; will make good topics from which to choose for a seient c

article for your Engli«h paper, and for your science class, too Vbic -

ever topic you select consider the weather factors iovoh’ed Discuss

the weather m terms of cot/«e and cjfcrt, that is the scientific waj
^

Compare your weather on Dcceml^r 25 with the weather m

other places in the Uruted States. Compare it also with the w eat cr

in Manila, Honolulu, and Fairbanks

Identify three or four different kinds of clouds and try to photo-

graph them Label the photographs and put them in your Science

Discover}" Book
Plants—From the newspaper learn the wholesale market priceo

of some farm products

What fruits and vegetables are being shipped into your town

from other parts of the country’ Why is this possible? Is it neces-

sar}"’

If you have not completed your plans for winter flowers, refer

back to November for '•u^pstions.
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]\Iake a trip to a commercial greenhouse. However, do this before

the Christmas rush.

i\Iake a studj' of evergreens—trees, shrubs, and vines—used for

Christmas decorations to determine if the needs for conservation

are being observed. Consider especially American holly.

Do you know the stort* of mistletoe? If not, look it up and tell

it as a Christmas story to your class.

During Christmas vacation, take a hike through the woods, open

fields, or along a country' road to study the trees and shrubs in winter.

Note also grasses and weeds. Do any of these contain seeds? Do
any of the plants furnish food for the winter birds?

.\^'iJU.Ls.—hlake a bird census on Christmas day.

The following bulletins available from the Fish and Wildhfe

Service, Department of Interior, Washington 25. D. C. may help you:

CBl, Attracting Birds; CB17, Local Bird Refuges; CB13, Feeding

Wild Life in Winter.

If you have snow during December, go out into the woods and

fields and find wild animal tracks. Photograph them or make sketches

to illustrate. Tracks are better photographed trith slanting rajs of

light which cause shadows. Be careful to make the correct exposure.

Special Item.—Investigate the heating and ventilating plant in

your home and at school. How does the heat get from the burning

fuel to the air in the rooms? Have in mind the three ways by which

heat is transferred—conduction, convection, and radiation.

ser\-ation of fuel involves proper combustion, and insulation °f ^ ®

roof and walls of buildings. Is fuel being conserved? Look for &e

hazards. If you find any, do something to prevent fires. Make

diagrams to illustrate your discoveries. Obsenm the fire escape

Dearest to your classroom.

January Observations

STARs.-Continue your study of stars and consteUations. Learn

some interesting facts about them.
,

,

PiANETC.—Are any of the planets that were visible last month

visible now? If so, has their location among the stars changed.

Draw their positions on your star map.

Do you want to make a telescope? If you do,^ e o „ °

zine Sky and Telescope for help or read about if

Rnnk Co
and Joseph, pubhshed by TiTiittlesey House McGrav^mU Book Cm

-Morning and evening cloud forms and co om are

®ost interesting to photograph, especially if you can use c
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Do vou believe that a "red sunset is followed usually by a fair

Check «mh obsercations with the predietion on the weather map or

m the paper, and wnte what actually happens-

Januarj' and February' are good months to keep weather records,

using the chart found m your Science Discovcrj' Book. Use the new

sj-mbols {'lee page yS) for recorfii^ weather facts.

Form a Weather Forecaster’s Department of your science dub.

The Educational Senes of the U S. Weather Bureau is free to

teachers and pnnLipals Others must pay a small fee:

The Educational Senes contains. Cloud Fonn$, Wealher Fore-

casting. 'jSo 42. Eiplanalion o/tAefTea/AcrMaPi The TTea/lier Bureau

Plants—How do trees differ in their branching arrangement?

^Miy do thev differ"* Winter is a good time to observe and make

drawings of the waj-s trees branch

Bring in bulbs—narcissi, daffodils, jonquils. Send for your seed

catalog and begin now to plan your garden Make a diagram of

garden Fruit trees and vines may be pruned now.

Amhals—Have you any winter birds about your house?

do they eat’ Do you need to replenish the food counter?

If you have hemlocks near by, look there for chickadees.

Continue your study of animal tracks in the snow. Com^re
tracks of wild animals and birds, with cats, dogs, horses, cows, chick*

ens, and turkej's if you <an

Special Item —Do you know how sound travels and how fast’

This 13 a good month to experiment witb sound. Get some boy or

girl from the physics class to help you
Here are some things you can do.

1 Note how much longer it takes for the sound of a steam whistle

to reach you than for the light from the steam; or the sound of

an ax after you see the blow
2 Find out how tightening a MOlm string affects the pitch. How

does the pitch of a big sinng compare with that of a small (slender)

string on the violin or banjo?

3 Use two empty tin cans and a long string or wire to make a tele-

phone

4 Find a place where you can call and hear an echo Tr>’ to e-xplam

what causes the echo

Febntary Observations

St.vrs—Make a chart and keep a record of the times of sunri*

and sunset for the month Then on a piece of cross section or ruled
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paper plot the times from left to right. Are the da3’s gi-owing long
faster in the morning or evening?

Plaxets.—^WTiat is the "evening star”? 'Alorning star”?

What planet is visible now that 3-011 sav last month? Again
mark its position on a star map.

Weather.—^Ever3’’ da3' post a weather map from the newspaper

on the bulletin board.

The Cliief Weather Observer will hai'^e an interesting job this

month tracing the paths of "highs” and "lows” across the countr3^

on a map of the United States.

Add another set of weather obsen-ations to 3^our weather chart.

Note especiall3' the relationship between wind direction and cold

spells.

Using the weather map, compare weather conditions in Southern

California, Florida, Washington (state), Maine, and 3-our home.

How about that cold? Have 3-our Health Observer find out how

man3- colds each member of 3mur class has had so far this winter.

Then tr3’' to discover wh3' some have had more than others. Wiat

can be done to prevent colds?

Determine the temperature and relati^’'e humidit3’' in 3'’our class-

room each da3' for several da3''s. If the humidit3' is too low, tr3'' to

have it increased.

Plants.—Now is the time to start seeds indoors for outdoor

transplanting. Such seeds as verbena, phlox, larkspur, calendulas,

stock, and snapdragons are suitable. Seeds of bedding plants

petunias, and salvias—ma3' be started now. Consult 3'’our seed

catalog for others.

Tr3'' some of 3rour garden seeds for per cent of germination before

planting.

Bring in 3rour daffodil and jonquil bulbs. If 3^ou bring in tulip,

h3"acinth, or crocus bulbs, keep them cool until the3^showgi-een shoots.

Complete 3^our garden plans.

Again visit the commercial greenhouse, this time to see prepara-

tions for Easter flowers.
. j r

Animals.—Remember the birds. Be sure there is food for them,

Especially if you live where winters ai’e cold and t e an cm ere

Mth snow. A bayberry bush supplies food for birds. Can 3mu find

one where you live?

Make a record of smur winter residents.

Plan now to build nest boxes for birds. Have soi^one write to

the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25,
D. . or ^ .

11 .72 ; 14
, Homes for Birds (lOfi).
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Make plans to build bird baths as soon aa the neafher permits.

Make a census of all the pets osmed by members of j, our class

Then each pupil should make a special study of his ow n pet, or some-
one ehe’s pet if he hasn’t one of his own. Stueb" what foods the pet
needs, how much it requires, how often it should be fed, how much
iiater it needs, its vitamin requirement, and about its b^ Be sure

your p^t receives scientihe care

•SpfcicL Item—

M

ake a study of the principal power used m
youi fommunitj' or near-by dty. Is it water, steam, or electric

power ^ How 13 It produced, distributed, used?

Afarch Observatw7is

Stars—

A

re the daj's getting longer? Xote the position of the
sunset on the horizon on March 21 or 22 and compare (his mth its

position on December 21 or 22. Try to measure the angle between
the two positions ^^Tiat has really happened since December 21-

How have the positions of some of the constelUlions changwi
since December when obsera'ed at (he same time of night’ Try to
e.\plaln tlie changes Remember stars rise about four minutes earlier
each night

How many stars can you rccogniie in the sky and name'
LANXT8 Continue your ob<er\'alion of the planets Learn all

about the ones that ore visible If you can do so. you will be in-
terwt^ to look at a planet through a telescope

>ou started to make a telescope, how is it coming along?

I

March comes in hke a lamb, it will go out like a
lion Check this statement to find out if it is true.

ivMp a record of ilarch weather, especially wmd direction and
e oci j. 8 It true that March is an especially windy month’ Com-

^ northern part of the United States,

f,
more ^eeds m bo\es indoors Boys and girls

for nV A? Q i°ei9

Ducum^ts 10^;
Frames, (Superintendent of

beginning to blossom at about latitude 411* N

out
fofsjdhia to force the yeUow blos.soms to come
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On your garden plans, have 3'ou indicated second and tliird plant-
ings of peas, beans, sweet corn, etc.? Why do 3'ou do this?

Remember to run the rows across the slopes and around the hills,

not up and down the hillsides. This will help to conserve both soil

and water.

In the north the pruning of fruit trees should be completed very
soon before the sap begins to run.

IMany states obsor\-e Arbor Daj' in April. When does yom- state
observe it? Plan for it now.

Write for Al.9;19S7, Common Diseases of Important Shade Trees,

(Superintendent of Documents, 15c).

Axim.\ls.—

A

re your bird houses ready? They should bo put out
noAV at the latest in most states, except, those farthest north.

Robins and bluebirds are finding their way north again. Watch
for their migrations.

Keep a bird list all this month and during April and Mat’. List

the birds that pass through t'otir count ly and those that stay with
j’ou for tive summer.

Prepare to olrserve Bird Da}*. This will be a good project for

J’our Bird Club to plan and direct. The following bulletin from the

ri-sii and Wildlife Service, Department of Interior, will help:

CB12, Improving Farm Environment for JVild Life.

Write to Biological Surve.v, Department of Agriculture, for copy
of laws relating to bird migration.

Begin again j'our war on harmful insects. Swat the fly. Whj’?

h'rite to the Superintendent of Documents for the following bul-

letins; 182L, Housefly Control; J-15L, Clothes Moths; 186L, Domestic

Mosquito (Department of Agriculture).

Oil on the surface of stagnant water pools will reduce the number
of mosquitoes.

Remember cats are natural enemies of birds. Prevent jmur pets

from killing birds, and take straj’’ cats to the Animal Rescue League

or Humane Society.
If j'ou live on a farm, look for woodchuck holes. If in a field,

thej’ may cause a horse to break a leg. Kill the w’oodchuck and fill

the hole.

Another animal to keep account of is the common meadow’ mole.

Special Item.—Science and Engineering Fair. Have your club

^embers completed their exhibits for the Science and Engineering

air? Be sure your exhibit is neatlj'' arranged and labeled, and as

Perfect mechanicallj’ as you can make it. No exhibit is too simp e

® w'orth entering in the Fair.
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Water Storage—Spring is the time of floods. Now is a good

time for your class to make a special investigation of floods in your

locality ^Tiat d.iinace usually results? 'liV’hat steps are being taken

to prevent flood damage’

In connection with your stud}', look up one of the great flood con-

trol projects and find out what was done and how worth while it is.

Now 13 a good time to plan your soil conser\'ation projects.

April Observations

Stars—Keep a reconI this month of tune of sunrise and sunset.

Compare with previous records.

Determine the differences in the sunlight and in the riiadow,

other thin^ being the same. Explain any differences you discoi'er.

PLAXErs—^Tiat planet is bnghtesl now? Where is it located

among the stars’ Is it a "morning” or an "evening” star?

Wn-vinEH—"April showeis bring May flowers.” How accurate

is this statement? ^Tiy’

Obsen*e and record nind directions and velocity, tempemlure^

kmd of precipitation, and kinds of clouds. Keep trying your hand

at weather forecasting Watch out for the "cold bug.”

\\Tiat Weather factors are related to spring foods? ^Tiat can

be done about it’ Write for Miscellaneous Publication 606, U S

Department of Agriculture. Write also to your State Consen'ation

Commission. All out for conservation.

Plaxts—Obeen'e the bud* of trees and shrubs Are they show-

ing signs of opening’ Are they located at the ends of twigs or along

the sides’ Wiat difference does their location mako m pruning’

In the latitude of Xew York, red maples and shad bush are in

bloom IMuit are the early spring blossoms where you live?

Remember to do all that you can to protect the wild flowers.

Outdoor pLinting can begin for some seeds even in the north.

Harden up seedlings by exposing them to cool air for gradually

iacrea.«ing periods before transplanting them out of doors-

Cle.an up around the steins of trees and shrubs Even in the north

such Feeds as a.«ters, calendulas, cosmos, snapdragons, wrbenas, an

zinnias can be started safely out of doors.
As soon as you can get at your spring garden work, pull or dig

up all weerii That will save work later on.
Write for Xo Al.9 2007, FtrUlizers on thf Farm. (Superin-

tendent of Document^, 5i). and IS-18, How Much Feriilizer I

Vut department of Agriculture).
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Look for early -n-ild flo-n’ers, but do not pick them. Many localities

where wild flowers grew are no longer suitable for tnld things because

of storage dams, draining swamps, and clearing woods for crops and
buildings. Therefore udld flov.-ers are precious. Learn how to pro-

tect those you have. If there are laws to protect v,-ild flowers in your

state, learn them and do what j-ou can to have them obeyed.

Organize a Wild Flower Protective Club. If there is an adult

nature club or garden club where ^'oii live, ask its members to help

you. If there is none, perhaps your teacher and parents will want to

organize for conservation of the wild plants.

Do something to observe Arbor Day. Plant a tree, plant a shrub,

or take steps to protect plants you lurve against damage. Send to

Department of Agriculture for F15G7, Propagation of Trees and

Shrubs.

Make a record of the dates when different kinds of trees and

shrubs blossom. Do the leaves or blossoms appear first If 3
'0ii

have cold frames or hot beds, remember to \'entilate tind water them.

Send to the Department of Agriculture for Xo. IGlL. Fasrcm Tent

Caterpillars, if your trees are likely to be troubled with this insect.

Axni:,A.Ls.—Spring migration of birds has started, so start your

bird lists.

IMien migration is under way, nesting time for some birds is

near. Do they need nesting materia! and nest bo.ves where j'ou lit e?

If so, your Chief Bird Observer should be on the alert. Be prepared

for your bird guests.

Are j'our trees likely to be harmed by white marked tussock

moths? You can help protect your trees bt' tving cotton gunny

sacks or stickj' flt^aper around the stem.

Your trees may need to be sprayed to protect them against in-

sects and disease. Be sure to get the advice of tree experts.

Remember to kill every fly you can, and so help to prevent the

spread of certain diseases. What diseases do scientists tell us are

spread by flies? Mosquitoes? Plan to control mosquito breeding places.

See DDT for Control of Household Pests (A77.302: D33/o, Supenn-

tendent of Documents, 5p).

This month has Be ICnd to

ammals aU the time? If j'ou

Animals Week. Why not be kmd to

obsen-e cases of cnielty to animals,

report them or try to prevent them.
a

Special Items'.—Make a study of some local Are i

processes mainly' phvsical, chemical, or biologica . ow -

»^.vs is the induslrv 'important to you? Horn does it affect the yJd

i in your community'?
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May Obscrvaftonj

Stars —^"hat coosteUations are visible these nights that "ere

cot vnsible during the Avinter? Can j'ou account for the changes’

PuN’ETs—Do the pianefs or the moon have anj'thing to do «ith

the time for planting? WTiat ewdence can you give to help prove

youi ide.is ^

ESTHER—Have the planets or the moon any effect on the

weather’ What etndence can you give to help prove your ideas?

\Mut weather factors do you need to obsert'e to forecast the

weather^ What instruments are needed?
t'ontinue your weather records and your forecasting Compare

the weather with your forecasts and with official forecasts to test

their aiciiracy

Pl.v>.ts —

C

are for your garden It will be interesting for you

to keep an account of the cost of seeds, and the value of your garden

products Is a garden worth while? Consider not only the smlue

of the \’egetables and flowers, but also the value of the exercise to

your health and the satisfaction you get from the aeeomphshment.
If you have a camera in which you can use color film, try your

skill at photographing flowers. Be sure to make a note of the name
of each flower and the date Try to show* leaves as W'ell ns flowers.

Make a collection of different kinds of w*oods If possible, cut

out a piece that will include the bark If you start mth green wood,
it muvt be dried out very slowly. When the piece is dry, sandpaper
and polish the surface so the grain will «how. If you have a mag-
nifier. examine a cro^ section, and make a drawing to show what it

IS like

Asuials Baby-bird time is here in mnny localities. Watch
the cats.

Plan early bird hikes Learn to know the birds bv their "calls”

and songs as w ell as by their looks If you have patience and proper
camera equipment, tr>* to photograph the birds.

Have you insect enemies in your garden? If so, write to the U S.

Ue^rtment of Agnciilture for help. The folloiving bulletins are

useful 2L, Cvlwormi in the Garden; 626M, Handbook on Inject
tnemjw of Flowed and Shrubs (SSd) See also A YegetabJe Gardener's
on ooA, on Insects and Diseases Superintendent of Documents, iSO
t>-mhworms are g.arden helpers. Obseia-e the earthworm to Icam

Its habits and how it is helpful
Special Item ^\'hat kind of transportation is most important

to your community? Make a study of it and its importance
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scientific principles are especialh' related to it? Tr}' to make a model

of some kind to illustrate important things about the industry.

June Observations

Are you bus}' at this time reviewing the year's school work, taking

e-^aminations, going to school picnics, and generally rounding out

another successful school year? As you look back over the year's

work in science, what important things stand out? How has science

helped you?

Let us now plan our science adventures for the summer so that

evei}'one may have interesting experiences and interesting treasures

of science to exhibit when school opens again in September.

What to Do in the Summer'

ilany of you will have jobs of one kind or another to earn money

or to get experience. Your work may be caring for city lawns and

gardens, or helping a farmer with his work. Perhaps you vill take

an auto trip to our parks or spend time in a summer camp. YTiat-

ever you do or w'herever you are, you mil have the great outdoors

'nth aU its treasures on land, in the water and soil, and in the air.

Use every opportunity to know something better than before through

your own effort.

Summer adventures will be much more valuable and interesting

you carry a pocket notebook with you for immediate records of

1 • I-Tl .-I Q cnppimpn.
if 1 carry a pocKet noteoooK witn you —

you observe or experience. A^Tienever you collect a specimen,

no matter what it is, alwa}'s make a note telling exactl} vhen an

where you found it and an}' interesting things about it that } ou can

discover at the time. All specimens collected should be accurate }

identified and labeled.
_ v, ”

Summer clubs might be formed, such as the "Fruit ree u ,

the "Broad Leaf Club,” or the "Evergreen Club.” Each club wmdd

study the particular trees or shrubs represented b}' its name.
^

e

'''embers w'ould learn the shape of the leaf, the bark, t ® ^
tree branches, and other facts about each tree or shrub. - ea es

collected should be mounted and labeled. With an ink pad and

roller you can make ink prints of leaves in your books.

Other clubs might be the "Garden Club,” the "A'egetable Club,

the "Flower Club,” or the "Weed Collectors’ Club.’ In these

^
^'^ples of plants, flowers, and even seeds might e co ec

'Tsits made to different gardens. Garden insects, u er i ‘
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moths also present interesting opportunities for adventure in the

summer
The "Mineral Collectors’ Club" represents a hobby that a great

many people enjoy The Boy Scout Book on Minerals or books from the

pubbe hbraiy will help you to identify minerals. Be sure to laM

each one as you find it, telhag where you found it, and all about it

JIany minerals occur as little crystals in rocks such as limestone.

Watch for such crj’bfals as well as for larger samples.

A "Bird Club,” like all science clubs, is most successful if its

work continues all through the year- Summer records, of course,

should continue to give the name of the bird, the date and place

seen, what the bird was doing, its song, and any special information.

Fmally, a "Science Readers’ Club" is suggested Perhaps we

should think of this as a "Rainy Day Club,” because it is on rainy

daj's that you may feel inclined to go to the library' to read

science things 3'ou have seen or collected. Rainj' daj'S are good

daj’s for putting your records and collections in order.
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Appendix
Table of Relative Humidits’^ in. Per Cent

Locate the dn^-bulb temperature in the column at the left marked t, and
opposite this, in the column headed by the number of degrees difference in

temperature between your wet- and dry-bulb readings, you 's^dll find the
number of per cent of humiditj'.

DrFTEHEJfCE BETWEEN THE DrT- AKD WeT-BuLD THERMOMETERS

__Bmm IBBB 1

8“ 9“ jlO" 11“ jir 1S“ ju-
;

.
16“

1
55 94 88 82 76 70 65 59 54 49

i

43 39
1

34 29 • 24 19
i
15 55

56 94 88 82 77 71 65 60 55 50 44 40 35m 125 ' 21
i

56
57 94 88 83 77 71 66 61 55 50 45 40 36 32 27 :

22 IS 57
58 94 89 83 78 72 67 61 56 51 46 42 37 33 28 ; 24 19 58
59 94 89 83 78 72 67 62 57 52 47 43 38 34 29 125

1

!
21 59

GO 94 89 84 78 73 68 63 58 53 48 44 39 34 30 26 22 60
61 94 89 84 78 73 68 63 58 54 49 44 35 32 27 23 61
62 95 89 84 79 74 69 64 59 54 50 45 41 37 32 28 24 62
63 95 89 84 79 74 69 64 60 55 51 46 42 38 33 29 26 63
64 9o 90 85 79 74 70 65 60 56 51 47 43 38 34 30 27 64

65 95 90 85 80 7o 70 65 61 56 52 48 44 39 m 28 65
66 95 90 85 80 75 71 66 61 57 53 49 45 gni 36 32 29 66
67 95 Elil 85 SO 76 71 66 62 58 53 49 45 41 37 33m 67
68 95 90 85 81 76 71 67 63 5S 54 50 46 42 38 34 31 68
69 95 90 86 81 76 72 67 63 59 55 51 47 43 39 35 32 69

70 95 90 86 81 77 72 68 64 60 55 52 48 44 m 36 33 m
71 95 91 86 81 77 72 68 64 60 56 52 48 45 41 37 34 71
72 95 91 86 82 77 73 69 65 61 57 53 49 45 42 38 35 72
73 95 91 86 82 78 73 69 65 61 57 53 m\ 42 39 35 73
74 95 91 86 82 78 74 70 66 62 58 54 50 47 43 40 36 74

75 95 91 87 82 78 74 70 66 62 58 55 51 47 44 40 37 75
76 95 91 87 82 78 74 70 66 63 59 55 52 48 45 41 38 7b
77 95 91 87 83 78 74 71 67 63 59 56 52 49 45 42 39 / ir

78 96 91 87 83 79 71 67 63 60 56 53 49 46 42 39 7S

*9 96 91 87 83 79 75 71 68 64 CO 57 53 50 47 43 40 1

9
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Nutrient Solution for Plant Growth

The following solution contains the necessarj* nuneraU for plant growth

For testing, make three solutions as follows:

1 Cont-iimng all minerals

2 Contaimng alt minerals except potassium nitrate

3 Containuig all minerals except calcium sulfate Compare growth of

seedlings m each of the three solutions and jn distilled water.

Uater (distilled) 2 quarts

[podium chloride (taUe salt)

Calcium sulfate . . aV "*•

Magnc'iura sulfate 5*7 o*.

Calcium pho<phatc . 5*5

Potassium nitrate (saltpeter) . , . . . ^oz.

Add one drop of a dilute solution of iron chlonde.

See al.sQ references for "Soilless gardening” and use of hormones and xnta-

nuns for stimulating plant growth

Comparison of Boiling Points of Water, Atmospheric

Pressure, and Altitude

(Ta3'lor Instrument Co calculations)

Doai-fo Pot-on Of
W*tf« agikWlUBM
200* F.
201* P 6070
202* P. 5510
203* F. 24 95 4950
204° F. 4390
20o“F. 3S30
206* F. 32S0 •

207* F. 2730
20s* F. 2170
209* F. 1620
210" F. lOSO

211*F 530
212* F. 29 92 Sea Lex’el 0
213" F. 30.52 —550
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Millibars and Inches of Air Pressure

(U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wcatlier Bureau calculations)

Me. Inches Mn. Inches Mn. Inches Mr. NCHE3 Mn. iCCHES Mb. Inches

910 27.76 960 28.35 980 28.94 1000 29.53 1020 30.12 1040 30.71

941 27.79 961 28.38 981 28.97 1001 29.56 1021 30.15 1041 30.74

942 27.82 962 28.41 982 29.00 1002 29.59 1022 30.18 1042 30.77

943 27.85 963 28.44 983 29.03 1003 29.62 1023 30.21 1043 30.80

944 27.88 964 28.47 984 29.06 1004 29,65 1024 30.24 1044 30.83

945 27.91 965 28.50 98.5 29.09 1005 29.68 1025 30.27 1045 30.86

94G 27.94 966 28.53 986 29.12 1006 29.71 1026 30.30 1046 30.89

947 27.96 967 28.56 987 29.15 1007 29.74 1027 30.33 1047 30.92

948 27.99 96S 28.58 988 29.18 lOOS 29.77 1028 30.36 1048 30.95

949 28.02 969 28.61 989 29.21 1009 29.80 1029 30.39 1049 30.98

950 28.05 970 28.04 990 29.23 1010 29.83 1030 30.42 1050 31.01

951 28.08 971 28.67 991 29.26 1011 29.85 1031 30.45 1051 31.04

952 28.11 972 28.70 992 29.29 1012 29.88 1032 30.47 1052 31.07

953 28.14 973 28.73 993 29.32 1013 29.91 1033 30.50 1053 31.10

954 28.17 974 28.76 994 29.35 1014 29.94 1034 30.53 1054 31.12

955 28.20 975 28.79 995 29.38 1015 29.97 1035 30.56 1055 31.15

956 28.23 976 28.82 996 29.41 1016 30.00 1036 30.59 1056 31.18

957 28.26 977 28.85 997 29.44 1017 30.03 1037 30.62 1057 31.21

958 28.29 978 28.88 998 29.47 1018 30.06 1038 30.65 1058 31.24

959 28.32 979 28.91 999 29.50 1019 30.09 1039 30.6S 1059 31.27

Table of Melting and Boiling Points

(Approximate)

__ StJBSTANCE Meltinb Point

Alcohol (ethyl) - 179° F.

Butter fat 100°-107° F.

^arbon tetrachloride
tnsco .

- 10° F.

7r-87° F.

bard. 104°-116° F.

Baraffin 122°-13rF.
i'allow 109°-114°F.

Gold 1945° F.

Iron
.

2786° F.

bead 620° F.

^lercurv' - 37° F.

Bhosphorus (Yellow)
111° F.

235° F.

Water 32° F.

BOILINO Point

172“ F.

214° F.

4698° F.

4442° F.

2777° F.
675° F.
554° F

.

833° F.

212° F.
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Control of Insect and Fungus Plant Diseases

(For detailed information ss to be«t time to spray or du-'t, and wb'ch

preparations to use, write to jour State ExTienmental Station. Sec also

MP COo. A Wgrlable Gardener's Handbook on Insects and Diseases (Depart-

ment of Agnculture, Washington 25, D.C.)

lK<Ecr Control

Calcium arsenate spray: ralriiini ar^nate

hydrated lime

water

5 tablespoons

3 ounces

1 gallon

U-e for cabbage caterpillars (before cabbage hearls form).

Xicolint sulfate spray:

Use for aphids.

Nirotine sulfate (-10^) 1 tablespoon

soap 2 tablespoons of flakes

water 1 gallon

fiu/enons spray cube root powder 3 tablespoon*

water 1 gallon

Use for McTieaa bean beetle, spotted cucumber beetle.

Cryolite duet cij'ohte 2 pounds

talc 1 pound

(Do not add lime or bordeauT ourture)

Use for cabbage caterpillars (before liead« form), melon worm (before

fruits form), potato beetle, flea beetle®, tomato fruitworm

A'leotine tulf^e dust:

UV for aphids.

nicotine sulfate (40Cc) 5 teaspoons

hydrated lime 1 pound

Rotenone dust: Du*l nu.tlure sold by dealer.

Use for Medean bean beetle, spotted cucumber beetle, melon worms

(after fruit is formed), measuring worms, European com borer.

Pyrethrum dust' Du®t miTture sold by dealer.

Use for measuring worms, pea weeTiI.

CosTROi. or Fcxcos Diseases

Bordeaxu: Jlfufure » uj^d to control Early Blight and late Blight of

^tatoe®, Celery Blight, and Tomato Leaf Spot It wiU also control Che^
Leaf Spot, and such di.<<ea.«es as Black Spot on roses For some plants with

tender foliage, such as peaches and Japanese plum, sulfur should be used

instead of Bordeaux Mixture.
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Note.—^Bordeau.x MLvture may be ueed as a spraj' or a dust. Spraj'

should be directed so as to reach the underside of leaves. It is important to

use proper quantities for various plants. Be sure to follow directions on the

container.

Sulfur is used to control such diseases as apple scab and brown rot on

peaches, plums, and cherries. It is often used as a spray in combination

vrith arsenate of lead. Sulfur should not be used on squashes, melons, or

cucumbers.

Bordeaux mixture for spraying:

copper sulfate (blucstonc) 4 ounces

hydrated lime 4 ounces

water 3 gallons

Dissolve the copper sulfate in half the water first. Make a paste of the

lime in a small amount of water. Then add the rest of the wafer to the paste.

Pour the solutions together and mix. Never mi.x in metal containers. iMake

a fresh solution each time used. Wash sprayer thoroughly after use.

Some Rules for Weather Forecasting

l.The storm areas (cycles) move across the United States from we.t to

onst. They usuallj' pass over the St. Lawrence Kiver region, r t ej)a

VO? 4

Aac fiiiunn areas i^cycies; juu\e
onst. They usuallj' pass over the St. Lawrence Kiver region, r ®

^oes from the southwest to the northeast and out the St. La^wence I'^er

’^glon. (See map on page 101.)
O .. ...(See map on page 101.) , ,

2. On a weather map, the direction of the wind in the s orm area

is somewhat circular and opposite to the motion of the han s o ^ ^ '•

g®eral direction is along the isobars, crossing them slightly towar
.

3. Facing the mnd, the right hand stretched out at the si e wi

foughly the direction of the storm center. ..wm c-pnfpr
4. The direction of the wind, together with the position o e^

..„]one the
^ill determine in which of the four quadrants (quartern) o

‘ ^ of
obser^-er is located. The weather conditions of each of the four quadrant.

a storm area are somewhat constant. of the
5- The barometer reading null indicate the nearness or

^onn center, if the obseiwer refers to the isobars on e

^ storm
6. A changing air pressure indicates the approach or

For erraorp,., tow. l.oppens lo be »

similar to tho» prevail-m is momng so as to bring the northwes q prevail
1 your paper), you can predict weather conditions

.
reached vou, you

''g in the northwest quarter. If the storm cen er as

‘ould be able to predict whether the storm center w
of the map

'u and hence what weather j'ou null have. .°
.jj jg^ch vou.

the storm is mo\’ing, you can predict w en i

afpekdjx ool



7 A \ pry sto’n ly falling pressure indicates warmer temperatures. A very

slowly riiing pressure indicates cooler temperatures

8 Generally, winds from the east quadrants with falling barometer indi-

cate «tormy weather. Winds changmg to the west quadrants indicate fair

weather

*) Ueather map pressures are sea-level pressures, therefore the barometer

reading of a given locality should be converted to se.n-level reading to coinp.ire

with the w eather map data Since the pressure decreases as the altitude m-

( reaves, something niu't be added to convert a local pressure to sea-le\e!

pressure Practically 1 inch should be adde<l for e.ach 900 feet altitude or

fraction or multijile thereof. A change of 900 feet in altitude would be equal

to dlwit 34 millibars

The Morse Code

A - j S

B -••• K T -

<- •
. L - U •-

1) M -- V •••-

n . N -• w --
F — 0 . • X —•
0 — . p Y .. ..

H Q Z ••• •

1 - R . ..

1 4 8 -•••

2 ..... 5 9

3 •••“• 6 0 —
7
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Glossary

act'd—

A

substance which has a sour taste and turns blue litmus red.

ACTH— fluid produced by a gland at the base of the brain; has been

used successfuUj’' in the treatment of severe burns and in diseases of the

joints.

adaptation—Fitness to live in a particular place or to do a certain thing.

aeration—^The process of putting air into water or soil.

air tnaas—

A

volume of air extending many miles over the earth’s surface and

up to several thousand feet in height. It is made up of air of approxi-

mately the same temperature, pressure, and moisture content. It more^

as a unit.

air pressure {atmospheric)—^The pressure e.xerted by air against objects dm

to its weight.

akohot {grain)—

A

liquid ha\ing narcotic properties. It is used in some ther-

mometers, and as a solvent.

algae—Simple forms of plant life sometimes found in water.

alkali—A substance which has a slipperj' feeling and a bitter taste, an turns

red litmus blue.

altilude-Distance above sea level; in astronomy, the angular distance of a

star above the horizon.

ammonia {household)—A solution of anunonium hydroxide in water.

anemometer—An instrument used to measure the speed of the win .

onDHa/a-Plante that complete their life cycle of growth, reproduction, and

death nithin a single year or season.
,,

Mfe-SmaU knob at end of stamen of flower. Inside anther are the poile

grains.
,

, •

anticyeJone-As seen from above in the northern henhsphere, a cloctmse-

irhirling mass of air of liigh pressure.

anea of high pressure—^An anticyclone area.

area of low pressure—The center portion of a cyclonic storm.

armature—

A

coil of wire wound around a soft iron core.

atmosphere—^The gases surrounding the earth. ,

atmospheric pressure—Air pressure: 14.7 lbs. to the
j energy re-

atomic energy (more correctly called nuclear mergy)-A form ene gy

leased when the nuclei of certain elements split.

^A line about which a body turns.
^

acterta—One-celled, non-green plants imdsible to na

'

alance—^An instrument for accurate w'eighing.
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baTometcT—hn instrument which measure change? in atmospheric pressure.

aneroid—A barometer without lu]uid.

mereunal—A barometer in which mcrcurj' is used

beetles—Injects having nrmor-iike «uig ern'ers

Big Dipper—

A

portion of the constcllatioii Ursa Major, in tlie form of a

dipper, in the northern aky. It is call«l Big to distingui*ii it from a

similar but smaller constellation

bl’ic vtlnol—Copiicr sulfate, a solution soroetime? used to kill algae in water,

and as an ingredient of spray matenats for the control of fungus di-??ase3

of plants

hoihnj point—The temiicralure to vluch a liquid must be heated to cause it

to change rapidly to a gas (Tliis temperalurD is coa«tant for each pure

liquid )

bortu—A white alkaline powiJer often used for softening water

budding—Propagating plants by inserting a bud into t!ie grow mg part of the

stem of another plant.

bulfr~A speiial ntcm structure in nhith food w stored by a plant to start the

growth the next season.

burdock—A weed

eapillorUg—The bfting of certain liquids by means of small, tubc'like spaces

carftoftydralc*—Sugar, starch, and cellulose compounds made of carlxm, hydro*

gen, and oxj'gen

carbon Utrachlondc—A non-combustiUe liquid conmionly u.-ed for cleaning

cloth and putting out hre. It b sold under various trade names.

CoMiopna—A constellation forming a "W" in the northern sky. In certain

positions it appears inverted.

eauK and efftel—A cau.«e is a happening that alwaj-a precedes another hap-

pening (the effect) and without which the second happenmg could no*

occur

eauttie soda—Sodium hydroxide; an allmline substance use*! in making soap

celeilial—Referring to the heavens, the apparent sky sphere,

cen/ijirfide—A thermometer scale divided into one hundred divisions beta een

the frecaing temperature and the boiling temperature of waiter.

cesspool—An underground tank with drain, for the clLspossI of sewage.

chain rcactum—A process which products given off in a change of state

cause more of the original material to change.

characlerUltcs—^The features which distingubh one substance from another

chemically pure—^The condition of a substance when it contains no foreign

material.

chloride of Ume—A white powder containing chlorine and U'ed both to kill

germs and as a deodorizer

chlonnatum—Putting chlorine into a water supply for the purpose of kiUing

bacteria,

chlorine—A greemsh-yellow gas or bquid, sometimes u«ed to destroy germ^-

chlorophyll—Green coloring matter of leaves and bark.
ehronomcler—A ship’s clock-
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clinical Ihcrmomclcr— fever thermometer,
ctowrf—Visible fog mass some distance above earth’s surface.

cirrus— feathery cloud, high above the earth.

cumulus—^A cloud ha'ving a rounded or dome-shaped top.

nimhostralus—Usual rain clouds. Low-lj'ing stratus clouds hea%-}’ with mois-

ture which gives them dark color.

nimbus—^.A storm cloud.

storm—Rain- or snow-bringing clouds of dark gray aspect.

stralocumuhis—Combination cloud, part stratus, part cumulus. Usually

formed when cumulus cloud.? begin to spread out.

thunder—^Dark cumulus clouds which give ri.=e to thunder storms.

cocoon—Xest-like c.ise in which larva rests while changing form.

codling moth—^An insect whose laiwa is bc.st known as the '’worm" in the apple.

cold front—The advancing boundar3’ of a large mass of cold air.

cold wave—A period of continued cold weather.

compass—A magnetic needle free to swing above a dual mth the directions

marked on it.

compost—A heap of decompo.=ing (decajdng) vegetable matter.

compound—^A substance composed of two or more elements chemically com-

bined.

condensation—^The process by which a gas is changed to the liquid form.

condenser—A piece of apparatus used to cool a gas and so change it to a liquid.

conduction—The transfer of licat through solids from particle to particle.

conductor (electrical)—

A

metal rod or wire that transmits electricity efficientb',

conduit—A pipe used to conduct water from its source to a reser%oir.

conserratfon—-The careful and scientific method of using and, where possible,

replacing natural resources.

constellation—

A

group (configuration) of prominent stars,

con/aminatmn—IMaking food or water unfit to be taken into the body.

contour planting—^A scientific method of tilling the soil where j rows are

planted horizontallj' around hills rather than up and down,

contract—To draw together; to occupy less space because of coo^g.

conrectfon—The transfer of heat by the movement of gases and hquids.

corona—^A ring of colored light appearing close around the sun or moo
^

cortisone—^A chemical produced by the outer layer of the a cena g ’

been used with dramatic results in treatment of art ri is (a pa

wlj/tcdoSh?part”J)?a seed which contains the food needed to start the

<^oss-polli!iation—The transfer of pollen from one flower to the pistil of an-

other.

current electricity—^A flow of electrons. Upvplon roots.
cutling—X part of the stem of a plant which can be mad

cutworm—^An insect larva which eats stems of young p an

cydone-As seen from above in the northern

whirling mass of air having a low' air pressure a
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DDT—

A

chemical which kills insects on touching their bodies.

decompose—^To break up by decay or chemical action.

dcgrie—One three-hundred-sbrtieth of a circle; also intensity of heat.

density—The closeness or compactness of the particles composing a substance.

dentine—Bone-like substance of a tooth just inside the enamel

deposit—Sediment

deferpent—A soap substitute, contams no soap, but produces more suds in

hard water tlian does soap.

dew—Moisture which collects on the surface of cool bodies,

diowtter—^The distance through the center of a circle or sphere

dilution—The adilition of quantities of a liquid such as water to a solu-

tion to make it more dilute

dif/hiheria—A contagious bacterial disease attacking the throat, appendix

disnifeetanl—A chemical substance used to kill germs or to render them

harmless

diitposal—Getting nd of material such as wastes of x’arious kinds, e g ,
sewage,

garbage

du3o/ie—To cause a substance to be equally distributed throughout a liquid,

80 that it will not settle out and cannot be separated by filtering, eg,

oxygen, sugar, or salt dissolved in water.

drainage area—All land drained by a n\er sj-stem.

tartA—The third pUnet from the sun m the solar system

eclipse—^The cutting off of the light from a lighted body

eleelTK eKarge—A quantity of electncity on a body
electricity—A form of eue^’.

eUelromagnet—A temporary magnet dennng its magnetism from the flow of

electricity through a coil of wire.

eleclwn—A negatix e charge of electncity

element—A substance which cannot be separated into simpler substances by

ordinary chemical means,

ellipse—An oval figure with both ends alike

elliptical—Shaped Lke an ellipse

emulsion—A liquid mixture coDtainmg small fat particles equally distributed

throughout

enamel—The hard outer covering of the teeth-

energy—^The ability to do work; manifest ax heat, hght, electricity; atomic,

mechanical, and chemical energy
epidermis—The outer layer of the skin.

fjuotor—An imaginary great drcle about the e.xrth, midway between the

poles

equinox—Time of equal day and night all ox'er the earth
etaporalion—To change from liquid to gas The process by which a liquid is

changed to a gas
expand—To grow larger in volume or sue, to take up more space
foAretiAeit—A thermometer scale dixaded into ISO divisions between the

freezing temperature and bojling temperature of water.
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/a/—A greasy, easil}' melted or liquid compound, found in animal and vege-

table tissues.

/awed—The part of the plumbing that controls the flow of water from pipes.

fertilnation—A part of the reproduction process in many plants and animals.

It consists of the union of a sperm nucleus with an egg nucleus.

fcrtiUzer~A substance used to enrich the soil to improve plant growth.

filter—^Device for straining out undissolved materials from liquids.

fiats—Shallow boxes filled with soil for .starting seeds indoors.

fiuonde—Poisonous chemical. Combined with certain other chemicals, it

forms a compound which seems to help prevent tooth decay.

fiushing—^^Vashing out waste b}* means of a flow of water.

fog ^Fine drops of water visible in the atmosphere near the earth.

freeze—^To change from a liquid to a solid state.

freezing point—^The temperature at which a liquid changes to the solid state.

frost Frozen water vapor; minute crj’stals on grass, window panes, and

other objects, formed bj' the freezing of moisture as it is deposited from

the air.

fungus—^A kind of plant which gets its food from other organic material. Be-

cause it contains no chlorophjil, it cannot make its own food as do the

green plants.

Sahxy—^An astronomical S3'stem made up of vast numbers of suns.

Sokanometer—An instrument used to detect the flow of an electric current.

garbage—Food waste from the kitchen.

SOS—

A

form of matter which has no definite shape and no definite volume;

o-g., air, h3'drogen.

sewer—Gas arising from the deca3ing matter in a sewer.

gosoline—Axi inflammable, volatile liquid used as fuel and as a solvent.

gorin—A one-celled plant or animal.

goTminate—^To start to gi'ow’.
• i

?i'«s-Organs needed to enable fish, tadpoles, and similar animals to get 0x3-

gen from water. . . ,

^onds, siceat—Glands in the skin which secrete sweat (perspiration;.

lyeerine—A b3'-product of soap making.
, r „„„ nionf

^ofting~To propagate plants by inserting a piece of the stem of one p .

into the growing layer of another plant.
;r. the

^oritofon-The attraction that eve.3^ body has for every other bod; m the

!^«riC/or?'o/--The attraction or pull between the earth and

''^ovity pressure-The pressure exerted by any substance due to ite weijit

a -ter s„pp.,v fro. a Mgher source

by means of the force of gra'\dt3f.

^ease—^Fats and oils.

wcenioic7i—A borough of London, England;

through it.

ffrats—Larvae of some insects.

the prime meridian passes
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},gil— globules built up of ice layers deposited on a frozen raindrop

kalo—A ring of light similar to a corona but appearing farther away from the

sun or moon
hardness, pcmanoit—Hardness of water due to the presence of dissolved

mmerals that cannot be removed by* boiling.

hardness, temporary—Hardness of nater due to the presence of tlLv-mhed

minerals that may* be removed by* boding

hard water—Contains minerals in solution uhieb combine with soap and re-

tard the formation of suds.

heat capacity—The quantity of heat which a definite quantity of a given

substance can absorb before it changes its temperature one degree

hemisphere—Half a sphere.

Alternate—To pass the winter season in a state of sleep or near sleep,

horizon—The line where the shy and earth seem to meet.

hot u'Qie-^A penod of continuing hot we.tther.

housefly—The fly most common in and about houses

humidity—The invisible gaseous moisture in the air.

refalire—The ratio of the amount of moi«turc m the air to the amount

needed to saturate the air at a pven temperature.

hydrogen—The lightest knorni g.ns; a combu.«tible gas

hygrometer—/Vn instrument for measunng the relative humidity of the

air

Khnewmoft/fy—A useful m«ect

WZumiMte—To light up or make visible by reflected light,

pnpunticj—Substances not belonging in (foreign to) tbe substance where

they occur, e g

,

minerals dissolved in water.

insoluble—Impurities which are not dissolv'eil

eofiihfe—Impurities found ui a dissolved state

ineinerotor—A speeul firebox or oven in which to bum garbage »od rubbi«h

iftcfinotKM—The tipping of the earth’s axis toward the plane of its orbit,

iwfcl—A small amnial that lives in variou? stages and has si-t legs at tbe

final stage

inseet pesls—Insects of such habits and occurring in such abundance that they

are harmful to man
iMofuhfe—Not capable of being dissolved in a particular liquid (No sub-

stance IS absolutely insoluble. The tenns soluble and insoluble are rela-

tive)

iiMuWe To prevent the transfer of heat (or electricity).

iron, galvanizfd Iron (sheet or wire) coated mth sine.

trriya/wi—Artificial watering of land by means of ditches, sprinkling pipes*

isobar A line drawn on a weather map through places having the same Knro-

metric readmg (air pressure) at a pven tune.
isoJAcrm A line drawn on a weather map through places having the same

thermometer reading (temperature) at a pven time.
Jupifer—The fifth and largest
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Idy-bird bccllc (sometimes eallecl lady-bvg)—A useful insect wliich helps to

control the cottony-cushion scale of California.

land breeze—A breeze mo\'ing from the land toward the water.

(area
—

^The second stage of development in many insects; e.g., caterpillar,

grub, maggot.

klilude—Distance in degrees north or south of the equator.

life history—The historj' of am" organism (li^ung thing) from the beginning

to the end of its life.

lightning—A discharge of electricity between two or more clouds or between

clouds and objects on the earth.

lightning rod—^A metal rod that attracts and conducts to the ground any

lightning charges which may strike in the near \'icinity of the building

to which it is attached.

light year—^The distance that light tr.a\-els in a j'ear (about six trillion miles).

lime—A common name for substances (c.‘dcium bic.arbonate or calcium sulfate)

that cause hardness in water.

liquid—

A

substance which takes the form of the containing vessel and fills

a definite p.art of it. One of the three states of matter, e.g., water, mercurj

.

litmus—

A

chemical substance used for detecting acids and alkalies; it turns

red in acid and blue in alkali.

lodestone—A form of iron ore which is magnetic.

longitude—Distance in degrees east or west of the prime meridian.

magnet—A piece of iron that can attract other iron.

magnetic field—The area around a magnet through wliich magnetic force is

acting.

majmbafe—In the astronomical sense magnitude means relative brightness

of the stars.

.Var«-The fourth planet; earth’s second nearest planet neighbor.

matter, inorganic—^That which has never had life.
_ n • c

matter, organic—That which forms a part of, or has come from, '

^dting point—^The temperature at which a solid changes o e iqu

mercury {quicksilver)—^A heaxy, silver-white, liquid metal.

^bercury—^The smallest planet and nearest the sun.
+>,rninrh

meridian-Any great imaginar:s^ circle about the earth which passes throug

both poles. ,,

mi^ate—^To move from one locality or place of li^’ing to ano

rnildeio—A variety of fungus. nf manv
luminous bend encircling the

Slam so distant that they am sepamtelj i»™M= l» ««

galaxy to which our solar sj’stem belongs.

millibar-A unit of measurement of atmospheric pressure; one mch

curj’ equals 34 millibars.
, „ „„mnnc;pd usually

nuicraf—inorganic matter of which rocks and soil are p - , - .

occurring as cr3'stals. , , ^
^olar~~A tooth adapted for grinding, located at the back of ja •

mold(hread)—A variety of fungus. ___
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mokeuk—\ very liny particle of matter.
moott—A satellite of the earth.

muMi,5-^CoTonng surfs™ a),I .,th , kyur of dust, humus, dead leaves.
Straw or piper, in order to break up capillarj- epacci or to protect plant
roots

,

'

. AVp(.,ne-The planet second farthest from the sun; not VL-ible to the naled

nilrtf,, To produce nitrogen compounds as In the case of certain bacteria on
plants

HO'/t—The part of a stem from which a hud grows
non^fmrivckr--A substance that prevents to a considerable extent the trans-

fer of heat (or electricity).

nouK -The exact time at which the sun passes across the aenith meridian of
A gi\en place.

I .^'tar (pole star)—The star toward which the north end of the axis of the
earth points.

the central, heaxy part of an

oiJ-A Lquid fat usually of vegetable origin.
« I

cro*e7M! Ap inflammable liquid sometimes use<l as fuel, obtained from
petroleum by dmillation

^

^*^body*
* planet or other body around the sun or other lieaxenl}

orgnnitm—Any living thing
Orion—A constelLition

^^^^^bec^e
by which liquids or gases pass through a membrane and

wxirv—The seed case of a flower.

own as in laiming. rusting, decaying

21% by volume of the air.

with th
circles about the earth running east and west, parallel

witn the earth's equator.
^ organism which get its food from other hung things, Inmg

within or upon it
»

^
bact^J”

^ (milk) (o 145" P, for thirty minutes to destroy

^
sronT^lho”^

several antibiotics, a drug obtained from mold which
gr s in tne ground, controls nianv diseases

glands
’'ater, contaimng other substances, given out by sweat

«' 'si-w i-i< "I to

^ produces an electric current when light falb

^ ^ '*bich receives the pollen.
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plane—A. level surface.-

planet— heavenlj' bodj' shining by reflected light and revohing about the

sun.

plumbing—^The pipes, traps, etc., wIiicK carr3’: fresh water into a house and

waste water out.

Pluto—Farthest known planet from the sun.

Pointers—^Two stars of the Big Dipper that are in line with the North Star.

Polar Front Theory— theorj’' which explains how cj'clones are formed uhere

masses of cold air and warm air meet.

polar regions—Regions near the north pole and the south pole.

pollen—Cells formed in the anthers of flowers and necessary for fertilization.

polluted—Made impure; capable of producing sickness,

prccfpflatjon—Moisture falling from the clouds or separating from the air;

e.g., rain, snow, sleet, hail, fog, frost, dew; or solids separating rom

solution.

predict—To foretell; to tell what is likelj' to happen.

preservative—

A

substance added in small quantities to food to keep it from

spoiling for a time.

pressure {air)—See atmospheric pressure.

prime meridian—-The meridian which passes through Greenwich.

propagation—Producing new plants or animals.
_

property—A characteristic of a substance which helps one to recognize i

pumping system—The method of obtaining a water supp j rom a sou

means of force pumps. ,

pupa—^The resting stage of an insect before it becomes an a u .

pare—Containing no foreign or other material.
nt nh

radar-An electronic device which locates the distance and direction of ob

jects by means of certain tjqies of radio v:!i\es.

hiehlv
radiant—Energy as heat or light, given off in aU directions

heated body. , ,

radiation—Sending out energj^ in all directions from a body.

rain—^Drops of water falling from clouds.

rainbow—^An arch of light, showing the colors of t e spec r*™-

ram gauge-An instrument to measure the amount of

rainmaking—A process of seeding clouds with sma pa i

other chemicals to
direction or motion of energy (heat

rays—Imaginarj’’ lines representmg the direcr

certain part, of a compound in ““
desired product; c.p., fertilizer from garbage by

f
reflect-To tlrn somethig back, as a body turns back, reflects, light or heat

repretit-Spr-- by which pl»ta .nd

r..m.0.>-A iaroe tank or ba.in where water or other material n ater^-

rctahitioa-Thc Lvement of a body in ite orbit tr.velme around miother

body.
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rotation—The turning of the earth or some other body on its aiu.

sanflation—The scientific control of conditions required to produce healthful

surroundings

laiuro/fd—The condition of a substance when it can hold or absorb no more

of another substance; cp, a sponge fillcil mth water; air filled with

moisture

Saturn—^The sixth planet, the planet with rings

tea breeze—A breeze moimg from the sea towards the land,

sea-son—A division of the jTar, aa deternuned by the earth’s position with

respect to the sun.

seed—A ripened ovule which will produce a new plant if placed under suitable

conditions

teplu: tank—A tank containing ee«age in which bacteria are allowed to de-

compfwe the organic matter.

trguenee—Events or happenings following one another in a regular order, as

cause and effect

terum—A preparation which rounteracta the effects of poisons produced bp

disea-se germs, is immediate m its action; does not produce immunity

seimye—Water containing wastes from the body
texlanl—An instrument used to determine the altitude of the sun at exact

noon

sleet—Very small, frozen raindrops.

sludjc—Bediment from sewage
sniw—Ice crj-atals formed from frozen wafer vapor
scop—A chemical compound made from an alkah and a fat.
eoefium AydrWe—See eauttie toda
edar system—The sun and the planets as well as about one thousand smaBWi

m^^'.lble bodies

tolar time—Tune measured by reference to the sun.
sc/id—A form of matter that holds its shape under ordinary conditions
soluble—Capable of being dissolved in water or other liquids.
toluie—A dissolved substance
toluiim—A clear even naxturc of a soluble substance and its soU-eut. (See

dtssoh-c.)

sobrnt—A liquid or gas which is able to dissoh-e another substance, c?.

alcohol is a solvent

sounder—The part of a telegraph instrument which produces the sounds of

the code.

tperm «11—Male reproduction cell
tphere A sob’d object on whose surface all points arc at equal distance froQ

the center.

tprin^i The season betweoi wrmter and summer; underground water ap

pearing in a stream at the surface
s^rs-Other suns like ours generating (producing) their own light-
»totic eleetmeify—Electncity that remains on aa object; stationary ««

tncity.
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storm—^An atmospheric disturbance, usuall}" accompanied by rain, or snow,
or bail, and wind.

storm area—Cyclone area—a "low.”

stonn paths—The route followed b3’’ a storm area, cj’^clone.

strip planting— scientific method of tilling the soil wherebj’^ strips of soil-

bmding crops are planted alongside crops which have little ability to

hold soil.

sucking insects—^A class of insects whose mouth parts are adapted for sucking

liquids from plants or animals.

sulfa drugs—

A

large group of drugs, all of which contain sulfur; valuable for

certain tjqjes of infections.

suns—Stars.

sun spot—A dark area appearing on the surface of the sun; believed to be

storms in the sun’s atmosphere.

superstition—^Belief based on supernatural explanations, or coincident rela-

tions instead of scientific cause and effect.

taconite—A plentiful ore containing about 25% iron; can now be used as a

source of iron.

telegraph—An instrument for sending messages bj' means of code. The send-

ing key controls the flow of electricity through the wires. The electric

current operates the sounder.

telephoto {telephotography)—A process of reproducing photographs b}' means

of electrical impulses.

telescope—^An instrument for magnifjdng distant objects such as ships at sea,

or stars.

teletype—the teletypewriter; an application of telegraphj' to operate tjTse-

writing machines at distant points.

television—^An electron s3''stem for sending pictures over a distance b}' means

of radio waves.

temperature—^The degree of heat of a substance.

thermometer—An instrument to measure the temperature.

thunder—^The report follomng a lightning discharge.

tide—The raising and lowering of ocean water due to the attraction between

the earth and the sun and moon.

time, standard—The clock time for a time zone.

time zone—^A belt (region) of the earth, running north and south, using the

same clock time throughout.

toad—^A small animal having a warty skin and Imng on insects found in

gardens and fields.

tornado—A storm with verj' high wind.

torrid {tropical) zone—^The part of the earth between the tropics of Cancer

and Capricorn.

transplanting—Transfer of a plant from one place to another.

trap—

A

U or S bend in a waste pipe of a plumbing system. It prevents

entrance of sewer gases into the room from which the pipe serves as a

waste outlet.
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tyrbine—A tj^p* made to Jpin the force of e-tpandmg gases (such

as steam) or hy mo^^ng water.

Diffused light bcto-een sundown and darknes=s.

typf^id fcrer—A contagious disease attacldng the digestixx sj-stem (intestines)

It IS commonly spread through water or milk, or by the hou«cff>'.

uTHWse—The great system of gaiaves,

unsoni/ory—Xot healthful.

The se\enth phnetj not visible to the naked eye

cacnnf—A preparation containing dead of weakened disease germs; when

inoculated into the body, produces inununily to the disease.

—f'peed

r<nu9—The second planet in chstanee from the sun; the earth's sister planet.

Belonging to springtime.

Easily changing to a gas when exposed to the atmosphere,

ic/’one—The sire of anjlhing, the space (room) it occupies.

\rarm fcon/—The advancing boundary of a large mass of w arm air.

ifort’—Small growths formed on and rooted in the skin

vasiiing soda—Sodium carbonate—used to soften water for household and

industrial u«es.

ifotfr—A compound of hydrogen and oxygen
ualer ey<U—The circulation of water in nature through the processes of

eiaporatiOQ, condensation, and precipitation.

troler, dufiflcd—Pure water obtained by the process oi distillation (erapora*

tsou Mid condeasation)

ico/cr, Aard—Water containing a large amount of dii»ol'‘ed minerals such as

sulfates and bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium.
icatt-r prtssurf—^The force of water exerted against objects due to its weight,

or pressure of water cau«ed b)- mechanical means,
ifolcr, «//—Water contauung little hardnesi>.<au8ing minerals.

vaUr lahle—The level or surface of underground water.
trcflWcr—The condition of the atmosphere for any part of the country at a

given time.

maifier factors—Conditions which make up the weather; »«., precipitation,

temperature, humidity, wind velocity and direction, condition of th®

sky, and atmosphenc |>ressurc.

ifcatAfr map—A map upon which weather factors at United States Weather

Stations are indicated for a given hour of the day.
icfalAcr rone—An instrument for indicating the direction from which the

wind 13 blowing
icfW A hole dug deep enough to obtain water, oil, or e»s-
mnd—Air in motion.
*enuh—-ThftpouA ia the sky directty ox'wbead
tine—x bluish-white metal, used to coat iron to prei-ent rusting.
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INDEX

Eeferences in parentheses refer to diagrams. References in italics

refer to half-tone illustrations. References in bold-faced tj-pe

refer to whole sections or chapters.

A
Accidents, first aid for, 39S-401;

kinds of, 396-397, 402; preven-

tion of, 397-39S

Acids, 366

ACTH, 395-396

Aeration, 314, 332, 470

Air, 158; and altitude, 36, 37-39;

circulation of, 82, 85; compo-

nents of, 40; cooling of, 38; cur-

rents, 39, 105-107, (106), (107)

{See also Wind); around the

earth {See Atmosphere); e.vpan-

sion of, 37-38, 62; for food stor-

age, 483-486; fronts (Sec masses);

heat capacitj' of, 105; as heat

conductor, 497; humidit}’' in, 51-

52 {See also moisture in); Ken-

nelly-Hea%’iside layer of, 153; and

light diffusion, 157-158; masses,

45-49, (46), 80-86; moisture in,

21, 39, 40, 51, 55, 62; motion

(See Wind); sound waves, 77,

158, 293-294, 297, 300-301; ve-

locity, 49-50; weight (See Air

pressure)

Air mass thunderstorms, 70, (71)

Air pressure, 21, 37-38, 40-41;

and altitude, 40, 41; measure-

ment of, 40-44; 81-86; sjunbols

for (98)

Air temperature, 21, 51, (103); and

altitude, 37-39; differences in.

36-39; and land, 104; and lati-

tude, 36; regulators of, 36; and
water, 39, 105; and wind, 37

Airway Forecast Centers, 94

Alcohol, boiling j>oint of, 26, 34;

freezing point of, 26, 35; as a

narcotic, 115, 503; uses of, 26;

and weather, 114-115

Alkalies, 366

Alpha. See Stars

Alpha Centauri. See Stars

Alternating current See Electricity

Altitude, and air, 40; and air pres-

sure, 40, 41 ;
and air temperature,

36, 37-39

Altocumulus clouds, 10, 14

Aluminum, 519

Andromeda. See Constellations

Aneroid barometer, 41, 43-44, 43

Animal oils. See Fats

Annuals, 415

Antenna. See Radar; Radio; Tele-

vision

Anther, 471

Antibiotics, 395

Anticyclones, 81-86

Aphid, 449

Archimedes, 195

Arctic regions, 84, 2^3

Arcturus. See Stars

Armature. See Electric motors

Asphyxiation, 400

Atlantic Standard Time zone, 237
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Atmosphere, 37-38. 40, 62

Atmosphenc pressure. See Air pres-

sure

Atomic bomb, 2S0

Atomic energy, 27S-2S1, (2S1)

Atoms, 73, 278-280

Aurora Borealis. 153

.Autumnal equinox, 221-222

Axis iSce tirth, Moon; Rotation

B
Cactena. 344-345, 3SS-3S6. 433-431

Bar magnet See Magnets

Barometers, 41, aneroid, 41; nier-

cu'ial (41)
I

Beaufort vind scale, 49, 50
i

Beetles, 447-418, (447), 41S. 4oO
Bell, Alexander Grabam, 29$

Bentley, Wilson A., C3

Beta. See Stars

Betelgeuse. See Stars

Big Dipper. Ste Coostelbbons

Bird baths, 462

Bird lunch counters, 4G2-(G3

Birds, 457-464, cron, 438; feeding

«tation for, 462-103, 462, fly-

catcher«, 457-438, grub* and
worm-eaters, 458; hawks, 461, 46$,

insect-eaters, 458-450, kingbird,

457, migration of, S; pboebe,

437; protection of, 463-464, seed-

eaters, 460, sparrow, English, 461
Bleaching agents, 376

Blight, 464, 470

Boiling points of Bquids, 2$-30
Bones. See Broken bones
Bread mold, 467

Breezes, land and sea, 44-45

Broadcasting. See Radio
Broken bones, first aid for, 399
Brown creeper, 458
Bruises, 398

Budding, 42S-429
Bugs. See Insects

Bulbs (plant), 427-138
Burdock, 440
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Bams, 399-400

Butter, 303

Butterflies, 444, 445

C
"Camera lube.” See Tele\-ision

Canning industry, 109, 110

Capillaries, 3S0, 430

CapiUary action, 430

Carbon dioxide, 40, 359

Carbonic add, 359

Carnitorous insects, 450

' Cassiopeia. See ConstclLitions

Caustic soda, 343

Centigrade scale, 31

Central Standard “nme zone. 236-

237

Centrifugal force, 195-196, (105),

378

Cesspool. 342, (344)

Oiain lightning. 76

"Quin reaction,” 2S0, (2S2)

Cbeese, 393

Chemi^ preserration, 402-403

Cbemienl toilet 343-344

Chemically pure water, 336-33S

Qiloride of lime, 346

Chlorophyll, 4C7

Chronometer, 215-246

Cirrostralus douds 10

Cirrus clouds, IS, 16

Clay soil, 409

Climate, 84, adaptation to, 107-117,

definition of, 84. and health,

112-115; and water, 102-106

&c of«o Air temperature; lAeather

Clinical thermometer, 33-34

Clothing, 113-114, IIS

Clouds, iO. IS, 13-18, 39, 51, 65, 57,

58, 148, altocumulus, lO, Ii<

cirrostratus, 10, cirrus, IS, 15>

16, cumulonimbus, 71, 81 ;
cumu-

lus. 13, H, 15, 16, 62, 70, 71, 8f,

factors in formation of, 13, 21,

"fair-weather," 13, nimbostratus,

1 15, IB; and rain prevention, 60;



Ftnitociinnilns, 15; stnitup, 10,

15; pyinlxils for, OS; tliuiKicrhcad,

13, 16, 70, 75

Coal, 523-52-1

Cold frames, ‘122, •12-1

Cold front, S3

Cold storage, -ISl—lSS, 465. See

al^ Foofi conwrvation

Cold waves, S3

Columbia Basin Project (Washing-

ton), 111, (510)

Communication. Scr Tclograpli;

Telephone; Teletype

Community garbage disposal, .310-

351, 360, (351)

Community health, 31.5-335

Community sanitation. .'^<t .Sanita-

tion; Water
Compass, 257-25!l, S67, 2C3-2fV5

Compost, 112

Condensation, 55, MS
ConducUon, -105. See aho lilcc-

tricity; Heat

Conductors, 79-SO, 105

Consen'ation, 481-528; enemies of,

515-517, 517; borne inefhotls of,

187; of natural resources, .>,33,

509-528. See aho Food; Natural

rc.=ourccs; Plant.®; Soil

Constellations, 127-131; Androm-

eda, 1.30, 191 {See aha Galaxies);

Big Dipper, 120-129, /27,
(1.30);

Ca.®.«iopeia, 127, (130); Cyguus

(Northern Cro.®.®), 127, 130; Little

Dipper, 131; map of, (130), (137),

Orion, 127, (128), 131, 140, 192;

Pegasus, 127, 130; Pleiades (Seven

Sisters), 131, 131; Taurus the

Bull, 128, 131 ;
Virgo, 102

Continental polar air masses, 45

Continental tropical air masses, 4G

Contour planting, 417, 510, 514

Convection, 112-114, 490

Cooper’s hawk. See Birds

Copper chloride, 343; sulfate (blue

vitriol), 343

Corn borer, 44S

Corona, 12, 105

Corro.sion, 521

Cortisone, 395-30G

Cotton (fabric). 1 13. 114

Cotyledons, 410-421. (421)

Craters of moon. See Moon
Crickets, .>,59

Crop dusting, 442, 443, .',G5

Crop rotation, 432-435, 4SS, 4T0

Crops, green cover, 412: growing

sp:i.®on of. 107, (lOS), 109; and

related industries, 109; and

weather. 100-111

Crow, .',33

Crown (tooth), 3S4

Cultivation. See Soil

Cumulonimbus clouds, 71, SI

Cumulus clouds. See Clouds

Current®. See Air

Cuts, first aid for, 401

Cutworm, 4-15

Cyclones, 49, SI , .S2- SO

Cyclotron, 280

Cygnus. See Constellations

D

Dams, 510. See aho under names of

dams
Dandelion, 440

Date line, 238-239, (239)

Day, 204-210, (200), (220), 243

Daylight saring time, 237-23S

Dedduous trees, 420

Degree, 229; thermometer, 29-30

Dehydration (food), 491, 492

Deneb. See Stars

Dentine, 384

Dew, 55, 6S
,

Diaphragm. See Radio; Telephone

Diesel engines, 277, 279, (279)

Diffusion of light, 157-15S

Direct current. See Electricity

Disease, prevention and treatment

of 391-39G. See also Food; Gar-

bage; Milk; Sewage; Teeth; V ater
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Fumigation, 470

Fungi, 467—470
^

GalarieS, 194; Andromeda, 190, W/,

19S, ellipse, 190, globular, 190,

Milky Way, ISe, JS9. 191; ott«r,

190-192, spiral, 1S», 194

GaBeo, 41, 180, 195

Galranometer, (275), 2S5

Garbage, 245-350, community dis-

posal of, 349-351, 350, (351);

private disposal of, 3JS-349, re-

ceptacles for, 345-347, 3-17, re-

duction plant, 349-350, 350, (351)

Garden pests. iSee Birds; Insects;

IVeeds

Garden tools, 41S-119

Gardens, chenueal, 454l planning,

414-418; planting. 4/4, 4/5, 413-

429

Garter snake, 455, 456

Gases, 23, compressioo and e.T-

paasioa of, 61-62; «ee «?« Tem-
perature, and molecular motion;

coDiertion of, 112-114, 49G,

around stars, 191-193, around

sun, 150-153. Stt alto under in-

dn-idual names of gases.

General Forecast Center, ^
Generators, 230, S54, £55, 274-278,

(273), £76, £77, (2S0)

Genuuums, 439

Gipsy motb, 446

Goremment Weather Bureau. Stt

IT. S Weather Bureau

Grafting, 42S-429, 4429)

Grand Coulee Dam (Colombia

Hirer), £54, TiO-TTI, StO, SU
Grand NaUonal Park (Colorado), li

Grarel, 410

GrariUtion, onirersal, ]94-196|

(195)

Grarity, force of, 146, 316-317;

pressure, 319, 322

Grarity system of rrater supply, 317,

322, (324), 332
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Green snake, 456

Greenwich, 230; mean time, 237;

obsen-atory, ££6, 245; prime

meridian, 230, 237

Growing season, 107-109, (lOS)

Grab, 447, 458

Grubeaters, 45S

Golf Stream, 39

Gunshot wound, 400

I

I Mail, 55, 64

Hale telescope, ISS, 193

Malos, 12

Hawks, 461, 46S

Health. 315-355, 359-lW; “d
mate, 112-114; community, 315-

335; department, 503; food and,

3S3, 501-5W, relations, 502-

•603, and safeguarding milk, 391-

392, 4SM9I, 501-502; sanitation,

tee Sanitation; and teeth, 3S2;

and water, 502

Heat. 22; body, lIZ-114. clothing

and, 112-114, US, conduction,

112, 114, 493: coni-ectien, 112-

114, 496; energ}*, 22, 157;

alto PhotoeJertrie cell; Tempe^

tore, food preservation by, 4Si-

491; insolation, 4S4; radiation,

211-213, (213); from sun, 211“

213; traimfer of, 494—197

Heat rays, 213

Hearena. 121-250

HeUum, 150, 151

Hemispberes, 219, 228, 231

Highs. 49, 81-86

Home conserration methods, 4S7-

494, by chemicals, 492-193; by

odd, 493-494; by diymg,

by heat, 4S7, principles of, 4S7

Homogenized mflk, 373, 393

Hoorer Dam (Colorado Hirer), £55,

276-277

Hot wares, 83

Hotbeds, 422-424, (424)



Houscny, 347-34S, SJ^7

Humidity, 51-r)2, S3. See nho Air,

moisture

Humus, 409, 411

Hydroelectric power, 276-277

Hydrogen, 40, 150, 151, 105

Hygrometer, 51

I

Ice box, IfOS

Ichneumon fly, 452-453

Incinerators, 349, 353

Industries, 109-111. Sec also Crops;

Weather

Infections and antibiotics, 395

Inoculations, 394-395, S94

Inorganic substances, 332

Insects, 443-'la4, 4'7~; beetles, 447-

44S, (447), 4-'iS, 4S0; caterpillars,

444, 445, 440, control of,

442, 443, 445, 440, 447, 44S, 449,

4Gd; com borer, 443; cutworm,

445; damage by, 443-444; hami-

ful, 443-449, 4G0; helpful, 450-

454; ichneumon, 452-4.53; juice-

suckers, 448-449; kinds of, 444-

4.54, 450; locusts, 443; moths,

440; and pollination, 474-47.5,

(475); praying mantis, root

maggots, 444-445

Insoluble material, 334-335

Insulation, 497-49S

International date line, 23S-239,

(239)

Iron, 151, 51S
Irrigation, 111, IIG, 431-432

Isobars, 97

J
Juice-suckers, 448-449

Jupiter. See Planets

K
Kennelly-Heavisidc layer, 153

Key Statements: conservation, 526-

527; day, night, seasons, 223;

earth measurements, 247-248;

electricity and communication,

310; food conservation, 505; gar-

den friends and enemies, 477;

gardening, 435-436; health and

safety. 403-404; health and sani-

tation. 3.5-1-355; heavens, 199;

magnetism and electricity, 2S3-

284; star study, 141; storm

areas. SO; sun rmd moon, 173;

weather factors, 05; weather fore-

c:i.sting, 117; weather signs, IS

Key Words: conservation, 526; day,

night, seasons, 223; earth meas-

urements. 247; electricity and

communication, 309; food con-

senaition, 504; garden friends and

enemies. 476; gardening, 435;

he.alth and safety, 403; health

and sanitation, 354; heavens,

199: mngnetL«m and electricity,

2S3; star study. 141; storm

arc;is, SO; sun and moon, 172;

weather factors, 65; weather fore-

casting, 115; weather signs, 17-18

Kingbird, 457

Kingfisher, 439

Kinglet, 459

L
Lacey Act, 464

Lady-bird beetles, 448, 450-451

Land, consen-ation of, see Soil;

heat capacity of, 103-105; tem-

perature of, 105

Land and sea breezes, 105-106,

(107)

Landscaping, 414-418

Larvae, 444, 445, 446, 447

Latitude, 230; and air temperature,

36; and navigation, 240, 246;

and sun, 245

Laundering fabrics, 375

Law of universal attraction, 194-196,

(195)

Leaf-eaters, 444-446
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library research: Burbank, Ixither,

426, constellations’ names, 129;

eclipses, 165; Fahrenheit, the

scientist, 31, FranUm's Idle ex-

periment, 73, metric system, 31;

migtation of birds 8, ocean cur-

rents, 40, water percentage in

soap, 363

lice. 449

Light, diffusion of, I57-15S; raj's,

213; speed of 133

light year, 133-134

lightaiag, 73-79, 73, 75, (77), 78,

79, chain, 76, danger from, 7S-

79: rods, 79-80. SO

Lime, 359

limestone cares, 360

liquids, boiling temperatures of,

capiUarj action in 430;

condensation ol, 55, 14S; coo-

rection m. 112-114, 496, dis-

tillation of, tee Distillation, ev'ap-

oration of, 114, erpansioo of, 26,

little Bear. See Constellations

Loam, 409

Locusts, 445

Lodeslones, 253, SS6

Longitude, 230-231, and naviga-

tion, 240, 245-246 See also ‘Tune;

International date line

Lows, 46-49, (47), 81, S3-S6

.11

Maggots, 347

Magnesmm, ISl, 519-520

Magnetic lines of force, 259-261, !KO
Magnetic poles. See Ma^iets
Magnetism and electricity, 263-378,

(265), (275); law of, 256-257, 259

Magnetite, 253, SS6

Magnets. 251-274; bar, 255, tOO,

263, 267-20S; electro-, 265-274,

(265), 868, (270), S73, 287-304,

£76, S9S, making, 260-261, 264-

267; permanent, £56, £60, 267-

578 INDEX

26S, 297; poles of, 255-256; tern-

poraiy, 267-268

Manure, 423-424, 433

Map study, longitude and latitude,

232

Marconi, Guglielmo, 293

'•Mare’s laDs,” 13

Maritime polar air masses, 46

Maritime tropical air masses, 46

Mars. See Planets

Measurements, of air pressure, 40-

44, Sl-86; of earth, 227-249;

of light speed, 133; of star dis-

tances, see Stars; of temperature,

tee Thermometers; units of, 133

Medicines, regulation of, 503

Mercnrial barometer, (41)

Mermry (element), 26; boding

point of, 26; freezing point of, 26

' Mercniy. See Planets

I
Meridians, 228-229, (22S), (W);

ISOth meridian Cmternational date

line), 23S-239, (239); prime, 230,

237

MetalUe thermometers, 24-25

Metals, expansion of, 24-25; as

heat conductors, 494-497; m sun,

150-151. See also ConductiM;

under names of indiridual metals,

Minerals

Meteorites, ISO

Meteors, 13S-139, IJ^O

Metric system, 31

Mexican bean beetle, 450

ItDcropbonc. See Radio

Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 464

Migratory Birds Conservation An,

4&4

Milk, bacteria in, 391; compopenU

of, 393. dietary importance of.

393; an emulsion, 373; hom_c«-

emsed, 373, 393; pasfeuruatiOT

of, 391-392, 392, 4S9-t91;

nets, 393; raw. 391; safegoarfmg

of, 391-392, 4S9-491, 501-502

Milkweed, 440,
473



Milky Way. See Stars

MiHibar, 44

Milling Industry, 110

Minerals, consen'ation of, 520-522;

resources, 519-520; use of, 51S

Minutes, 230

Moisture. See Air, moisture

Molars, 384

Molds, 395, 467-469

Molecules, 22-23, 41, 73, 294, 495.

See also Air temperature, and al-

titude; Temperature, and molec-

ular motion

Moon, 153-175, 166, 167; atmos-

phere on, 157, 15S; axis of, 156;

craters of, 155, 156; dark of, 167;

diameter of, 153; distance from

earth of, 155; eclipse of, 157, 159,

(159), 160; gra'vity on, 155; light

of, 155, 207; light on, 157; orbit

of, 171-172; phases of, 166-171,

(170); revolution of, 156; ring

around, 8, 11, 12; rising of, 187;

rotation of, 156-157
;
shadows on,

15S; sound on, 158; temperature

of, 156-157; and tides, 196, (197);

and weather, 9

Morning Star. See Planets: Venus

Morse code, 288-289; appendix, 552

Morse, Samuel F. B., 287

Mosquito, 448

Moths, 445-446

Mount Palomar Observatory (Cali-

fornia), ISS, 189, 193

hlount TTOson Observatory (Cali-

fornia), 138, 149 ,
188

Mountain Standard lime zone, 237

Muck, 409

Mulch, 430-431

Mullein, 440

Mushrooms, 467
Mustard plant, 440, 47S

N
Narcotics, 503

Natural gas, 525

Natural laws, 193

Natural resources, conservation of,

509-528

Navigation, 240-241

Nearsightedness, 388

Nebulae, 131, 192, 194; around

Orion, 192; around Pleiades, 131

;

"ring” or planetaiy, 190; spiral,

190, 192; around ITrgo, 192

Neck (of tooth), 474

Neptune. See Planets

Neutral substances, 366

Neutrons, 280

Newspaper weather reports, 90-91

Newton, Sir Isaac, 195

Newdon’s law of universal attraction,

195

Niagara Falls, 276-277

Night, 204-210. (206), (220)

Nimbostratus clouds, 15 , 16

Nitrates, 410-411

Nitrogen, 40; compounds in soil,

433-434

Node, 429

North magnetic pole. See IMagnets

North Pole, 207, 210

North Star (Pole Star). See Stap

Northern Cross. See Constellations

Northern Hemisphere, 206, 207,

209, 218, 228

Northern lights. See Aurora Borealis

Nucleus, 279-280

Nuthatch, 458

0

ervatories: Flagstaff, 184,

reenwich, 228, 245; ^It. Palo-

lar, ISS, 189, 193; alt- Vilson,

3S, 149,
ISS

lan currents, 39

conservation, 524-52o

5,
365-366

Deration Haylift,” 5-6

St, of earth, 171-172, (20o);_of

loon, 171-172; of planets, 1/e-

78, 203-204
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Organic impurities, 332

Onon. See Constellations

Osmosis, 493

Orary, 471

Orule, 471, 474

OiidatiOD, 423

Oxygen, 40, 151

Ozone, 40

P
Padfic Standard Time 2one, 237

Palomar Mountain Obserratory

(California), ISO

Parallels, 223, (223), 229, (229)

Parasites, 452-453, 4S2, 470
\

Pasteurization, 391-392, S9S, 480-
,

491

Peat moss, 431

Pegasus. See Constellations

PemdlKn, 395, S97
Perennials, 415

Perspiratiou, 52, 381

Pests, garden. See Insects

Petals, 471

Phoebe, 457

Photoelectric cell, 291-292, {202), SOi
Plckltog, 493

Picture tube. Set Television

Pigweed, 440

Pisbl, 471, 474, (475)

Planetoids, 178

Planets, 177-186, in galaxy, ISO-

192, Jupiter, 179-181, 204; Mars
("Red Planet’’), 178-179, 179,

204, Mercury, 182-183, 20J-201;
Neptune, 184-185, 204; orbits of,

177-178, 203-204, paths of, 181,
ISB, Pluto, 184, 184, 185, 201;
revolution of, 178, 203-204; rota-
tion of, 204; S.iturn, 176, 183,

201; temperature of, 178, Uranu^
179, 184-185, Venus (Morning
and Evening Star), 181-182, 181
203-204; visibility of, 178

Planting, contour, 417, 510, 514;
plan, 414-418; strip, 515

580 INDEX

Plants, 414-417, 4^> annual, 415;

cutting, 427, diseases of, 419,

464—470; growth of, 4^S, 4^3,

Lee on, 449, nitrogen-adding,

433-^34; perennials, 415, propa-

gation of, 428-429, (429), 470,

sLpptng, 427, starting, 421-427;

thinning, 426, watering, 432

Pleiades. See Constellations; Neb-

ulae

Plowing, 410.412

I^uto. See Planets

Plutonium, 280-281

Poison ivy, 441

Poisoning, 400

Polar front, S3

Polar regions. See Arctic regions

Polaris. See Stars

Pole Star.! See Stars

Poles. See Magnets, North Foie;

South Pole

Pollen, 471-475

Pollination, 471-478, (475)

Pores, 3S1-381

Power plants. See Generators

Praying mantis, 451, 4^1

Predpilation. 55-67

Preservation of food. See Food

conservation

fteservatives, chemical, 492-493

Pressure. See Air, pressure, Grav-

' •ty; ^’ater

I

IVessure cookers, 483^89

Prime meridian, 230, 237

Projects, See Science pisco^eiy

Book
Propagation. See Plants

Protons, 75

Proximus Centauri. See Stars

Ptolemy, 123-124

Ptolemy’s systems, (124)

PubUc health. See Community

health

Puff baUs, 467

Pumping system, 317, 324, (325)

Pupae, 347, 443, 447



Pure Food and Drug Acts, 502-503

Purification. See Water

Q
Questions. See Thought Questions

Quick-freeang method. See Food

conservation

R
Radar, 93, 163, 29S, 301-304, (301),

S02, (304)

Radiation, 112, 157, 2S1, 496-497

Radio, 29S-300, (300); broadcast-

ing, 299; directional, 92; recep-

tion, 300-301; transmission, 153;

waves, 299-301; and weather

reports, 90-91

Radio proximity fuse, 303

Ragweed, 440, 47S
Rain, 16, 51, 55-59, 61-62, 83, 148.

See also Rain-making; Rain pre-

vention

Rain prevention, 59, 60-61

Rain water, 360

Rainbows, 11, 12

Rain-making, 59-61, 432, 511, 514

Rattlesnake, 455-456
Rays (sun), 211-213; direct, 213;

slanting, 213, (213)

"Red Planet.” See Planets: Mars
Red-tailed hawk, 461

Reforestation, 514

Refrigerators, 494-501, 459; care

of, 500; construction of, 497-498;

heat removal from, 498-500; scien-

tific principles of, 494-497

Repulsion. See Electricity

Research, library'. See Library Re-

search

Reservoirs, 316, 327, 332
Revolution, 203; of earth, see Earth;

of moon, 156; of planets, 178, 203-

204

Rings. See Moon; Saturn; Sun
Roosevelt Dam, 276-277
Root maggots, 444-445
Root (tooth), 384

Rosin, 371

Rotation, of crops, 432-434; of

earth, 203; of moon, 156-157;

of planets, 204

Rubbish, disposal plant for, 351

Saliva, 3S6

Sandy soil, 409, 410

Sanitation, 315-316, 327, 329-355;

and community health, 315-357;

and milk, 391-393; and waste

disposal, 339-345; and water

sources, 331-332; and water sys-

tem, 327-330

Saturn. See Planets

Scalds, 399-400

Schmidt telescope, 189

Science Discovery Book, projects

for: 16, 17-18; conservation,

527-528; constellations' stories,

128-129; day, night, seasons,

223-224; earth measurements,

248-249; electricity and com-

munication, 311; food conser\’a-

tion, 506-507 ;
garden friends and

enemies, 478-479; health and

safety, 405; health and sanitation,

356-357; heavens, 200; mag-

netism and electricity, 284-285;

star stud.v, 142; storms, 87; sun

and moon, 1/4; weather, 19,

weather factors, 66-67; weather

forecasting, 118-119

Scouring powder, 371

Sea breezes, (100)

Seasons, cause of, 211-225

Seconds, 230-231

Sedimentation, 332-333

Seedbox, 421, 495

Seedeaters, 460

"Seeding” clouds, 60, 432

Seeds, 416,
419^2, 429 ;

of, 422, 423; parts of, 41^1,

(421); planting, 412, 419-427; pre-

paring soil for, 412; testing, 419
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Sepals, 471

Septic tank, 344-345, (344)

Serum, 394-395

Sewage, disposal of, 339-345

Sextant, 245, S46

Shasta Dam, 27&'277

Shock, first aid for, 400

Shooting stars. Set Meteors

Short wares. See Radar, Radio

Sihcon, 151

SUrer iodide, 60

Sinks, 339-340

S»phon-jet toilet, 341, (311)

Skin, care of, 3S0-3S2, stroctureand

functions of, 3SO-3S1

Sleet, 55, 63-&1, €S

Sh'pping (plants), 427

Slndge, 344—345

Snakes, 455-457, 455, 471

Snow, 55, 6.^, 83, 14S

Snowflakes, S9, 61, 63-^
Soap, 363-378; and capillan action,

373-375, as cleanser, 375. fUleiS

in, S71, kindsof.363, making of,

SB5-370, S6B. {SST). 970, raw

materials for, 3C5-360, special,

370-371; 8ub«titutes for, 372

Sodium, 161, hydroxide, 343

Sofl, 409-413, aeration of, 470;

bacteria m, 410-411, 431; com-

position of, 410-412, conserva-

tion of, 509-515, 614. 515; cul-

tn-atioD of, 43(M32, 431, ero^on,

509-514, 61S, fertilaation of,

412, heat-absorbing capacity,

(103); irrigation of, 431-432,

kinds of, 409; minerals in, 409,

411; mulching, 430-431, origin

of, 409; preparation of, for plant-

ing, 412-413, temperature, 424,

testing, 41it 412. 417; water in,

43(1-431

Solar system, 145, (ISO)

Solute, 334-330

Solution, definition of, 334

Solvent, 334-335

6S2 INDEX

Sound wares, 77, 15S, 293^294, 297.

30D-301

South magnetic pole. See Magnets

South Pole, 207, 210

Southern hemisphere, 219, 22S

Sparrows, 461

Spectroscope, 149

Speed, of light, 78; of sound, 78

Sperm, 454

Sprains, 899

Spring, 220-221

Stains, remox'al of, 378-379

Stamens, 471, 474, (475)

Standard time zones, 235-237

Stars, 123-138, 194; Alpha, 131;

Alpha Centauri, 133-134, 197-

198; Arcturus, 137-13S;

131; Betelgcuse, 125, 131; coiots

of, 133-136; in constellations, tee

Constellations; Deneb, 130, dis*

tance between, 133-135, (135); n*

first magnitude, 125, 1^^^'
"fixed," 177; our galaxj',

189-190, see o7» Galaxies, -ga*>n?i

124; groups, tee Constellations;

light from. 125-128; lore of,

121; maps of, (136), (137)5

Way, ise, 189, 191, tee fto

Galaxies; .Morning and

tee Planets; motion of, 136;

pomtera, 129, PoUris or Pole Star,

123-124, 127, 129, (130), 131,

I9S, 240-211, (241), 246, ProM-

mus Centaun, 134; rising of, 1S7,

shooting, tee Meteors; as suns,

125, 116, 135-136; superstiUons

about. 132-133; temperature o5,

135-136, and time, 246, traiK

Steam, 23

Steam pressure, for generators,

276. 977

Stem-eaters, 444-440

Storage, food, 4S4. 5ee also Fooa

coasen-ation

Storm areas. 13. 46. 69-«7; centers.

46; clouds, IS, IS. 70, 7o, c.r-



clones, 49, 81, 82-86; electric, 71;

general areas, 80-89; local, 69-80;

paths of, 12, 100, (101)

Strains, 399

Sfratocmnulus clouds, 15

Stratosphere, 15, 38-39

Stratus clouds, 10, 12

Substances, organic, inorganic, 332
Sulfa drugs, 395

Summer, (39), 218, 219-220, (220)

Sun, 145-153, 162-175, 149; alti-

tude, 245; atmosphere of, 151-

153; distance of, from earth, 146;

distance of, from planets, 145;

eclipse of, lU, 162-165, (162),

(163), IBS] elements of, 149-

151; gases on, 145; gravit}' on,

146; heat from, 102, 147-149,

(147), (148), 211-213, (213); lati-

tude from, 245; light from, 148;
and moon phases, 166-171, ^70);
ring around, 11, 12; size of, 145-

146; spots, 151-153, 161-, in

summer, (39); temperature, 145;

and tides, 196; and weather, see

Temperature; Weather
Sun spots. See Sun
Sunshine, heat of, 36, 37
Sweat glands, 380-381

T
Taconite, 519-520
Tadpoles, 454
Tank, flush, 341, (341) ;

septic, 344-

345, (344)

Taurus. See Constellations
Teeth, 382-386; care of, 382-383;

cavities in, 382-383, 385-386;
food requirements of, 383; struc-
ture and growth of, 383-385, 385

Telegraph, 287-293, 288, 289, 298;
sending pictures by, 291-293,
(292)

Telephone, 293-297, (295), 298
Telescope, 163; radio, 122
Teletype, 290-291

Telerision, 91, 298, 304-309, 308,
307', and weather reports, 91

Temperature, air, see Air; body', 33;
boiling, 28-30; definition, 22;
freezing, 28-30; land, 103-104;

measurement of, 23-35; and
molecular motion, 22-23, 26, 61,

151-153; of moon, 156-157;

scales, (30); of sun, 145, 151-153;

of water, 102-104; zones, 36

Tent caterpillar, JfJfi

Thermometers, 24-35, (35); Cen-

tigrade scale, 31; clinical (doc-

tor’s), 33-34; Fahrenheit scale,

28-30, 31; fixed points on, 29-30,

31; house, (34); liquid-containing,

25, 26-35; metallic, 24-25; special,

33-35. See also Hygrometer

Thermostats, 26

Thought Questions; conservation,

527; day, night, seasons, 224;

earth measurements, 248; elec-

tricity and communication, 310-

311; food conserrration, 505-506;

garden friends and enemies, 477-

478; gardening, 436; health and

safety, 404; health and sanitation,

355-356; heavens, 200; mag-

netism and electricity, 284; star

study, 141; storm areas, 86-87;

sun and moon, 174; weather fac-

tors, 66; weather forecasting, 117;

weather signs, 18-19

Thunder, 77

Thunderheads, 13, IS, 70

Thunderstorms, 44r45; air mass, 70,

(71); frontal, 70-71

Tides, 196, (197), 198

'fime, Atlantic Standard, 237; Cen-

tral Standard, 236-237 ;
daylight-

saving, 237-238; Eastern Stand-

ard, 235-236; and longitude, 23^

239; Mountain Standard, 237;

Pacific Standard, 237; zones, 834,

235-237, (236)

Toadflax, 440
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Toad stools, 467

Toads, 4S2, 4-^3, 464-455

ToUets, 340-341, (341); ehenucal,

343, siphon-jet, 341, (341)

Tomato wonn, 452

Tools, garden, 418-419

TomcellJ, 41-43

Tornado, S, 44, 45

Tourniquet, 401

Tractor, 431

Transformers, SSO

Transmission lines, SS6

Transmitter. See Radio, Telephone,

Televi'uon

Transplanting, 40S, 426, 4~S

Traps, 339-340, (340)

Trees, blight on, 464, budding, 42S-
|

429, coa'ervation of, (523), 523;
|

deciduous, 426; grafting. 42S-

429, (420), transplanting. 4OS,

426. 4^3, as w'mdhreakers, 3Ji
TVicldBosis, 491

Tropic of Cancer, (39)

Tropical climate, $4

Tropical front, 83

Tropical nines, 36, 30

Troposphere, 16, 39

Turbines. See Generatoi'

Twilight, 207, 209-210

Typhoid ferer, 330, 34$. 304, 501

U
U. S. Nary weather stations, 88
U.S. Pure Food and Drug Acts,

602-503

U, S. Weather Bureau, 90, 93,

99, too

UniTersal graTitation. SceGravitatioD

Unirerse, theory of formation of

192-m
Uramum, 2SO-2S1

Uranus. See Planets

Vaccinations, 394-395, S94
Vegetable oils, 366

5S4 INDEX

Vegetarian insects, 450

Vegetation, conservation of, 615

Velodty, cloud, 15; light, 78, sound,

78; wind, 49, 60, table, 50

Venus. See Planets

Vernal equinox, 220-221

Vitamins, 383, 392-393

Volt, 76

IT

Warblers, 459, 46S

Warm front, S3

' Washing machines, 376, 377-378,

877, powders, 376, temperature,

376

Waste. 5ec Sewage

Water, aeration, SI4- 332, in air,

tee Air; and air temperatures, 36,

39. boiling, 330-331; chemically

pure, 336-338, c)«tem, 325, as

cleansing agent, 35M&3; con-

serr'atjon of, 60^14, ejcle, 148,

distillation of, 336-33S, distribu-

tion of, to honiea, 327-329, to

reservoirt, 316-327, 332, evapora-

tion, 102, for generators, 275,

and health, 320-331; heat capac-

ity of, 102-103, impurities m.

332, purification of, 314, 332-333,

(333), SSi, rab, 360, rebtion oJ,

to climate, 102-106, rceenoir,

tet Re'iervoirs; safe, 329-330, and

sewage. SSOrSSl, 342-343. soft,

359-3C0, Boftenert, 361-363; m

soil, 430-131, as solrtnt, 334,

sources, 316, storage, 316, 327,

systems' community, 332, grav-

ity, 317, 322, 327, home, 327,

pumping, 317, 324-325, (325),

327; temperature of, (103), 104,

103; vapor, 57, see also Condensa-

tion, welb, 330-331, ;330)

Water glass, 371, 493

Waves. See Air; Radio, Sound

Weather, 5-119; adaptations to,

107-117, ilO, US, U6-, nnd al-



coliol, 114-115; and animals, 7;

and birds, S; clouds, sec Clouds;

factors, 17, 21-G7, G9-70; and

food, 5-6, 109-111; and licalth,

112-115; and industries, 100-111;

local, 60-70; -makers, 21; and

moon, S, 9, 11; and radio, see

Radio; and rainbows, 12; signs,

5-18, 11, 89-90; and sun spots,

153; superstitions, 5-18; vanes,

4; and water, 102-100. See also

Air; Key statements; Sun
Weather forecasting, 17, 89-119:

accuracy of, 101-102; Airway

Forecast Centers. 94; factors in.

49, 92, 102; Forecast Center

(Washington), 97-9S; forecasts,

long range, 97-9S; General Fore-

cast Center, 94, 90; maps, 44, 45,

82, 94-97, (96), (97), 100; obser-

vation stations, S8, 92, 93, 94;

reports, 90, 94; as a science. 100-

101; Ej-mbols, (90), (9S); thirty-

day forecasts, 99; value of, 99-

100

'Weathermen, 1 7, SS

W'eeds, 412, 439; control of, 440-

442; injurious to health, 441

Wells, 330-331. (330)

Western hemisphere, (22S), 231

Wheat, no. 113

Mild h'fe, conservation of, 515-517

Mind, 21. 44-50, .S3; c.vclones, 49,

SI, S2-S0; definition of, 44;

direction, 30. 49; effect on air

tcmjicrature, 37: kinds of, 44-45;

or land and sea breezes, 105-106,

(107;: pressure. 49; scale. 50;

tornado, 44, 4-7; velocity of, 49. 50

M'oodpeckcrs, 459, 4^S

M'ool (fabric), US, 114

Z

Zones, frigid, 36; temperate, 36,

(39); time, 23.), 235, (236), 237;

tropical, 36, 39
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